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Foreword 
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is actively 

engaged in providing assistance to state and local governments to 
support their planning capabilities. Good planning is indispens
able to the development and implementation of effective programs 
for improving criminal justice and reducing crime. Planners know 

that they must begin with an analysis of the crime and criminal 
justice problems they face and that the chances for a rational 
allocation of the system's scarce resources are enhanced when the 
rel~vance of the data to the problem at hand is clearly apparent. 

A powerful tool at the planner's disposal is the data 
collected and analyzed during the earliest steps of the planning 
process. However, it is in these early steps that the greatest 
difficulties are encountered. 

The expertise of analysts, planners, researchers, statisti
cians, and of greatest importance, people Wh9 have had direct 
personal experience with state and local crime analysis and 
planning processes have been tapped by LEAA to develop and 
deliver a training course which is an Introduction to Analysis of 
Crime and the Criminal Justice System. This training course is 
being offered to state and local governments to assist and 
support their capabilities to identify, acquire, and utilize the 

best available data, analytic techniques, and problem-solving 
methods. 

LEAA has developed a training course in Planning, and has 
under development a course in Evaluation. The design of these 
programs of instruction is intended to form a comprehensive and 
complementary package for the assistance of state and local 
criminal justice agencies. These three cburses, the Planning 
course, and the Analysis and Evaluation courses--once successfully 
pilot-tested--are being offered by the LEAA sponsored Criminal 
Justice Training Center system. 

The analysis course materials, including the Text, 
Instructor Guide, and Administrative Plan, are to J:r..:::--Jons idered 



in draft form until the final pilot-testing of the materials is 
successfully completed by the Criminal Justice Training Center at 
the University of Southern California. Upon successful pilot
testing in December, 1977, the material and course are to be made 

available throughout the Training Center system during 1978. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The approach of this course to the analysis of crime reflects the 
real-life situations of criminal justice planners and of those who 
directly or indirectly perform analytic functions within the con
text of criminal justice agencies. The course is based on the pro
fessional roles and responsibilities of individuals who are required 
to perform analysis of crime and the criminal justice system what
ever may be their job titles. 

I. COURSE AUDIENCE 
As an introductory study in analysis, the course is designed for 
those individuals who need basic skills in order to have an aware
ness and understanding of the analytic process and tools used in 
the analysis of cr: "'.e. It is designed for individuals who hold 
criminal justice pl~nning staff positions, budget analysts, com
munity program coordinators, data and policy analysts, program 
monitors, and others who p~rform the planning function. 
An introductory courseoi five days can cover only those skills 
which will enable a planner to know what steps must be taken in 
crime analysis, what kinds of tools are available to perform them, 
and how to identify the environmental factors which impinge upon 
the process. This course does not purport to teach sophisticated 
statistical/analytic techniques; but has been developed to raise 
the participant's analytic skill level, and increase awareness 
and understanding about analytic problems and techniques. 

II. COURSE THEHES 

In a simplified way, crime analysis may be described as a four-step 
process: (1) problem identification and formulation; (2) collec
tion of data; (3) extraction of information from the data; and (4) 
persuasive presentation of the information. It is with this pro
cess that the. course is concerned. Everything in this course ad
dresses and relates to these four steps. 

Using this four-step process for crime analysis, the course has 
been organized around three integrated themes, although they may 
be individuallY identified as a means of explanation for the 
course rationale. The three themes define and identify analysis 
as a process, as a set of tools, and as a set of skills. 

A. Analysis as a Process 

Theme One looks upon analysis as a process which is used to for
mulate crime and criminal justice system problems, identify the 
appropriate data collect the data, extract information, and pre
sent the information effectively. A critical aspect of analysis 
is to perceive it as a continuous process within a larger decision
making context and not as a separate function or a few isolated 
techniques. Putting the process in motion requires specific tools 
and skills, and these are dealt with in the succeeding themes. 

i - 1 



B. Analysis as a Set of Tools 
Theme Two concerns analysis as a set of tools that a planner can 
use to identify crime and/or system performance problems. These 
qualitative and quantitative tools consist of analytic techniques 
which are applicable to criminal justice problems. 

C. Analysis as a Set of Skills 
Theme Three considers analysis as a set of skills used by a planner 
in meeting agency analysis objectives within an organization's 
social, political, and economic environment. Skills here involve 
the development of feasible analysis plans which are timely, with
in cost constraints, and useful to decision-makers. Identification 
and an understanding of the factors which may help or hinder the 
analysis process are a critical intent of this introductory course. 

III. COURSE STRUCTURE 

A. Overall Framework 

The themes have been translated into course goals and objectives 
and these are organized into teaching units or modules. For each 
module, there is a goal which serves as a guide for the formula
tion of behavioral objectives, topics, and teaching/learning tech
niques. The goals identify the intent of the module. Exhibit 1 
relates the themes to the goals of the course. 

B. Goals and Objectives 

For each goal, there m.y be one or more behavioral objectives which 
specify what it is the participant is expected to get out of the 
module and what he/she will be able to do as a result of the learn
ing experience. 

Following the goals and objectives, there is a topical outline in 
the materials which indicates how each subject area is to be 
treated; whether by lecture, discussion, individual or small group 
exercises. The course was designed primarily as a participatory 
learning experience. Therefore, lecture presentations, where neces
sary for explication purposes, have been kept to a minimum number, 
and each is limited to around twenty minutes. 

c. Modules 

The basic framework for the analysis course is an explication and 
elaboration of the analysis process. 

1. Module 1: Problem Formulation 

Module 1: Problem Formulation, in addition to considering the 
origins of problems faced by criminal justice analysts and the 
nature of these problems, also examines a problem formulation 
process which analysts may use. Also considered is the more gen
eral question of why use analysis in the criminal justice planning 
process. The purpose of the first module is to specify what prob
lem formulation is, how it is done, and what the outcomes of this 
step are in the analysis process. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
RELATION OF COURSE THEMES AND GOALS 

Course Themes: 

THEME 1: Analysis as a process 
which is used for identifying the 
appropriate data, collecting the data, 
extracting information, and presenting 
the information effectively, 

THEME 2: Analysis as a set of tools 
the planner can use in identifying 
crime and system performance prob-
lems and in developing situations 
to these problems. 

THEME 3: Analysis as a set of skills 
used by planners in meeting agency 
objectives within the organization's f--

social, political, and f:Conomic en-
vironment. 

.--

.--

-

r--

\-

'-- I....--
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Course Goals and Module Titles: 

GOAL 1: To help trajr~ees define 
analysis as a process, a set of tools, 
and a set of skills. within the context 
of the Planning process. 

Module: Problem Formulation 

GOAL 2: To help trainees develop a 
working knowledge and understanding 
of the range and type of data needed 
for criminal justice anlllysis with 
information on how to obtain and 
collect such data, 

Module: Data Collection 

GOAL 3: To build trainees' working 
knowledge 'of the range of analytic 
techniques whic.h are available, tho 
relative strengths and limitations of 
these techniques, and the quantita
tive skills which are required to 
perform these various analyses. 

Module: Data Interpretation: Crime 

GOAL 4: To build a working under
standing of the interactions between 
various components of the criminal 
justice system and how these actions 
might be used to determine the level 
of system performance. 

Module: Data Interpretation: Systems 

GOAL 5: To build trainee skills in 
developing an analysis plan, including 
a data collection component. 

Module: Implementation 

GOAL 6: To build trainee skills in 
the interpretation of analytic findings 
which meet agency analysis objectives 
within the social, political and eco
nomic environment. 

Module: Presentation ol Findings 



--------- -------- --------

2. Module 2: Data Collection 

Module 2: Data Collection considers types and sources of data 
available to the criminal justice analyst. Data sources are divid
ed into two categories: secondary data sources such as the Uni
form Crime Reports (UCR) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and primary data sources such as a public opinion or victimization 
survey which requires the analyst to collect the original data. 
The purposes of this module are to identify data sources, relate 
them to problems and questions addressed by the analyst, and 
specify the problems associated with their use in analysis. 

3. Module 3: Data Interpretation~-Crime 

In Modules 3 and 4, the emphasis is on the methodology and tools of 
converting data into useful information. Module 3: Data Inter
pretation--Crime focuses on the basic quantitative tools used in 
the interpretation of crime data. In presenting quantitative tools, 
this module first explains a specific technique, then demonstrates 
itsuse, and finally provides participants with the opportunity of 
using the technique on a specific set of problems. Emphasis is 
given to tools which have practical value and which can be readily 
acquired by individuals who have a basic understanding of math and 
statistics. 

4. Module 4: Data Interpretation--System 

The purposes of Module 4: Data Interpretation--System are to 1) 
shift the unit of analysis from crime to the relationships between 
criminal justice system performance and the incidence of crime, 
and 2) build upon the tools acquired in Module 3. In this module, 
the tools and skills covered are those useful for separating the 
criminal justice system into its respective components in order 
to understand the nature, functions, and interrelationships of the 
parts within the criminal justice system. By br'eaking down the 
criminal justice system into its organization, political, economic, 
and physical parts, and by considering the dynamic characteristics 
of the system, it is possible to better determine and understand 
system problems, and seek solutions to these problems. (1) 

5. Module 5: Implementation 

The next module, Module 5: Implementation, introduces the basic 
skills of developing an Analysis Plan. The purpose of the module 
is to provide trainees with a realistic approach to the prepara
tion of an Analysis Plan involving an elaboration of 1) the crime 
or system problem to be analyzed; 2) the key variables and data 
elements required and how they are to be collected (Data Collec
tion Plan); j~) the expected outcomes and products of the analysis; 
4) the respective roles and responsibilities of staff; 5) the 
scheduling of specific analysis tasks; and 6) estimating the 
budget required for a specific analysis. 
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6. Module 6: Presentation of Findings 

At the conclusion of Module 5 and all of Module 6: Presentation 
of Findings the concern is with the tools and skills useful in pre
senting the findings of an analysis plan--such a presentation is 
the last step in the analysis process. These skills and tools 
include both effective graphics and preparation of succinct narra
tives. The purpose of this material is to demonstrate and build 
participant skills in the effective utilization of the products of 
analysis, thus becoming a more persuasive influence in the criminal 
justice decision-making environment. 

D. Overall Framework Revisited 

Another way of viewing the structure of this training course is in 
terms of an Analysis Plan. While a complete discussion of prepar
ing an Analysis Plan is presented in Module 5, Exhibit 2 presents 
its basic components and relates these to each module of the course. 

This structure can be used to tie the various information skills 
and toois of the course into an understandable and useable whole-
an Analysis Plan. Throughout the text reference is made back to 
this exhibit to provide a context for each module and to assist in 
relating the various modules of the course to its respective 
stage(s) in the preparation of an Analysis Plan~ 

IV. AGENDA (See Exhibit 3) 

V. ORGANIZATION OF TEXT 

The curriculum materials presented in this Text are organized by 
course module in sequence. Following are the major elements of the 
Text: 

• Module Abstract 

Contains a brief statement of the purpose of the 
module, identifies the behavioral objectives for 
each module and presents a topic outline that 
corresponds to the presentation of material in 
the Text. 

• Narrative 

The narra ti ve fox: each module contains text on each 
topic and appropriate graphics. It is important to 
note that lecture presentations follow the topic 
outlines for each module, which, in turn provide a 
framework for the written narratives. Blank space 
for note taking has been provided throughout the 
Text. 

Each narrative has, as well, complete descriptions 
of Exercises associated with each module. These 
individual and small group exercises provide oppor
tunity for applying the various skills and knowledge 
of analysis brought to and developed in this program 
of instruction by each participant. 
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EXHIBIT 2 
ANALYSIS PLAN COMPONENTS WITH MODULE REFERENCES 

STAGES IN State problem Identify Specify Review Identify Identify Select Determine Estimate Select 
DEVELOPING for which audience & desired available variables & select analysis target man- costs presenta-
AN ANALYSIS analysis is use for products information needed & data techniques power, equip- tion format 
PLAN needed findings (ques- & formulate measurement sources ment and time & dissemin-

dons to hypotheses of variables needed alion prOce-
be an· to be tested dure 
swered) 

ANALYSIS Statement Audience Products Hypotheses List of Data Selected Work Plan Costing Presenta· 
PLAN of the Identifica, variables Collec- Analysis tion & dis-
COMPONENTS Problem tion & Use & measures tion Technique(s) semination 

for products Plan plan 

1-'- USE (WHAT I I I I I II I LJ I I EACH STAGE 
TELLS THE WHY WHAT HOW WHEN& HOW FOR 
PLANNER) BY WHOM MUCH WHOM 

MODULE MODULE 1: PROBLEM FORMULATION MODULE 2: DATA MODULE 3: MODULE 5: MODULE 6: 
REFERENCE COLLECTION DATA IN- IMPLEMENTATION PRESENTA-

TERPRE· TION OF 
TATION - FINDINGS 
CRIME . 
MODULE 4: 
DATA IN· 
TERPRE-
TATION -
SYSTEM 

- -- ----------------
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MONDAY TUESDAY 

,", 

9:00 9:00 
Introduction Primary Data 

10:00 10:30 
Module # 1 - Module#3-
Problem Formulation Data Interpretation -

• Criminal Justice Crime 

Planning • Descriptive Methods 

• Problem - lVIeasures of 
Formulation Central Tendency 

- Measures of 
Variation 

1--'-

LUNCH LUNCH 

• Problem State-
ments 1:30 

3:00 - Graphical Methods 

Module# 2- - Comparative Methods 
Data Collection 

• Secondary Data 

EXHIBIT 3 
COURSE AGENDA 

WEDNESDAY 

9:00 
- Comparative Methods -

Continued 

11 :00 
• Inferential Methods 

- lVIeasures of 
Association 

LUNCH 

1:00 
- Measures of 

Association -
Continued . 

1:30 
- Methods of 

Prediction 

THURSDAY FRIDAY 

9:00 Module # 6 -
lVIodule # 4 - Presentation of 
Data Interpretation - Findings 
System • Analysis Plan 

• Measuring System Presentations 
Performance • Presenting Issues 

and Findings 

11:40 
Close of Session 

LUNCH LUNCH 

1 :15 
• Measuring System 

Capabilities 

2:35 
Modul.e#5 -
Implementation 

• Analysis Plan 
Components 

• Analysis Plan 
Case Study 

--' 



Participants should utilize the Text both in track
ing each lecture presentation and for instructions 
to each Exercise activity. 
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(1 ) 

INTRODUCTION--END NOTES 

Anthony J. Catanese, Scientific Methods of Urban Analysis 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1972), pp. 3-5. 

INTRODUCTION--SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Several sources provide a good discussion of the analysis process 
and the scientific method. See for instance: 

Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral ReRearch, 2d ed. 
New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973, pp. 2-15. 

Dickinson McGaw and George Watson, Political and Social Inquiry, 
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1976, pp. 2-30. 

More general discussions of social science methodology can be found 
in the following; 

QID 

I. Deutcher. What We Say--What We DO r Glenview, Illinois! Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1973. 

Derek L. Phillips. Knowledge From What, Chicago: Rand MCNally, 1972. 

Abraham Kaplan. The Conduct of InquirYI San Francisco: Chandler, 
1964. 

An interesting historical discussion of the nature of scientific 
investigation is presented in: 

Thomas Kuhn. The Structure of Scientific Revolution§, Chicago: 
University of Chicago, 1962. 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

Title: Module 1: Problem Formulation 

Lecturer: 

Objectives: 

There are two major purposes of the first module! 1) to provide 
a context ~or and definition of analysis as used in this course; 
and 2) to elaborate procedures for developing problem statements 
and identifying the major characteristics of good problem state
ments. 

After completing this module, participants should be able to: 

• Define analysis and identify its significance. 

• Reconstruct the general planning process model and 
identify where and how analysis is used in criminal 
justice planning. 

• Identify two major functions common to most crim
inal justice planning agencies and explain, in 
terms of these functions, the uses of analysis. 

• Reconstruct the detailed model of the analysis 
process. 

• Identify barriers to and facilitators of analysis 
in planning. 

• Name and explain the criteria for adequate prob
lem formulation. 

• Distinguish between inadequate and adequate prob
lem statements. 

• Formulate an original problem statement. 

• Identify trends in the or~g~ns of problems about 
crime and the criminal justice system. 
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A. 

MODULE 1 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING 

Major Characteristics of Planning 

One definition of a "plan" is a detailed formulation of a program 
of action; planning is the development or devising of such a de
tailed formulation. As practiced across the U.S., criminal justice 
planning appears to have at least four major additional. defining 
characteristics in that it is: (1) future-oriented; (2) change
oriented; (3) goal-oriented; and (4) can be characterizGd as a 
process. 

Many times criminal justice planners receive a call or get a re
quest for an immediate response to a question or problem. Such 
"crisis" planning often implies responding in an ad hoc manner to 
a natural or man-made disaster and, in criminal justice administra
tion, usually involves dealing with the operational problems of 
line agencies. 

More typically, however, planning is performed in a one-year time 
frame corresponding to the agency's or jurisdiction's budget cycle. 
One-year planning is usually closely tied to the on-going problems 
and projects of the jurisdiction and over time the process becomes 
increasingly repetitive and highly structured. In contrast, middle
range planning may involve a five- to ten-year planning horizon, 
while long-range planning may extend the planner's horizon beyond 
ten years and ~ far out in time as a specific problem, issue, or 
need may require. For instance, one planner focusing on the 
long-range consequences of the effects of public policies on urban 
growth utilized a 250-year planning horizon. (1) 

A second characteristic of planning is that it is change-oriented. 
There are two important dimensions of change appropriate to crimi
nal justice: the size or magnitude of the planned change, and the 
rate of change. Incremental changes, such as a shift in labor re
source allocations, require a different type of planning effort 
than do more massive and fundamental changes, such as the decrimi
nalization of certain statutes. Nonetheless, given an existing 
situation and a proposed change, large or small, a planner's re
sponsibilities include: 

• formulating an accurate statement of the problem(s) 
facing a community 

• identifying preferred alternative remedies l and 

• considering what specific impacts such alterna
tives might have on these problem(s) and the com
munity's environment. 

The rate of proposed changes is an equally important consideration~ 
For example, crime reduction objectives are usually qualified by 
-the rate consideration of "by when. II 
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A third major characteristic of planning is that it is goal
oriented. The development and prioritizing of goals and objectives 
are important planning activities. For example, the Urban High 
Crime Reduction Program funded by the Illinois Law Enforcement Com
mission established three major objectives for local projects. 

(1) To reduce burglary and stranger-to-stranger 
crime thro~gh rational analysis and system
atic goal-oriented planning development and 
implementation; 

(2) To evaluate the various approaches undertaken 
by the program, for possible replications 
elsewhere in the state; and 

(3) To increase coordination between police, courts, 
and corrections officials in policy develop
ment and decision making at the local level. 

A review of local, regional, or state criminal justice planning 
documents would reveal similar sets of goals and objectives. 
Establishing priorities among these objectives, however, is an 
equally important activity. 

Finally, as illustrated in Exhibit 1.1, planning may be conceptual
ized as a process consisting of a sequence of discrete activities 
and tasks. At the center of this process is a rationalistic view 
of criminal justice decision-making which involves a planning
action-evaluation sequence. The initial seven steps of the general 
planning process model--from preparing for planning through iden
tifying alternative courses of action--comprise the "planning" steps 
of this process. Selecting the p.l."eferred alternatives, planning 
for implementation, and actually implementing the plans comprise 
the lIaction" component. Finally, monitoring and evaluating pro
gress is the "evaluation" step in the process. 

B. The Relationship of Data Analysis to Criminal Justice 
Planning 

There are two ways of perceiving the relationship between planning 
and data analysis: either in the context of the specific types of 
decisions a jurisdiction or agency must make during its planning 
cycle or, more generally, how analysis may be used fo~ specific 
steps in the general planning process. Planners must make a 
series of decisions involving which criminal justice problems 
merit attention, the best approaches to treating these problems, 
and the appropriate agents to carry out selected approaches. In 
addition! there are, at least two basic functions of most planning 
agencies: 1) the allocation (or the review) of resources by area 
organizations or activities and 2) the establishment of program
matic initiatives including the assessment of alternative propo
sals. A premise of this course is that analysis is required if 
decision-making and the performance of these functions are to be 
conducted in an effective and efficient manner. The following 
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Exhibit 1.1 

GENERAL PLANNING pnOCESS MQQIili 

1. 2. 3 4 . . 
Preparing Determine Determine Consider 
for , Present \. Projections 

" Alternative 
Planning -; Situation / and ,; System 

Anticipations Futures 
/ "-

.--1 

6. 

w ll. 5. '.I' Setting 
1-10ni toring -_., , Goals 
and ' Iden tifying / 

Evaluating 7 Problems 

Progress 
,,'\ 

. . 
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8. 
\. / 

9. 
10. 

Planning 
Identifying 

V 
Selecting Alternative 

Umplementin9 for / Pre ferred ./ 
Plans i' Implementation "- "- COUl:ses of 

Al terna ti ves Action 



Formula 
Components: 

City A 

City B 

Chaos City 

Total State 
of Paradise 

Exhibit 1.2 

FORMULA ALLOCATION - AN EXAt<lPLE 

Percent Total 
Population, 1976 

2% 

10% 

30% 

10,000,000 

+ Percent Total 
Crime Incidence 

10% 

5% 

50% 

400,000 

+ 
Percent Crime 
Index Growth, 
1971 - 1975 

75% 

30% 

25% 

o Total available funds for these three cities is $22,000,000 
(42% of $50,000,000). 

o Local shares are determined by (1) calculating weighted values 
for each component for each city, (2) percentaging the weighted 
components, and (3) calculating each city's share based on total 
weighted percentage. 

CI Weights for this example are: 
Population share = 3 
Crime Incidence Share = 1 
Growth Rate = 1/3 

STEP ONE 

City A 3(2%) + 10% + 75%/3 43.5 

city B = 3(10%) + 5% + 30%/3 = 45.0 

Chaos city = 3(30%) + 50% + 25%/3 148.3 

STEP TWO 

City A = 43.5 

City B = 45.0 

chaos City = 148.3 

TOTAL: 236.8 

STEP THREE 

City A's Share $22,000,000 x 
city B's Share = $22,000,000 x 
Chaos 

Final 

city A 
City B 

Ci ty' s Share = $22,000,000 

Allocations 

$4,041,400 

$4,180,000 

Chaos City, $13,778,600 

Total 
Allocated: $22,000,000 

x 

% of Total 
18.37% 

19.00% 

62.63% 

.1837 

.1900 

.6263 
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$4,041,400 

$4,180,000 

$13,778,600 
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section examines these two primary functions discussing the various 
approaches to making the decisions associated with each and the 
role that analysis could play in these decision-making activities. 

1. Planning Agency Functions and Analysis 

a. Allocation of Resources by Geographic Unit . -
The allocation of resources by a criminal justice planning agency 
is probably its most visible and, perhaps, one of its most contro
versial fUnctions. In fact, the Safe Stree~s Act (amended by the 
Crime Control Act) specifically requires that certain portions of 
block grant funds be "passed through" to units of local government 
and areas of high crime and high law enforcement activity. Within 
this framework, analysis--particularly the analysis of the extent 
and trends of crime--can play a prominent role in the determination 
of which regions or localities have the most serious crime problems 
that need to be addressed with block grant or other funds. 

Assuming the underlying correctness of the belief that at least 
some significant proportion of funds should be allocated in direct 
proportion to the seriousness of crime in jurisdictions, one can 
examine some concrete analytical procedures for accomplishing this. 
One approach is to develop a formula which relates the share of 
funds for a locality to that locality's population share, crime 
share, and crime growth. The exact nature and parameters of such 
a formula can be fine-tuned by policy and by the general experience 
of the planning agency, derived from the evaluation of earlier 
funded activities in various local jurisdictions in the state. It 
is a straightforward procedure to try various weights and combina
tions on a few years of past crime data to see hmv funds would have 
been allocated. A hypothetical example of a formula allocation is 
presented in Exhibit 1.2. . 

A second approach to allocating resources involves ranking various 
political sub-divisions of a state along each of several dimensions 
and then rank the sum of the individual ranks to arrive at a 
single ranking of all the sub-divisions being considered. In com
parison to a formula-based approach, here all variables have equal 
impact, and the amount of difference between cities is ignored in 
favor of ordering. An example of this procedure for three cities 
is depicted in Exhibit 1.3. The three cities in the example have 
qualified on other grounds as prospective recipients for anti
robbery/anti-burglary program funds. The incidence rate per 100,000 
and the average increase over the last five years for robbery, bur
glary and total crime index are ranked across Cities A, B and Chaos 
City with rank 1 indicating the highest (worst) and rank 3 indicat
ing the lowest (best). This procedure yields nine indices (ranks) 
for each city, which are added to obtain the row labeled Rank Sum. 
The Rank Sums are then ranked from lowest to highest, with the re
sult that Chaos City and City A have first priority for .funds, 
and City B last priority. Note that population level is implicitly 
considered in the example by use of both crime incidence and the 
crime rate per 100,000 in constructing the indices. 
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Exhibi t 1. 3 

RbNKING METHOD - AN EXAMPLE -.. ~ 

Chaos City City A Citl B 

Robbery Incidence 1 2 3 

Robbery Rate per 100,000 1 3 2 

Robbery Increase 3 2 1 

Burglary :tncidence 2 1 3 

Burglary Rate per 100,000 2 1 3 

Burglary Increase 2 3 1 

All Other Index Crimes -
Incidence 2 1 3 

All Other Index Crimes-
Rate per 100,000 1 2 3 

All Other Index Crimes-
Increase 3 2 1 

Rank Sum 17 17 20 

Overall Rank 1 2 3 

*Assuming that $22,000,000 was available for these three 
communities, Chaos City and City A would receive first 
priority for these funds, while City B would be 
considered last. 
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l,t is important to understand that a case is not being made to use 
procedures such as the ones described as the only methods of decid
ing which city or cities should receive funds. Clearly, merits 
of the individual cities in question with regard to potential for 
designing and impletnenting an effective program and to capability 
for overcoming non-technical barriers '(such as being able to re
cruit and hire the right kinds of personnel) might warrant equal 
consideration. 

b. Establishmenu of Initiatives 

An important activity of most planning agencies is to recommend 
projects, policies and programs which have a jurisdiction-wide im
pact based on identified problem areas for their community, region 
or state. These may be crime problems which appear to be exhibit
ing a sharp upturn in only their community or in virtually all 
areas of the state, or they may be system performance problems 
which are common throughout the state. In any case, planners may 
want to respond to this type of situation with a recommended ini
tiative for the problem in question. 

For example, not until some measure of the amount of preparation 
that correctional officers receive has been assessed, would it be 
desirable to consider funding a program for regional training 
centers for correctional personnel. At the same time, while each 
individual locality may be aware of the shortcomings of its staff 
in performing their jobs effectively, a planning agency may have 
the necessary mechanism for recognizing this as a statewide prob
lem, for which regional training centers might be an appropriate 
response. Thus, it is important for a Planning Agency to take an 
active role in doing analysis than can unearth problems which 
would otherwise escape attention. . 

In another example, crime analysis might reveal that handgun use 
in the commission of crimes is on the rise and that there has been 
a sharp increase in the proportions of homicides that are being 
committed in the course of committing other felonies. Without 
entering into a discussion of what is "causing" this to happen, a 
finding that it is occurring statewide has important implications 
for how the situation might be addressed, such as through mandatory 
sentencing for use of handguns when committing a crime. This type 
of solution would be less likely if the problem has been perceived 
as a strictly local one. 

c. Assessment of Competing Proposals 

This application of analysis is likely to vary from jUrisdiction 
to jurisdiction depending, somewhat more heavily than the previous 
two, on the nature of a jurisdiction's planning process. ~et most 
planning agencies have undoubtedly been in the position of having 
to make difficult recommendations or decisions among competing 
grant program or project proposals at different junctures in the 
planning process. Even in the case where an agency might not do 
much primary analysis of crime and criminal justice system prob
lems, it nevertheless often finds itself in a position of having 
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to judge such a.nalyses performed by others in support of proposed 
activi ties. Thus planners and analysts, must be able to understand; 
interpret and critically review analyses provided in support of 
proposed activities requiring funds. 

d. Allocation of Resources Among Sy~tem Components 
The criminal justice system--at any level of government--is general
ly perceived as consisting of three major components: police, 
courts, and corrections. other elements of the system might inclUde 
juvenile agencies, community service organizations, and the commun
ity it~elf. How funds are allocated among these functional areas 
has often been the source of criticism and controversy. It is not 
necessary to enter into this argument directly to recognize that 
the analysis of the management and adequacy of system resources 
represent.~s one step toward the resolution of this issue. 
Tcgethe.r.: with the analysis of crime and the major social factors 
contributing to crime, the analysis of the adequacy and management 
of the resources of the criminal justice system can yield great 
insights into how the system affects crime. For example, rather 
than to speoulate about whethe~ lengthy arrest-to-disposition peri
ods with the accused on bail lead to more crimes being committed 
by the accused it would seem far more productive to draw a sample 
of defendants for different crimes, and to track their re-involve
melit with the system while awaiting trial in order to estimate the 
m~gnitude of the problem--or to determine whether it is a problem 
a.t all. Simila..c examples could be constructed for probation and 
parole and for cases in which arrests are made but cases not pro
secuted. Would a greater level of resources make it possible for 
the system to exercise a greater level of influence over crime than 
it currently does? If resources do impact a specific problem, 
where can they be used most effectively in the system? 
Analysis seems to be weakest in this type of application to a crim
inal justice planning agency function, probably because the prob
lem being analyszed is the most complex and is relatively new in 
its formulation for the criminal justice system as a whole. With 
its overview perspective of the state, region or local community 
criminal justice planning agencies are in an excellent position to 
strengthen the understanding of how resources are best allocat.ed 
among the functional components of the criminal justice system by 
using this type of analysis. 
Based on the four analytic applications just described-- (1) to 
allocate resources geographically, (2) to establish areawide ini
tiatives, (3) to assess competing proposals and (4) to allocate 
resources among system components--it would appear reasonable to 
conclude that an analytical capability is a\)sential, even for state 
agencies which frequently delegate planning responsiRilities to sub
state units of government or to individual ~fommunities. At a mini
mum, planners need to understand, interpret and critique the analy
sis products of others. Moreover a planning agency must inevitably 
make difficult decisions about how limited funds are to be distrib
uted along each of several dimensions. A strong analytical capa
bility is essential as a base from which these agency functions 
can be performed in a rational and methodologically sound manner. 
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2. General Plan}:1ing Process Model and Analysis 

Most planning cycles begin wi.th some notion of the major crime 
problems facing a locality. These are derived from lirie ~gency 
concerns, prior experienc@ ~n ~nalyzing crime data, public opinion 
about crime, Clnd relevant research and evaluation findings (see 
Exhibit 1.1). The problem formulation step in the planning pro
cess refines these problem statements and frames them in as pre
cise and specific language as possible. This typicallY requires 
some degree of quantification. Data analysis is a key component 
of this step. It should be emphasized that the "crime problem" 
includes statements about the abil;i,ty of the criminal justice 
system in a particular ll?cality to deal with crime as \.;ell as 
statements about crime levels and rates. Therefore, the scope of 
the problem definition steps of the planning model (steps 1 
through 5 in Exhibit 1.1) ranges over both crime and the criminal 
justice system as they relate to a given jurisdiction(s). 

The formulation of goals and objectives for dealing with the prob~ 
lems identified are established for those problems or parts of 
problems which analysis sugg-asts can be addressed with some expec
tation of success. Al~o emerging from this step are strategy al
ternatives--phased over time--which in turn lead to program and pro'" , 
ject design. 

In establishing budgeting' and programmatic priOl',;'ities, decision
makers take into account the recommendations of the technical 
staff. These priorities relate to problem statements, to. goals, 
and to specific actions suggested by analysis. For local planners, 
the decision-making body is generally the supervisory hoa]:,d. At 
the one extreme, a supervisory board may take an active role in the 
planning process, paying little attention to the results of analy
sis performed by technical staff utilizing other information, per
sonal values and political factors in making decisions about pri
orities. At the other extreme, a supervisory board may serve a 
pro forma function, relying heavily or exclusively on staff recom-
mendati~ns for setting priorities. . 

Once priorities have been set, further analysis is required to de
velop performance objectives. Expected costs and outcomes associ
ated with proposed projects or programs have to be estimated. 
These forecasts may be used as benchmarks for subsequent evaluation 
activities and enable planners to identify with some accuracy why 
programs and projects succeed (attain their objectives) or fail. 

In the general planning model, steps 8 and 9 result in the design 
of programs and projects that are responsive to identified problems 
and consistent with strategies that resulted from analysis per
formed in earlier stages. Program or project components--such as 
personnel, equipment, materials, facilities, etc.--need to be bud
geted within resource constraints. Policies and procedures as 
well as coordination with other programs or with criminal justice 
agencies have to be established. Finally, based on program design 
and expected outcomes, a plan for monitoring and evaluating the 
program or project should be formulated. 
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The action ~omponent in the planning process is the implementation 
of programs or projects (step 10). While implementation is straight
forward in theory, it is well-recognized that in practice, minor-
and sometimes major--alterations may occur in the original program 
design. There are many reasons necessitating modification, but the 
most important for present purposes is that of the analysis of data 
relating to prowesses and preliminary program or project outcomes. 
Further analysis may be required to adjust monitoring and evalua-
tion plans. ' 

Step 11 in the model planning process is program or project evalua
tion. This is equivalent to the implementation of monitoring and 
evaluation plans, which determine whether there was adherence to 
design considerations and whether outcomes occurred as expected. 
By examining both performance (or processes) and outcomes of the 
program or project, insight can be gained as to why anticipated 
outcomes were or were not achieved. This insight--to a large 
extent derived from the analysis of data produced in the course of 
monitoring and evaluation--serves as input to the Problem Identi
fication step which reinitiates the planning cycle. 

This course focuses on analysis which occurs prior to the design 
of programs Or projects. Nevertheless, the basic tools and skills 
of analysis covered by the course are utilized in implementation 
and evah'!ation activities. Analyses playa role in virtually 
every step of the general planning model described. 

Viewed in this context analysis activities are seen to contribute 
in two major ways to the planning process: 1) identifying and 
formulating problem statements and 2) developing strategies for 
dealing with those problems. Implicit in the formulation of strate
gies are forecasts of accomplishment, i.e. indications of why-
based on the analysis of data--a strateqy can reasonably be ex
pected to work and its resource implications. 
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:EXERCISE #1 
'rhe Relationship of Analysis to Planning 

Purpose 

The purpose of this exercise is to initiate the process of peer 
learning and, secondly, to begin to establish a common set of terms 
and definitions concerning planning and analytic techniques. This 
exercise is designed to stimulate discussion of the planning pro
cess, present the relationship between analysis and planning, 
and specify the products of analysis as an outcome of this course. 
As will be shown in other exercises during the course f this link 
between analysis and planning is a critical one. The first activi
ty in this workshop, therefore, involves trainees in trying to de
velop a consensus concerning the nature of the planning process. 
The discussion then moves to the second activity to define the 
role analysis should play, and actually does play, in planning. 

This first exercise provides an opportunity to share, early in 
the program, concerns about the real world limitations of analy
sis. These limitations are often expressed in terms of not being 
able to implement programs, or to make changes, or to "get the 
ear" of the decision-maker. Hopefully, this course will show that 
analytic skills result in products which are relevant to decision
makers and which can have an impact on decision-making and plan
ning. 

Activities 

To beginr the issues of the planning process are opened for discus
sion by the entire group. Participants are asked to note the major. 
ways in which the planning process established in their own juris
dictions--both in practice and in theory--differ from the planning 
model presented in Exhibit 1.1. Participants should be divided 
into five groups to di.scuss the following issues: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

What are the '\assumptions of the general planning 
model discus~:ed in this module? 
Wha tare thEl po ints 0 f divergence and the common 
elements be:l.!ween the model and your experiences 
in the planning process? 

What does analysis mean? 
Where does analysis occur in the planning process? 
How does analysis influence the planning process? 

What are other influences on the process? 
g. What are the expected outcomes or products of 

,analysis? 

The activity will be conducted in small group settings. Partici
pants are to consider these questions and come up with specific 
responses to each question which represent a consensus within tl1e 
group. Once the small groups have finished their discussions and 
have put their presentations on a flip chart, each small group 
is to report back to the large group on the discussions that took 
place. 
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A. Defining Problems 

Criminal justice planning heavily emphasizes the development of 
clear and precise statements of crime or system problems before 
action is taken. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate 
how to state a meaningful problem correctly. The related issues 
of getting a good solution quickly with simple methods are con
sidered in subsequent modules of this' Text. However, throughout 
this program the emphasis is on the development of concise state
ments of problems rather than on problem solutions. 

Problem formulation usually involves moving from a broad, general 
topic to a researchable set of questions related to the topic. 
This progressive movement involves both the definition of concepts 
and the narrowing of the topic to a manageable scope. Such a pro
cedure must be consonant with: (1) issues and questions that are 
of importance to decision-makersi and (2) a reasonable likelihood 
of obtaining useful results. 

It is clearly a difficult task to define the notion of problem 
formulation or analysis in concrete terms and in a manner with 
which all planners and analysts will agree. Instead, an opera
tional or working definition of analysis is offered as a reference: 

Analysis involves a sequence of questions and an
swers--usually revolving around criminal justice 
data bases--ultimately leading toward decisions 
for the effective and efficient allocation of re
sources, through intermediate stages of problem 
definition and strategy formu1ation~ Questions 
may be raised from the examination of data or from 
non-data sources, and answers to these questions 
are found in the examination of new data or reor
ganized versiops of the same data. 

This definition is illustrated in Exhibit 1.4. 

The central function of problem definition and strategy formula
tion, contained in this operational definition of analysis, results 
in the products of analysis. The "problem definition" product 
consists of a problem statement" and analytical statements explain
ing the nature of the problem statement. Exhibit 1.5 presents a 
problem statement example. The" strategies" product consists of 
one or more statements of how the problem statement is to be 
dealt with and analytical statements explaining how the strategy 
is justified. 

B. Problem Statements: Four Hypothetical Examples 

In the following hypothetical example, it is fairly evident that 
a detailed analysis of the robbery problem and the manner in which 
the (juvenile) justice system is handling the accused has been per
formed in the hypothetical community. 
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r~ROBLEM 
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Exhibi t 1. 5 

PROB~ STATEHENT--AN EXAMPLE 

Problem Description 

street crime--both assault and rohbery--has increased 
rapidly in the past year in Chaos ICity. The personal 
injuries resulting from assaults have increased in 
frequency and severity. Reaction from citizen and 
business groups reflects citywide concern. Many of 
the apprehended offenders are narcotics addicts. The 
average age of persons arrested for these crimes was 
20.5 years in 1976. 

Estimated Extent of Problem 

Street crime increased 68%, primarily in low-income 
core area of the city. 

Robberies increased 100% from 2,000 to 4,000 per' 
100,000 population since 1972. ' 

Assaults increased 124% from 1,700 to 3,800 per 
100,000 population since 1972. 

Number of disabling injuries increased 50% in 1974. 
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Problem Statement--One 

street robbery last year increased 23% in incidence, 
20% in rate and 35% in seriousness over the previous 
year. Moreover, this was the fourth year in a row 
that these three indices rose. Since 1970, robbery 
has increased 107% in incidence, 121% in rate and 304% 
in seriousness. The dramatic increase in seriousness 
has been due to the increased severity of injuries to 
the victims. 

From an examination of a representative sample of re
ported cases, it is found that the typical perpetrator 
is black, male and between the ages of 13 and 17 and the 
typical victim is black, female and over 50 years of age. 
Demographic projections of these two sub-populations 
suggest that the population of potential perpetrators 
will continue to increase relative to the rest of the 
population and, due to migration patterns of younger 
white families out of the city and economic and social 
barriers to similar migrations by older blacks, the pop
ulation of potential victims will also continue to grow 
relative to the total population. Thus, we can expect 
that this type of crime will continue to increase in 
extent, and possibly severity, unless some positive 
countermeasures are taken. ' 

By examining the characteristics of reported versus 
unreported incidents (the latter known from victimi
zation surveys), it is found that unreported inci
dents are due to the victim's fears of retaliation by 
the accused. By examining the records of those ar
rested for street robbery it is found that, since 
tnOSt are juveniles, the accused are quickly released 
after arrest without meaningful supervision, and those 
convicted are rarely incarcerated. Thus, the accused 
are returned to the streets where they can and, it 
appears, do retaliate against the victims who reported 
them. 

Strategies 

Given the above definition of the problem, several 
alternatives are being considered to combat the 
situation: 

• organization of unarmed civilian patrols to walk 
the neighborhood generally and be on call speci
fically to accompany elderly persons on errands or 
walks, especially on days that social security and 
welfare checks arrive; 

• recommending that juvenile court judges increase 
the severity of sentences for convicted robbers 
with more than one prior arrest for robbery; 
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• recommending that the legislature expand and im
prove the juvenile detention facility and appro
priate additional funds for more juvenile proba
tion officers. 

While other strategies have been considered, the 
three selected were judged the most promising on 
the basis of estimates of cost and available re
sources and the feasibility of the criminal jus
tice system to adopt them. 

The second example focuses on crime trends. Based on statistical 
data which are graphically displayed in Exhibit 1.6, the statements 
represent the result of the analysis process. 

Problem statement~-Two 
Historically, aggravated assault and homicide rates 
in this area have been relatively low, and these 
crimes have not been considered serious problems. 
By contrast, the rate of robbery has always been 
quite high; most observers have consistently identi
fied robbery as the jurisidctionis most serious 
crime problem. Analysis of recent trend data, 
however, indicates that the city's assault rate has 
shown dramatic increases over the last several years. 
These increases substantially out-distance the pro
portional increase in robberies and indicate that 
unless preventive action is taken assaults may be
come a significant problem. The significance of this 
trend is exacerbated by recent signs that the homi
cide rate is now responding to the increase in as
saults. Fortunately, the assault increase has, accor
ding to police statistics, come primarily in assaults 
which invole knives and blunt instruments. Since 
these are less often fatal than firearm assaults, the 
homicide rate has not yet risen as rapidly as the as
sault rate. Should firearm assaults resume their tra
ditional proportional role, however, the city is like
ly to suffer a very substantial increase in homicides. 

The third example contains an analysis of the manner by which a 
district court disposed of cases of homicide, rape, robbery, and 
aggravated assault. 

Problem statement--Three 
A six-month sample of homicide, rape, robbery and ag
gravated assault offenses during 1974 was analyzed 
to determine-how serious felony cases were disposed 
of lat the District Court level. A total of 342 such 
offenses were included in the sample. Twelve percent 
of the cases were still pending and 10% were deferred 
prosecution or judgment cases. About half of the 
remaining cases (43%) of the total were plea bar
gained to a lesser felony or misdemeanor plea. In 
addition to this plea ba.rgaining, one-fifth of all 
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EXHIBIT 1.6 
PROPORTIONAL INCREASES IN ASSAULT, HOMICIDE AND ROBBERY IN CITY X, 
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cases (one-fourth when pending and deferred cases are 
excluded) were dismissed. The proportion of those 
convicted on the original charge varies from case to 
case. None of the 27 homicides, 4% of the aGsaults, 
and 5% of the burglaries resulted in a conviction on 
the original charge. On the ~ther hand, 28% of the 
rape cases and 15% of robberies, had a conviction 
for the original most serious charge. 
strategy 

The analysis leading to the problem statement indi
cates a significant degree of unevenness in the way 
these four types of cases are handled at the district 
court level. Believing that this suggests a lack of 
quality control over cases tried in district court, 
planners suggest a strategy for improving case screen
ing procedures and developing standards or criteria 
for case screening. One expectation of this strate
gy is that repeat serious offenders will be identi
f~ed in such a screening process, resulting in an 
opportunity to spend more time developing stronger 
cases against them. 

This final example contains virtually no statistics but neverthe
less exhibits statements resulting from the analysis process. 
Examples like this often arise as a result of citizen initiatives 
or public outcry. 

Problem Statement--Four 
Social agencies have always given too rittle atten
tion--and too little understanding--to the victims 
of rape. The results have been both that many, per
haps most, r~pes are never reported to law enforce
ment agencies and that victims, scared by the cal
lousness of the system, are unwilling to testify in 
court, thereby minimizing the possibilities of con
victing the offender. The state has determined that 
improved treatment of rape victims and increased em
phasis on prosecuting and convicting rapists are im
portant priorities and has decided to fund a series 
of pilot projects to achieve these objectives. Our 
city recently witnessed a series of grotesque and 
highly publicized rapes. Although the overall rate 
of reported rapes does not seem high for the city, 
these specific incidents have galvanized citizen 
interest and have led to the formation of a citizen
law enforcement task force; already this group has 
raised sufficient funds within the community to give 
it some stability and to allow it to formulate 
series of pilot proposaJ-s. We conclude that our city 
presents an excellent environment for testing innova
tive concepts about improving the treatment of rape 
victims and increasing the conviction rate in the pro
secution of rape offenders. 
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EXERCISE #2 

Problem Formulation 

Purpose 

The first order of business for the planner is to formulate a clear 
and precise statement of his/her jurisdiction's problem(s). The 
role of the planner as a problem "identifier" is a particularly 
important one if planners are to be initiators of change in addres
sing the criminal justice problems in their jurisdiction. 

The origins of problem topics and how issues arise may, however, be 
independent of the perceived role of the planner. To a large de
gree, external forces may shape the planner's agenda. The origins 
of problems are frequently found where most planning oycles begin-~ 
with an uneasy feeling about the major problems in the jurisdiction. 
These may arise, for example, because of: 

• Line agency concerns over system performance 
• Public opinion about crime and fear of specific 

crimes 

• Media coverage of certain problem areas 
The purpose of this exercise are 1) to establish a list of problems 
which participants have recently been involved in, 2) to examine 
how these problems evolved in their jurisdictions, and 3) to con~ 
sider which of the indentified problems are ame~able to analysis. 

Activities 
The training session should break into small working groups. Each 
participant should list five questions/issues/problems which have 
frequently been the focus of their planning process. The group 
should then share individual lists and create a group list. Once 
the group list has been prepared, participants should explicitly 
identify the origins/sources of these problems. Exhibit it? pre
sents a hypothetical group report on the problem of street robbery. 

The final activity for each group is to rank these problem state
ments in terms of how amenable to analysis each of the problems 
is. Groups should be prepared to justify their subjective ranking 
of problems. 
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E;xhib it 1. 7 
GROUP REPORT FORMAT 

Problem: The large and continuing increase in street robbery 

origins 
• Newspaper campaign emphasizing the injured eld5?rly 

victims of street robbery. 
s A letter from the mayor to the Chief of Police 

requesting actions be taken to deal with this prob
lem. 

s A university research report documenting the extent 
of the problem. 

• A survey of two high crime neighborhoods identify
ing street robbery as the most important issue. 

The activity will be conducted in small group settings. Each 
group is to prepare a consensus list of problems, the origins of 
these problems in its jurisdiction, and a ranking of each problem 
in terms of its amenability to analysis. Once reconvened, the 
groups are to reportt and a master list of problem areqS, origins, 
and analysis issues is to be prepared by the insturctor. This 
list will be referred to throughout the remainder of the course. 
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MODULE l--END NOTES 

Jay W. Forrester, Urban Dynamics (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 
1969) . 

MODULE I--SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Dickinson McGraw and George watson. Political and Social Inquiry, 
New York: John Wiley & Sons~ 1977. See aspecially Chap-
ter IV--l?roblem Formulation--for a good discussion of types 
of problems, the formulation of empirical problems and cri
teria to use in judging the soundness of a formulated problem. 

Charles E. Lindblom. The l?~licY-Making Process, Englewood Cliffs; 
Prentice-Hall, 1968. Part One -rs-ar1OVerview of "Analytio 
Policy Making" and includes both consideration sof the jus
tifications for and the limits and resistance to analysis. 

David W. Miller and Martin K. Starr. The Structure of Human Deci
sions, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1967. The last 
chapter is entitled "When is a Problem North Solving?1l , 
This work is a management science perspective of the analysiS 
process and is an interesting contrast to the social science 
methodology presented in this course. 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

Title: Module 2: Data collection 

Lecturer: 

Objectives: 

The purposes of this module are to provide 1) a working knowledge 
and understanding of the range and types of data needed for 
criminal justice analysis, and 2) a procedure to be used in 
identifying and selecting appropriate data given a specific 
problem area. 

After completing this module trainees should be able to: 

• Identify and define six types of secondary data; 

• Cite at least two local applications of each 
type of secondary data; 

• Specify the major problems or limits of each 
secondary data type; 

• Distinguish between secondary and primary data; 

• Identify the principal sources of each secondary 
data typei 

• Describe the major uses of locally conducted 
surveys; 

• Identify the uses of Nati.onal Crime Panel data for 
local and state planning; 

• Identify and explain four types of random samplesi 

• Describe two types of survey instruments, their 
major uses and limitations; 

• Identify the major obstacles to the development 
of computerized criminal justice information 
systems; and 

• Identify and describe at least four national infdr
mation systems used in criminal justice planning. 
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MODLUE 2: DATA COLLECTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This module Covers data available to planners for criminal justice 
analysis. It is designed to help planners develop a working know
ledge and understanding of the range and type of data needed for 
criminal justice analysis and an awareness of how to obtain and 
collect such data. Achievement of these objectives is essential 
for the fulfillment of one of the major course themes: analysis 
as a process. Data collection is the second step in the analysis 
process as shown in Exhibit 2.1 and an integral part of an analysis 
plan (see Exhibit 3, Introd'~ction). This module should help the 
planner to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the major 
data sources and to select the appropriate data sources for spe
cific criminal justice analysis problems. 

The first half of the module deals with secondary data since these 
data are more likely to be used, at least initially, by the planner. 
Primary data are discussed in the second half. 

A wealth of data is available in the criminal justice field. Tne 
major problem facing the planner is how to select appropriate data 
from existing sources and identify what new data is needed. A 
useful way of organizing the mass of data available to criminal 
justice planners is to think of data needs in ~ix major cate
gories: 

1. Actual Crimes 

2. Public Opinion 

3. Reported Crimes 

4. Demographic Statistics 

5. System Data 

6. Juvenile Data. 

Actual crime data, the first category provides data to answer one 
of the questions most often asked., "How much crime is there in 
this community (or state)?" such data are usually found in vic
timization Surveys which ask citizens about recent situations in 
which they have been victims, although data on some crimes such as 
homicides (which occur too rarely to be effectively picked up by 
surveys) must come from official data sources such as the Uniform 
Crime Reports (UCR). 

Public Opinion data are useful in answering questions such as, 
"w11at crimes concern residents and busin~~sses most.? How well do 
citizens feel the system is working?" 

Data on reported crime data are different from data on actual 
crimes. Comparisons of data on actual crimes committed and re
ported crime have shown that many crimes are not reported and 
that data on reported crime underrepresent tne actual amount 
of crime. Therefore, it is important to distinguish between 
actual and report3d crime. 
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EXHIBIT 2.1 
COURSE GOALS AND THEMES IN RELATION TO MODULE 2 

Course Themes: 

~-------------------------~ 
THEME 1: Analysis as a process 
which is used for identifying the 
appropriate data, collecting the data, 
extracting information, and presenting 
the information effectively. 

THEME 2: Analysis as a set of tools 
the planner can use in identifying 
crime and system performance prob
lems and in developing situations 
to these problems. 

THEME 3: Analysis as a set of skills 
used by planners in meeting agency 
objectives within the organization's 
social, political, and economic en· 

Course Goals and Module Titles: 

GOAL 1: To help trainees define 
analysis as a proce~s, a set of tools, 
and a set of skills within the context 
of the Plan-process. 

Module: Problem Formulation 

GOAL 2: To help trainees develop a 
working knowledge and understanding 
of the range and type of data needed 
for criminal justice analysis with 
information on how to obtain and 
collect such data. 

Module: Data Collection 

GOAL 3: To build trainees' working 
knowledge 'of the range of analytic 
techniques which are available, the 
relative strengths and limitations of 
these techniques, and the quantita. 
tive skills which are required to 
perform these various analyses. 

Module: Data Interpretation: Crime 

GOAL 4: To build a working under· 
standing of the interactions between 
various components of the criminal 
justice system and how these actions 
might be used to determine the level 
of system performance. 

Module: Data Interpretation: Systems 

GOAL 5: To build trainee skills in 
developing an analysis plan, including 
a data collection component. 

Module: Implementation 

GOAL 6: To build trainee skills in 
vironment. the interpretation of analytic findings 

which meat agency analysis objectives 
within the social, political and eco· 
nomic environment. 

Module: Presentation of Findings 
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Demographic data help answer the question, "How many people or 
businesses of various types are victims of crimes and what are 
the characteristics of these victims?" Use of demographic data 
permits calculation of crime rates and makes analysis of the 
correlates of crime possible. 

Data on the criminal justice system are needed to answer questions 
such as, "How does the criminal justice system deal with reported 
crime?" or "Are system facilities and resources adequate to deal 
with the current level of offenses?" 

Juvenile data are found in all the other data categories, but are 
treated in this module as a separate category because of laws 
requiring special handling of such data to ensure confidentiality. 
In addition, the juvenile justice system is normally separated 
from adult facilities. 

Data from each category can also be used in many different types 
of combinations to answer a broad range of general and specific 
questions. When combining different data sources, it is impor
tant to ask if the data sources are compatible. For example, do 
the data cover the same time period? Are the discrepancies be
tween data sources so great as to make any findings extremely 
questionalbe? The problem of compatibility is always troublesome 
when using different data sources and particularly in a field such 
as criminal justice where many different data bases are available. 
When reviewing data sources, the distinction between secondary and 
primary data is important. Secondary data are data which are cur
rently available.in easily usable form. For example, published 
U.s. Census reports containing population data are secondary data. 
So is a report on an existing victimization survey for a locality, 
or an annual police department report summarizing crimes committed 
by category during the past year. Primary data are data which are 
not currently available in usable form. These data may be obtained 
through surveys or interviews or by developing a new data base from 
basic material such as administrative records. 
Specific sources of secondary and primary data as well as uses for 
these sources are discussed in this module. A brief description 
has been included in the text for some of the major secondary data 
categories. The descriptions contain information on the major 
types of data available within a category, and where the data can 
be obtained. 
Sometimes several sources 6f data will be available which could be 
used to answer the same question. In such cases, selection of the 
most appropriate data can be simplified by asking a series of 
questions including: 

• How well will this data permit the question to be 
answered? 

• Are the data reliable? 
• Can they be obtained in time? 
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What is the most inexpensive data source which 
will allow the questions posed to be answered 
adequately? 

How many data are required to clarify a problem? 

I 
I 
J 

After the planner has identified the major categories of data II 
needed to answer the questions posed, has identified the secondary 
data available, has selected the best data source when several 
alternatives exist, and has identified the primary data needed, I 
the-planner is ready to prepare a preliminary data collection plan. 
The exercises in this module will give the planner some practice 
in developing such a plan. A final data collection plan' can be I" 
prepared after analysis techniques have been selected, ensuring 
that the data chosen are compatible ~.,i th the analysis methodology. ~. 
This task will be discussed in greater detail in Module V which 'I' , 
covers the preparation of analysis and data collection plans. 

II. SECONDARY DATA 

A. Actual Crime Data 

The first major data category to be discussed in this module re
lates to actual crime in the jurisdiction(s) under study. These 
data are available through victimization surveys and, for a few 
types of crime not adequately covered by surveys, through records 
on reported crimes. 

HoW does victimization data on crime differ from data on reported 
crime? The 1966 Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and 
the Administration of Justice surveys showed that the actual inci
dents of crime are much more numerous than those reported. Exhibit 
2.2 indicates that extent of the differences. Victimization sur
veys provide data op. correlates of crimes as well as simply the 
"what" and "when." Additional information in existing victimiza
tion surveys includes: 

., characteristics of victims failing to report crimes 
to police; 

., risk of victimization related to demographic charac
teristics of victims such as race, sex, age, occupa
tion, geographic location, and income; 

., consequences of victimization--injury, medical 
costs, financial losses due to property loss, 
extent of property recovery, days lost from work; 
and 

• characteristics of offenders such as age, sex, and 
race, number of offenders involved in the victimi
zation, and the offender's relationship to the 
victim. 
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Exhibit 2.2 

Estimated Rates of Offense* 
Comparison of Police** and BSSR Survey Data 

3 Washington, D.C. Precincts Rates per 1000 Residents 18 years or over 

Willful homicide, 
forcible rape, robbery, r--

aggravated assault 
police rate _. .. 

Burglary ~ Survey rate 

Larcerty 
(over and under $50) rm-

Total, Seven Offenses*** JIll •• I!! II 

a 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

* Incidents involving more than one victim adjusted to count as only one 
offense. A victimization rate would count the incidence for each individual. 

160 

** Police statistics adjusted to eliminate nonresidents artd commerica1 victims 
and victims under 18 years of age. 

*** Willful homicide, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, 
larceny (over and under $50), and motor vehicle theft. 

Source: Presidem': I s Commission on L.3.W Enforcement and Administration of Justice 
The Chall~nge of Crime in a Free Society (wash., bC), February 1967, 
pg. 21. 
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The sou.rces of s'econd~ry data on victimization are still quite 
limited since the concept is comparatively new and such surveys 
are relatively expensive. The first national victimization survey 
was conducted by the President's Commission on Crime and a summary 
is contained in their report. More recent surveys have been con
ducted in a number of cities through LEAA' s National Crime ;sJrvey 
program. In addition, the u.s. Bureau of the Census in conjunction 
with LEAA has initiated a National Crime Panel in which a repre
sentative sample of Americans age 12 and over have been surveyed 
every six months since 1972. This sample includes 60,000 house
holds and 15,000 businesses. Finally, some localities have under
taken ·their own victimization surveys. More detailed information 
on existing victimization data is contained in the bibliography. 
The limitations of actual crime data from victimization surveys 
include: 

• forgetting 
• sampling errors 
• small area limitations 
• no data on ct:rtain. rare crimes. 

One major limitation of victimization data is that victims are 
asked to recall information. In some cases, people can't recall 
precisely. One source indicating the possible extent of such non
recall is a study conducted ~n San Jose, California where reverse 
record checks were conducted. In reverse record checks, persons 
who have reported crimes to the police are selected from police 
files and then are interviewed--without being told they have been 
selected--to determine whether they mention that they were a 
victim of the crime identified from the police files. In San Jose 
over a 12 month period, of the incidents forgotten or for which no 
data were given by the respondent, 32% were in the first quarter 
of the year, 24% in the second, 27% in the third, and 17% in the 
last quarter. Therefore, even victimization data underrepresents 
the actual amount of crime because of non-recall. (1) 

The other three limitations are related to the survey procedure. 
Sampling errors occur and their magnitude can be calculated. 
Because only a sample is taken, usually the number of respondents 
is too small to permit small-area (e.g., neighborhood level) analy
sis. Finally, crimes which occur rarely such as homicide and arson 
are not picked up accurately through g~!l'(ple surveys, and official 
reports must be used for this type of data. 
Actual crime data can be used for a wide variety of purposes, 
including an answer to the co~on question, "How much crime 
exists in this jurisdiction?" Other uses may include: 

• actual crime rates give a true pictUI~ of the 
magni tl',de and correlates of the crime problem 
with subsequent implications for changes needed 
in the criminal justice system to control or 
reduce crime; 
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• place and time of occurrence can suggest police 
operations strategies. For example, some geo
graphic areas (e.g., downtowns) m~~ have substan
tially more nighttime crime and need additional 
police protection or street lighting. 

• reasons for not reporting can suggest special 
efforts to get victims to report, and can suggest 
areas in which increased system response may be 
necessary; 

• the cost of crime can be more accurately calculated, 
permi tting more accura'te studies to be made of the 
true benefits and costs of existing or proposed 
programs and system components; 

• victimization survey data can suggest additional 
elements of offenses that should be recorded in 
police offense reports; and 

• victimization survey data can provide an important 
perspective on changes in rates of crime over time. 

B. Public Opinion Data 
The second major data category relates to the area of public opin
ion or attitudes. Secondary sourceS cCintaining this type of data 
are usually victimization surveys or public opinion polls which 
may include data on: 

• the importance of crime relative to other problems; 
~ fear of crime and actions people take to protect 

themselves; 
• ratings of criminal justice services; and 

• possible solutions to crime problems. 
Existing sources of public opinion data include: 

• surveys from the major companies which specialize 
in public opinion polling; 

• local studies financed through the community 
Development Block Grant funds from the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
or by other agencies; 

• local newspapers which may run surveys as part 
of an article or series; 

• victimization surveys which often contain ques
tions on public op.I.ll1.on; 

• local business associations for business-related 
crime; and 

• annual nationwide social surveys from university 
research centers such as the National Opinion 
Research Center (University of Chicago) and the 
Institute for Social Research (University of 
Michigan) • 
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Public opinion data can be particularly useful if current. Since 
eXisting opinion data may not be sufficiently current or contain 
the appropriate information, how to conduct a public opinion poll 
is discussed in brief, later in this text. 
Some examples of secondary data based on public opinion polls at 
the national level are included in Exhibits 2.3 to 2.8. A recent 
example is a national survey conducted in 1973 by the well-known 
firm of Louis Harris and Associates (shown in Exhibit 2.3). Citi
zens were asked which two or three should be attacked first. 
Reducing crime and curbing drug abuse were considered very impor
tant, and problems which citizens thought should be attacked early. 
In c1ontrast, a sample of local and state officials were asked which 
two or three problems were the most serious ones facing local or 
state' government. Crime was seventh on their list and drug abuse 
was twenty-fourth on a list of thirty (see Exhibit 2.4). 
Data On such official priorities, when compared with citizen con
cerns, could be used to revise official priorities so government 
can be more responsive. Such data on official and citizen concerns 
could also be used by state and regional planning agencies in con
jUnction with crime data to determine which areas have the worst 
actual and which have the worst peroeived crime problems. Ft1r 
areas with a severe perceived problem but relatively low cr.ime 
rates the development of greater public education efforts might 
be undertiaken. Conversely, areas with a relatively low level of 
perceived crime but fuigher actual rates might be assisted in the 
development of programs to reduce crime. 
Polls can prov,ide information about the level of fear for various 
crimes. For example, a survey in 1975 asked people how safe they 
felt in their neighborhoods du.ring the day and during the night. 
When the results were tabulated by sex and race, people felt much 
more fearful at night, and during both the day and night, women 
and non-whites felt more fearful (see TIxhibit 2.5). 
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Exhibit 2.3 

rmoo;tance of National ?roblems, 
~~ch Should be ptSacKgd F~~~~ __ ~g 

SOlf;! of rede"a1 !:i~D..1; in R2l.xlUq 

'rwO or 'three 
l1ery Im!20rtant Attl1cked First .. " Checking inflation 89 51 

Keeping eaxes in line 8l 22 

ReducL'\g crime SO 30 

Curbing drug abuse 79 39 

~eeping spending in line 78 12 

Helping older peopl~ 69 12 

Improving public education 63 2? 

Providing better healtn 
care for everyone 63 12 

CUtting down air and water 
pollueion 62 19 

Re~~?ing unemployment S9 14' 

More help for poverty 
stricken people 55 3 

Improving ehe welfare system 53 1.2 

Easing racial ten~ions 44 5 

providing housing assistance 
for 10\01 income families 44 4 

Preventing racial discrimin-
ation in housing 39 2. 

Improving public transporta-
tion 39 6 

Taking steps to acnieve racial 
balance in housing 27 l 

Providing housing assistance 
for moderate income families 2l '2. 

Federal Govern-
ment Should Take 

Major' Role in 
SolvingtpaslIl 
find if ~blf!lQ 

"l,Iery" or "l!ome-
what im51ol:.'tane") 

\ 

92 

91 

76 

79 

89 

77 

59 

76 

74 

6S 

70 

71'1 

S5 
, 

63 

SS 

52 

59 

SO 

sourCet Lou Hu:;b and ASSOC. / Inc., "A Study of Public At.titude$ 'tow.;>-~'£; Fedlu:al 
Government Assistance for Houslng for tow Income and }loderat8 income 
Families", in Rousina in the Seventies, National Housinq ~~licy Review
HUO (Wash., C.C.), 1976, pg. 1449 
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Exhibit 2.4 

~nO or Three Most Serious Problems racine Local/State Gover~ent 

Total 
Local/ 
State 

'" 
sousing 30 
Financial problems; need more 

money to ope!:'ate 22 
Taxes 19 
Snvironmental control, ?~llu-
tion. population growth 18 

Transport.at~on, mass transit 14 
Planning for zoning, land de-

velopment 14 
Drainage, sewage 14 
Crime 13 

Unem!;\loyment 13 
Education. schools 11 
Highway~, road 9 
Develop, finance new housing 9 
lielp elderly 9 
Election refor.n gover~ent re-
S~C~H 8 

Increased social ser.ices 7 
Traffic congestion 6 
Commercial, bUSiness redevel-

opment 6 
apgrade, maintain present 

housing 5 
Abandoned, substandard, dil-
apidated housi.."'\g 5 

Inflation 5 
Plan for, control rapid growth 5 
More police, firemen 5 
Recreational facili.ties, parks 5 
Health care 4 
Drug abuse 3 
Racial issues 2 
Youth Problem 2 
Welfare 2 
Need statewide building code 1 
Any ocher problems 14 
No problems 1 

*Less than 0.5 percent 

Total 
Local 

\ 

29 

23 
13 

14 
15 

13 
19 
15 

11 
4 

10 
9 
9 

4 
7 
9 

7 

6 

6 
1 
6 
6 
6 
2 
4 
2 
3 
2 

* 
12 

1 

Central 
Cities 

'" 
45 

30 
15 

8 
14 

4 
3 

32 

24 
9 
3 

15 
3 

5 
11 

1 

5 

5 

5 
1 

8 
7 
5 
9 
7 

5 

Outside 
Central 
Cities .. 

21 

21 
13 

11 
11 

19 
27 

6 

5 
1 

16 
8 

11 

2 
4 

18 

11 

8 

5 
1 
8 
8 
8 

l 
5 
3 
1 

15 
2 

counties .. 
2S 

17 
10 

n 
25 

12 
21 
13 

10 
4 
6 
2 

13 

8 
8 

2 

8 

10 

2 
4 

2 
2 

17 
2 

Total 
State .. 

33 

21 
32 

26 
14 

16 
5 
8 

15 
26 

6 
9 

10 

15 
9 

4 

3 

4 
14 
. 3 

2 
3 

3 
2 
1 

3 
1 

l8 

Source: touis Harris and Associates, Inc., "A SurJ'ey 0:: the Attitudes and E..,<perience 
of State and Local Governmen1: Officials with E'ederal nousing Programs" in 
Housing in the Se'/enties, National Housing 901icy Review (I-lash., D.C.), 
1976, pg. 1334. 
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Exhibit 2.5 

Public OEinion Data on Personal safety 

PERCEIVED PERSONAL SAFETY IN OWN NEIGHBORHOOD DURING DAY, 
BY DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS, 13 SELECTED AMERICAN CITIES, 1975 

Question: II How safe do you feel or would you feel about being 
out alone in your neighborhood during the day?1I 

(In Percent) Number of 

Very Reason- Somewhat Very No Respondents 

Safe ably Safe Unsafe Unsafe Answer 

Thirteen 
City Total 44 44 8 3 0 15,386,699 

Sex: 
Male 56 38 5 :2 0 6,882,142 
Female 35 49 11 4 0 8,504,193 

Race: 
White 50 41 7 2 0 10,872,109 
Black 
and Other 31 52 12 c:: 1 4,514,226 ..I 

Perceived Personal Safe~~ in own Neighborhood at Night, by 
Demo~raEhic Characterist~cs, 13 Selected American Citie~, 1975 

II!:> 

Question: IIHow safe do you feel or would you feel being out 
alone in your neighborhood at night?" 

-
(In Pt~rcent) Number of 

Very Reason- Somewhat Very No Respondents 

Safe ably Safe Unsafe Unsafe Answer 

Thirteen 
City Total 13 40 24 22 1 15,386,699 

Sex: 
Male 21 49 19 10 0 6,882,142 
Female 7 32 29 32 1 8,504,193 

Race: 
White 15 41 24 20 1 10,872,109 
Black 
and Other 9 36 26 29 1 4,514,226 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, 
D. C. , p. 304. Table constructed by Sourcebook staff from 
National Crime Panel da.ta made available by the National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service of 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
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Information on the quality of criminal justice services may also 
be available through public opinion polls. The same 1975 study 
cited above a~ked respondents how they would rate local police. 
While gender made little difference, whites rated the job police 
were doing considerably higher than non-whites (see Exhibit 2.6). 

Exhibit 2.6 

RATINGS OF LOCAL POLICE t BY DE~10GR.l\PHIC 
CHARACTERISTICS, I3 SELECTED AMERICAN CITIES, 1975 

Question: "Would you say, in general, that your local police 
are doing a good job, an average job, or a poor job?" 

(In Percent) 
Number of 

Good Average Poor Dontt No Respondents 
Know Answer 

Thirteen 
City Total 40 41 12 7 0 15,3136,699 

Sex: 

Wh:i.te 40 41 13 5 0 6,832,142 

Female 40 40 11 8 0 8,504,193 

Race: 
White 47 37 9 7 0 10,872,109 

Black 
and Other 24 50 19 7 0 4,514,226 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, 
D,C' f p. 322. Table constructed by sourcebook staff from 
National Crime Panel data made available by the National 
Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service of 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

Finally, solutions to problems can be suggested in polls. For 
example, a 1972 survey conducted by the American Institute of 
Public Opinion asked people what's behind the high crime rate 
in the United States. The results are shown in Exhibit 2.7. A 
second poll requested the public's view on specific alternatives. 
These results are displayed in Exhibit 2.8. 
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Exhibit 2.7 

PEnCElVED CAUSES OF HIGH CRIME RATE, 
UNITED STATES, 1972 

NOTE: The results are based on a sample survey conducted by the 
Gallup organization's American Institute of PUb.l.ic Opinion. 
The study \-las desigl,led to be representative of American 
adults (21 and older) and includes results from approxi
mately 3,278 interviewers. 

Question: "What's behind the high crime rate in the United 
States?" 

Laws are too lenient/penalties not stiff enough 

Drugs/drug addiction 

Lack of supervision by parents 

Not enough jobs/poverty 

Too much permissiveness in society 

Lack of proper law enforcement 

III feelings between groups/races 

Lack of responsibility among younger people/ 
disrespect for law 

People have too much money/luxury 

All other responses 
No opinion 

Totalb 

Percent 

25 

21 

18 

18 

10 

8 

7 

6 

4 
23a 

10 

140 

aIncludes: lack of religion; 'television and movies glanlorize 
crime; overpopulation: 

bTotal adds to more than 100 percent since some persons gave 
more than one reason. 

'Source: Sourcebook, 1976, U.S. Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C., 1977, p. 311. 

When a related but somewhat different question was asked in 1975-
~mat are the major contributors to violence in the country today-
the results were somewhat different (see Exhibit 2.8). 
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Exhibit 2.8 

BELIEF ABOUT MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS TO VIOLENCE 
IN THE COUNTRY TODAY, UNITED STATES, 1975 

NOTE: The data b.elow refer to the percent of respondents who 
view each entry as a major contributor to violence. 

Question: "What are the major contributors to vioience in the 
the country today?" 

Organized crime 
Radical revolutionary groups 
Urban guerilla groups 
Black militant groups 

Left-wing radical groups 
Communists 
Extreme right-wing militant groups 
The easy availability of guns 
Television crime shows 
Press coverage of violent acts 

Congress not passing strict gun control laws 
Citizen vigilante groups who train people to handle 
guns 
President not pushing hard for strict gun control laws 
Television news 
National Rifle Association 

tiunl."ers who hunt animals 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976, U.S. Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C., 1977, p. 3l1~ 

Percent 

75 

65 

61. 

61 

54 

S4 

52 

49 

41 

36 

35 

35 

29 

27 

14 

9 

Data on relative importance of crime problems can be useful to 
criminal justice planning officials in assessing possible program 
changes and public education campaigns and in pointing out to 
public officials the high priority placed by many citizens on 
crime control and reduction actions of government. 

Data on relative importance of crime problems can be useful to 
crimtnal justice planning officials in assessing possible program 
changes and public education campaigns and in pointing out to 
public officials the high priority placed by many citizens on 
crime control and reduction actions of government. 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE #3 

ATTITUDINAL SURVEY DATA 

The Peoria Crime Reduction Council was established in 1975 in 
conjunction with two grants (from the Illinois Law Enforcement 
Commission and LEAA) to develop a plan to reduce a specific crime 
in Peoria and then to implement that plan~ The specific crime 
chosen was residential burglary. This crime was chosen because 
violent crime was already being studied, and the public was con
cerned about burglaries. A multi-faceted program was initiated, 
including a baseline and follow-up victimization survey including 
an attitudinal component. 

This exercise is designed to familiarize course participants with 
the type of secondary attitudinal/public opinion data which might 
be available to local, regional and state planners from victimi
zation and other surveys. 

Activities 

Examine the attached Peoria attitudinal survey. Tabulations of 
the responses are included on Exhibit 2.11. List the data results 
which you feel would be useful to present to 'the members of the 
Peoria Crime Reduction Council. Develop a community profile based 
on these data, and a statement concerning the residential burglary 
problem as reflected by the data. Participants are to assume 
that 1500 residents of Peoria responded to the attitudinal 
survey. 

Source: The Exercise questionnaire and data were obta{ned with the cooperation 
of L. Audrey Moore, Director, Peoria Crime Reduction Council, Peoria, 
Illinois. 
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Abt AS$ociates Inc. 
5S Wheel.er Stree!:. 
Cambridge, ~ssachusetts 02138 

Exhibit 2.9 
Attitudinal survey 

Day of Business 
Weele 110nth Dav 'tilne Inte~lie' .. er Complete Refusal Number 

tNTERVIEWEIt INSTRUCTIONS, IS THE LAST DIGtT OF THE PHONE NUMBER ODD OR EVEN? 

Odd 0 - RESPONDENT SHOULD BE MALE /\Dut:r 

Even 0 - RESPOtIDENT SHOULD BE FEMIILE /\DULT 

tF PEJ:tsON ANSWERING PHONE IS NO'l' OF TfIE APPROPRIATE SEX i\ND AGE, ASK, 

/\DULT IN tHIS HOUSEHOLD?" 

o - PROCEED WIT!! INTERVIEW 

Location I Peoria 

No Respondent: Other 
BUsy AnsWer ltot In (Stlec:ifv) 

"IS THERE A U1ALE/FEMl\LE) 

NO 

'lES o - SA'll "WE NEED TO GET THE OPINIONS OF EOUAL NlIHBERS OF XlILES i\ND FEHALES. SO, 
I NEED TO TALK TO A (FEXlILE/MALE) 'IN THIS HOUSEHOLD. CAN I SPEAK WITH 
(HER/HIM) NOW? 

'lES 0 - PROCEED InTH IllTERVIE'iI, RE-READ INTRODUCTION, 

110 0 - RESCHEOULE INTERVIEW. 

I'm going to begin by asking you a few questions about your neighborhood. 

1. 00 you think police protection in your neighborhood is good t Eair, 
or poor? 

2. What do you think about the speed with which the fire department 
cOmes to your neighborhood when called--is chat good, eai~ or poor? 

GOOD 

B 
~ 

liAIR 

l~ 
~ 

POOR 

G 
~ 

DON'T 
KNOW 

EJ 
~ 

3. cOmpared to Peoria as a whole, do you think ~olice protection ~n your neighborhood 1s much better, better, about 
the same, worse, or much worse Chan in other part$ of town~ 

Much better t-~an in other parts of town? 

Better than in other parts of town? 

About the same as in other parts of town? 

Worse than in other parts of town? 

Much worse than in other parts of town? 

Don't:. know 

4. In What ways COUld your local police improve? ~y other ways? CHECK ALL TflAT APPLY. 

No im~rovement: needed. 

Hire mare policemen 

Concentrate on more important duties. serious crime, etc. 

Be more promt, responsive, alert 

Improve training, raise qualific:aeions or pay, recruitment ~olicies 

Be more courteous, improve attitude, community relations 

Don't discriminate 

~eQd more traffic controL 

Need more of a particular ty~e of police service (such as patrol cars or 
foot patrol) in certain areas or at certain times 

Don't know 

Oeher (PLEASE SPECIFY _____________________ _ 
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5. I'll rsaq you some things that are ~roblem3 eor aome peo~le in their 
ne1ghborhoods. please eell me if they are a big problem, somewhat of 
a problem or not a problem ~o you in your neighborhood. 

1\. Crime i.n the neighborhood--J.s this a big problem, some·.;ihae 
of a problem, or not a probl~m eo you? 

B. 

c. 

Abandoned houses or other empty bUildings 

Litter and trash in the streets--is this a biq problem, 
somewhat of a problem, or not a problem to ~·ou, i.n )lour 
nElighJ:)orhood? 

Big 
?roblam 

G 
G 
6 

Somewhat: 
0'; a Not a Don't 

l?~oblem Probl.em Know 

8 B §J 

EJ 8 B 
§J 6 EJ 

6. Within ehe past year or ewo, do you think crime in your neighborhood has increased, decraa$ed, or remained about 
the same? 

I. 

9. 

Increased 

Decreased 

Remained the same 

No opinion 

Haven't lived in ehe neighborhood long enough 

How safe do you feel or would you feel about being out ~ in 
safe, reasonably safe, some'~hat unsafe, or very unsafe? 

your neighborhood at night? Would you feel very 

How 
you 

I'ffil 
Very Safe t.:.J 

Q 
Reasonably safe ~ 

Q 
Somewhat unsafe W 
Very unsafe 

Oon't know 

8 
G 

about during the day--how safe do you feel or would you feel ~ut being out ~ in your 
feel very safe, reasonably safe, somewhat unsafe, or very unsate? 

~ Very safe ~ 
g 

Reasonably safe ~ 

Somewhat unsafe 

Very unsafe 

Oon't: know 

G 
G 
G 

neiqhborhood? Would 

9. I'd like you to rate your feelings about the police. judges and other such officials. Please l.ook at your phone 
dial. and imagine that the numbers 1 to 9 rel?resent a range of feelinqs from "much too 1enient"--that number "one" 
to I'mucn too harshu .. -that ~ s number 'tnine). II 

B. 

C. 

D. 

How lenient or harsh are the local police with someone suspected of 
and nine is "much too harsh," what: numl:ler would best represent your 
NO OPINION) Q r:l r;J 

1. ~ 2. ~ 3. ~ 

6. G 1. B 8. GJ 

a crime? If one l.s "mUch too lenient" 
feelings about the police? (O-DON'T KNOW OR 

4. Gl s. B 
9. ~ O. [;] 

How about tha local judges? How lenient or harsh are they towards offenders? Remember, one is "much too 
lenient" and nine is "much to harsh." CO"OON'T 

1. B 2, ~ 
6. G 7. G 

How about the Corrections System? This system 
lenient ate they? (O~DON'T 

1. G;] 
6. 0 

What number represents your 
sY5tem--that is, everything 

Q 
1. D 

6. G 

KNOW OR NO O?tNtom 

Z. ~ 
1. ~ 

feelings about the 
we just mentioned, 

2. G 
G 7. 

KNOW OR NO OPIN!ON) 

r;] B 3. 8 4. 5, 

8. G 9. G o. 0 
inclUdes things like pdsons and parole boards. How harsh or 

3. ~ 4. 

8. G 4. 

treatment:. people receive 
taken together? (O-OON'T 

Q 
J. ~ 4. 

8. G 9. 
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C. Reported Crime Data 

We have already discussed data categories for actual crime and 
public opinion. The data which are most readily available, how
ever, are data on reported crime, or "crime statistics" as these 
data are sometimes called. Crime statistics are the official 
records of reported offenses and arrests. 

Reported crime data initially comes from reports at the local 
level. The secondary sources for reported crime data include: 

• local police department reports; 

• reports by 'Criminal Justice Planning Agencies or 
Statistical Analysis Centers; and 

• national data collected by the FBI available in 
the Uniform Crime Statistics (UCR) reports. 

1. Local Police Department Reports 

Reports su~~arizing local data may be the richest source of data 
on reported offenses and arrests. Many localities have developed 
their own reporting system which records crimes of particular 
interest locally. 

2. State/Regional Criminal Justice Planning-Agency Data 

The majority of states in the United States have one or more of 
the follo\'ling state criminal justice-related agencies which collect 
statewide crime statistics: a state Criminal Justice Planning 
Agency, a Statistical Analysis Center, cr a UCR data collection 
program. These agencies will have complete crime data on a state
wide basis which can be used for comparative purposes by a locality. 

UCR state programs provide particularly valuable functions in
cluding: 

• Assistance in enacting laws requiring local UCR 
participation. 

.. Collecting more information than required by the 
national program. 

• Production of annual and some semi-annual publi
cations 

• Honoring requests from localities better at the 
state level because of a more relevant data base 
and a faster return time. 

3. National Uniform Crime R~ports (UCR) Data 

The only reasonably competitive, and consistent national data on 
crime collected by the FBI is through the Uniform Crime Reports. 
This system was developed in 1930 under the auspices of the Inter
national Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). The purpose of 
the UCR system was to develop data on a national basis for compar
ing the incidence of serious crimes--mainly those involving 
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physical violence. Prior to the development of the UCR system in 
1930, no comprehensive system of crime information on a na.tional 
scale existed. This was primarily due to the fact that the crim
inal statutes varied so greatly from state to state in the termin
ology used to define criminal behavior. 

To overcome this problem, a set of definitions for specific crim
inal acts was devised, following a thorough examination of all the 
current state criminal statutes. To reduce the potential volume 
of reporting, only "serious" crimes were included. The crimes 
which met the FBI definition of "serious" include: 

• Criminal Homicide: (a) Murder and nonnegligent 
manslaughter: All willful felonious homicides as 
distinguished f~om deaths caused by negligence. 
Excludes attempts to kill, assaults to kill, 
suicides, accidental deaths, or justifiable homi
cides. Justifiable homicides are limited to: 
1) The killing of a person by a law enforcrMlent 
officer in the line of dutYi and 2) The killing 
of a person in the act of committing a felony by 
a private citizen. (b) Manslaughter by negligence: 
Any death which the police investigation estab
lished was primarily attributable to gross negli
gence of some individual other than the victim. 

G Forcible Rape: The carnal knowledge of a female, 
forcibly and against her will in the categories 
of rape by force, assault to rape, and attempted 
rape. Excludes statutory offenses (no force used 
--victim under age of consent). 

• Robbery: Stealing or taking anything of value 
from the carel custody, or control of a person 
by force or violence or by putting in fear, such 
as strong-arm robbery, stickups, armed robbery, 
assaults to rob, and attempts to rob. 

• Aggravated Assault: Assault with intent to kill 
or for the purpose of inflicting severe bodily 
injury by shooting, cutting, stabbing, maiming, 
poisoning, scalding, or by the use of acids, 
explosives, or other means. Excludes simple 
assaults. 

• Burglary--Breaking or Entering: Burglary, house
breaking, safe-cracking, or any other unlawful 
entry of a structure with the intent to commit a 
felony or a theft. Includes attempted forcible 
entry. The UCR definition does not include auto 
burglaries, burglary of moveables, or a wide 
variety of such incidents as included in some 
state statutes. 
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• Larceny--Theft (Exceet Motor Vehicle Theft); The 
unlawful taking, carrying, leading, or riding away 
of property from the possession or constructive 
possession of another. Thefts of bicycles, auto
mobile accessories, shoplifting, pocket-picking, 
or any stealing of property or article which is 
not taken by force and violence or by fraud. 
Excludes embezzlement, "con" games, forgery, or 
worthless checks. 

• Motor Vehicle Theft: Unlawful taking or stealing 
or attempted theft'of a motor vehicle. A motor 
vehicle is a self-propelled vehicle that travels 
on the surface but not on rails. Specifically 
excluded from this category are motor boats, 
construction equipment, airplanes, and farming 
equipment. 

The UCR data have certain limitations which the planner should 
know about. These include: 

• incomplete reporting (not all jurisdictions par
ticipate in the reporting system, and not all 
participating jurisdictions supply all requested 
data) . 

• limited number of crimes reported. 
• possible bias in individual locality datacdue to 

differing interpretations of reporting procedures, 
~ or changes in local data collection system. 

4. Types of Data Available in Published Form 

The major publications summarizing national UCR data are: 
• a "quarterly report" giving trend information on the 

crime Index offenses (comparison of percent change 
between current time period and same period of the 
prior year and a five-year trend) • 

• an annual report entitled Crime in the United 
States summarizing crime on a national basis by 
a number of different breakdowns. 

Common uses for o~fici~l d~ta on reported crime include; 
• comparison with victimization data to ascertain 

the extent to which nonreporting is a serious 
problem~ 

• trend analysis; and 
• use in criminal justice system analysis to analyze 

workloads and offender flows through the system. 
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D. Demographic Data 
The fourth major category of secondary data is demographic data. 
Demographic data refers to data on population statistics, espe
cially with reference to size, density, distribution aDd vital 
statistics. Typical demographic measures used in crime analysis 
include age, sex, race, income, education, place of residence, 
or business location. 
Demographic data are available from a wide variety of sources at 
the national, state, and local level. Generally, the most consis
tent source of data--the demographic data equivalent of the OCR 
statistics for crime--is the U.S. Census. However, Census data 
are limited because most are collected only every ten years and 
rapidly become inaccurate, particularly in areas experiencing 
rapid population change. On the state and local level, demographic 
data are available from a wide variety of public agencies. Such 
data are useful in answering specific questions (e.g., school van
dalism rates per 1,000 school-aged children where the number of 
school-aged children is obtained from the local school system). 
Demographic data are used for two major purposes in the analysis 
of crime = in the calculation of crime or popu1ation-at-risk rates, 
and to examine the correlates of crime. Crime rates are normally 
calculated by dividing the number of reported offenses occuring 
over a one-year period by the number of people living within the 
jurisdiction. Thus, if. 500 burglaries are reported in a locality 
of 100,000 population, the commercj.al burglary rate is 0.5% of 
500 per 100,000. Population-at-risk rates are a more refined 
measure which take into account the population most likely to be 
affected by a crime. For example, if the locality with 500 com
mercial robberies had 1,000 commercial enterprises in operation 
during that year, the population-at-risk rate would be 50% or 
50,000 per 100,000. 
An example of an analysis product based at least partly on secon
dary demographic data is contained in the National Advisory Com
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals report issued in 
1973, entitled A National Strategy to Reduce Crime. I.tl the sec
tion on National Goals and Priorities, age is used as an analytic 
variable and the report states: 

Street crime is a young man's game. More than half 
the persons arrested for violent crime in 1971 were 
under 24 years of age .•• (3) 

Data on prior involvement with the criminal justice system was used 
to support the statement that: 

there is strong evidenCE: that the bulk of ordinary 
crime against person and property is committed by 
youths and adults who have had previous contact with 
the criminal justice or juvenile justice system. (4) 
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Other demographic data are then analyzed in conjunction with the 
location of crime with a conclusion that: 

there is abundant evidence that crime occurs with 
greater frequency when there is poverty, illiteracy, 
rn.d unemployment, and where medical, recreational, 
and mental health resources are inadequFlte. When 
unemployment rates among youths in poverty areas of 
central cities are almost 40 percent and crime is 
prevalent, it is impos;sible not to draw conclusions 
about the relationship between jobs and crime. (5) 

A quotation from the Commission's Report On Community crime Preven
tjon qualifies such demographic analysis by stating: 

This is not to say that if everyone were better 
educated or more fully employed the crime would be 
eliminated or even sharply reduced. What is meant 
is that unemployment, substandard education, and 
so on. form a complex, and admittedly little under
stood, amalgam of social conditions that cements, 
or at least predisposes, many individuals to crim
inal activity. (Though one of these factors) may 
not have much effect on an individual's lifestyle, 
two or three might. (6) 

These quotations illus·trate the type of data used in demographic 
analyses and some general conclusions which might be drawn on the 
correlates of crime. 
Demographic data can be very useful at the state or local level 
in examining the extent to which local conditions mirror or differ 
from these national correlates of crime. Such data are particu
larly useful when the interactions are examined so that a compos.ite 
picture of the demographic characteristics of both offender ana 
victim is developed. Such data then permit the planner to target 
programs toward the specific group for which they are needed or 
at least to inform the public of the limitations of the criminal 
justice system and the need for other types of programs. 

E. System Data 
Once the actual and reported crime rates and the correlates of 
crime are known, as well as public opinion about crime and the 
system, data on the system itself are needed. These system data 
allow the planner to assess how effectively the criminal justice 
sy'stem is presently controlling and/or reducing crime and what 
changes could be made to increase system effectiveness '. Unfor
tunately, while an enormous amount of data are available about 
the system, the data are often fragmented and require substantial 
effort to organize coherently. In many cases, a new data collec
tion system is needed to prbduce usable data. In fact, unless 
the system has been analyzed previously, useful secondary data 
are rare, and the collection of primary data is almost always 
necessary_ 
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What is the criminal justice system? In the United States, the 
criminal justice system is composed of three separate organized 
parts--the policel the courts, and the corrections systems. A 
general definition of the Crim:!'ilal Justice system needs: 

.•. an apparatus society uses to enforce the stan
dardS of conduct necessary to protect individuals 
and the community. It operates by apprehending, 
prosecuting, convicting, and sentencing those mem
bers of the community who violate the basic rules 
of group existence. The action taken against law
breakers is designed to serve three purposes beyond 
the immediate punitive one. It removes dangerous 
people from the community, it deters others from 
criminal behavior; and it qives society an oppor
tuni ty to transform lawbreC/.kers into law-abiding 
citizens. What most significantly distinguishes 
the system of one country from that of another is 
the extent and the form of the protections it of
fers individuals in the process of determining 
guilt and imposing punishment., O\:.\r system of 
justice deliberately sacrifices much in efficiency 
and even in effectiveness in order to preserve 
local autonomy and to protect the individual. (7) 

Thus, While the word "system" is used, in actuality t.he criminal 
justice system in the United States is composed of relatively 
independent parts which can be viewed as a system but which do 
not function as a planned system. 

A schematic version of the criminal justice system in the United 
States is presented in Exhibit 2.10. In evaluating this total 
system, data are needed from each component of the sys'tem for 
analysis of: 

• system performance (offender tracking throuqh 
Offender Based TransacticD Statistics--OBTS) 

$ system capabilities (system tracking through 
management and administrative statistics--MAS). 

1. Offender Based Trans~~tion st~tistics (OBTS) 

System performance analysis depends on an overview of the entire 
system. The system can be said to be effective when it brings the 
guilty into the correctional system and acquits the innocent in 
the most expeditious and cost effective manner, while at the same 
time respecting the offender'S human rights. One way of examining 
the rate and speed with which offenders are handled by the system 
is to track individual offenders. This method is called offender 
based transaction analysis (OBTS). The data are "transactional" 
since the individual offender is the unit of count and thus links 
the segments of the criminal justice system to each other. 

An example of an Offender-Based Trar.saction data system at the 
state level is found in California. In the late sixties, the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration sponsored the development of 
Project SEARCH, a program designed, in part, to implement the col
lection of transaction statistics. An early prototype of an 
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operating transactional data system was produced by the Californi~ 
Bureau of Criminal Statistics (BCS). Since BCS has long maintained 
an active arrest and superior court register containing many of the 
data that would be required to support a functioning OBTS system it 
was possible to retabulate a block of data in a transaction format. 
These data, including twelve counties and covering a three-year 
time span (1969-1971) track individual offenders from the point 
of arrest to sentence outcome at both lower and superior court 
levels. 

Exhibit 2.11 is based upon this initial transaction data set and 
depicts the flow of adult felony offenders through various decision 
making stages for urban counties. While the decision points de
picted in this flowchart are limited due to the lack of correctional 
data and other pieces of information such as bail determination, 
they nonetheless give a fairly good approximation of a working OBTS 
model. It is interesting to note, for example, that approximately 
one fifth of both urban and rural arrestees have their cases dis
missed prior to trial. What may account for these pre-trial case 
dismissals? Are such a high proportion of initial arrest decisions 
based upon evidence that cannot later support a conviction? 

Of those convicted at the superior court level, approximately one 
fifth of all urban offenders receive a prison disposition. If one 
Were to consider all convictions (at either the lower or superior 
court level) the percentage receiving a prison disposition is 
considerably lower--around 10%. This is especially interesting 
when one considers that all original arrest offenses provided for 
a prison term of some kind. 

Although the data used in this example are preliminary in that many 
stages in the processing of offenders are omitted, they nonetheless 
demonstrated the type of information that can be obtained when 
criminal justice data are recorded in a transactional format. It 
is possible to see at a glance the path along which offenders are 
traveling and the type of dispositions that are occurr~ng. Deci
sions made at one stage can be related to thosP! -ccurr~ng at a 
later stage, a possibility that is precluded,: ". agency-specific 
summary tables. 

2. Management and Administrative Statistics (MAS) 

Once the offender-based aspects of the system are understood, the 
system resources or capabilities can be examined. System resource 
a,nalysis examines data on workloads and cost utilizing management 
and administrative statistics (MAS). The findings of this analysis 
can then be used to try to develop more efficient methods of oper
ating the criminal justice system, or to project the manpower and 
cost implications of various alternative recommendations for system 
change. 

While some jurisdictions and states already have OBTS data, many 
more localities have no such data. Existing secondary OBTS data 
are generaJ,ly available through the regional or state criminal 
justice planning agency or SAC. Often, the planner will have to 
initiate primary data gathering activities before an OBTS analysis 
can be undertaken. Like OBTS, MAS data are often not available in 
readily usable secondary form. 
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EXHIBIT 2.11 
FLOW OF CALIFORNIA FELONY OFFENDERS: URBAN AREASa 
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Much fragmented MAS information is accessible, but usually it comes 
in varying formats and usually with a significant time lag between 
the end of the reference period and when data are actually published 
and released. The sources include: 

• budgets of units of state and local government; 

• e~penditure reports of units of state and local 
government; 

• UCR reports on personnel; 

• reports of agencies with licensing responsibil
ities (such as agencies which license residential 
facilities) ; 

• personnel data on law enforcement officers (from 
state training agencies) ; 

• mental health agency client reports by source of 
referral and type of service provided); 

• individual institution statistics, usually main
tained in conjunction with whatever agency pays 
the costs; 

• court statistics on arraignments, indictments, 
trials, dispositions, verdicts, sentending, and 
referrals (in effect OBTS data); 

• agency or institution annual reports; 

• Equal Employment Opportunity Commission EEO-4 
form (filed by all units of local government) 

• information and management systems such as PROMIS; 

• applications for funds made by units of state and 
local government (such as CETA, HUD, Title XX of 
the Social Security Act, etc.) 

• LEAA publication on criminal justice personnel, 
salaries, and expenditures; 

• state Statistical Analysis Centers; and 

• state and local certification agencies. 

The criminal justice system resources covered by MAS data include: 

Police Resources 

• police officers 

• police equipment 
- communications 
- record-keeping 
- dispatch 
- vehicles 
- weapons 

• buildings 
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Court Resources 

• court personnel 
- magistrates 
- judges 
- clerks 
- bailiffs 
- secretaries 

• court buildings 

fit equipment for information and record-keeping 

Correctional Resources 

• correctional personnel 

• buildings 
- prisons 
- community-based residential facilities 
- other institutions 

• support equipment 

The criminal justice system also has available to it a number of 
other MAS resources. These range from citizens participating in 
"citizen watch" programs, taking in runaways, helping adults who 
need a place to stay during a crisis, to CETA ("Manpower") programs 
or GED (equivalency) classes. Just as the causes of crime can be 
found in every aspect of a society, so can the resources of the 
criminal justice system be construed as every agency and program 
functioning in a community, a region, or state. 

An example of the enormous range of MAS-related data which would 
be useful and relevant in evaluating system resources is contained 
in the report issued by the President's Commission on Law Enforce
ment. This example is related to the juvenile justice system 
(which, as noted earlier, is somewhat separate from the adult 
system), but the point regarding the range of available MAS data 
related to criminal justice system problems is valid for the adult 
system as well. The President's Commission recommends three major 
strategies for juvenile delinquency prevention. First was "pro
vision of a real opportunity for everyone to participate in the 
legitimate activities that in our society lead to or constitute a 
good life~ education, recreation, employment, family life." 
Second, the report recommended "swift apprehension, thorough 
investigation, prompt disposit~on--carried out by persons care
fully selected and trained for their functions--should maximize 
the system's deterrent impact and the respect accorded the law it 
uphold.s" since some juveniles are dangerous repeaters and resistant 
to o:the'r rehabilitating attempts. Finally, for "some juveniles who 
need more than a basic opportunity in society but less than form~l 
coercive system treatment, "it is imperative to furnish help that 
is particularized enough to deal with their individual needs but 
does not separate them from their peers and label them for life." 
A recent model of the juvenile justice system is shown in Exhibit 
2.12. These recommendations and the model provide a good 
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example of the enormous scope of resOUrces (and data) for criminal 
justice planning. The first recommendation involves basic changes 
in u.s. government programs and society itself. The second recom
mendation is limited strictly to the traditional components of the 
criminal justice system itself. The third recommendation involves 
both traditional criminal justice system elements plus other ser
vices for education, recreation, job placement and the like. 

This broad definition of resource is not inappropriate but it 
implies a level of data gathering beyond the capacity of most 
planning agencies, except for special analyses. This text, 
therefore, mainly limits its concern to the immediate and direct 
resources of the criminal justice system since change in this 
system is an immediate task for criminal justice planners. It 
should be emphasized, however, that a comprehensive planning 
effort encompasses consideration of all resources and capabilities 
in a community. Although the analysis of criminal justice system 
capabilities serves as a primary focus for MAS and OBTS , one should 
not underestimate the importance of using resources outside the 
traditional criminal justice system to improve system performance. 
It is important to conside;t:' that changes outside the traditional 
criminal justice system are doubtless necessary to reduce--rather 
than control--crime rates substantially. (Module IV presents 
material on the analysis of both system performance and resource data.) 

F. Juvenile Data 
J~venile data are treated separately in this course because the 
juvenile justice system (and the offense categories it involves) 
is not simply a junior version of adult crimes and systems, 
Juvenile and adult records are generally recorded differently and 
kept separately. Most juvenile record-keeping agencies are much 

~ more reluctant than agencies keeping adult criminal records to 
make juvenile information available to "outsiders," even to crim
inal justice personnel. (In some jurisdictions, in fact, juvenile 
records are completely destroyed once a iuvenile reaches lIadultrt 
status.) Juveniles are generally persons who have not yet reached 
their 18th birthday. They may come under the jurisdiction of the 
justic~ system for a rather wide range of behaviors which do not 
provide a basis for such jurisdiction in the case of adults. They 
are generally called "status offen·ses" (although the term "offense" 
is often inappropriate) because it is the age status of the individual 
which permits the claim of jurisdiction. Traditionally, such offenses 
have fallen into two major. categories--I'dependency" and "neglect "-
although traditional terminology is changing. One recent survey 
identified 34 different status offense categories used in various 
states. Most of these categories have to do with the relationships 
between parents and children, particularly authority relationships. 
Most common are runaways and "incorrigibles." Truancy is ar:lother 
common status offense. Laws mandate attendance at school up t,o age 
16 in most jurisdictions: a 16 year old can be arrested and sub-
ject to legal penalties if repeatedly absent, from school; 11 year 
olds cannot. (Basic legal distinction between "status" offense and 
"delinquency": a delinquent act would be a crime if commit'ted by 
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an adult; a status offense would not.) The implications of status 
offenses for data analysis are that a large number of behavioral 
forms recorded in juvenile records would not be ~criminal" if 
engaged in by an adult and therefore grossly inflate juvenile 
offense statistics. The implications for jurisdictional claims 
are that there is greater discretion by autho~ities as to whether 
or not to take legal action than in the case of adult crimes, and 
a larger percentage of juvenile ~caseload~ is under jurisdiction 
for quasi- or non-criminal behavior. (Technically, "juveniles" 
cannot commit "crimes," they can only be arrested/adjudicated for 
ach '~ying a state of "delinquency.") A large part of the juvenile 
sys",-em is focused on preventing juveniles from subsequently com
mitting "crimes" as adults. A measure of t.hat concentration of 
effort is the fact that $41 billion or 99% of all Federal expen
ditures for youth in 1976 were for prevention programs while only 
$1 billion or 2% were for Federal enforcement/adjudication!correc
tions/diversion programs. (7) 

UCR juvenile arrest statistics, while valuable for purposes of 
ascertaining national-level trends, are not broken down by locali
ties (only by groupings of localities). This limits their use for 
analysis and planning purposes in local communities. Another 
shortcoming in "official" data is that a very large proportion of 
juvenile offenses never find their way into official records, due 
to the reluctance of police to arrest, difficulty in detecting 
perpetrators, and other factors. In Boston, for example, in over 
one half of the cases in which juveniles are contacted by the 
police and a record made, the juvenile is warned by the police 
and released, and in a far larger proportion of police contacts, 
no record of any kind is made. Neither "warnings" or unrecorded 
contacts figure in UCR statistics. 

It is therefore useful for local and state-level personnel to have 
access to other juvenile data which provide a more accurate and 
comprehensive picture of the actual volume and forms of juvenile 
crime in their jurisdictions. The following list includes nine 
"populations" of offenders and/or offenses which can be used: 

• offenses recorded through direct field observation 
in the community; 

• complaints to police, including those where no 
official action is recorded; 

• tabulations of total contacts and arrests recorded 
by police; 

• tabulations of all juvenile arrests by crime, by 
police juvenile division, other police divisions, 
and as a result of referrals; 

• recorded court arraignme:nts (appeara!Jces, chal.'ges); 

• court case records; 
• probation caseloads, by offense-types; 
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• populations of institutions and other placement 
facilities (by basis of commitment) i and 

• parole/aftercare caseloads (by offense types). 
Not all of these bodies of data will be available in all jurisdic
tions, but some or most are collected in marty. Because each of 
these bodies of data is based on different selection criteria, each 
gives a different picture of the "shape" of juvenile offender popu
lation and offense patterns for the same jurisdiction. Comparisons 
among the several bodies of data provide a variety of useful kinds 
of information, including some notion of the volume and kinds of 
unacted-on delinquency, and the selection and attrition processes 
within the "flow" through the juvenile justice system. 
There are, however, limitations to these data bases. For instance, 
court records provide detailed accounting of case processing and 
are computerized in some jurisdictions making them easily accessible 
for analysin. In the case of juvenile case statistics, however, 
access may be severely limited in many jurisdictions due to the 
desire to protect the identity of a juvenile. Concern with the 
stigmatizing characteristics of contact with the juvenile justice 
system has recently reinforced the strong concern for confidential
ity in releasing juvenile records. Researchers will require clear
ance from proper authorities in many jurisdictions to use juvenile 
justice case data. Comparable concern appears in the use of 
juvenile correctional system data. 
Adequate needs assessment and problem formulation require analysis 
of a broader range of youth behavior than criminal behavior. What 
is known about the population of youth who are most at risk of 
becoming delinquents or status offenders? What are the profiles 
of these youth at risk? Where are they located in the community 
or state? Other variables that should be studied include: 

• youth unemplo~~enti 
• geographic con~entrations of population of 

different social-economic status (SES) levels; 

• distribution of learning disabilities in the 
population; and 

& distribution of resources to assist in the solu
tion of youth problems such as mental retardation) . 

When obtaining these types of data from sources, the planner should 
bear in mind that: 

~ the quality varies greatly from state to state 
and community to community 

8 the validity and reliability. of the data must 
be assessed before a decisi~n is made to use 
them; and . 
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a the major limitations of the data can be traced 
to the fact that they were usually collected for 
purposes different from those of juvenile justice 
planners. 

The following section describes some of these data sources and 
identifies strategies for utilizing them. 

a. Federally Required Reporting D,~ 

Title XX of the Social Security Act 
The Title XX state plans can be a useful source 
of needs ,and resources assessment data for the 
juvenile justice area. 

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) 
This locally planned and implemented program is 
a source of youth employment and training infor
mation. 

Housing and Urban Development Grant Applications 
These grant applications require detailed community 
and state profile data which can be used to avoid a 
duplicate effort. 

b. Large National Sample Surveys 

There are many national sample surveys that are 
sufficiently large so that the state and large 
city sub-samples could be analyzed with confidence. 
However, the sub-samples should· contain at least 
350 to 4(,0 interviews or subjects. Follo'Vling is 
a selection of available and relevant national 
surveys. 

Class of '72 Longitudinal Youth Survey 
Sponsored by the Office of Education, DREW, this 
study involved 22,000 youth who were interviewed 
during their senior year and reinterviewed two 
years later. The study is particularly valuable 
in analyzing the problems that youth experience 
in the transition from school to work. The state 
sub-samples would be usable by all but the smallest 
states. Any political unit with two or more per
cent of the U.S. population can use the study. 

U.S. Census Current Population Reports 
These interdecennial reports based on very large 
samples of the population contain a number of sub
ject areas of interest to juvenile justice planners 
--SES, minority populations, employment, and health 
are illustratBQ. While some are focused on youth, 
many contain only very gross data on them. LEAA 
has made special arrangements with DUALabs to make 
these data available to state and local planners. 
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National Alcohol and Drug Abuse Data: This national 
survey contains a wealth of information on alcohol 
and drug abuse in the population. It contains pro
files of the population most at risk. Strategies 
for obtaining these data include utilizing the 
DUALabs service or purchasing the tapes and docu
mentation of these data bases. 

c. Specialized juvenile Data Sources 

School Vandalism and Dropout/Pushout Data: Many 
school districts, state edu6atio~ agencies, and 
national associations gather these types of data. 
However, some are reluctant to share data because 
they might reflect badly on their performance .. 

How serious is juvenile delinquency and what are the special char
acteristics of the data? Self-report studies have disclosed that 
perhaps 90 percent of all juveniles have committed at least one act 
for which if apprehended they would have been brought to juvenile 
court. While many of these acts are quite minor in seriousness, 
many juveniles also commit serious offenses. It has been estimated 
that one in every nine youths (or one in every six male youths) 
will appear before a juvenile court before his 18th birthday in 
connection with a delinquent act (excluding traffic offenses). (8) 

The 1974 FBI Statistics indicate juveniles (ages under 18) only 
account for 27% of the population but account for 45% of all index" 
crime. In addition 22.6% of the arrestees for violent crime Were 
juveniles, and 50.7% of the arrestees for property crime were juven
iles. Of the total arrests for index crimes, persons under age 18 
accounted for 49% of the arrestees for larceny, 55% for motor vehicle 
theft, 53% for burglary, 33% for robbery, 19% for rape, 17% for 
aggravated assault, and 10% for murder and non-negligent manslaughter. 

Crimes peak at different ages for juveniles. Using 1974 statistics, 
the median age for auto theft arrestees falls between 16 and 17, 
for larceny between 17 and 18, for burglary between 16 and 17, for 
aggravated assault between 25 and 29, for robbe;ry between 19 and 20, 
for rape between 21 and 22, and for homicide between 25 and 29. 

Thus the volume of offenses, the number of serious offenses, and the 
special confidential characteristics of juvenile data qualify these 
data for special and separate treatment by the planner. 

Other special characteristics of juvenile data include: 

~ the colle.ctive (gang) nature of many crimes which cannot 
easily be detected from official data; 

~ the peaking of crime rates for different crimes at 
different ages indicates preventive programs can be 
aimed at specific "high-risk" age groups; and ' 

• the special and complex nature of the juvenile criminal 
justice system with many "passes," "diversions," and 
"failures to impose sanctions" results in a high 
attrition rate within the system, and may also make 
offender-based tracking and the collection of useful 
MAS more difficult. 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE 4 

SECONDARY DATA SOURCES 

This exercise is designed to give partici.pants some practice in assem
bling a Wide range of existing data sources in a secondary Data Col
lection Plan oriented towards problems of juvenile delinquency. 

Activities 

Using the juvenile crime questions identified earlier in Module 1. 
Exercise. #2, make up a Data Collection Plan which includes the 
following infClrmation: 

1) All agencies in your jurisdiction which have 
data related to juvenile offenders (include 
ag'encies with state and national data which 
CCiuld be used for comparative purposes) 

2) Al.l data which you would expect these agen
ci.es to have which is pertinent to the 
qU,estions posed 

3) How this data could be used to answer the 
qu\~stions posed in Module 1 on juvenile of
fenses 

4) What problems you would have in accessing 
this data 

The product should be a chart with the information in the following 
format: 

AGENCY 
'YUTH DATA 

TYPE OF 
DATA 

USE OF 
DATA 
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III. PRIMARY DATA 

Planners in the criminal justice field have access to enormous amounts 
of data. However, in many cases these data are not suitable or 
adequate for analysis of a specific topic or problem. In such cases, 
the planner will have to initiate a primary data collection effort. 
Primary data gathering is expensive, time consuming, and designing 
the data collection and analysis plans requires specialized skills. 
Therefore, secondary data should always be used first if they provide 
sufficient information to respond to the analysis questions adequately. 
If primary data collection is selected, the data will generally 
be of two kinds--'a surveyor poll, or a collection of basic criminal 
justice system records. While the concepts behind victimization 
surveys, public opinion polls, and information system methodology are 
fairly straightforward, in practice the use of these methods often 
involves technical. issues relating to sampling procedures and system 
design that are complex. Therefore, if possible, expert assistance 
should be obtained. 

There are several possible sources for such assistance. First, 
technical assistance may be available from someone in the local 
jurisdiction who has experience with one or more of the methods pro
posed. If not, some state agencies offer technical assistance through 
their state criminal justice planning agency, statistical analysis 
center, or comprehensive data systems program. ,The LEAA staff may 
be able to provide a reference to one or more jurisdictions which 
have completed similar data collection efforts. Finally, there are 
many consultants who can provide technical assistance to complete 
the survey, poll, or system analysis. 

In assessing alternative primary data collection efforts, it is 
impQrtant to be familiar with the variety of methods available. 
Even if the jurisdiction uses a consultant to do all the data collec
tion work, a decision must still be made by the jurisdiction or jointly 
with the contractor of what data to collept, how large and what type 
of sample is.,..-qguired, and how the data should be collected. 

In answering these basic questions it is important to have the 
problems clearly stated. Selection of data collection and analysis 
methods is heavily dependent on such problem statements and analy-
tic efficiency is directly related to an effective data collection 
plan. Once the questions and uses to which the findings will .be 
put are known, a review of methods should be undertaken. 

The following discussion of primary data is divided into three 
parts. First a brief review of survey and sampling methods is 
provided. This review is an orientation about local surveys and 
not detailed presentation. The second part presents a detailed 
overview of criminal justice information systems (CJIS) develop
ments which is oriented toward the user of such systems. The 
development of CJIS in the past several years has provided a new 
and powerful tool for criminal justice planners who can access and 
utilize the various data stored in these systems. 
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A. Primary Data Collection Methods 

Following is a three part discussion of, first, certain aspects of 
locally conducted surveys; second, an overview of sampling tech
niques appropriate to survey activities; and third, a review of survey 
instruments. These discussions are presented strictly as a summary 
of the basic procedures of primary data collection in criminal justice. 
References are provided in the bibliography which provide a thorough 
introduction to survey methodology. 
Despite the availability of National Crime Panel data, a n:llmber of 
local (e.g., city, state) criminal justice agencies have conducted, 
or are planning to conduct, sample surveys of their own. '1lhese 
locally initiated efforts are scattered, and they vary tremendously 
in focus and quality. Although most of the local surveys have been 
concerned with the study of victimization, other information-~ 
particularly in the realm of public attitudes--is being generated. 

There are a number of reasons why local agencies have chosen to 
devote resources to conducting local sample surveys. First, some 
local agencies find it desirable to develop sources of information 
that are independent of official processing. Even among local 
personnel who wish to use the NCP data, there is concern with the 
amount of "lag time" that occurs between data collection and dis
semination in the NCP program. The results of locally sponsored 
surveys can be put to use as soon as the data a~e collected and 
analyzed. Secondly, many practitioners believe that it is easier 
to gain acceptance for programs developed on the basis of locally 
collected data rather than on the basis of results generalized from 
surveys tha;. were conducted elsewhere. Finally, when trying to ad
dre~s issues with information generated by a survey that was not 
explicitly designed to address those issues, one often finds that 
questions were not asked in exactly the way one would have wished. 
This problem can be overcome when local personnel design their own 
surveys in terms of problems and issues that are relevant to them. 
Regardless of whether a sample survey is being conducted on a national 
or local level, it is imperative that the people planning the survey 
explicitly consider what information they wish to generate and how . 
they intend to use the survey results. Survey methods are less ap
plicable to some information needs than to others. For example, it 
would be wasteful to use a survey to gather data on which to base 
decisions about the allocation of police manpower within a city; 
actual calls to the police for service and reported crimes already 
provide good indicators of the need for police personnel in various 
areas of the city. On the other hand, if police officials are 
concerned with potential public response to a planned change in 
police practices (e.g., the abandonment of some existing service 
functions), then a sample survey could prove useful in estimating 
public attitudes. 

Even when it is decided that a sample survey will be helpful in 
generating needed information, the particular goals set for the 
survey will determine what specific methods must be used and how much 
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the effort will cost. Suppose, for example, that a goal is to 
estimate, from a sample, the number of robberies occurring in a city. 
Such a task requires a very large sample b",''''Iause robberies are rela
tively rare events. In addition, the goal requires that the sample 
used be representative of the population of the city. 

Surveys of known victims can provide valuable information about 
citizen contacts and satisfaction with the criminal justice system, 
pointing to ways for system improvement. Because the target population 
can be defined to include only people who have been in contact with 
the criminal justice system, it is easier to construct a sampling frame, 
that is, identify respondents. Official records can be used for this 
purpose. Since all of the people in the sampling frame are known to 
have had contact with the system, the sample drawn for interviewing 
would not have to be anywhere near as large as in the usual victimi
zation survey which tries to uncover victimizations in the general 
population. 

There are several ways in which the NCP victimization survey experi
ences can be useful to local agencies planning to conduct their own 
surveys. If the local agency wants to locate and interview victims 
in the general population, the NCP findings can provide a rough 
idea of how many victims of various types of crime will be located 
in a sample of a given size in a certain type of area (e.g.! urbanI 
suburban, rural). With this estimate, the agency can decide on 
the approximate sample size it will need. SecondlYI the interview 
schedules used in the NCP have been extensively pretested and refined. 
They can be quite useful as guidance for the agency in constructing 
its own instruments. Thirdly, the NCP pretests have also generated 
some very important findings about effective interviewing procedures 
in victimization surveys. Familiarity with these findings can help 
avoid needless errors and improve data collection quality. The 
Census Bureau has produced interviewer training and instruction manuals 
for the NCP program. These documents cover a variety of procedural 
points. For example, one section describes how each question in the 
interview schedule should be asked and when and how the interviewer 
should probe for answers. Finally, the Census Bureau's NCP survey 
documentation contains technical information on sampling, weighting 
factors, and estimation procedures useful for those involved in a 
local effort. 

1. Sampling Procedures 
It is generally not practical to collect data from an entire popu
lation because of time and cost considerations. In the usual case, 
it is more efficient to collect and study data from c£ sample of the 
population being considered. An analysis of the sample data should 
provide usefu~ information about the population being studied. In 
order for the results obtained from the analysis of sample data to 
be applicable to the population from which they were dx.'awn, it is 
necessary that the sample be representative. A representative sample 
is one which reflects the characteristics of the population being 
sampled in its true proportions. In actual practice, a represeP~tive 
sample can never be attained unless there is perfectly accura~~d 
complete knowledge about the population being studied. A representative 
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sample is most likely ~o be obtained if the sample is drawn using a 
random selection proce(:lure. Such a sample is called a random sample. 
A random sample is ext:remely important: methods of statistical infer
ence used to general(tze from the s.ample to the population of interest 
depend upon represen~ativeness of the sample. A random sample can be 
drawn only from a popUlation if every item or person in the population 
has an equal chance of being drawn on each successive draw. Proce
dures for obtaining random samples are described in basic statistics 
textbooks, a number of which are referenced in the bibliography 
following this section. 
There are a variety of types of random samples that can be drawn 
from populations. Four types of random samples will be briefly 
discussed here: 1) simple random sampling, 2) systematic samr,)lir.q, 
3) stratified sampling, and 4) cluster sampling. ' 

• A simple Eandom sample can be drawn from a list of 
all members of t:he population using any of a variety 
of simple devices (for example, drawing numbers from 
a hat or using a table of random numbers). In most 
practical research problems, a total list of all items 
or people in a population is rarely available. For 
example, there are no lists of all people living in 
New York City. Using a telephone book would include 
only those members of the population who had a tele
phone, for many purposes excluding important elements, 
i.e., low income groups, from the population of 
interest. The more the list from which the sample 
is drawn is not representative of the total popula
tion, the more the results of inferences to the total 
population will be biased. 

• Systematic sampling is similar to random sampling. 
For sY'stematic sampling, beginning with a randomly 
chosen person on the list, one can simply choose 
every ~th person. 

• In a stratified random sample design, the total 
population is divided into relatively homogenous 
subpopulations. Random samples are drawn from within 
each of these sUbpopulations. One reason it is often 
useful to stratify a sample is that different sources 
or lists may have to be used for each sub population. 
Another reason for stratifying a sample is that a 
smaller number of cases can be drawn to achieve 
the same level of accuracy. Selecting and sampling 
from strata reduces variability in the population. 
This reduced variability allows a smaller sample 
size to be used. This is an important consideration 
because the reduced sample size required by strati
fying can result in substantially reduced costs. 
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Examples of strata are; sex (male or female); 
age (20-29, 30-39, e.tc.) i marital status (married, 
widowed, divorced, separated, never married) . 

• Cluster sampling is another method frequently used 
in survey analysis and can reduce the costs of 
collecting and analyzing data. In stratified 
sampling the population is divided into groups, 
and then a random sample is drawn from eatrh g~oup. 
In cluster sampling, the population is divided 
into a large number of groups, and then 
samples are drawn from among the groups. For 
example, if all the census tracts in a city were 
considered to be organized in clusters, a certain 
number of census tracts would be selected for study. 
The objective of such a cluster analysis is to 
select clusters which exhibit great variation, 
but which at the same time are small in size, or 
located in such a manner as to minimize data col
lection costs, such as those involved in interview
ers' traveling time. 

2. Survey Instruments 

Xhere are two basic types of instruments used in survey research: 
interview schedules and self-administered quest~onnaires. Inter-
view schedules are forms from which interviewers read questions to 
respondents and on which replies are recorded. The major advantage 
of this kind of data collection procedure is that skilled interview
ers can probe the respondents by asking a series of questions in order 
to clarify issues. In situations where a skilled interviewer can 
create a non-threatening situation for the respondent, increased 
cooperation on the part of the respondent may lead to more valuable 
results. Conversely, in a situation where interviewers are poorly 
matched with respondents, tension between the interviewer and res
pondent can seriously affect the quality of the data collected. 
An additional advantage of the interview method is that qbservational 
data or other kinds of data, e.g., environmental conditions, can be 
collected during the same session. In some instances, interviewers 
may also produce a higher response rate than wou~d be attained using 
self-administered questionnai~es. .\ . 

The major disadvantage associated with interview schedules is the 
sharply increased costs as compared with using self-administered 
questionnaires. A second disadvantage is that the presence of an 
interviewer may result in potential response bias in some situations. 
For example, in situations where interv'iewers are not highly skilled, 
where respondents are suspicious; where there is a poor demographic 
match between interviewer and respondent, or where the material 
covered in the interview is personal or fraught with socially 
desirable answers--responses recorded by the interviewers may be 
biased .. 
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Self-administered questionnaires are designed so tha~ respondents 
can proviee answers to the questions without any ass~stance. Cla
rity and appearance of the questionnaire are particularly i~portant 
in designing self-administel'ed survey questionnaires. A maJor 
advantage in using a self-administered quest~onnaire is co~t= Self
administered questionnaires are much less expensive to adm~n~ster 
than are interviews. They can be administered to people a$5~mbled 
in groups, can be distributed ~o.people on location to.~e returned. 
upon completion, or can be adm~n~stered through the ma~ls. For som~_ 
topics, particularly when questionnaire re7Ponses are ~nonymo~s, 
respondents may be willing to answer quest~ons con~ern~ng s~c~ally 
undesirable or illegal behavior. Measures can be ~ncluded ~n ques
tionnaires to account for socially desirable response bias as well 
as for random checking of responses, consequently reducing these two 
common sources of error. 

The major problem with self-administered questionnaires is response 
rate. Although response rates can usually be inoreased substantially 
with follow-up reminders to respondents, the number of respondents 
not completing the questionnaire may be higher for self-administered 
questionnaires than the refusal rates in an interview situation. 
A lower response rate can have a serious limiting effect on conclu
sions drawn from a particular study because of the sampling bias 
introduced by non-respondents. 

B. Criminal Justice Information Systems (CJIS) 
In broadly assessing the long-range data needs for criminal justice 
analysis, comprehensive data systems will probably provide the best 
source of data. Many sta'tes already have portions of such a system 
in operation. This section of Module 2 reviews large-scale criminal 
justice information systems so that the planner will be familiar 
with the data capabilities of such systems - whether they are cur
rently operating systems which could be used immediately by the 
planner or systems in use or being developed elsewhere which could be 
proposed for use in the planner's jurisdiction. 
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Since 1931 when the National Commission on Law Observance and I 
Enforceme}nt(9) (the Wickersham Commission) found that Ha proper system 
of gathering, compiling, and reporting of statistics of crime, 
criminalS, of criminal justice, and penal treatment is one of the 
first steps in the direction of improvement,1l successive study groups I 
and commissions have lamented the lack of progress in creating 
national systems that describe the functioning of the justice 
system. In recent years the President's Commission on Law Enforce- I 
ment and the Administration of Justice(IO) and the National Advisory 
commission on Criminal Justice Standards anj Goals(ll) have come out 
strongly in support. of the development of systems that would provide I 
data to support a diVersity of planning and analysis needs. Researchers 
and planners have cont:inued to press for accumulations of basic data 
that could be analyzed to depict the nature of crime and the response 
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of society's institutions. 

In 1969, Project SEARCH, a cooperative effort among several states 
to test the feasibility of computer-to-computer exchanqe of crim
inal history records, (12) included in its project plan the following 
objective: 

• Computerize annual statistical reports in existing 
statistical series to permit retrieval of data by 
LEAA and by selected police, court, and correction
al agencies for uses to be specified by the Project 
Coordinating Group. 

Project SEARCH soon came to believe that the existing material was 
not accurate or useful enough for Bven limited demonstration purposes. 
Project SEARCH recast the statistical objective: 

• Design and demonstrate a computerized statistics 
system based on the accounting of individual offenders 
proceeding through the criminal justice system. 

The new objective was accomplished through a series of projects that 
spanned the years 1969 through 1972. These projects conceptualized 
the Offender-Based Transaction Statistics (0BTS) approach to criminal 
justice statistics and documented the development of these data 
collections in five participating states.(13) The reports of this.~ 
effort concluded that separate criminal justice statistics systems-could 
be developed utilizing collection mechanisms an~ data base configura
tions established during the implementation of operational criminal 
justice information systems. 
The idea was to build operational information systems and statistical 
systems that were separate but compatible. Each would be used to 
satisfy a diff,erent criminal justice need. Unfortunately, developments 
in these areas have not kept pace. 

1. Obstacles to Development 
Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, automation was an innovation 
in criminal justice. Although industry was using the computer for 
an increasingly diverse set of applications, computer usage in the 
public sector, particularly among justice agencies, was primitive. 
It took the Safe Streets Act of 1968 and the creation of the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) to focus attention on 
"the problems of crime and the lack of information with which to 
respond. LEAA was the means for funding new programs to capture 
necessary data about individuals and their contact with the 
justice process. 
Consequently I early sys'l:ems were designed to meet specific needs of 
user agencies and jurisdictions. Not surprisingly, operational 
considerations and reporting requirements took precedence while 
statistical data were given lower priority. Several factors con~ 
tributed to this posture: 

• Administrators lacked an understanding of the 
benefits of automated systems. 
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• Users generally mistrusted computer reports. 

• Many CJIS designers we.re competent either as 
technical or subject matter experts, but few were 
proficient in both. 

• Most jurisdictions did not employ trained planners 
and statisticians. 

• Multijurisdictional informatio':1 system design 
was plagued with political problems, reflected in 
a general lack of cooperation and coordination. 

Throughout this period, a number of external factors combined to 
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retard the development of information oystem capabilities. Some of I 
these factors were technical, involving hardware, reliability and 
cost; others related to public issues and increased the uncertainty 
that automation could be employed effectively. Thus, many criminal I 
justice aqencies. adopted a wait-and-see attitude because their 
staff had little interest in pioneering developments in such a 
risky area. Fortunately, in recent years many of these difficulties 
have been mitigated to the point that progress has accelerated: 'I 

• Computer technology has undergone dramatic changes. 
Computer systems used to sprawl over an entire 
floor, required special cooling, and were very 
expensive. Today a general-pm:posf"; tl"l.icrocomputer 
sys'tem complete with memory and input(output 
i"nterface costs as little as $1, SOC. (.:.4) 

• Software was batch oriented. Tod~y on~line systems 
predominate. New and faster software makes pos
sible high speed telecommunications, with terminal 
networks interfaced to a central processor. More
over, applications software has improved. An 
assortment of ad hoc report generators has facili
tated data base manipUlation and analysis. Statis
tical routines are now available in standard softWare 
packages that run on a wide variety of machines. 

• On the debit side, intergovernmental relations have 
impeded the sharing of data among the branches of 
government. Most troublesome has been the consti
tutional requirement for separation between the 
executive and judicial branches and its effect 
on reporting court disposition data to a state law 
enforcement system. As criminal his;.:ory systems 
have developed, however, some cooperative arrange
ments between these agencies have emerged. 

• Security and privacy issues have also slowed the 
implementation of new systems because of the 
uncertainty surrounding such points as individual 
access to records, aunit requirements, and the 
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dissemination of arrest and conviction reco:t:ds. 
The Congre~s of the united States has failed to pass 
comprehensive legislation; national leadership has 
taken the form of regulations issued by the Depart
ment of Justice. These regulations provide structure 
but leave to the states the responsibility of 
implementing security and privacy provisions. (15) 

As most of these problems have moved toward resolution, more ana 
more criminal justice information systems have been developed~~ 
Still the focus has been on operations, ignoring for the most part 
th~ special problems of planners and analysts. 
In some cases, separate data systems have been developed for use 
by planners. Experience has shown that it requires time and reso~,;cces 
in amounts larger than Qriginally anticipated to design and implement 
such criminal justice information systems. If traditional manual data 
collection methods and strategies must give way to newly automated 
procedures, the problems of setting up new systems are compounded. 
Therefore, the notion of sElparate data systems for use in planning 
versus criminal justice operations no longer seems reasonable for 
the following reasons: 

• Additional clerical effort to compile data. 
• Increased volume of data to eu;,;er into syfptems, 

• Higher potential for error based on mUltiple 
data sources. 

• Requirement for increased computer capacity. 

• Additional development costs, 

• Data processing conflicts. 
Justifying new system development solely on the basis of planning 
or statistical needs is becoming increasingly difficult. Howevert 
tOday's computer systems contain a wealth of information suitable 
for analytic purposes. Most of these data have not been used 
because planners and researchers are not in the mainstream of 
information reporting and processing. The challenge of the future 
is to creatively employ operational systems to suppor'c deliberations 
on policy matters. 
S_itl.Ce-~hl3 typical data base maintains data about persons, cases or 
events, summary information is easily generated. If data necessary 
for a particular ongoing analysis are not available, it is usually 
easier to modify reporting procedures to capture and store needed'';" 
data than to develop a second system. Thoughtful aggregation o~, 
basic data could satisfy a host of statistical requirements, includ
ing those for policy planning as well as for operations and manage
ment. 

2. Status of CJIS 
Since 1968, LEAA sources report that over $450 million has been 
awarded in some 4,000 grants to federal, state and local governmental 
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agencies for the development gf criminal justice information systems. 
State and local matching funas and independent development monies 
significantly increase this total investment in systems whi8h range 
from local want/warrant systems to statewide computerized criminal 
history systems. 

A recent survey(16) of 549 state and local law enforcement, court 
/(5oJ:;'rections and pr,osecution agencies resulted in only 167 responses 
which reported no Itautomated information systems. 1t Operational 
s:ystems range from a single application on a sha~red computer to a 
combinati~,'m of up to 85 specific' functions running on a totally 
dedicc.xtea. computer. : (A dedicat:ed computer means the computer time 
is'cornpletely availab,le to one user such as an agency or locality. 
A shared~9mputer is available to more than one user.) Several systems 
are multi:':'jurisdictional. 

In 1972, LEAA instituted a national program to promote the enhance
ment of information capabilities ln the states. This Comprehensive 
Data System (CDS) program concentrates on state-level systems, but 
involves data distributions from local sources. As of 1976, 43 states 
had been approved for participation in CDS and more than $53 million 
of grant funds had been awarded to support CDS components. Exhibit 
2.13 details the 1976 status of the CDS p~ogram, but does not 
reflect additional state developments that are compatible with CDS. 

In fact, system development in criminal justice has reached the 
point where transfer of proven systems now takes precedence over 
new designs. A multi-year grant to SEARCH Group, Inc. to establish 
the National Clearinghouse of Criminal Justice Information Systems 
calls for the creation of a national index of systems and the 
provision of technical assistance to agencies interested in installing 
systems. 

Exhibit 2.13 

STATE PARTICIPAT.ION IN THE COHPREHENSlVE DATA SYSTEHS 

PROGRAM (CDS) AS OF 1976 

CDS COMPONENT STAGE OF SYSTEH DEVELOPMENT 
OPERATIONAL UNDER DEVELOPHENT PLANNED 

Statistical Analysis Center! 
Management and Administrative 
Statistics (SAC/MAS) 13 4 6 

".-
Offender Based Transaction 
Statistics/Computerized 
Criminal Histories (OBTS/CCH) 15 13 15 

Uniform Crime Repo····j (UCR) 24 6 13 

-
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Many systems are performing in the field, both in large cities and 
in rural communities. While particular local criminal justice 
information systems might be difficult to tap for planning data, 
a series of national systems programs are encouraging implementation 
of comparable capabilities throughout the united States. 

3. Emergence of National systems 

National systems are not federal systems. As used here, "national" 
refers to the states cooperatively promulgating new systems for 
their own uses. Data from national systems should be most useful 
in studying the criminal justice process and understanding the 
operations of justice agencies. 

National systems have emerged successively, one giving birth to 
another. They have had t"Ii':' concerns: information about individuals 
and their contact with the justice process, and information about the 
incidence and nature of crime. Both concerns are discussed below. 

In 1969, six states came together to study the feasibility of 
computer-to-computer exchange of criminal history records across 
state lines. This project to develop a System for Electronic Analy
sis and Retrieval of Criminal Histories (SEARCH) produced so success
ful a prototype that in 1970 the Attorney General decided to authorize 
the FBI to manage the inter-state exchange portion of the system, 
and all states were invited to join the system •. The Computerized 
Criminal History (CCH) system at the state level was designed to 
incorporate data from all segments of th\~ justice process... It was 
expected that law enforcement, prosecution, courts, and corrections 
would supply requested data. 

It soon became apparent, however, that the state system could not 
mandate the submission of data from individual agencies because of 
constitutional prohibitions and lack of resources at the local 
level. To secure court data and corrections data especially, 
satellite reporting systems would have to be developed. 
Requiring data without providing services to the agency which must 
comply results in faulty submission plagued by-error. Since court 
and corrections data would be supplied by systems controlled by 
representatives of these criminal justice processes, it was natural 
to design them to include information necessary for the management 
of these functions. The resQ.lts were national programs to design 
and implement State Judicial Information Systems (SJIS) in the courts 
and Offender-Based State Corrections Information Systems (OBSCIS) in 
corrections. Once developed, these systems would be required to submit 
specified data to the state center responsible for the CCH syst~m. 
As SJIS are being implemented in states across the country, court 
administration has realized that it in turn r'equires basic data 
from operating trial courts. This need will be satisfied by a 
new national tD~al courts project, GAVEL, which will be designed to 
support the day-to-day functioning of the trial court, while providing 
necessary data to the SJIS. Similarly, data concerned with prosecu
tion are being developed through the national program to impleIll<::n'c 
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Prosecutive Management Information Systems, PROMIS; and it is only a 
matter of time until systems emerge for probation and loc~\ correc
tions. 
In the area of crime reporting, progress is also being made. State 
and local law enforcement have been inundated with requests to pro
vide crime data tabulated in different ways. Duplicative coding to 
satisfy the UCR and other requirements is becoming intrusive to the 
operations of the agencies, Furthermore, data coded in these ways 
are usually not sUfficient for adequate crime analysis and resource 
allocation. In response a new system called ABCR is being tested. 
ABCR, Attribute Based Crime Reporting, is a method of recording 
the detailed characteristics (attributes) of a criminal event without 
regard to generic label, and translating these records into spec
ified crime classifications through a set of transformation equations. 
To be successful, ABCR requires the capt1.;\re of raw data at the time 
the crinle has occurred. Such data are re\corded on crime incidence 
reports by patrolmen responding to calls for service. To be sure 
that appropriate information is obtained in these situations, a 
Standardized Crime Reporting System (SCRS) is being developed and 
tested in participating agencies throughout the country, 
A summary chart showing the relationship of these data systems 
to each other is contained in Exhibit 2.14. Development of these 
systems is progressing and more data are becoming available daily. 
The problem and challenge to planners, however, 'is in applying 
this data to crime and system issues. 
4. Examples of National Systems 

The previous section focused upon the evolution of national crim
inal justice systems and upon the nature and extent of current 
system development activity. This section presents a variety of such 
national systems to provide a clearer sense of their importance as 
a data resource. Each system discussed here has actually been 
implemented or is about to be implemented, generally in more than 
one jurisdiction. Adequate documentation of each is available. 

These national systems are used as examples because most have been 
subject to the intensive analysis necessary for multi-jurisdictional 
iwplementation. The Offender-Based State Corrections Information 
System (OBSCrS), for instance, which is presently operational or 
under development in more than 20 states, is one of the most popular 
information systems in criminal justice history. Hundreds of 
person-years of analysis. have gonE into the development of OBSCrS. 
The result is a data resource, a multi-state data base, that can be 
a unique source of information for analysts. 

There are, of course, a multitude of other systems, manual as well 
as automated, in existence in criminal justice today. Each of you 
Should develop a clear understanding of the operational systems within 
your interest area and of the data bases available to you. 

The national systems we will discuss are: 

• Standardized Crime Reporting System (SeRS) 
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• Attribute-Eased Crime Reporting (ABCR) 

• Computerized Criminal Histories (CCH) 
• National Trial Court Information System (GAVEL) 
• prosecutive Management Information System (PROMIS) 

• state JUdicial Information System (SJIS) 
• Offender-Based State Corrections Information 

System (OBSCIS) 
Most of these systems are designed primarily to satisfy the needs 
of management. Howevert with the application of a modest amount of 
imagination, skill, and common sense, these systems can be made to 
provide valid, useful information for planning. 

• Standardized Crime Reporting System (SCRS) 
Crime reporting systems were initially developed by police agencie~ 
simply as investigative and prosecutorial aids. However, uses of 
police records and statistics quickly expanded. Such data was used, 
for example, for management decisions concerning the distribution of 
law enforcement resources. On the other hand, utilization of crime/ 
event report information by planners and researchers has been 
minimal. Their under-utilization of police reporting systems is 
largely the consequence of their unfamiliarity with the range of data 
available and a failure to conceptualize or hypothesize the relation
ships between crime/event report data and important contemporary 
issues. The lack of planning and research interest was also partly 
due, in the past, to concerns over the validity of data produced 
by these systems. The dimension of the data integrity problem, how
ever, has been substantially reduced with the advent of a Standardized 
Crime Reporting System (SCRS). 
SCRS is still in an early stage of development as a national system. 
Its potential for establishing basic data on criminal occurrences, 
particularly when it is coupled with the concept of Attribute-Based 
Crime Reporting discussed below, is vast. The SCRS model is under
going testing in five jurisdictions, four local police departments, 
and one state agency. 

The SCRS model includes these features: 

• Geocodingi 
• Alphanumeric identifier~ for events and recording 

officers; 

• Easy-to-use forms; 
• Simplified paper flow; 
• Trained collectors, processors, and users of data; 

• Clearly-defined responsibilities for report review, 
approval, and audit; 

• Uniform criteria for report taking, property valua
tion, and offense classification: 
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• Thoroughly tested standardized data elements; and 

• Case or event-oriented recordkeeping. 
SCRS establishes four basic report forms; 

• Complaint/dispatch report; 
e Crime/event report; 

• Follow-up investigation report; 

• Arrest report. 
Each form contains data elements that allow it to be linked to other 
forms associated with the same crime or I~vent. Such linkage is a 
critical component of SCRS, in that it a:llows ready access to all 
related records. Furthermore, it supports the development of sta
tistical information describing agency processing of cases. 

A variety of output reports can be created from SCRS data. Most are 
intended to provide direct support to department management, but they 
can also be rul important source of information for planners. Included 
are offense, arrest, court disposition, property loss, and activity 
summaries. 

As more jurisdictions adopt SCRS, the possibility of comparative studies 
increases. Analysis of crime patterns an.d law enforcement responses 
at regional, state, and multi-state levels becomes possible. 
Crime event reports have unique value to the researcher because they 
are "retained for extremely long periods of time. Although files are 
periodically stripped of old cases, each document is generally 
microfilmed for the archives before being destroyed. The great volume 
of archival records permits very accurate statistical analysis for 
research and planning purposes. Another valuable source of case .. 
incident information is available from those departments which retain 
in computer usable form the massive amounts of data they periodically 
extract from SCRS for beat studies. This information is useful to 
the researcher and planner who is conversant with both the data 
elements and data processing methods and can modify or design output 
reports for special studies. For example, archival .records can be 
used to examine the relations and attributes of offenders with 
victims, as well as the geographic distribution of crime and its 
relationship to demographic factors. Geocoding, an integral SCRS 
process, has reached very precise detailed levels in some of the 
larger law enforcement agencies which code individual addresses on 
the crime incident reports. Very sophisticated, correlative studies 
are possible with the address matching programs currently available. 

Studies concerning the influence of such factors as police deploy
ment, service policies, staffing levels and enforcement strategies 
upon offense, apprehension and clearance rates are additional 
examples of issues and relationships which can be researchedthr~)Ugh 
examination and analysis of SCRS data. 
Finally, other correlative studies utilizing SCRS v ABCR, Bureau of 
Census and a host of collateral information systems may explain or 
offer insight into the impact of a ,'¥Tide range of enviroI1~entaland 
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criminal justice factors on the phenomenon of crime, e.g., housing, 
lighting, travel barriers, sentencing practices, correctional pro
grams. 

• At~fibute-Based Crim7 Re~9~~in1 (ABCR) 
ABCR can be seen as a companion system to SCRS. In terms of develop
ment, it is at the same point, with field testing of the ABCR 
model about to be undertaken in local and state agencies. Together, 
SCRS and ABCR constitute the optimum structure for gathering and 
supporting the analysis of crime incident data. 

ABCR is a methodology for categorizing crime based upon the unique 
characteristics of the criminal event. Using this methodology, the 
specific attributes of each event are recorded and become the basis 
for producing the crime classification required not only by the 
individual agency but also by others in the criminal justice com
munity. Originally, ABCR was seen as a means to use a computer to 
assign events to the variety of crime classifications in use today 
(e.g., Uniform Crime Reporting, the uniform offense classification 
used for NCIe/CCR, and the appropriate state statutes). ABCR would 
allow for automatic translation from basic attributes to any of these 
crime classifications. 
The analytical power of ABCR has proven to be far greater than was 
originally anticipated. Combining the complete incident data 
included in ABCR with complaint, investigation, 'and arrest reports 
from SCRS results in a data base that can be manipulated to satisfy 
the needs of administrators and analysts alike. 
At the operational level, law enforcement operations and management 
personnel can perform many types of crime analyses, not only for 
investigative purposes but also for better decision-making (e.g., 
in resource allocation, patrol dispatch, level of service). 

At the planning level, ABCR data can provide the data needed for 
comparisons on either an agency-to-agency basis or program-to
program basis. These comparisons are needed to .better allocate fund
ing, determine program emphasis and measure program impact. 

A.t the legislative level, criminal incident data that are easily 
retrievable and accurate can be used to discover legislative issues 
and to measure the impact of passed and proposed legislation. 
At the research level, the ABCR data base provides a universe of 
crime data never before in existence. Not only are the data unique 
and unambiguous, they are also comparable ~ron\ agency to agency, 
especially within the same state. Data can be analyzed using any 
combination of attribute descriptors. For example, victim/offender 
relationships can be analyzed by crime type. Crime locations can be 
used to predict future crime types at repeat locations. Correlations 
between crime types can be determined such as in rapes and robberies. 

Combining criminal event data with other data bases can produce 
surprising correlations, such as in using unemployment, welfare, and 
education data along with the criminal event data to analyze causal 
effects or correlations with crime. 
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Computerized criminal Histories (CCH) 

The criminal history record chronicles each major contact that an 
individual has with the criminal justice process by documenting such 
events as arrests, dispositions, sentences, and correctional commit
ments. This record is the informational thread that w@aves to.gether 
the functions performed by law enforcement, prosecutors, defense t 

courts, corrections, probation and parole. What is significant 
about a criminal history record is that it is relied upon by a wide 
variety of users, all performing different functions at different 
points in the overall criminal justice process. Among these are 
prearrest investigations by law enforcement officers and prosecutors; 
arrest and bail release decisions; plea bargaining, court case pre
paration, and witness verification; juror qualification, \~itness ver
ification, and sentencing; and post-trial corrections and probation/ 
parole activities such as estimating the likelihood of escape and 
violence. 
Hence, computerized criminal history systems are, today, the most 
collective source of data about the criminal justice process itself. 
Each of the major components of the system (law enforcement, courts, 
and corrections) relies upon specific reporting systems which 
collect data and provide information on the particular operation~ 
of that component. The UCR supports law enforoement; SJIS and OBSCIS 
application are designed to meet the respective.informational needs 
of state judiciaries and corrections. A computerized criminal 
history system coordinates them all. 

Since criminal history records collectively can be manipulated in 
numerous ways, managerial uses of th~ data become spinaffs from normal 
operating systems. New state-level systems to collect, manipulate 
and report this type of information are not necessary. Managerial 
needs can be met by manipulating existing data, available from 
operational computerized criminal history systems. 

As of 1975, 28 states maintained a comp~terized criminal history 
capability; 17 states' systems contained compi~te criminal history 
records; others included summary records or are limited to name 
indices. More than 4,000,000 complete records were contained in the 
state systems. 

Criminal history records contain: 
• Personal descriptors (fingerprint classification, 

date of birth, sex, height/weight, aliases/nicknames, 
and residence locations and dates) 

• Arrest data (arrest charges, places, and dates) 
• Court/prosecution/probation data (charges: Pleaded to, 

reduced and/or sentenced; dispositions: charges, 
outcomes, probation terms) 

• Corrections (where and how long incarcerated, parole/ 
release, local/state/federal). 
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National Trial Court Information System (GAVEL) 
GAVEL is still in its formative stage,. with the pr'oject to define 
the system model just underway. This project is intended to: 

• Determine the information required to operate 
and manage a trial court; 

• Develop functional specifications for the GAVEL 
model; and 

• Identify existing automated trial court information 
systems, which may contain elements appropriate for 
inclusion in the model. . 

Determination of the information requirements of any system is normally 
based upon an analysis of the information needs of those who are 
expected to receive system outputs. In the case of GAVEL, trial court 
operational personnel and administrators are the most obvious users of 
system information, and they will be consulted during the system 
development process. 
There is also an opportunity in GAVEL, as in any criminal justice 
information system that is in the early stages of development, for 
planners to insure that their information needs are given consider
ation. Obviously, it is easier to design a function into a new 
system than it is to modify an operational system. Valuable infor
mation for planning can certainly be derived fro~ existing data 
bases; nevertheless, planners have an opportunity (and a responsi
bility) as new systems such as GAVEL are created to participate in 
the design process. • 

Prose~utive Management Information System (PROMIS) 
PROMIS was originally developed by the Office of the U.S. Attorney 
for the District of Columbia. Subsequently, PROMIS was declared an 
Exemplary Project by LEAA, and it is currently being adopted by 
prosecutors throughout the country_ 

PROMIS was developed with four major goals: 

• To allow expenditure of resources on the prepara
tion of cases in a manner proportionate to their 
relative importance; 

• To monitor and insure consistency in the exercise 
of prosecutorial discretion; 

• To alleviate scheduling and logistical impediments 
to the adjudication of cases on their merits; and 

• To analyze problems in the prosecution of criminal 
cases. 

A complet.e overview of PROMIS is included in the references list.ed 
in the bibliography. Exhibit 2.15 lists systems functions in relation 
to the above goals. For this discussion, we focus upon one particularly 
interesting feature of the model, that of providing a basis for. rank
ing cases by lIimportance." 

The fragmentation of case control and responsibility, which is a 
characteristic of the assembly-line processing methods of large, 
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EXHIBIT 2.15 

POOMIS GOALS AND CAPAB~ITIES 

1. Allocate Resources Based on 
Importance of Cases 

2. Monitor Even~Handedness 

3. Control Scheduling and 
Logistical Problems 

4. Research and Analysis 
Cap:lbility 

• Unifonn rating of cr:i.rre gravity 
• Unifonn rating of defendant prior 

record gravity 
• Calendar listings of pending cases 

in descending order of gravi tj 

• Autana.tion of reasons for discre .... 
tionary decisions 

Tracking of relationship between 
police charges and prosecution 
charges 

· Ability to conduct special studies 
relating disposition patterns not 
only to legal charges but also to 
gravity ratings 

Autanated subpoena generation 
• Display of reasons for prior 

postponements in each case 
• Autanated alert when defendant 

has more than one case pendinq 

Ii 

• Listings of fugitives from pending 
cases 

• case aging lists 
• case listings by assistant prosecutor 

.. Pericxllc statistical reports on~ 

- intake and screening 
- preliminary hearings and grand 

jw:y cases 
- misdemeanor and felony trials 
- disposition types 
- delay problems 
- abscondency problems 

• Ability to perfonn special studies I 
e.g. , 
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urban prosecution agencies, tends to shroud the volume of pending 
cases in a blanket of anonymity. The prosecutor's perception of the 
value and merits of individual cases becQrnes blurred by the high 
speed, repetiti.ous handling of masses of cases, all of which begin 
to look alike. 
Although the ideal of carefully and thoroughly preparing each case 
is generally unattainable in such an environment, it is possible 
to devote what scarce resources do exist to the intensive prepara
tion of· the most important of the pending cases. However, it is 
first necessary to strip aWay the anonymity from the massive pending 
case load so that difference$ in relative importance will be clearly 
evident. ' 

A common set of criteria is needed for comparing one case to another 
so that the prosecution management does not have to memorize the 
contents of hundreds of case jackets in order to identify an order of 
impor'cance. A hierar(jhy of legal charges is not sufficient for 
this purpose becauseiim~ortant differences in defendants' prior 
records and in degre$ of harm to society are masked under the same 
legal charges. For example l there may be dozens of pending assault 
cases, some involving defendants with lengthy prior criminal records 
and inflictions of serious injury and some involving first offenders 
with relatively less infliction of injury. 
PROMIS provides comparability among cases by rating each case 
according to two standard sets of criteria. One set measures the 
amount of harm done to society by the alleged offense, and the other 
set measures the gravity of the prior criminal record of the accused. 
Since these ratings are numerical, it is possible to compare one 
defendant to another, irrespective of the current charges against 
each, and to compare one crime to another whether or not both involve 
the same statutory offense. Based on these ratings, prosecutidn 
management can intelligently apportion its limited attorney time to 
the intensive preparation of those cases on the day's calendar which 
involve relatively more important crimes and offenders. PROMIS 
prints c~lt a copy of the court calendar for each date I but instead 
of listing the cases in the order the court will call them, e.g., 
oldest case first, alphabetically, or in ascending order by docket 
number, it lists them in descending order of importance according to 
the gravity of the crime and the gravity of the prior record of the 
accused. 
crime gravity or "seriousness" is measured by a set of criteria 
developed by criminologists Marvin Wolfgang and Thorsten Sellin 
of the University of Pennsylvania (see Module 3). These criteria, 
which are applied to the case by the assistant prosecutor and the 
arresting police officer during intake and screening, assess the amount 
of harm done to society through a measurement of the amount of personal 
injury, property damage or loss, and intimidation~ 
The defendant gravity is measured by a variation on a set of criteria 
developed originally for the California Department of Corrections 
to predict recidivism among parole candidates. These criteria 
pertain to the density of prior arrests and convictions, particularly 
for crimes against persons t and ·the use of aliases. 
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PROMIS provides extensive data on 'che prosecutorial function. 
Almost 170 different data items are included for each case: 
biographical data, data about the crime and ,;3.r:r:est, about the rela .... 
tionships among the principles in the case and about each prosecu
tion and court action affecting the case. 

• §..tate JUdicial Information System (SJIS), 
The SJIS J?rogram is the first mUlti-state effol:'t to brin~ management 
information systems to st.:ate-level judicial administration. Versions 
of the SJIS model are presently being implemented in 18 states. The 
model supports eight .tunctions seen as being common to .statecourt 
administration "througP\out the country: , 

• Monitoring and supervision; 

'. Resource allocation; 

• Planning; 
• Research and development: 

• £'Bgeting; 
• Legislative liaison; 
• Training and education; and 
• State and local government liaison. 

You will note that planning has been specifically included and that 
in fact several of the listed functions are closely related to ana
lytica'l planning activities. It turns out that a major responsibility 
of state-level court administration is planning. 
The SJIS data base is structured to allow flexibility in adapting 
the mod81 to individual state needs while still supporting comparative 
studies. Each state has built its own system, yet there is in fact 
a high degree of common ali ty ."i~, .~ 

If one were to compare the SJIS data base wiiih the data bases associ
ated with the other six national sys'tems we are discussing today, one 
would be struck by the number of data elements they lrG;;'~ in common. 
Expanding the comparison t:.o include data to support planning at 
regional, state, and national levels again reveals a high degree 
of commonality. The reality is that the information required to 
effectively manage criminal justice operations does not differ 
significantly from that which is requirad to plan for those same 
operations. planners m~ssage the data in different ways, but the 
data are essentially the sam~.· 

Offender-Based State Corrections Information 
System (OBSeIS) 

In 1974',;" SEARCH Group, Inc. launched the Offender-Based State 
Corrections Information System (OBSCIS) project. The goal of this 
project has been to identify practical guidelines and uniform stan
dards for the development of correctional information and statistical 
systems for use~as a research and planning tool. Now in its third 
year of development, OBSCIS involvement has grown from 10 statea 
initially to 23 states today. 
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During phase I, the project pr.oduced a model (Exhibit 2.16) that 
attempted to satisfy the basic informational needs of correctional 
administrators while supporting the requirements of other criminal 
justice system designs such as Offender-Based Transaction Statis-

~,tics/Computerized Criminal Histories (OBTS/CCH) and National Pri
soner Statistics (NPS). 

The OBSeIS data base is structured into three strata of data ele
ments. A minimum necessary to support all national corrections 
information programs is krlown as the Core level. Elements found 
in the Core level include basic items such as sex, birthdate, 
offenseS, sentence,_etc. Where applicable, a uniform coding 
structure has been 'developed to standardize the data among all 
states. T.he Core Data Base elements are structured to meet the 
national reporting requirements of OBSCIS and OBTS/CCH. 
Extending beyond the Core is a recommended group of data elements 
which form the basis for correctional information systems at the 
state level. Some Core level elements are expanded at this level 
and other elements not found at the Core level are added at the 
recommend.ed level. Examples of added Core level elements include 
birthplace, alias, and parole board decisions. 

At the outer perimeter of the data base are optional data elements 
for those states developing additional capabilities and fea.tures. 
This level encompasses those data elements found at the Core and 
Recommended levels but may include expanded definitions or more 
detailed coding. For example, in the stand.ard list an offender's 
alias is specified with a yes/no indicator while in the Optional 
category, a list of all known aliases can be developed an4 collected. 
Thus 1 the OBsers data base can bel expanded to meet the needs of a 
particular corrections environmGnt. The information in an offender
based system, however, is just that. It is offender information 
and does not fully respond to the information needs of correctional 
management. The Management and Research application, one of eight 
OBSCIS applications, has a potential for unlimited expansion as 
an application area. It is necessary to recognize that wide 
variations q~ist and to focus upon key areas which are of potential 
value to administrators. 
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EXHIBIT 2.16 
THE OBselS DATA BASE, APPLICATION AREAS AND MODEL 

THE OBselS DATA BASE 

The OBSelS Application Areas 

The OBselS Model 
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EXERCISE #5 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS: AN EXAMPLE 

Purpose 

This exercise is intended to immediately involve participants in 
the analytic process by considering the relationship of data to 
problem statements and the identification of additional data to 
elaborate a problem statement. It also serves to relate data 
collection and data analysis which is developed in Module 3, 
thus providing a transition in the training course. 

Activities 

The instructor bagins the exercise by dividing the group into six 
small groups, and then gives the following instructions: 

The Metropolis Crime Planning Board has decided that in 1977 and 
1978 it wants to concentrate its attention on one of the four 
most common offenses (Burglary, Robbery, Assault, and Larceny) 
reported to the police in Metropolis according to the FBI's Uni
form Crime Reports. 

A study conducted by the state's Crime Analysis Bureau reveals 
the rates per 100,000 population shown in Exhibit 2.17 for these 
four offenses for 1975 and 1976 in Metropolis. The study also 
presents comparisons with Homewood, another city in the state of 
comparable size. 

• Develop a clear statement of the Metropolis' crime 
problem based on this data; ~ 

• Illustrate the kinds of data and analyses which 
would be necessary in order to aid the Planning 
Board in choosing the offense on which to concen
trate and in choosing an appropriate strategy for 
dealing with the selected offense; 

• Examine the data in Exhibit 2.17 and answer the 
following questions: 
--What kinds of analyses can be performed with 

the data provided? 
--"tvhat other kinds of data would you need for 

further analysis? 
--How would these data be obtained? 
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EXHIBIT 2.17 

STATE OF ALEXANDRIA, FOUR CRIMES REPORTED 
TO POLICE MOST FREQUENTLY IN METROPOLIS AND 

HOMEWOOD, 1975 AND 1976. 
(Per 100,000 population) 

1975 1976 

Metropolis Homewood Metropolis 

Burglary 1908 1201 2263 

Theft 872 1014 896 

Robbery 912 898 991 

Assault 761 521 807 

Homewood 

1363 

1052 

1054 

533 

Source: State of Alexandria, Crime AnalYsis Bureau, 1976. 

Hypothetical data. 

-------------------
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(2 ) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

MODULE 2--END NOTES 

American Justice Institute, Burglary in San Jose (Springfield, 
Va.: NTIS) #PB 211 789. 

As reported in Housing in the Seventies, National Housing 
Policy Review. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, 1"976. 

LEAA, National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan
dards and Goals, A National Strategy to Reduce Crime 
(Washington, D.C., 1973), p. 23. 

Ibid. 

Ibid., p. 25. 

(6) Ibid. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15 ) 

( 16) 

* 

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinque~cy Prevention, LEAA, 
Second Analysis and Evaluation: Federal Juvenile Delinquency 
Program, Vol. I, p. 59. 

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administra
tion of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society 
(Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office), p. 55. 

See the Commission's Report on Criminal Statistics. 

See the Task Force Report, Crime and Its Impact--An Assess- , 
ment. 

See the Summary Volume, A National S·t:.rategy to Reduce Crime, 
and the volume entitled, The Criminal Justice System. 

Project SEARCH later became SEARCH Group, Inc.* 

See Project SEARCH Technical Reports Nos. 3( 4( and 5. 

See SGI Advisory Bulleton No.2. 

See SGI Advisory Bulleton No.3. 

Survey conducted by Brandon Associc:t.~es, Inc. for LEAA' s 
1976 Directory of Automated Criminal Justice Information 
Systems. 

SEARCH Group Inc., 1620 35th Avenue, Suite 200, Sacramento, 
California. 
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HODULE 2--SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The references included in this bibliography were selected because 
they are either representative of a broader range of literature, are 
a standard reference in the field, or are useful for a particular 
purpose. 

SECONDARY DATA 

GENERAL 

U.S. Department of Justice, LEAA. Sourcebook of Criminal Justice 
Statistics--1976, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1977. 

The Sourcebook contains an extensive compilation of 
criminal justice and related statistics which are 
nationwide in scope. The material includes data on 
characteristics of the criminal justice- system, public 
attitudes toward crime and criminal-justice related 
topics, the nature and distribution of known offenses, 
characteristics and distribution of persons arrested, 
jUdicial processing of defendents, and persons under 
correctional supervision. 

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice. The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
February 1967. 

One of the standard reference works on crime and 
system problems at a national level, illustrating 
the use of a number of different data sources to 
determine the problems and some possible solutions. 

ACTUAL CRIME VICTIMIZATION DATA 

Wesley G. Skogan, ed. Sample Surveys of the Victims of Crime, 
Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishers, December 1976. 

An edited textbook of readings on victimization surveys. 
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Module 2--Selected Bibliography (continued) 

James A. Inciardi and Duane C. McBride, "victim Survey Research: 
Implications for Criminal Justice Planning," Journal of 
Criminal Justice, vol. 4, 1976, pp. 147-151. 

Discusses various uses of victimization surveys. 

Clifford W. Marshall, Alfred I. Schwartz, and Sumner N. Clarren. 
Obtaining Reported Crime Data for Analysis: A Case Study 
(Cincinnati), Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1977. 

This is a good example of a local data collection and 
management effort. 

The following are victimization survey analyses: 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Crime in Eight American Cities: National Crime Panel Surveys 
in Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Newark, 
Portland, and St. Louis. Advance Report. Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1974. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Crime in the Nation's Five Largest Cities, Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1974. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

U. S. 

U.S. 

Crime and Victims: A Report on the Dayton-San Jose pilot 
Survey of Victimization. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, June 1974. 

Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Criminal Victimization Surveys in Thirteen American Cities, 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 
1975. 

Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Criminal Victimization in the U.S.: 
and 1974 Findings, Washington, D.C.: 
Office, May 1976. 

Assistance Administration. 
A Comparison of 1973 

U.S. Government Printing 

PUBLIC OPINION DATA 

Louis Harris and Associates. "The Public Looks and Crime and Cor-' 
rections." Report on a survey conducted by Louis Harris and 
Associates for the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower 
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Module 2--Selected Bibliography (continued) 

and Training in November 1967, February 1968. 

A public opinion survey specif.ically on crime. 

The following surveys include data on crime: 

American Institute of Public Opinion. The Gallup Poll, Public Opin
ion 1935-1971, New York: Random House, 1972. 

Lou Harris and Associates. The Harris Survey Yearbook of Public 
Opinion 1970: A Compilation of Current American Attitudes, 
New York: Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., 1971. 

O.S. Senate, Subcommittee on Intergovernmental 
and Concern. Citizens' View, American 
of Public Attitudes, Washington, D.C.: 
Printing Office, December 1973. 

Relations, Conference 
Government--A Survey 

U.S. Government 

Louis Harris and Associates, Inc., surveys of cltizen and public 
officials' opinions including crime in Housing in the 
Seventies, vol. 2, National Housing Policy Review, HUD, 
Washington, D.C., 1976. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Public Opinion Regarding Crime, Criminal Justice, and Re
lated Topics, by Michael J. Hindelang. Analytic Report 1. 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government printing Office, January 
1975. 

Oae H. Cleary and Charles H. Zastrow, l'Police Evaluative Perceptions 
of Themselves, the General Public and Selected Occupational 
Groups," Journal of Criminal Justice, vol. 4, no. 1, (Spring 
1976), pp. 17- 2 8 . 

An opinion survey on how police perceive themselves, 
the public and some occupational groups. Findings in
clude high self-esteem among police, low ranking of 
prison inmates, politicians, college students and 
lawyers from a list of thirteen occupations. 
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Module 2--Selected Bibliography (continued) 

REPORTED CRIME DATA 

U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform 
Crime Reports for the United states, Washington, D.C.: U.S, 
Government Printing Office, yearly. 

Yearly reports available from 1930, when the program began, 
to the present. 

Michael J. Hindelang. II The Uniform Crime Reports Revisited I" JOur1"lal 
of criminal Justice, vol. 2 (1974), pp. 1-17. 

Assesses accuracy of Uniform Crime Reports through 
comparisons with homocide statistics collected by the 
Center for Health Statistics and the 1967 National 
Opinion Research Center victimization survey. 

Michael D. Haltz. "Secondary Analysis of the UCR," Journal of 
Criminal Justice, vol. 4, no. 2 (Summer 1976). 

Proposes an index of the Risk of Death due to Robbery 
based on the FBI's partial disaggregation of the murder 
statistics. 

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS 

Two good introductory pieces on demographic data are: 

Henry S. Shryock, Jacob S. Siegel and Associates. The Methods and 
Materials of Demography, vol. II, Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1971, pp. 757-58. 

Leonard Oberlander, ed. "Data Use Tools and Techniques Available 
to Criminal Justice Professionals, II (chapter 14) in Quanti- " 
tative Tools for Criminal Justice Planni~, Washington, D.C,.: 
Law Enforcement Assistance Agency, 1976. 
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Module 2--Selected Bibliography (continued) 

For small areas or in other situations demographic data may be 
difficult to obtain so estimation is necessary. The following 
references provide guidance on such estimated data: 

Samuel Korper, et aL "Composite Social Indicators for Small 
Areas--Census Use Study--Recent Developments in Methodology 
and Uses," Census Tract Papers, Series GE-40, No.9, 
Area Statistics, American Statistical Association, Montreal, 
Canada, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1973, pp. 18-23. 

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census Use Study, Social and Health Indi
cators System: Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1973, pp. 68-82. 

Leo A. Schuerman, "Population Composition Estimation: A Working 
Paper for Local Area Estimation," in Urban and Regional 
Information Systems: Information Rese~rch for an Urban 
Society, Proceedings for 1973 conference, Atlantic City, 
New Jers~y. Claremont, California: Claremont College 

~ Printing Service, 1974. 

SYSTEM DATA 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A good source of national data is the Sourcebook, mentioned earlier. I 
and an example of an anal.ysis of the nation's criminal justice 
system in contained in the President's Co~ission's report on The 
Challenge of Crime in a Free Society. ---

Another general work is: 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Offender-Based Transaction Statistics: New Directions in 
Data Collection and Reporting, by Carl E. Pope. Analytic 
Report 5. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1975. 

Other system-related publications include: 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
The Judicial Processing of Assault and Burglary Offenders 
in Selected California Counties, by Carl E. Pope. Analytic 
Report 7. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1975. 
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Module 2--S~lected Bibli.ography (continued) 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
1970 National Jail Census: A Report on the Nation's Local 
Jails and Types of Inmates, Washington, D.C.! U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, February 1971. 

JUVE::NILE DA:TA _ ........ _--"""'--

Sheldon Gleuck and Eleanor Gleuck. Delinquents and Nondelinguents 
in Perspective, Cambridge, Ma8S:: Harvard university press, 
1968: . 

This book is a continuation of a study of 500 white de
linquents and 500 white nortdelinquents f~om slum neigh
borhoods. It summarizes findings over a lS-year period. 
Many variables are analyzed including family backgrou.nd, 
mental and physical health, school experiences, and en
vironmental conditions. The follow-up study found the 
differences between the delinquent and nondelinquent 
groups continued to a lJ\arked degree, although crimes in 
the delinquent sample dropped off beyond the 17-25 age 
span suggesting delayed maturation. The book discuss:ees 
other differences between the two groups and ways the 
findings can be used. 

A. Cohen and J. Short. flJuvenile Delinquency," in R. Merton and 
R. Nisbet (eds.) Contemporary S<:;H:::ial Problems, New York; 
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 19~~' 

President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice. Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and 
Youth Crime, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1967. 

S. Sellin and M. Wolfgang. The Measurement of Delinquency, New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964. 

U.S. Departmen~ of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Children in CustodX: A Report on the Juvenile Detention 
and Correctional Facility Census of 1971, washington, D.C.: 
U. s. Government Printin'g Office, 1971. . 
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Module 2--Se1ected Bibliography (continued) 

U.S. Department of Jus~ice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Children in Custody: A Report on the Juvenile Detention and 
Correctional Facility Census of 1972-73, Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1975. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Juvenile Dispositions: Social and Legal Factors Related to 
the ProcessIng of Denver Delinquency Cases, by Lawrence E. 
Cohen. Analytic Report 4, Nashington, D.C.: U.S. Govern
ment printing Office, 1975. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
New Directions in Processing of Juvenile Offenders: The 
Denver Model, by Latllrence E. Cohen. Analytic Report 2, 
Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975. 

U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
Who Gets Detained? An Empirical Analysis of the Pre-adjudica
tory Detention of Juveniles in Denver, by Lawrence E. Cohen. 
Analytic Report 3, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1975. 

M. Wolfgang, R. Figlio, and T. Sellin. Delinquency in a Birth Cohort, 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1972. 

PRIMARY DATA 

SURVEYS 

One of t,e standard texts on sampling is: 

L. Kish, Survey Sampling,' New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1965. 

Other p,imilar works include: 

W.G. Cochrane, Sampling Techniques, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 1953. 

J. Davis, Elementary Survey An4~,ysis, Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1971. --

L. Festinger and D. Katz, Research Methods in the Behavior.al Sciences, 
New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston. 1954,. 
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Module 2--Selected Bibliography (continued) 

J. Galtung. Theory and Methods of Social Research, New York~ Columbia. 
University Press, 1967. 

C. Glock. Survey Research in the Social Sciences, New' York: Russell 
Sage, 1967. 

R.L. Gordon. Interviewing: 
Homewoo3, Illinois! 

Strategy, Techniques, and Tactics, 
Dorsey Press, 1969. 

M.H. Hansen. Sampling Survey Methods and Thel:)ry, New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966. -

Hansen, Hurwitz, and Madow. Sample Survey Methods and Theory-
Volumes I and II/ New York: Jbhn Wiley &. Sons, Inc., 1953. 

J. B. Lansing and J. N. Morgan, Economic Survey Methods,~ Ann Arbor: 
Institute for Social Research, 1971. 

Charles H. BackstrOITl and Gerald D. Hursh. Survey Research; Chicago: 
Northwestern University Press, 1963:-

W. Edwards Deming. liOn Errors in Surveys," American Sociological 
Review, vol 9. 1944, p. 359, 

J. Garafalo. "Local Victim Surveys, A Review of the Issues," NCJISS, 
Washington, D.C.) U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977. 

Leslie Kish. "Selection of the Sample," in Leon Festinger and Daniel 
Katz. Research Methods in the Behavioral Sciences, New York: 
Holt, Rhinehart and tA)'1.nston~ 1953. ' 

William R. Klecka and Alfred J. Tuchfarber, Random Digit Dialing-
Lowering the Cost of Victimization Surveys. Pol~ce 
1976. 

A.N. Oppenheim. Questionnaire Design, New York; Basic Books, 1966. 

D.P. Warwick, Sample Survey, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975. 

C.H. Weiss. An Introduction to Sample Surveys for Government Managers, 
washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1971. 
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Module 2--Selected Bibliography (continued) 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFOHMATION SYSTEMS 

Project SEARCH has developed extensive documentation on large-scale 
information systems as indicated in the End 1~otes. However I good 
sources for small systems information are: 

Donald G. Hanna and John R. Kleborg. A Police Records System for 
the Small Department, Springfield, Ill.: C. Thomas, 1977. 

Ernest Cresswell (ed.). The Proceedings of the Second International 
Symposium on Criminal Justice Information and Statistics 
Systems, San Francisco: April 1974. 

Edward F.R. Hearle and Raymond Nason. A Data Processing System for 
State and Local Government, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, +963. 

A good conceptual foundation is presented although the 
technical information is dated. 

System Development Corporation, Urban and Regional Information 
Systems, Washington, D.C.: D.H.U.D., 1968. 

An overview of cases, theory and practical issues of 
system design and development. 
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Washington, D.C. 
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INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS OF CRIME 
AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

MODULE 3: DATA INTERPRETATION - CRIME 

This work was performed by Abt Associates Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, for the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration under C6n~ract No. J·LEAA·Q01·77. John Moxley, Training Division, Office of 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

Title: Module 3: Data Interpretation - Crime 

Lecturer: 

Objectives: 

A major theme of this training program is to develop tools and 
skills essential for criminal justice analysis. Descriptive and 
inferential statistics are a traditional starting point for the 
interpretation of crime data, and, thus, are the focus of this 
module. 

The emphasis throughout is on practical, useful and readily under
stood methods. Mathematical theory is not dealt with; instead, 
demonstrating problem-solving using the statistics is the primary 
goal. In going over the following material, the reader should 
focus on: (1) hm., the results of the various calculations are 
used to interpret crime data; and (2) when the use of a specific 
analytic tool is appropriate. 

In the second portion of the module inferential tools are presellted 
which have wide application to two generic problems encountered by 
analysts of crime. The first involves inherent problems of ex
plaining crime. Two methods which have application to crime data 
and that aid in examining the relationships between crime and other 
variables are presented. The second problem generic to crime 
analysis and planning is prediction. In this module the emphat1Jis 
is on easy to use and interpret prediction methods deemphasizing 
theory but covering the limits and strengths of the prediction 
1t.e-tho6.s • 

After completing this module, participants should be able to. 

1. Identify and distinguish between: 
• mea.sures of central tendency and measures of varia

tion 
• mode, mean, and median 
• index of qualitative variation, range and average 

deviation 
f) pie charts, bar graphs, time charts, and frequency 

histograms 
• descriptive and inferential statistics 

2. Calculate and interpret the following: 
• rates, percentages , percent change 
• mode, median and median 
e range, index of qualitative variation, and average 

deviation 
• a percentaged cross classification table 
• scatter diagrams 



" 

3. Define, calculate and interpret the following: 
• chi square statistic 
• correlation coefficient 
• regression coefficients 

4. Be able to explain and utilize the following concepts: 
o central tendency 
fit variation 
• distribution~ 
• association 
• independence/dependence 
• prediction 
• time series model 
• causal model 

5. Be able to explain the purpose and outline the qeneral 
process of statistical tests. 
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MODULE 3: DATA INTERPRETATION--CRIME 

I. INTRODUCTION 
What is "data interpretation" as used in this course? Essentially 
it is the application of a set of tools used for converting data 
about crime and system performance into information valuable for 
decision-making. These tools include both quantitative techniques 
as well as qualitative methods. In this mOdule the emphasis is 
on the quantitative techniques used to, interpret crime data, 
while the interpretation of system performance data is presented 
in Module 4. 

The types of quantitative methods that are used to interpret crime 
data range from the application of graphs, charts and maps to 
multi-variate modeling methods useful for understanding and pre
dicting trends in crime. This module concentrates on building 
skills involving more basic quantitative tools--descriptive and 
inferential statistics. 
There are two reasons for so defining the module. First, this 
course is an Introduction to the Analysis of Crime and the Crimin~l 
Justice System, and descriptive and inferential statistics are a 
traditional starting point for conducting data analyses. Secondly, 
there seems to be an inverse relationship between the complexity of 
the methodology used by planners and their impact on decision
making. A premise of this module is that the proper use of basic 
quantitative tools by planners will result in a significant impact 
on the decision-making process. 
What are/is statistics? The question implies the answer for 
statistics is a collection of numerical facts about ourselves and 
our environment as well as a set of tools used to dea,l ~dth such 
numerical facts. It is this latter definition which is used as 
one of this course's themes, emphasizing the view that statistics 
is concerned with the collection, organization and interpretation 
of numerical facts or observations about crime and system perform
ance. (1) 
In the first section of this module, the use of various statistical 
techniques for describing crime data is presented and demonstrated. 
Descriptive statistics are used for two purposes. They are used 
to characterize what is "typical" about a crime, Le., how it is 
performed, where and when in the community it most frequently 
occurs, and who the average offender is. For instance, Qfthe 
975,630 estimated robberies in 1974, less than half involved the 
use of a weapon (47%). Of the robberies involving a weapon, the 
knife was the most frequently used weapon (43%). Six.ty percent of 
all robberies took place on the streets or in parks; forty-six 
percent took place between the hours of 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 
Finally, the "typical" suburban robber in 1974 was a white, male 
between 25 and 29 years of age. It is assumed that the planner 
has data on each crime and each_offender and wants to describe 
the principal characteristics 6£ the crime, criminal activity in 
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the jurisdi~tion, or the types of offenders involved in specific 
crimes. Th€!' statistical measures used for such descriptions are 
the mean, mode and median, known collectively as measures of 
central tendency. 
A second purpose of descriptive statistics is to measure the 
variation in crime data. Variation refers to the differences 
among the various measured observations. Measures of variability 
are used to indicate how widely individual measurements vary from 
the central tendency in the data. Using the example of robbery 
again, the state with the lowest robbery rate per 100,000 inhab~t
ants in 1974 was Iowa (10.1) while the state with the highest rate 
was New Yo~k (476.3). The minimum and maximum values of a dis
tribution as well as the range for a distribution (466.2 in the 
example above) are three statistical measures of variation. other 
such statistical measures of variat~on are the average deviation 
and the related coefficient of variation. 

In addition to these descriptive statistics, this module presents 
and illustrates various graphical techniques for describing data 
for a single variable. Sets of statistical measures by themselves 
don't convey the complete description of a crime trend. They are 
enhanced and supported by carefully conceptualized graphics. In 
this module two categories of graphics are presented using crime 
data examples: those used to describe quantitative data--time 
charts, frequency histograms and polygons; and those.appropriate 
for describing qualitative variables--charts, graphs and maps. 

With considerat.ion of how to construct and interpret crime rates 
and the construction of cross classification tables the module 
shifts attention to tools used to describe the relationship between 
·t1;vO or more variables. For example, consider the question of 
whether or not regional variations occur in terms of the types of 
weapons used in robberies. Exhibit 3.1 presents a cross classifi
cation table of armed robberies classified by type of weapon used 
and region in 1974. Note both the central tendencies of the data, 
as well as significant variations. 

Exhibit 3.1 

Robberies Known to Police, 
By Type of Weapon Used and Region, 1974 

T;tEe of Weapon 
Region Firearms Knife Other Stron9: Armed 
Northeast 34.0 20.5 11. 0 34.5 
North Central 51.4 7.4 7.6 33.6 
Southern 55.0 8.0 5.0 31.5 
Western 42.5 12.9 7.4 37.2 

All U.S. 44.7 13.1 8.1 34.1 
Source: Sourcebook, 1976, p. 505. 
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The use of crime rates by comparison f"rates across jurisdictions 
and over time can lead to the identification of differences. If 
different rates do exist these facts may indicate potential con
tributory factors to the crime rate. Calculating such crime rates 
with respect to other variables such as demographic characteristics 
of the jurisdiction may lead to a better underdt~rtding of the 
causes of crime. -0 

The final part of the Descriptive Statistics sect~on covers how to 
measure crime seriousness using the Wolfgang-Sellin scale. 
Measures of crime seriousness are used to indicate the amount of 
harm inflicted on a community over time and the relatiqe serious
ness of crime among jurisdictions or smaller areas of a juris
diction. Such information ca~ be used as an,aid in assessing 
manpower requirements, and budget allocations or in identifying 
the need for special programs and projects. 
In the second section of this module two elementary concepts of 
inferential statistics are covered. The purpose of inferential 
statistics is to make an estimate or prediction about a population 
such as offenders, or a phenomenon--such as crime--based on a small 
amount of data conta:ned in a sample. In this course two basic 
analytic problems faced by planners are treated by the tools of 
inferential statistics. The first problem involves measuring the 
relatedness of two variables, while the second .involves measuring 
the predictability of a relationship, or expressed another way, 
the idea of finding the value of one variable from a knowledge of \ 
the values on another variable. J.~ typical prediction problem 
faced by planners is to predict the value of a specific variable 
such as the amount of robbery in a jurisdiction next year, given 
values for that variable over the past five years. 
~leasuring the relatedness between two variables, such as unemploy
ment rate and persons under correctional supervision, involvl=s 
two concepts: first, determining the nature or direction of the 
relationship between these two variables, and second, estimating 
the strength of their relationship. Commonly used measures of 
association which are presented in this module are the chi square 
statistic used as a tool for interpreting cross classification 
tables and the Pearson product-moment correlation used to inter
pret the relationship between continuous variables (continuous 
here refers to variables measured on an interval or ratio scale). 
The last topic covered is regression. This technique rC-itaires 
the planner to di,stinguish between the variable about which pre
d~,ctions are to be made and the variable from which we make the 
prediction. Thus the planner must designate one variable as the 
independent or "causal" variable and the other (s) as the depend
ent or "effect" variable. Special consideration is given to the 
problems of time series predictions using the "least squares" 
method. Included are presentations of scatter diagrams, free 
hand regr'ession lines and the method of least squares. 
The emphasis throughout this module is on 1) the proper applica
tion of basic quantitative tools to problems of interpreting crime 
data; and 2) relating these tools to the analysis prOcess both in 
terms of the problem formulation and data collection steps as well 
as the presentation step. 
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II. DESCRIPTIVE TOOLS 

A. Measures of Central Tendency 

A number of easily calculated measures are available to summarize 
numerical data for a single variable, facilitate c0mparisons and 
interpretation of crime data, and, hence, increase i;;;'6 ut:.il;i.ty to 
the planner. Central tendency is here u~ed to describe the repre
sentati veness', typicality or centra Ii ty of a distribution. The 
idea is that data for a single variable, such as the age of of
fenders, tend to cluster around a central value which is between 
the two extreme values of the variable being studied. 

Locating a central value can be very useful in reducing a mass of 
data to easily understood quantitative values which in turn can be 
readily communicated to decision-makers, particularly when coupled 
with a description of the distribution of the data about the central 
point--a subject covered in the following material. In addition, 
.to reducing masses of data, measures of central tendency simplify 
the task of drawing conclusions and making generalizations about 
the crim~ problem in the corr~unity. Following are the definition 
and examples of three common measures of central tendency: the 
mean, the median and the mode. 

1. Mean 

Imagine that the small state of Paradise has a 'total of ten cities. 
The City of Chaos had, in :97A, 91 murders. Each of the other 
nine cities had one murder, for a total of 100 murders in Paradise. 
Since the state allocates resources to each city evenly based on 
the average state-wide incidence of homicide, the Mayor of Chaos 
feels, rightfully, that there is a problem. Using the mean num
ber of homocides per city of ten to determine allocations ig-
nores the actual crime situation. 

If a distribution, such as the number of murders in 1976 in the 
ten cities of Paradise, is sharply skewed, or asymetrical, use of 
the mean is often deceptive. Extreme scores, such as the value 
loss of the bank robbery in Exercise 6, can significantly effect 
the value of the mean. In such cases it would be more informa
tive to use the median, or, especially in such an extreme example 
as Paradise, the mode of one murder to describe what is typical 
about Paradise. 

MEAN 

X = Xl + X2 + X3 + 

N 

X = Mean, N = number of values 
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Example 

r------------------------------------------------~ 
Murder Rate Per 100,000 Population, ---

Northeastern 

North Central 

Southern 

Western 

EX = 

.1974. ,-

mean murder rate per 
100,000 population in 

7.6 

7.6 

12.9 

7.8 

35.9 

1974 = X = 8.98 

2. Median 

N = 4 

The median is a special case of percentile ranks. That is, by 
definition, the median is the score at the 50th percentile, thus 
requiring that the categories of a measure be ordered. The me
dian is determined so that half the observatiorrs are equal to or 
greater than the middle observation and half of the observations 
are equal to or less than the middle observation. 

Since the median requires ordered data, some information is lost 
in using it. A second limitation of the median is that it is 
time-consuming, requiring the ranking of possibly hundreds of 
scores. Two other limits are that few people understand it, and 
that it is subject to fluctuation given small differences in ob
served values of a variable in contrast to the mean. 

MEDIAN 

The median of a set of numbers 
arranged in order of magnitude 
is the middle value or the ar
ithmetic mean of the two middle 
values. 
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Example 

Murder Rates for Five Selected Cities, 
1974. 

Monroe, LA 
Roanoke, VA 
Stockton, CA 
Waco, TX 
Wichita, KA 
Syracuse, NY 

3. Mode 

14.7 
10.5 

9.0 
7.4 
5.4 
3.5 

9.0 + 7.4 = 16.4 
2 

8.2 median 

The last measure of central tendency considered here is the mode. 
It is the easiest of the measures to calculate, yet its use is 
rare in criminal justice planning. 

There are two explanations for the mode's lack of use: 
a. it is not s·tablei adding a few additional ob

servations can significantly change the modal 
value, and 

b. a distribution may possess more than one mode, 
thus making it an ambiguous measurB (i.e., a 
bimodal or multi modal distribution) 

Nevertheless, the mode is almost always found by simply inspecting 
a distribution for the value(s) which most frequently occur. 

MODE 

The mode for a set of measurements 
is the value(s) that occurs with the 
greatest frequency. 

Example 

Weapons Used in Homicides - 1974 

Gun 
Cutting or Stabbing 
Blunt Object 
Personal Weapons 
Poison 
Explosives 
Arson 
Narcotics 
Strangulation 
Asphyxiation 
Unknown Weapon 

12,474 
3,228 

976 
993 

9 
9 

153 
36 

424 
71 

259 

18,632 
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B. Measures of Variation 

The purpose of numerical description is to obtain a set of meas
ures (one or more) that is useful in communicating a simple mental 
impression of a complex data distribution. Measures of central 
tendency only portray part of this impressioni equally important 
is the relative distribution of the measurements. 

Measures of variation are companions to central tendency measureSi 
that is, while measures of central tendency describe what is 
"typical," measures of variation can be used to describe its ade
quacy or representativeness. Specifically, measures of variation 
have two primary purposes: 1) to describe how well the central 
tendency measure represents the central tendency in the data dis
tribution, and 2) to summarize the dispersion of observations 
throughout categ,ories in a distribution. The lower the value of 
the measure of variation the more adequate or representative the 
central tendency measure. 

In this section two types of variation measures are presented. 
First considered are measures used to describe variation in cate
gorical or qualitative data. These measures are the Variation 
Ratio and the Index of Qualitative Variation. Secondly, the 
Range and Average Deviation are described as measures of variation 
for continuous data distributions. 

1. Variation Ratio 

In Exercise 6, Exhibit 3.7 there are nine qualitative or cate
gorical variables--Sex, Race, Employment Status, Prior Record, 
Type of Weapon, Place of Arrest, Type of Robbery, Place of Occur
rence, and Sex of Victim. Consider how much variation there is, 
for instance, in the type of robbery experienced in the community. 
Data for type of robbery are displayed in Exhibit 3.2. 

Exhibit 3.2 
Incidence of Robbery, By Type of Robbery, 

Chaos City, 1974 
Type of Robbery 

Robbery and Attempted Robbery with Injury 

Robbery without Injury 

Attempted Robbery without Injury 

Source: Exercise #6 

Frequency 

5 

8 

2 

15 

The mode is robbery without injury. One way of measuring the 
variation in this categorical variable is to obse~ve the propor~ 
tion of observations in the nonmodal categories. This is the 
procedure used to calculate the Variation Ratio (V). 
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VARIATION RATIO (V) 

V = 
1 - f mode 

N 

V = Variation Ratio 

f mode = Frequency of the Mode 

N ~ Number of Observations 

Example 

Using the data in Exhibit 3.2 

1 - f mode V = 
N 

N = 15 
1 - 8 f V = mode = 8 15 

V = .47 '" 

2. Index of Quali tati ve V ariat'~on 

A second tool for measuring variation in qualitative data is the 
Index of Qualitative Variation (IQV). This index is another tool 
used for interpreting qualitative differences of observations in 
a distribution. Consider the qualitative variation illustrated 
in Exhibits 3.3 and 3.4. Which distribution has greater varia
bility? 

Exhibit 3.3 

Offenders, By Sex of Offenders 
Chaos City 

Sex of Offenders Frequency 

Male 13 

Female 2 

Source: Exercise #5 
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Exhibit 3.4 

~ictims, By Sex of Victims, 
Chaos City 

Sex of Victims Frequency 

Male 9 

Female 6 

Source: Exercise #5 
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IQV = 

INDEX OF QUAL!TATIVE VARIATION 

total number of observed 
differences 

maximum number of possible 
differences 

X 100 

maximum number = n2 (L - 1) 
of possible differences 

2L 

where n = total number of observations 
and L = number of classification levels 

Using the data in Exhibit 3.3 

maximum number of 
possible differences 

total number of 
observed differences 

15 2 (2 - 1) 
= ------

2 (2) 

= 56.25 

= 13 x 2 

= 26 

36 
IQV = 

56.25 

IQV = 64% 

Using the data in Exhibit 3.4 

maximum number of 
possible d~fferences 

total number of 
observed differences 

= 15
2 

(2 - 1) 

2 (2) 

= 56.25 

= 9 X 6 

= 54 
54 

IQV = 56.25 

IQV = 96% 

3 - 9 
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X 100% 
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If the IQV is equal to 0 then there is no qualitative difference 
in the distribution. Such would be the case if all victims or all 
offenders were male. If the IQV is equal or close to 100% then 
there is great variability in the distribution with respect to the 
qualitative factor. In the preceding example the obvious con
clusion of greater variation in the sex of victims data is con
firmed by comparing the two calculated IQVs. 

3. Ran~ 

In describing the variation in the distribution of a continuous 
variable such as crime rates, different measures of association 
must be used than those just presented. The Range, for instance, 
is the difference between the largest and smallest values in a 
distribution. It is a measure of the span of possible values 
within which observed values for a variable actually occur. Be
cause only the maximum and minimum values are considered, the 
range provides no indication of the form of the distribution-
whether they are all clustered or evenly spread out across the 
distribution 

RANGE 

Range = Maximum - Minimum 

Example 

Exhibit 3.5 presents murder rates for selected metropolitan 
areas across the United States classified by region for 1971 
and 1974. Following are calculations of the Range for selected 
groups and subgroups: 

Range197 1. = 25 - 1 = 24 

Range1974 = 21 - 1 = 20 

RangeNorth-74 = 20 - 1 = 19 

RangeSouth-74 = 21 - 13 = 8 

RangeWest_74 = 14 - 4 = 10 

The range is most frequently used in summaries of data made 
available to the public, in highlighting crime data by emphasiz
ing extremes, and for describing the variation in small samples. 
Like the mode, the range is an unstable statistic; changes in 
either the maximum or minimum result in changes in the range. 
The range's dependence on extreme values in a distribution also 
makes it susceptible to data problems. 
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Exhibit 3.5 

Murder Rates for Thirty Cities from the North, 
South and west, 1971 and 1974 

South 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Augusta, Ga. 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Charlotte, N.C. 
Corpus Christi, Tex. 
Dallas, Tex. 
Houston, Tex. 
Ricr.mond, Va. 
Washington, D.C. 
Wichita Falls, Tex. 

North 

Albany, N. Y. 
Atlantic City, N.J. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Lancaster, Pac 
Madison, wis. 
pittsfield, Mass. 
South Bend, Ind. 
Syracuse, N.Y. 

West 

Boise, Idaho 
Denver, Colo. 
Fresno, Calif 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Sacramento, Calif. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Vallejo, Calif. 

1971 

20 
22 
14 
25 
13 
18 
17 
15 
11 

6 

3 
5 

13 
15 

3 
2 
2 
1 
6 
4 

5 
8 
8 
4 

13 
6 

15 
8 
4 
4 

1974 

21 
17 
18 
18 
14 
15 
19 
15 
13 
14 

3 
15 
16 
20 
4 
1 
2 
1 
8 
4 

4 
7 

13 
9 

12 
7 

14 
12 

6 
9 

Rates represent the number of murders per 100,000 population 
rounded to nearest whole number. 

Source: sourcebook, 1976, and Mendenhall, Ott and Larson .. 
Statistics for the Social Sciences, 1975. 
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4. Average Deviation 
The Range is based on only two values in a distribution. In 
contrast, the average deviation utilizes all values in a con
tinuous distribution to determine the amount of variation. Devia
tion in a distribution refers to the distances of each value from 
either the mean or median. Since these distances will be either 
positive or negative, and their sum necessarily equals zero, the 
average deviation utilizes the absolute values of these distances 
for computing the variation of a distribution. 

AVERAGE DEVIATION 

l. A.D- = ~- xl X n 
AD- = Average Devia'tion from the mean 

X 

X = observed values 

X = mean 

n = number of observations 

2. AD d' ~Ix - median I . = me ~an n 

AD d' = Average Deviation from the median me ~an 
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Examples 

Following is a comparison of the variability in the murder. rates presented in Exhibit 3.5 
between the north and the west in 1974 using the two measures of average deviation. 

[~;~3 ~ES.r I 
~.~X __ lID!!!Q(11~ 

AD 
AOmod:!.iln -R.._ 

l. X' =: .~li '" 7.4 mean 1. 20 ~ 1- X :: 93 :; 9.3 1. 14 
n 16 10 13 

15 12 
0 median 12 

2. ~__ J.L::.l1 4 2. -L.. __ Ix - xl 9 9 + 9 '" 9 = median 
4 + 4 '" 4 -~ 

3 4.4 ---y- 4 5.3 7 15 7.6 4 7 2.3 7 16 0.6 3 13 3.7 6 20 12.6 2 9 .3 4 4 3.4 1 12 2.7 
1 6.4 1 17 7.7 
2 5.4 14 4.7 2. )( IX - median I 1 6.4 12 2.7 
8 .6 2. )( IX - media'll 6 3.3 4 5 
4 3.4 9 .3 7 2 

3 1 13 4 
58.0 15 11 37.7 9 0 

16 12 12 3 
20 16 7 2 

3. Elx - xl "" 58.0 4 0 3. Elx - 5<"1 :: 37.7 14, 5 
1 3 12 3 
2 2 6 3 

4. ADX' '" SO.B '" S.BO 1 3 4. AD :::: 37.7 :::: 3.7 9 0 lcr- B 4 X 10 
4 0 27 

53 
3. Elx - medianl '" 27 

3. ):Ix - medianl :=: 53 
4. ADmedian '" 27 >= 2.7 

10 
4. lIDmedinn '" 53 >= 5.3 

10 

Thus, according to this information, the murder rates in the north are more variable than 
" those in western metropolitan areas. 



These Average Deviations can be expressed as percentages of the 
measure of central tendency to more easily interpret the infor
mation. In this example if we divide the AD- and AD d' by the x me J.an 
X and median respectively and multiply these results by 100, co
efficients of variation are obtained. 

Examl?le 

COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION 

North 

AD- = 5.88 100 1) X X = 79% 
X = 7.4 

AD median = 5.3 
2) X 100 = 135% 

median = 4 

West 

AD- = 3.7 
3) X 

X 100 39% = -X = 9.3 

AD median = 2.7 
4) X 100 = 30% 

median = 9 

3 - 14 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE #6 

DESCRIPTIVE METHODS 

The purpose of this exercise is to present crime data from a hypo
thetical communitYr along with relevant u.s. data, and using 'd€l'"" 
scriptive tools, to interpret and summarize these crime data. The 
exercise focuses on the crime of robbery and requires th~ develop .. 
ment of a succinct memorandum to the Mayor a~d Chief of Police in 
the community outlining the nature of the robbery problem. This 
m.emorandum should incorporate, as appropriate, the descriptive 
measures and statistical findings made during the exercise. 

Acti'yi ties J',) 0 
In this exercise participan~'s/ should form groups with fivE'7-,members.' 
Once these analysis teams have been forIt)ed., each team should. care'" 
fully inspect the data base ('Exhibits 3 -1)6-16}. highlighting signi
ficant, interesting or questionable aspe(ts of the data. 

Once the data have been inspected each tt' am should review thE~ 
following two questions the Mayor and C ief of Police have re-
quested answers to: ". 

1. Define the robbery problem ~n the commun~ty. 
Include in your problem statement ans~ers to 
the following: 
• to what extent is robbery a major community 

problem? 
• what,e.re the important characteristics of 

the o.tfime? the offenders? the victims of 
robbery? 

2. Make recommendations, based on your problem 
statement, about an effective robbery reduc-
tion strategy. ," 

Teams are limited in their response to the Mayor's request, to a 
two page statement of the problem and one additional page to pre
sent alternative crime reduction strategies. Teams will be asked 
to make a pr~,sentation of their interpretation of the data before 
the entire group. 

.) 

u 
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Exhibit 3.6 

community Crime study-Robbery Data* 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Selected Characteristics 
of Offenders 

Age 25 26 32 41 24 16 21 19 31 27 
Sex M M l!' M M M M M M M 

Race W W W W N .N N N I W 
Education 8 10 12 12 6 10 7 6 6 8 
Employment Status U U E E U E E U U ill 
Prior Record Y Y N N Y N Y N N N 

Selected Characteristics 
of the Crime 

Type of Weapon I( G N G K K G G N G 
Time of Day 7p 8p 5p 5p la lOp 2a 2a la 3a 
Place of Arrest S S S C C C C C C C 
Type of Robbery 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
Place of Occur 3 2 3 4 4 3 2 3 6 2 

Selected Characteristics 
of the Victim 

Age 30 41 45 22 61 72 49 81 25 35 
Sex M F F M M M F F M M 
Value of Stolen Property 100 350 0 100 'Ina .0 75 25 4000 150 

'k For explanation of variables and values see Exhibit 3. 7 

Source: Hypothetical Data. 

11 12 13 14 15 

27 30 17 19 20 
M F M M M 

W W N N W 
12 12 10 '12 12 

E E U U E 
Y Y Y N N 

G No G K K 
3p la 2p la 12a 

C S C C S 
2 2 2 1 3 
3 5 2 1 1 

62 65 35 72 60 
M F M M F 

75 600 1500 65 0 

I __ . ______________________ . ______________________________________________________ ~ 

--~----~--~~~---~-~ 
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Exhibit 3.7 

Community Crime study Code Eook 

Variable 

Age 

Sex 

Race 

Educatian 

Emplayment Status 

Prior Recard 

Type of Weapan 

Time of Day 

Place .of Arrest 

Type .of Robbery 

Place of Occurance 

Age V 

Sex V 

Value of Stolen Property 

variable Descriptian and Cades .. 

Age of Offender at arrest 

Sex of Offender 

H. Male 
P. Female 

Race .of Offender 

W. White 
N. Negro 
I. Indian 

Last year .of schaal campleted by Offender 

Emplayment status .of offender 

U. Unemplayed at time .of arrest 
E. Emplayed at time of arrest 

Offender has prior criminal record 

Y. Yes 
N. No 

Type of Weapon Used (if any) 

K. Knife 
G. Gun 
N. Nane 

Time .of day rabbery acculi'ed (~.=A"H", P=P.H.) 

Part of met:r;apalitan area Offender was arrested 

S. Suburl::an area 
C. Central city 

Type .of Robbery 

1-
2. 
3. 

Type 

1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Robbery and attempted rabbery with injury 
Rabbery withaut injury 
Attempted rabbery without injury 

of place where l,"obbery occm:-red 

Highway 
Commercial hause 
Gas or service station 
Chain stare 
Residence 
Bank 
~1iscellaneous 

Age .of Victim 

Sex .of Victim 

M. Male 
P. Pemale 

Value of stolen property (in dollars) 

3 - 17 



Exhibit 3.8 

Persons Arrested, By Offense, 
United States l 1974 

Criminal Homicide 13,818 

Forcible Rape 17,804 

Robbery 108,481 

Aggravated Assault 154,514 

Burglary 340,697 

Larceny-Theft 729,661 

Motor Vehicle Theft 107,226 

,6,179,406 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976. 

.2% 

.3 

1.8 

2.5 

5.5 

11.8 

1.7 

100.0% 

·~l--~--------------------------------------------------------~ 

Exhibit 3.9 

Persons Arrested, By Offense, 
Local Community, United States, 

1974 

Criminal Homicide 17 

Forcible Rapes 10 

Robbery 302 

Aggravated Assault 105 

Burglary 250 

Larceny-Theft 820 

Motor Vehicle Theft 134 

7,250 

Source: See Exhibit 3.8. 
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Exhibit 3.10 

Robberies Known to Police 
By Place of Occurrence and Average Loss (dollars) 

Place 1974 U.S. Avera~e toss 

Highway 49.9% $321 

Commercial House 17.1 191 

Gas or 'S'ervice Station 3.1 510 

Chain Store 6.4 258 

Residence 11.5 324 

Bank .8 3598 

Miscellaneous 11.2 305 

Source: See Exhibit 3.8. 

Exhibi t 3. 11 

Persons Arrested for Robbery by Age, 
united ~tates, 1974 
Age Number 
10 571 

11-12 2019 
13-14 7394 

15 6999 
16 8894 
17 9468 
18 9875 
19 8585 
20 7241 
21 6471 
22 5882 ., 

,:" 

23 5349 
24 4671 

25-29 13447 
30-34 5631 
35-39 2695 
40-44 1520 
45-49 851 
50-54 426 
55-59 173 
60-64 74 

Source: Sec :exhibit 3.8. 65+ 185 

(r 

3 - 19 



Exhibi t 3.],.2 

~ersons Arrested for Robbery, By Sex, 
United States, 1974 

Male 

Female 

101,098 (93.2%) 

7,383 ( 6.8%) 

108,481 
Source: See Exhibit 3.8. 

Source: 

Exhibit 3.13 

Persons Arrested for Robbery, By Race, 
united States, 1974 

White 31,477 (35.2%) 

Negro 55,728 (62.3%) 

Indian 634 .7%) 

89,415 

See Exhibit 3.8. 

Exhibit 3 .14 

)' 

Estimated Number of Personal :!ncidents and Business Robberies, 
By Type of Weap::>n Used, 

United States, 1974 

Gun 

Knife 

150,170 (15%) 

199,560 (201;) 

Incidents with weapons 462,110 (47%) 

Total incidents (Robbery·) 975,630 
(RobbeJ::'Y) 

Source: See Exhibit 3.B. 

3 - 20 
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Exhibit 3.15 

Estimated personal Incidents, By Time of Occurrence, 
United States, 1974 

6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 46% 

6:00 p.m. - 12 midnight 39% 

Midnight - 6:00 a.m. 14% 

Total Incidents (Robbery) 975,630 
Source: See Exhibit 3.8. 

Exhibit 3.16 

Estimated Number of Personaivictimizations, Robbery 
By Age of Victim, 
Qnited St,tes, 1974 

12 - 19 387,460 (32.9%) 

20 - 34 394,140 (33.5%) 

35 - 49 184,790 (IS.7%) 

50 - 64 126,910 (10.8%) 

65+ 80,690 ( 6.8%) 

1,173,980 
Source: See Exhibit 3.8. 
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C. Graphical Methods 

crime and criminal justice system problems may be desoribed using 
the statistical methods presented in the previous sections as well 
as by applying graphical techniques to data. In this section 
various graphical tools, including graphs, charts and statistical 
maps, are presented. 

Graphical methods complement statistical treatment of crime data. 
They are used to facilitate description of crime problems by 1) 
clarifying the informational content of the data; 2) highlighting 
certain aspects of the information; and 3) making contrasts and 
comparisons more vivid. Graphics also help to focus questions 
about the causes of crime problems and the consequences of planned 
actions. 

Graphs are snapshots of reality, framed by the picture-taker. 
varying interpretations of the data will depend, in part, on how 
the data are portrayed. Exhibit 3.17 illustrates two different 
graphical presentations of the same data. Clearly, the appliCa
tion of graphical tools involves not just a knowledge of the tools, 
but also the associated skills necessary for developing a presen
ta tion style that minimizes dist.ortions, deceptions or misrepre':'~';i 
sentations. » 

" J,!, 

The following material is divided into two parts. First con
sidered are the graphical methods used to describe qualitative 
categorical variables, including pie charts, bar graphs, and sta
tistical maps. Then graphical methods for treating quantitative 
variables, including frequency histograms and time charts, are 
presented. The section concludes with an exercise emphasizing 
the application of these graphical techniques to enhance the 
description of the robbery crime problem described in Exercise #6. 
1. Graphical Methods for Qualitative/Categorical Variables 

C) Pie Charts 

A Pie Chart is illustrated in Exhibit 3.18 in which each circle 
represents the total of some characteristic such as the total 
number of, in this case, persons arrested. These three charts 
depict three demographic characteristics of persons arrested in 
the United states during 1974: sex, age and race. Note the 
problem in fully interpreting these images: for instance, how 
proportionate are these percentages with the characteristics of 
the total U.S. population? 
Note how in Exhibit 3.18 each "pie,1I is divided into II slices II with 
each slice representing a portion of the whole. Each slice is 
determined by calculating the numb~r of degrees in the circle 
(360°) proportionate to the size of each slice. Thus, in 1974, 
83.3% of all offenders were male and its "slice of the pie ll is 
represented by 299.8° (1% = 3.6°). 
In Exhibit 3.19, all property crime in the United States for 1965 
and 1975 is represented by the areas of the two pie charts, with 
the 1975 chart more than twice the size of the 1965 chart. Bo~h 
the change i.n property crime and the shifting distribution among 

3 - 22 
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EXHIBIT 3.17 
USE OF THE "OH, BOY" CHART TO EXAGGERATE DIFFERENCES 

Violent Crime 
Rate Pel' 100,000 

Population 

460 

450 

440 

430 

420 

410 /e 
400 /e 
390 • 
380 

370 

360 • 
1970 1971 1972 1973 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976, p. 443. 

• 

1974 

Violent Crime 
Rate Per 100,000 

Population 

500 _ 

400- . .--- /. • 
.-----.----

300 -

200 _ 

1970 1971 • 1972 1973 1974 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. --o 
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I EXHIBIT 3.18 

CHARACTERISTICS OF OFFENDERS, UNITED STATES, 1974 -
PIE CHART EXAMPLE 

I 
I SEX 

I 
I Male 83.3% 

I 
I RACE 

I White 

I Negra 
67.5% 

I ~.~ 
, ) 

I 
AGE 

I 
33% 

Under 18 

I 
67% '! 

I 18 and aver (.-\ 

I 
I Source: Sourcebook, 1976. 

I 
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EXHIBIT 3.19 
PROPERTY CRIME, UNITED STATES, 1965 AND 1975, PtE CHART EXAMPLE 

Year Burglary 

1965 1,282,500 

1975 3,252,100 

Larceny· 
Theft 

2,572,600 

5,977,700 

Motor 
Vehicle 
Theft 

49E?,900 

1,005,000 

Source: FBI, Crime in the United States: 1975, Table 2, p.49. 

Motor 
Vehicle 
Theft 

Burglary 59.1% 

Larceny· 
Theft 

1965 

Burglary 

31.8% 

1975 

3 - 25 

Total 

4,352,000 

10,234,800 

Larceny· 
Theft 

58.4% 
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types of property crimes is illustrated by the chart. Note the 
doubling of property crimes and the relative decline in motor 
vehicle thefts and the rise of burglaries. 

An interesting variation of the pie chart is the coin chart which 
is frequently used to graphically present distributions of money. 
Exhibit 3.20 presents fiscal year 1974 expenditures by jurisdic
tion--federa1, state and loca1--for the three components of the 
criminal just~ce system--po1ice, courts and corrections using the 
coin chart method. 

Some studies have indicated that of the many different graphical 
techniques available, the pie chart is read more accurately and 
as rapidly as the other representations. (2) In addition, the use 
of pie charts is not restricted to qualitative variables as indi
cated in Exhibit 3.20. Following are three recommendations for 
constructing pie charts: 

• Minimize the number of categories (slices). 
Too many categories make the chart difficult 
to interpret. 

• When possible display the categories (slices) 
in ascending/d~scending order. 

s c, 'oid displaying the data or number in each 
~ategDry: use instead percentage figures 
whenever possible since these are easier to 
interpret. (3) 

e }3ar Graphs 

A bar graph, illustrated in Exhibit 3.2l~ is aiso typically em
ployed to display qualitative data. A vertical or horizontal bar 
is used to represent the number of observations or values in a 
particular category. The bar graph emphasizes the categories of 
a variable; as in Exhibit 3.21 the emphasis is on year. Data 
from the UCR are sh0wn in the graph. In this application each 
bar represents the total crime index nationwide. Note the steady 
increase in the index over this eight-year interval illustrated 
by the graph. . 

A second application of the bar ~raph is presen{:.ed in Exhibit 3.22. 
In this bar graph, each bar is u,he same length, representing 100% 
of the cases in each crime categ;ory. The unshaded portion of the 
bar indicates the percentage of a specific crime that had been 
cleared, the shaded portipn indicating those crimes forwhich~,\~o 
arrest had been made. It is obvious from this graph that viole'nt 
crimes are much more likely to be cleared than are property crimes.' 
(4) Following are some rules of thumb to follow in constructing 
bar graphs: 

, d 

• Place categories along the horizontal axis; fre
.quencies on the vertical axis. 

• F9;)::clarity of presentation, leave a space between 
each category bar. 

• Keep bars a uniform width and avoid an excessive 
number of categories. (5) 

3 - 26 
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EXHIBIT 3.20 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXPENDITURES, BY JURISDICTION AND FUNCTION, 

FY 1974 - COIN CHART EXAMPLE 

FEDERAL 

STATE 

'.. " 

Corrections 

LOCAL 

Courts 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976. 
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Courts 
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Police 
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Total Crime 
Index 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

o 

(Millions) 

EXHIBIT 3.21 
TOTAL CRIME INDEX, 1966·1974 - BAR GRAPH EXAMPLE 

8,049,900 
8,199,700 

6,680,300 

5~192,000 

-

1966 1968 1970 1972 

Year 

Source: Uniform Crime Report for the United States, 1974. 
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EXHIBIT 3.22 
CRIMES CLEARED BY ARREST, UNITED STATES, 1974 - BAR GRAPH EXAMPLE 

Not Cleared VIOLENT CRIMES Cleared 

.. 
: 

86% Murder 

74% 

70% 

72% 

N egligent 
anslaughter M 

For cible 
e Rap 

Ag gravated 
sault As 

PROPERTY CRIMES 

49% Robbery 

20% Burglary 

18% Larceny 

38% Motor Vehicle 
Crimes 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976, p. 555 and adapted from Loether and McTavish, Descriptive and 
Inferential Statistics, Boston, Allyn & Bacon, 1977. 
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2. Graphical Methods for Quantitative Variables 

$ Statistical Maps 

Spatial analysis is important in criminal justice planning because 
it fits many of the operational problems, such as deployment of 
police, jury selection in courts, and isolation of crime and/or 
victimization and related social problems. Furthermore, program 
funding is rarely applied to individuals. Rather, funds are ap
plied to problem areas, such as neighborhoods and communities. 
Therefore, it is important to be able to utilize tools that provide 
ways of aggregating individual cases or transaction statistics into 
spatial summaries that can be used to display and interpret data. 

Two differen"t approaches to development of statistical maps are 
presented in this section. Exhibit 3.23 illustrates the product 
of a hand-crafted statistical map while Exhibit 3.24 is one type 
of computer-made statistical map. Regardless of the a-proach taken 
there are two basic rules of thumb to use in preparing such maps: 

• Minimize the number of categories and shades 
to facili ta te re:ading of the map. 

• Select appropria;ta geographical uni ts to present. 

In general statistical maps are prepared by selecting appropriate 
shading for different classifications of a variable and the proper 
unit to analyze. In Exhibit 3.23 the unit of a~alysis, is the 
census tract, and the darker shading indicates a higher burglary 
rate. Exhibit 3.24 presents a computer-made map in which the unit 
of analysis is Los Angeles county, and the darker shading indicates 
a higher in£idence of juvenile delinquency for areas within the 
county. 

Statistical maps ar~ more readily understood by decision-makers 
than are long gray columns of numbers or abstract and 'complex 
statistics. When variables are presented in the spa"cial form of 
maps, the scaling and shading selected are important to the inter
pretation of results. For example, one type of scaling is vlhat 
might be called a mathematical or standardized scale. A mathe
matical scale represents any increment from zero to infinity. For 
mapping purposes the increments might be divided into discrete 
levels. It is this type of scale that is applied in Exhibit 3.24 . 
on juvenile data. 
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EXHIBIT 3.23 
HAND DRAFTED STATISTICAL MAP, BURGLARY RATE EXAMPLE 

3 - 31 

TRACT 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

RANK* 

6 

4 

1 

2 

5 

3 

* Btlrglary Rate per 1000 
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SyMap Example of Juvenile Delinquency Distribution, 
Los Angeles County 
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In the exhibit the levels for the various cateqories have been de
termined by usinq percentiles. For example, the number of cases 
that are the top ten in a total of 100 cases would be placed into 
the first category. Clearly, statistical maps can be "flavored" 
by this type of scaling procedure. In Exhibit 3.23 the categories 
are discrete, but are not of equal size thus, while the map implies 
an equal gradation in the burglary rate~ the data do not support 
such an interpretation. 
This is a major shortcoming of statistical maps. A second problem 
in their use is that the shading is difficult to retain ill repro
duced copies thus losing the high contrast critical ,to their inter
pretation .. --\ 

The compute~ map was prepared by linking two disparate administra
tive files into a cpmmon data base. For example, reported crimes 
and probation data are collected by two different agencies. In 
order to combine these two different files, linkages must be obtain
ed through a common geographic base such as the census tract. The 
census tract is often used in planning because it contains approxi
mately 5000 persons and, in designing tract boundaries, each metro
politan area has a locally designated panel that fixes boundaries 
so that the tracts contain a more or less homogeneous population. 
Allocating data to geographical areas is called geocoding. 
Once various pieces of data p,ave been geocode:d they can be readily 
aggregated, combined into new measures and indices and displayed 
geographically. Essentially, this was the tlachn ique used to pro-

'duce Exhibit 3.24. 
For some time there have been efforts to develop compute~ized 
information files that would provide a way of storing urban data 
and linking it to a geographical location in much the same way 
that we do in referencing maps 't.o relate to our physical environ
ment. A computerized information file designed to relate geo
graphic location is called the Geographic Base File (GBF). Thus, 
in essence, a GBF is a computerized map. 

Geographic Base Files have evolv~,d from various approaches. 
There is the grid system, based 0,1'1 latitude and longtitudei t.h~re 
is the partial block inventory that is typically found in planning 
agencies which assign a unique identification to a piece of land 
defined by some existing boundary lines. These are typical land 
parcel files found in Assessors I offices. There are als6 Addr.es.s 
Codinq Guides (ACG), made up of add:'Cess ranqes in the form of 
block seqment records, \."hich were de~veloped for metropolitan areaS: 
and used durinq the 1970 Census. Tbis last GBF focuses on des
criptive information about block faoes. Similar to an ACG is the 
Zip Code te(Jhniaue which is. also a G,eoq;raphic Base File. 
Finally, there is another approach t<;> the GBF which has the acronym 
DIME, (Dual Independent Map Encoding). This particular system con
tains all the information for GBF fil,es t in that DlME.~ontains coor
dinates, existing boundaries, block faces" combi~;,ing most of the 
(leatur$s of address, range and block founding . All of the phys ically 
abstracted features are organized into a single comprehensive com
puterized Geographic Base File. The DIME approach combines the 
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address information of the ADG file in that th~ usual segment is a 
portion of a street length, with terminating modes defined by 
either natural or man-made intersecting boundaries, such as streets, 
railroads, or lake frontages. 

The basic feature of the DIHE file is that each mode formed by in
tersecting boundaries is uniquely identified. With each node block 
number unique]:y numbered, computers can be programmed to provide 
two independent approaches of pounding an area. When these two 
techniques are matched, it insures that the existing network is 
representative of an entire geographical area. Spatial information 
can be added to the DI~m file by assigning geographic coordinates. 
The coordinates can be latitude, longitude, or some arbitrary x-Y 
grid coordinates. 

What is particularly useful about DIHE files is that ,each metro
politan area in the country is at this time either developing or 
has developed this sort of GBF file. With the computerized C~F a 
special computer file and/or hard copy street index can be easily 
constructed. From aither medium, records geographically identified 
by street address can be matched to the file, thereby associating 
geographic identifiers, with addresses on some input administrative 
record. Thus, either by hand or through computer programs already 
developed that provide address matching capability, one can, for 
example, add police districts, census tracts, the various types of 
juvenile delinquency crime rates assigned by sp~tial location, or 
local tallies of other records. Once geocoded, raw data can be 
aggragated and displayed by arbitrary areas such as the census tract, 
police district, or planning area, thus providing a powerful 
analytical and communication tool for criminal justice planners:~ 

Most of the foregoing discussion describes types of computer files 
useful for statistical mapping. It should be stressed that there 
is nothing that precludes the same general approaches to the use 
of data from being accomplished through manual techniques. For 
many urban and rural settings, ~n fact:, it might be more expedieltt 
and less costly to proceed wi th/ non-computer based geocoding tech
niques. 
For exa~ple, let us assume that we are dealing with a file that 
has approximately 3,000 records and there are addresses attached 
to the records and it is desired to geocode these files to a town 
with a population of 25,000. Let us further ~surne that .... .,e are on 
a one-time research study and we wish to look at various social, 
economic events as they relate to different types of crime reported 
at police precinct levels. The crime reports might very well be 
already coded to the precinct level. Bowever, other information, 
such as poverty, population components, and housing may not be 
so coded. Therefore,' it may -require the use of other administrative 
records geocoded to the precinct ~evel. 
If there is a st~eet index"either in the form of a list of address 
ranges wi thin each precinct, or', perhaps, a t,ypical ci ty map \'1;i. th 
address ranges and boundaries of the respect~we precincts, it ban 
then be readily transformed into precinct unit aggregates which, 
when summarized, can be used to describe different kLnds of crime, 
and also different kinds of social, economic and land use conditions. 
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Once geocoded, aggregated, and transformed into appropriate rates 
or indices, the results could either be displayed throug"h the 
typical tabular approach or by mapping the data (as presented 
earlier) • 

The uses of such maps in criminal justice planning are varied. 
For instance, these maps, in addition to describing the crime 
trends in a region, may also be used to sugg;st the explanations 
underlying the crime pattern. Preparation E sImilar maps at five
year or yearly intervals can provide a valuable tool for describing 
and interpreting prevailing crime trends. In short, like most of 

/ the graphical tools described in this section, a statistical map 
serves as a visual aid to describe and highlight certain aspects 
of a crime problem as well as means of developing additional ques- " 
tions. 

e Frequency Distributions 

Perhaps the most useful graphical techniques are employed to 
interpret the frequency distribution. Two tools are used to 
visualize frequency distributions: histograms and polygons. A 
frequency histogram is the quantitative variable counterpart to 
the bar graph previously described. Exhibit 3.25 illustrates the 
use of the histogram on the Total Crime Rate for Western States. 
A second technique used to visualize frequency distributions 
is the frequency polygon. These are constructed by si-:-nply 
connecting with straight lines the mid-points of the histogram 
bars. A frequency polygon using the same data a.s in Exhibit 3.25 
is presented in Exhibit 3.26. 

Both technigues are p',:"rticularly effective in reducing a large 
number of data points into easily understood and communicated in
formation. The examples in Exhibits 3.25 and 3.26 utilize only 
13 data points (one data point for each 3tate) yet still are use
ful in describing the central tendency and dispersion of the total 
crime index in Western states. 

The characteristics of such frequency distributions are of parti
cular importance in interpreting crime data. Explanation of the 
factors that influence the shape of the distributions (where they 
are high or low) is a major purpose of statistical inference. A 
number of statistical measures have been developed to desGribe the 
shape of frequency distributions. Readers interested in such 
measures should consult the selected bibliography at the end of this 
module for additional information on this subject. 
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EXHIBIT 3.25 
ILLUSTRATION OF FREQUENCY HISTOGRAM, TOTAL CRIME INDEX, 

RATE PER 100,000 POPULATION, WESTERN STATES, 1975 

Total Crime Index 
(Rate Per 100,000) 
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So~rce: FBI, Crime in the U.S., 1975, pp. 54·55. 
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EXHIBIT 3.26 
ILLUSTRATlON OF FREQUENCY POLYGON, TOTAL CRIME INDEX, 

RATE PER 100,000 POPULATION, WESTERN STATES, 1975 

0·1000 1001· 2001· 3001· 4001· 5001· 6001· 7001· 8001· 9001· 
2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10,000 

Total Crime Index 
Rate, Per 100,000 Population 

Source: Uniform Crime Report 'for the United States, 1975. 
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.0 Time Charts 

Time series analysis provides an historical context for judging 
crime statistics which reflect a single time interval. If trend 
lines of at least five years or measurement intervals can be con
structed from available data, this variety of analysis becomes more 
important. Trend data can be exhibited graphically to facilitate 
the visual interpretation of crime levels and rates, as depicted 
in Exhibits 3.27 and 3.28. Exhibit 3.27 shows a comparison of six
year burglary trends in the state of Paradise against averages for 
various jurisdictional groupings, while Exhibit 3.28 compares that 
state with the nation for the crimes of burglary, robbery and auto 
theft. Displays such as these are particularly useful for identify
ing unexpected contrasts in state or regional trends \qhich merit 
detailed examination. 

Time charts focus attention on the patterns of increase or decrease 
in crime over a period of years, months or days. The more time in
volved, the better, since longer trend lines give the planner a 
stronger basis for assessing the significance of recent shifts. 
Such analysis can also be profitably applied to the characteristics 
of offenses, such as the proportion of homicides involving firearms 
and the proportion of rapes in which the offender was totally un
known to the victim, assuming that estimates of ~hese proportions 
exist or can be made--possibly by sampling historical records. 

Time charts are more powerful where adjusted for changes in socio
economic and demographic characteristics of the population or where 
more specialized populations at risk are introduced, such as the num
ber of automobiles rather than size of population as a measure of 
the auto theft rate. Time series analysis is most powerful when 
trends for a group of jurisdictions are compared. 

Nonetheles$ there is much that can be learned utilizing time series 
analysis from crime incidence data for even a single jurisdiction, 
and this knowledge can lead to the formulation of useful statffinents 
about current aC-:"potential crime problems. 

\ ' 

In Exhibit 3.29 the latest annual change in homicide is shown to 
be highly positive. From this alone, it would appear that homicide 
is on the increase and thus is a pressing problem. However, when 
placed in the perspective of the five-year time series, it seems 
that the latest increase is b1.,l,'t a random fluctuation. Consequently, 
homicide is not something about which to get overly alarmed. This 
reinforces the importance of developing a significant historical 
data base before interpreting time series data. 
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EXHIBIT 3.27 
TRENDS IN BURGLARY RATES, BY URBAN SIZE, UNITED STATES AND 

STATE OF PARADISE, 1971·1976 
trends in Burglary Rates 
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EXHIBIT 3.28 
TRENDS IN BURGLARY, AUTO THEFT AND ROBBERY, UNITI;D STATES AND 

STATE OF PARADISE, 1971·1976 
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Source: hypothetical data 
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F:XHIBIT 3.29 
HOMICIDE: FIVE YEAR TREND FOR THE CHAOS METROPOLITAN AREA, 

1971·1976 
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With trend data describing weapons use in homicides, the frequency 
with which homicide results in the course of other crimes, and the 
age, sex, and race of victims and offenders (all of which are re
ported to the FBI each month by law enforcement agencies), a more 
detailed analysis might find within a steadily growing crime trend 
several subsidiary trends of significance. Findings might lead to 
a statement such as the following: 

While all of the 15% increase in non-gun homicides 
over this period could have been predicted from basic 
demographic shifts, firearm homicide increased much 
more drastically than might have been predicted, in
creasing 300% rather than the sta·tistically expected 
40%. Other important characteristics of the homicide 
increase with a substantial drop in the number of 
homicides in which victim and offender were acquainted, 
and a tripling of the number of homicides occurring in 
the course of robberies. The increase in robbery 
homicide victims was clearly concentrated in older 
Black males; the increase in offenders was concen
trated among younger Blacks. Thus homicide continued 
to be concentrated among the Black male community. 
While the increase is partially related to the in
crease in robbery homicide, it is overwhelmingly the 
product of firearm use. . 

The strengths of time charts are their ability to put statistics in 
historical perspective, the opportunity to spot important changes 
in the nature of crime which have critical relevance both for 
future trends and for preventive strategies, and the possibility 
of detecting emerging problems which have not developed intensity 
sufficient to provide public controversy. The technique's weak
nesses include 1) the inability to suggest--in the absence of 
additional adjustments--which trend movements may be linked to 
broad social trends and which may have more local roots and, per
haps, be more susceptible to particularized remedies, and 2) at 
least over the short term, the possibility that trend movements 
reflect changes in citizen decisions to report crime, rather than 
in crime incidence. 

Population size has a shortcoming when using crime incidence in 
time charts. There is SUbstantial empirical evidence attesting to 
the importance of population size as a "predictor" of crime. Areas 
with large populations tend to have high crime rates, and vice 
versa. Thus, changes in crime incidence over time may be partially 
accounted for by changes, in the same directions, in population 
size. Controlling for the influence of changes in population size 
in crime analysis may provide a picture of movements of crime that 
is more meaningful for planning purposes. 

The concept of crime rate, which is con~!dered in greater detail in 
the following section, is defined as the number of Index Crimes (to
tal or individual) occurring per 100,000 people over the period of 
one year. Comparing trends in incidence and rate for a given crime 
category illustrates the value, for planning purposes, of analyzing 
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the latter (i.e., removing the population component of crime). 
Following is the method for calculating the crime rate: divide the 
reported crime incidence by the population and then multiply by 
100,000. This is known as the crime rate per 100,000 in population. 
Use peroent change to compare magnitudes of crime in two periods, 
i.e. Crime in Later Period 100 

Crime in Earlier Period x 

Exhibit 3.30 shows that between 1970 and 1974 there was a 30 percent 
increaSe in the incidence of assaUlts. Suppose that none of the 
other Index Crimes rose more than 16 percent during that period: 
what might this suggest? When one controls for changes in population 
size (i.e., examine the rate) it appears that assaults increase 
relatively little (7%) during that period. (See Exhibit 3.31) 
It is particularly useful to remove population size from the analysis 
of crime trends because changes in population size are generally 
thought to be part of broader social trends and not susceptible 
to local control. Crime rate allows the planner to characterize 
crime in ways that may be more suggestive of local remedial action. 
Frequently a planner wants an annual crime rate per 100,000 population 
but has crime incidence data for only part of the year. An annual
ized figure can be es'cimated using this formula: 

# of incidents 
reported to date 
population of 
jurisdiction 

x 100,000 12 
ff of months for 
which data are 
reported 

Such a formula does not, of course, account for possible seasonal 
variations or for trends in crime which might alter or change the 
crime level within a given year. Multiplying the part-year 
crime rate by the reciprocal of the proportion of months studied 
will provide an annualized figure which can more readily be used 
in comparisons across jurisdictions. 

Followil19' are two qualifications to be a\.,rare of in using crime 
rates to analyze time trends: 

II a. Certain data, e.g., population size, are normally collected 
only every ten years by the Bureau of the Census. Esti
mation methods are used to determine population size be
tween decenials. 

b. Population size is not the best IIpredictor" for all 
crime categories. There are more meaningful rates for 
certain crimes. For example, the incidence of auto 
thefts may be more a function of the number of automobiles 
than ~he size of the population; forcible rape maJ be a 
funct~on of the number of females over 12. These rates, 
based on IIpopulation at risk ll

, have previously been dis
cussed. 
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EXHIBIT 3.30 
GRAPH OF REPORTED ASSAULTS OVER TIME AND CALCULATION OF 

PERCENT CHANGE, 1970·1974 
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EXHIBIT 3.31 
COMPARISON OF TRENDS IN REPORiED INCIDENCE AND REPORTED 

RATE OF ASSAULT, 1971·1974 
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EXERCISE #7 

GRAPHICAL METHODS 

E,urpose 
The purpose of this exercise is to apply the various descriptive 
tools for interpreting crime data; however, the emphasis is Ol'( the 
identification of appropriate gra?hical methods t construction /l>f 
graphs, charts and maps, and preparation of a brief written n.a.t-ra
tive to accompany each visual ai.d. 

Activities 
In this exercise participants should work in small groups of no 
more than three. Using the hypothet:ical data in Exhibit 3.6, ead~~ 
student is required to nrepare at least three different visual 
aids along with an accompanying narrative, to describe the robbery 
problem evidenced by the data. Be sure not to ignore the follow
ing three basics in preparing these visual aids: 

1) Proper titling of the graph, chart or map, 
2) Proper attribution of the source of data, and 

3) Complete labelling of the prinoiple qomponents 
of the visual aid. 

The nar.rative that a.ccompanies the graph, chart or map should 
specify the informational content of the visual as well as to 
highlight a significant finding illustrated by the visual or state 
questions suggested by it. 
Once the smaller groups have completed their work, teams should be 
merged into larger groups and the products of the exercise com
pared noting the various approaches taken to the data. 
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D. Comparative Methods 

A number of statistical tools are available to describe the relatiW"'r' 
ships between two or more variables. In this s'ection four such me:""\( 
thods are presented: the use of rates and index numbers, seriousness 
weighting systems, cross tabulation tables, and scatter plots. 

Comparative analysis is particularly pO\'lerful for three ref.'; .. sons., 
First, comparison of a crime profile to other crime profi.le's for 
"similar" jurisdictions can give the planner a clearer idea of the 
significance of particular crime data and trends and a better balance 
in interpreting shifts in those measures. Second, attention should 
be given to the ways in which roughly similar jurisdictions differ 
from each other in terms of their demographic characteristics and 
their respective systems of justice. Relating these differences 
to differences in the leveJ,,, and intensity of crime may result in 
clearer causal insights int the sources both of crime and of crime 
prevention; insights which should be at the heart of program design. 
Third, comparisons of jurisdictions, census tracts or other units 
of analysis, may give criminal justice decision-makers moderately 
objective standards for allocating limited resources. While the 
severity of a crime problem may be an "absolute measure" in the 
eyes of a local resident, decision-makers with limited resources 
must compare different crime problems and assess different levels 
of severity in determininq the allocation of resources. 
1. Rate/Index Development and Application -
The concept of rates is familiar to most criminal justice practi
tioners and has been discussed briefly in this text: crime rate, 
arrest rate, clearance rate, conviction rate, recidivism rate, and 
so forth. In fact, most of these notions are so familiar that" 
planners and analysts often fail to question the way that a particular 
rate is constructed, or to examine carefully what a rate or index 
really measures and how ~hey are applied. 
Take crime rate as an exhmple. Crime rate is commonly distinguished 
from crime incidence in that the former represents a standardized 
version of the latter. That is, crime counts within a geographic 
unit are divided by the population of the unit (thus arriving at a 
rate per capita), and the result is multiplied by 100,000 or some 
other scaling factor :,to make the interpretation of the resul/t. some
what easier to inter~'~ret. In t.his way, geogr?iphic units of different 
populationa:are made \~ore comparable through a standardizing process. 
Derivinq crime rates a\,) described above represents one ~'lay of 
achievinq comparability. When this method is used for specific 
crimes, however, the meaninq of rate varies. If a rate is to be 
interpreted as a "risk" of victimization, then qreater care must 
be taken in choosinq the denominator which is used to calculate 
the rate. For e~ample, in calculating the rate of forcible rape as 
a risk of being _the victim of such a crime, the number of rapes 
reported should '-be divided by the number of females (in the age 
group where the event would be legally defined as rape) residi~g in 
the geographic unit of interest, rather than by the total popula
tion. Similarly, the risk of auto theft should be estimated by 
dividing the number of autos stolen by the number of autos that 
could be stolen (e.~., the number of registered autos). Thus, 

'while there is noth~ng inherently "wrong" in dividing the in-
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cidence of different types of crime by population (or area) to 
arrive at a rate, analysts should always be cognizant of what 
the result really means and how it is to be interpreted. 

The following material discusses various kinds of measurement indi
catOrs. Measurement in criIne research can be grouped into four 
commonly-used index types: concentration indices; distribution in
dices; densi.:ty indices;, inajc.es of unit share .. ' 

• Concentration Indices ' 
Concentration indices are most appr'opriately described as the ratio 
of two measures relating to the 'same phenomenon, where a particular 
attribu't::.e of the l')henom~non is captured in the numerator or denomina
tor, but not in both<"'It is perhaps, the easiest type of rate to 
construct because all the elements come from the same data source. 
For exampletbne might need to know about the residence of male 
juveniles in developing a sl?ecial diversion program fur male 
delinquents in a metropolitan area. Usinq Probation Department 
files, the index for each census tract can be computed by dividinq 
the number of male iuveniles aqainst whom delinquency petitions have 
been filed and whose residence is within that tract, by the total 
nUmber of juveniles residing in that tract against whom such action 
has been taken. 

• Dist~ibution Indices 
-------iI ..... 1 -~---.;;...------'--...;.. 

A second measure, a "disttibution index", is useful for assessing 
the degree of crime problem within the context of a larger popula
tion that could be involved with the problem. Her~, then, the 
numerator would be some aspect of interest to criminal justice as 
compared to a "population at risk". The risk population can be per
sons (e.g., juveniles), places (e.g., liquor stores), or things 
(e.g., autos). This kind of measure is often useful for resource 
allocation and/or long-range planning. Consider another example 
concerning male juveniles. If one were to develop a distribution 
measure one would not compare male delinquents to all delinquents. 
Rather, the denominator of the index would be the total number of 
male juveniles, and the numerator would be the number of delinqu.ent 
male juveniles. Note that two data sources may have to be consulted 
~? construct this index, one from which male juvenile delinquency 
data can be drawn, and one from which male juvenile population counts 
can be drawtl 

~ Density Indices 
Density indices reflect population counts per unit area. For example, 
the visualizing of cities versus rural areas represents an intuitive 
perception of density. Density is particularly important for 
aggregate statistics, because it standardizes for size of area. 
Thus, political or administrative areas (e.g., states, counties, 
cities, police districts, and census tracts), which rarely exhibit 
uniformity of size, can be converted to comparable units by means 
of a density index. 
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The analysis of the p~oblems related to criminal justice requ1re 
spatial "standardization". For example, in a sample of juvenile 
delinquen t males, a di fferen t action might be taken if the nUIl'lper 
of juveniles ~nvolved, say 200, reside in an area of one squar. 
mile, than if they resided in a hundred square miles. It. is al;so 
possible that the nature of police operations would depend on the 
density of target groups (e.g., juveniles or male juveniles). \ 

o Indi6es of Unit Share 

This index refers to the proport~,(m of a phenomenon which occurs in 
a large area. These indices are commonly used by criminal justice 
planners in contrasting the share of crime in an area to that area~s 
share of the population. For <example, in the previous discussion 
the nun~er of male ,juveniles on~probation has been used as; the num
erator of an index. Suppose that one wants to know which census. 
tract has the greatest 'share of male juvenile delinquency ( withil::" 
the total metropolitan area. This can be calculated by dividinq 
the count of male iuvenile~ who have committed delinquent acts re
sidinq in the census tract of interest to the total number for the 
county. Maps displaying the values of each of these index types 
through various degrees of shading provide an excellent visual 
comparative framework and clearly demonstrate the differences in 
the meanings of the sample indices regarding juvenile probation 
statistics. This mode of presentation is excellent for managers 
and decision-makers whose time constraints prec·lude their examining 
extensive statistical tables. 

~ Comparative Analysis Using Index Numbers 
The comparative analysis approach emphasizes the simultaneous 
assessment of crime data for many different jurisdictions~ It 
can be done for jurisdictions within a state or within a local 
jurisdiction. It can be extended by comparisons with crime figures 
for regional groupings of states or with the nationally aggregated 
portrait of similar-sized jurisdictions, such as cities 250,000-
500 ,000 in population or subrirban coun·ties. Data of this sort are 
provided each year in Crime in the United States. These publications 
can also be used to obtain data on other jurisdictions and SMSAs 
which planners feel are similar to their own. By special request 
to the FBI one can often obtain additional crime-specific data 
(e.g., proportion of crimes involving firearm use) for these 
jurisdictions. 
Comparative analysis is often extended in two directions. First, 
victimization data may be introduced. These data allow the planner 
to factor in a rouqh city-to-city adiustment for levels of crime 
reportinq. Detailed work with victimization data will also allow 
the planner to qet a richer sense of the typical and not-so-typical 
characteristics of crime incidents in the local jurisdiction. 
Second, comparative measures can be combined with time series data, 
a very powerful combination which remedi;:~s several of the weaknesses 
of each indiv:£;~:'ual techn:\que. 
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These additions to straight comparative analysis a:r:e extremely im
portant; still, much can be gained from comparative work which 
lacks time trend or reporting rate perspectives. 

Exhibit 3.32 contains selected crime data for all major cities 
within a state and gives them explicit r.anks on several crime 
incidence and crime rate dimensions. This sort of explicit ranking 
process might be used to determine eligibi.lity for certain "anti
crime offensive" programs, or it might be incorporated into a form
ula for determining the contours of block grant fund distributions. 
Statistics like these are particularly provoking because significant 
differences in ranks may be observed over time and these may, in 
turn, give the planner important. hints about the nature of crime 
within the state or a local jurisdiction which may lead to success
ful crime prevention techniques. 
Exhibit 3.33 presents a relatively simple comparison which uses 
comparative national, regional, and large city data on crime rates. 
Despite the simplicity of' the comparison, it allows important crime 
statements to be made. For instance: 

Compared to the nation as a whole as \'1ell as to our 
region, the State has an enormous problem with auto 
theft. While the prciblem--and the disparity \'1hen com
pared to national figures--is even worse in the State's 
largest city (and in the several cities, contiguous to 
it), it is a problem experienced throughout the State. 
For this reason we are prepared to consider innovative 
proposals for combatting auto theff from any jurisdic
tion within the State. On the other hand, the compara
tive data demonstrate that while the largest city has 
a further problem with robbery (showing a 1974 robbery 
rate that is 73% above the figure for comparable cities) , 
this problem. is not shar.ed to any comparable extent 
with the rest of the State. Because the robbery prob
lem is so severe within the City, we are considering 
support of special anti-crime street patrols and of 
a special prosecution unit for robbery cases within 
the local prosecutor's office which would refuse to 
consider plea bargains leading to non-prison dispos
itions and attempt to reduce drastically the time from 
arrest to final trial (now roughly 270 days) for those 
accused of armed robbery. 

Exhibit 3.34 presents a relative~.7 sC::~~1.ist::ica·i:e<.~ and versatile 
version of within-state comparisons, ana. L~~?lii:,i ':: 3.35 offers an 
example of the insight which comparative analysis can bring to pro
file analyses which would otherwise rest on one year's percentage 
change. For example, the data in Exhibit 3.32 suggest that City 
5's 20% increase in auto thefts reported may be far more disturbing 
than the same proportional increase in reports of forcible rape. 
Similarly, City ll's distressing change in total index 'crime 
takes on a very different aspect once further comparison reveals 
this is wae to changes in non-violent property crime and that the 8 
percent increase in violent crime was clearly below the rate of 
increase for other comparable cities. 
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Exhibit 3.32 

SELEC'rED CRIME DATA FOR CITIES - 25,000 POPULATION AND LARGER 

lndex Crime Robbery Burglary Total Combined Cityll Papulation Total R Rate R 'l'otaJ. R Rate R Total R Hate R Ranking Rank - --- --- ---.-
1- 148,000 3,525 2,381.0 17 149 4 100.7 19 1,353 3 914.2 15 61 10 2. 127,100 5,556 4,371.4 4 396 2 311.6 2 1,965 2 1,546.0 5 16 2 3. 92,000 2,303 6 2,503.3 15 111 7 :~ "~" 7 13 1,024 6 1 1113.0 11 58 8 4. 90,400 2,272 8 2,513.3 14 103 8 113.9 16 1,034 5 1,143.8 9 60 9 5. 80,591 2,647 5 3.284.5 9 191 3 237.0 3 910 7 1,129.2 10 37 5 6. 74,200 2.165 9 2,917.8 10 92 9 124.0 11 594 10 BOO.5 19 63 11 7. 70,100 4,330 2 6,490.7 1 431 1 ~13.4 1 2,008 1 2,864.5 1 7 1 8. 65,615 2,914 4 4 t 441..1 2 148 :5 225.6 4 827 8 lt 260 • 4 6 29 4 9. 56,700 1,567 7 4,088.2 5 121 6 213.4 5 1,099 4 1,933.3 2 29 3 () 

10. 55,700 1,567 11 2,813.3 11 67 11 120.3 14 426 16 764.B 21 84 16 1l. 50,200 1,833 10 3,651. 4 7 91 10 181. 3 7 577 11 1,149.4 8 53 6 12. 49,248 977 18 1,983.8 21 11 26 22.3 27 330 18 669.6 23 133 22 13. 47,400 634 24 1,337.6 29 51 15 107.6 18 161 28 339.7 32 146 24 w 14. 45,260 1,147 14 2,477.3 16 32 21 69.1 21 480 13 1,054.0 13 93 18 15. 45,300 850 20 1,898.5 22 20 21 44.2 24 306 21 675.5 22 132 21 
U1 16. 42,600 1/072 17 2/516.4 13 58 14 136.2 10 355 17 833.3 17 83 17 N 

17. 41,800 755 21 1,801.4 23 7 29 16.7 30 321 20 767.9 20 143 23 
18. 40,905 1,539 12 3,755.0 6 35 20 85.4 20 705 9 1,720.1 4 71 12 
19. 40,100 1,095 16 2,700.7 12 49 16 122.2 12 445 15 1,109.7 12 83 15 
20. 39,800 928 19 2,331.7 18 64 13 160.8 0 464 1 1,165.8 7 79 14 
2l. 37,052 632 25 1,705.7 26 11 25 29.7, 25 165 27 445.3 29 157 27 
22. 16,300 563 27 1,551.0 28 :n 22 S·7.9 22 211 24 561.3 24 147 25 
23. 33,200 338 30 1,013.1 31 6 30 18.1 29 107 32 322.3 33 185 32 
24. 33,983 717 22 2,109.6 19 40 17 117.7 15 324 19 963.3 14 106 19 
25. 33/835 588 26 1,737.8 24 7 28 20.7 23 194 25 573.4 25 156 26 
26. 32,300 657 23 2,034.1 20 :3 33 9.3 33 114 31 352.9 31 171 29 
27. 31.4UO 537 28 1,710.2 25 35 19 111.5 17 260 23 828.0 18 130 20 
28. 31,200 295 31 945.5 32 3 32 9.6 32 176 26 564.1 25 179 30' 
29. 31,000 1,112 15 3,587.1 a 65 12 209.7 6 266 22 858.1 16 7<) 13 
30. 27,800 400 29 1/582.7 27 13 24 46.8 23 148 29 532.4 26 159 23 
3l. 27,055 1,201 13 4,439.1 3 39 10 144.2 9 531 12 1,962.7 2 58 7 
32. 26,500 175 34 662.8 34 2 34 7.5 34 99 33 3'73.5 30 199 34 
33. 26,000 265 32 1,019.2 30 4 31 15.4 31 134 30 515.4 28 182 31 
3:~ .. 25,600 201 33 785.2 33 7 27 27.3 26 74 34 289.1 34 187 33 

Notes: Rate equals crime incidence divided by population expressed in 100,000 
R~enotes the relative rank of the city. 
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Crime Profile* 

City X 

Cities over 
250,000 

Percentage of 
Difference 

State 

Region 

Percent of 
Difference 

Nation 

Percent of 
Difference 

EXHIBIT 3.33 
PART I CRIME PROFI LE, 1974 

Homicide Rape Robbery Assault Burglary 

21 

22 

(3%) 

4 

7 

(41%) 

10 

(55%) 

55 1123 403 2563 

55 648 383 2237 

(1%) 73% (5%) (14%) 

16 212 156 1550 

21 278 189 1305 

(25%) (24%) (17%) (19%) 

26 209 214 1429 

(41%) (2%) (27%) (8%) 

Source: hypothetical data 

* All crimes as defined in the Uniform Crime Reports. 
"Percent of Difference" refers to the percent by which local 
statistics are greater (or less) than comparison figures. 
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Larceny Auto Theft 

2607 3480 

3171 983 

(18%) (204%) , 

2079 1366 

1976 601 

(5%) (127%) 

2473 461 

(16%) (196%) 
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Exhibit 3.34 

COMPARISON OF INDEX CRIME 
PERCENT CHANGE 1974 OVER 1973 

'/ Approxima te ,t Murder Non- ! r' 1970 Crime Violent !Property. Negligent j 
; 

Census Index Inde}( ! :\:ndex , 
City » Population Total Crime I Crime 

1 ! 393,000 H7 +15 ! +17 
2 I 384,000 +24 +24 

I 
+25 

I 3 383,000 +15 +34 +13 j 4 382,000 + 5 - 2 + 7 , 
5 366,000 +19 +13 1 i +19 

! 6 
, 

362,000 - 3: .l- 7 .... j) 
! 7 361,OUO .J..~O + 4 , +22 , 
\ I 8 359,000 + 9 + 8 + 9 
I 
I 9 347,000 +13 +18 

, 
+13 l I 

10 335,000 +26 +16 I +28 r 

I ! 11 332,000 +29 '" 8 +31 
, . , 12 325,000 +24 +21 I 

I +24 

I 13 322,000 +20 +21 +20 I . 14 310,000 : + 7 +13 + 7 

i 
15 i 308,000 I +14 + 1 I 4-15 

I.Av~rage 351,000 +16 +13 I +16 

Ranking 
fFirst I CITY nlCity 3 CITY n: , 
lSecond I City 10\ City 2 City 10; 

I City 2 City 12 ~'hird City 2 
, OUl:. th I City 121 City 13 . City 12 
\Fifth City 71 City 9) City 7 
ISixth City 13\City 10 I City 13 
lsevel'\th ~ CITY 5j City 1 CITY 5 
\Eighth I City Ii CITY 5 City 1 
'Ninth City 3 City 14 ! City 15 
\Tenth City 15 City 8 I City 3 
Eleventh City 9 CITY 11 City 9 

rlfth City 8 City 6 I City 8 
'l'hirtcen th City 14 City 7· City 4 
"ourteenth City 4 City 15 \ Ci ty 111 

" if teen t,h City 6 City 4 City 6 

Man- Forcible: I Aggravated 
I Robbery I Assault Slaughter Rape ! 
, 

I +18 +80 i +19 - 3 

t 
+22 +24 ! +27 +18 
+31 

! 
+39 +29 +40 · -20 -12 , + 4 - 9 

i I +23 I t-21 +35 -13 I 

I -22 +1::::' 0 
, 

+17 
! i I 

+ 1 +29 - 1 ! +13 I ! : , 
-29 + 9 + 4 i +18 

I I 

I - :3 +21 +51 I + 1 \ • 
-10 +78 ! +39 - 2 
+12 I +23 I I +11 + 5 I · +72 I +26 +48 +14 , 
+ 6 +22 +40 + 5 · I I 

+29 • - 1 I +24 + 1 

I +18 + 9 + 3 I - 1 ( 

t I 

I +10 +25 i +22 I + 7 . 

Exhibit 3.35 
RANKED BY PERCEN~ CHANGE IN INOEX CRIME 

1974 OVER 1973 

City 12 ! City } ! City 91 City 3 
City 3 jCity 10. City 12! City 2 
City 14 ! Ci ty 3 City 13j City 8 

££l'l..2. City 7 I City 10! City 6 
CI'l'Y 5l City 2 City 12 

\ 

City 12 
City 1 City 2 City 3 1 city 7 
City 15 CITY 11 City 2 CITY 11 I 

CITY 11 \ City 13 City 14 City 13 
city 13 CITY 5 City 1 City 9 .1 City 7 City 9 CITY 11 City 14 I 

ci ty 9 City 6 City 4 City 15 1 
City 10 City 8 City 8 City 10 i 
CitYi', 4 City 15 City 15 City 1 l 

I 

City G City 14 city 6 City 4 t 

City 8 City 4 City 7 CITY 5 

''\ 

I I I 
I ! 

Composite 
Burglary ,Larceny Auto Theft Rank 

I +28 +12 + 7 7 
+15 +31 + 6 2 I , , 
+11 I +15 +11 5 

I + B +2t1 -13 14 , I 
+24 i +14 +20 7 ! , 

1 - 4 ) - 2 -10 15 I 

I +25 
I 

+37 -13 9 
, 
t 

I + 4 
, 

+14 + 4 13 I 
I I 

+22 I +13 -18 10 I 
+26 +35 + 7 3 I 

I ; 
+4C' j +26 +20 4 i 

\ 

! +21 
, 

+24 +33 1 

I +22 +24 + 2 6 I 
I I + 2 +11 + 5 12 

I +24 +13 I + 6 

I 
11 

, 
I 

\ I 

+18 I +20 I + 4 ! 

CIT~ 11 
I City 7 City 12 -r city 12 

i City 1 City 10 CITY 5 city 2 
ci'ty 10 

I 

City 10 City 2 CI~Y 11 
City 7 CITY 11 City 3 CITY 11 

: 
Crl'Y 5 City 4 City 1 city 3 
City 15 City 12 City 10 city 13 
city 9 City 13 City 2 city 1 
City 13 City 9 City 15 CITY .5 
City 12 City 3 City 14 City 7 

• 
City 2 CITY 5 City 8 City £) • 
City 3 City-a City 13 city 15 
City 4 City 15 Ci,ty 6 city 14 
Cit.y a City 11 Cit.y 4 city 8 
City 14 Ci ty 141 City 7 city 4 
City 6 City 6 City 9 city 6 



The strengths of comparative analysis are its a.bili ty to evaluate 
rates and changes in terms of similar processes elsewhere and the 
availability of one or more objective measures which may be used to 
establish the distribution of resources among jurisdictions. The 
weaknesses of the technique, at least in its simple for.ms, include 
1) a failure to account for differences in crime-repor~ing behavior 
among jurisdictions which might influence the validity of compari
sons, 2) a lack of historical perspective which may encourage mis
leading,interpretations of relative rankings and other comparisons, 
and 3) an initial disparity between the sentiments of local citi
zens and the analysts d~fini tion of which crimes are a problem, ar~d 
why. 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE #8 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Module 3 is intended to expose the participants to the techniques 
and uses of comparative analysis, particularly as it applies to 
crime data. This section has focused on a comparison of trends in 
crime incidence using various rates and indices. In the next 
section the discussion turns to the concept of crime seriousness. 
However, in this exercise seriousness is introduced to help ela
borate the crime problem. The presentation of these three des
criptors of crime--tirne trends, rates and seriousness--are used 
to indicate that the nature of the crime problem can vary depend
ing on how it is defined and interpreted. Thus, the need exists 
for a broadly-defined crime profile in programmatic planning. 
This exercise should force the participants to reach the same 
conclusion as a result of calculating and comparing trends in 
crime incidence, rat~, and seriousness. 

Activities 
The participants are to work with assault data to compare trends 
in incidence t rate per 100,000 population, and "seriousness: 

% ch. 
1970 1971 1972 1973 l:1.2..1 1970-74 

Assault 
Incidence 1128.0 1392.0 1576.0 1562.0 1462.0 30% 

Rate 363~9 446.2 469.0 427.9 390.3 7% 

participants should assume that, according to a modified serio~s
ness index, assault is broken down into the following categories 
and assigned tr.e following weights: 

unsuccessful attempts - multiply by 0 
receiving minor injuries - multiply by 1 
treated and discharged - multiply by 4 
hospitalized - multiply by 7 

The assault data are distributed among these four 
follows: 

1970 1971 1972 

Unsuccessful Attempts 113 141 152 

Victim received minor 
injuries 338 376 236 

Victim treated and 
discharged 508 612 756 

Victim hospitalized 16.9 263 432 
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categories as 

1973 1974 

152 131 

109 146 

797 730 

504 455 
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Following are the specific tasks for each team in performing 
this exercise: 
1. Calculate the raw seriousness of assaults for each year. 
2. Transform that figure into "seriousness per incident" so that 

the annual indexes are then comparabl~. 
3. Calculate the percent chan~e in seriousness/incident for the 

years 1970-1974. 
4. ~ompare it to percent change'in incident and rate. 
5. What can you say about trends in assault between 1970 and 

~~1974 using these three descriptors? 
6. Wha-c'are the planning implications of the differences in the 

rates of change, i.e., problem fo~mulations, alternative 
st:,rategies? 

.... '--.. 
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2. Seriousness Scales 

Thorsten Sellin and Marvin E. Wolfgang created a weighting system 
for crime that can be used to measure changes in the seriousness of 
crime over time or among jurisdictions. The system has relevance 
for planning decisions.(7) This measure can be used to determine 
where in a city the rates of serious crime are increasing and where 
they are decreasing. This information can be used as an aid in de
termining budget allocations, assessing manpower requirements, and 
identifying the need for special programs such as block patrols or 
security programs. 

The Sellin-v101fgang index has three important characteristics: 

a. It can be disaggregated down to the smallest 
geographical and temporal unit. 

b. It is based on data normally collected by lo
cal police departments; thus costs in estab
lishing the system are minimized; also, there 
is likely to exist a sufficiently long series 
for trene analysis. 

c. It is a measure of the amount of harm inflicted 
on the community. 

One application of the Index was in the Watts Model City Area, using 
Los Angeles Police Department data from the MO files. The project 
demons'trated that seriousness per 100,000 population and the crime 
rate do necessarily vary in the same direction over time and may 
even be negatively correlated.(O) 

Heller and McEwen in reporting on~the application of the Sellin
Wolfqanq Index to crime data provided by the St. Louis Metropolitan 
Police Department concluded: 

• The average seriousness of a crime against the 
person was four times as great as the average 
seriousness for a crime against poverty. 

• Crimes against the person in st. Louis accounted 
for 12.5% of the incidents but 37.5% of the ser
iousness. 

• Two thirds of the harm from crime may be attrib
uted to property loss, and one-sixth each to 
physical injury and mutilation. 

S The injury and property loss occurring in the av
erage traffic accident is over fifty percent more 
serious than that occurring in the average Part I 
offense. (.9) 

Exhibit 3.36 presents the index scores developed by Sellin and Wolf
gang. These are applied by weighting each specific incidence of 
crime by the score and using the mean seriousness for each type of 
crime. 

In Exhibit 3.37 these seriousness scores have been applied to hypo
thetical data resulting in the table presented. Notice how there 
is significant variation in the seriousness score compared to ti';e 
incidence of crime jn two of the census tracts: in census tract B 
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Exhibit 3.36 

Sellin-Wolfgang Seriousness Components and Scores 

Score 
~----------~-----------.----------------------------------------------------~ 

Injury Component 

Victim Assaulted 

Minor injury 
Treated and discharged 
Hospitalized 
Killed 

Intimidation Component 

For Each Forcible Sex Offense 

Tl),e sex offense 
Iritimidation by weapon 

For Non-Sex-Offense 

Physical or verbal intimidation 
Weapon intimidation 

Property Component 

Premises Forcibly Entered 
Stolen Vehicle 
Value of Property Stolen 

Under $10 
$10-$250 
$25:I!-$2,000 
$2,0001-$9,000 
$9,001-$30,000 
$30,001-$80,000 
OVer $80,000 

1 
4 
7 

26 

10 
2 

2 
4 

1 
2 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Source: Hellerand J.T. McEwen. "Applications of Crime Serious
ness Information in Police Depart...Llents," Journal of 
Research in Crime and Delinquency (January 1975, 
Vol. 12, No.1), p. 45. 
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Exhibit 3.37 

Illustrative Applioation of Seriousness Scale to Crime Data 

Census Number of Percent of Total Percent of 
'l'ract Incidentsl Incidents Seriousness2 seriousnes~~ 

A 30 5% 60 6% 

B 42 7% 142 13% 

C 125 22% 250 23% 

D 240 41% 300 28% 

w E 52 9% 152 14% 

G\ F 90 16% 100 16% I-' --- ,;~ 

Total 579 100% 1084 100% 

lIn a one year period 

2 
(Number of Incidents x Score) 
Source: Hypothetical Data 

'-----.--~,' ."-----
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crime is more serious than reflected by the frequency of incidence 
while in 0 it is less serious than the volume of crime would indi
cate. 
A second application of the seriousness concept is illustrated in 
the following quotation from a recent report prepared by the Minne
sota Statistical Analysis Center and Research Unit. This applica
tion involves using the scores to describe and assess criminal jus
tice system operations. Module Four covers this general topic in 
greate.r detail. 

One problem in analyzing or evaluating the criminal justice system 
is that kno~/ing t;:;e number of c:t:'imes I the crime ra 1:e I or the numbs:t:' 
of people a:t:'rested does not give us much inforr.lation about the seri
ousness of c:t:'imes. If the criminal justice system had sufficient 
:t:'ssou:t:'ces to give equal attention to all types of crime, the serious
ness of c:t:'ime would not be a particular issue. But we know that tns 
system exercises crreat discretion in l.,rho will be arrested, prosecuted, 
and sentenced to prison; this is shown by the funneling down of the 
numbers of people at successive stages of the system. We might ex
pect that if the system must choose between prosecuting crimes of 
varying seriousness, those most se:t:'ious l.,rill get the most attention. 
On the other hand, we do not expect less serious crimes to be total
ly disregarded, so that they might be comnli tted wi th impuni ty. Thus, 
how the system handles crimes, as measu:t:'ed by their seriousness, can 
be one measure of how the system is working. We can, specifically, 
compare the fUnnelinq bv ~uantitative numbers of people to the fun
nelincr bv seriousness of the associated crimes. 
To measure se:t:'iousness of crime we need a scale that comoares one 
crime to another. Such a scale or index has been developed by IVolf
gang and Sellin, based upon their stUdies of hOI., peQple in gen~ra1 
rank c:t:'imes by se:t:'iousness. Following this scale, in pa:t:'t, \.,e as
sign the following weights to crimes: homicide-26, rape-ll, robbery-
5, ~ggravated assault-4, burgla:t:'y-3, and theft-2. From this scale 
we can find the total se:t:'iousness for any set of committed crimes. 
We can also find the amount of seriousness processed by the system 
at any stage. For example, we can ~ssign to each court conviction 
the se:t:'iousness ~leight of t~e c:t:'ime of conviction, or to each prison 
confinement the scale lYeight of the offense of conviction. Then 
multiplying the number of crimes or defendants by their respective 
seriousness index at each stage of the system and adding them to
crather, we can find the total amount of crime seriousness processed 
throughout the system. The result of this analysis is shown in Ex
hibits 3.38 and 3.39 for Part I crimes (excluding motor vehicle 
theft) and violent crimes in Hinnesota in 1973. Along with total 
seriousness at each stage is shown the percentage that ~~ount is of 
the seriousness at the prior stage. 
Comparing the seriousness flowchart with the strictly numerical 
flowchart, we make these observations. The two flowcharts are most 
alike when arrests a:t:'e compared as fractions of reported Part I 
crime. Adult arrests account for 7 percent of reported Part I 
crimes (excluding motor vehicle theft); the percentage is 18 percent 
if juvenile arrests are inclUded. For seriousness the comparable 
percentages are 9 percent and 21 percent. So we find only a slight 
predisposition in the system toward the arrest of the more serious 
offenders. At the distr~~t court level the margin of seriousness 
increases over the numerical: 12 percent of the adults arrested 
are convicted, and this accounts for 18 percent of the seriousness 
of the crimes of arrest. For dist:t:'ict courts 46 percent of those 
convicted are placed on probation and 36 percent confined. In terms 
of seriousness of convictions those percentages are 40 percent and 
45 percent. Thus, seriousness becomes a more decisive factor as 
one moves through the system, although the margin is not especia1!y 
great. Note also that one effect of plea negotiation is to reduce 
the observed level of crime seriousness processed by the court sub
system. 
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SERIOUSNESS FLOWCfmRT 

45%.., 

'" 
312,000 28,900 for 5,400 for 

Reported Part I 21% \, Adult. Arrests 18% Adult Convictions .., 
Crime Seriousness I (Part I) in 

, 

(Without Motor 35,700 for District Courts 
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EXHIBI'r 3.38. COMPARISON OF SERIOUSNESS AND CASEPLOW IN 1973 
FOR PART I CRIMES (EXCLUDING MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT) 
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EXHlBIT 3.39. COMPARISON OF SERIOUSNESS AND CASEFLOW IN 1973 
FOR VIOLENT CRIMES (ADULTS ONLY) 
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EXERCISE #9 

CRIME SERIOUSNESS 

Purpose 

This exercise is intended to illustrate how comparative analysis 
and the use of seriousness scales can help the planner in defining 
the crime problem. 

Activities 

Exhibit 3.40 illustrates the crime rates for eight cities within a 
state for a recent year. Population size is also given. Even a 
single table of this sort can produce many insights and provide 
direction for the formulation of statements about crime. 
Members of the state legislature's Committee on Criminal Code Re
vision have recently taken part in a survey on the relative seri
ousness of various crimes. The valnes they attached to the vari .... 
ous crimes are as follows: 

Murder 
Forcible Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated Assault 
Breaking and Entering Burglary 
Larceny 
Motor Vehicle Theft 

(3 0) i 
(20) ; 
( 5); 
( 5); 
( 2); 
( 1); 
( 3). 

New funds have been allocated for crime reduction effor.ts in cit
ies over 100,000 in population. Final guidelines have not been 
written as to whether only a selected number of cities (at least 
two but no more than half) can receive funds, or whether the state 
will have total discretion in allocating these funds. 

• On the basis of your analysis of these data, 
what appear to be the greatest problem areas? 
To what extent does this su~gest where and 

1 

for what funds should be sp~nt? 
• Suppose you had five days ~.:.o asseirlble an ini

tial proposal. What additional data are 
needed to make a more accurate assessment? 
How might such data be analyzed? 
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E~1ibi t 3. 40 

Crime Rates* of 8 Selected Cities and the State 1974 

City 1 City 2 City 3 City 4 city 5 City 6 City 7 City 8 State 

Population 153,911 350,499 117,435 241,577 292,109 543,730 121,138 122,201 8,248,650 

OFFENSE 

Murder 18.2 26.8 20.4 14.1 21.2 23.4 6.6 3.3 14.4 

For. Rape 39.6 43.7 29.8 33.5 57.2 65.1 28.1 11.5 35.0 

Robbery 510.0 944.9 300.6 349.4 470.7 360.5 397:9 218.5 269.6 

w Agg. Ass1t. 154.0 840.5 537.3 400.7 404.8 484.8 327.7 391.2 344.5 

0'. B&E/Burg. 3613.8 3438.0 3013.6 2928.3 3580.5 2528.1 2739.9 1401.0 2239.6 I 0'. 

Larceny 6579.1 4799.4 5710 .4 4584.9 5098.8 3699.1 6656.9 3549.9 3817.5 

MV Theft 949.9 844.5 519.4 324.1 686.4 506.7 926.2 718.5 472.5 
\ 

TOTAL 11,864.6 10,937.8 10,131.6 8634.9 10,399.5 7537'.9 11,083.2 6293.7 7192.8 

*Rate per 100,000. 

(; 

-----------. . -----.-
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3. Cross Classification 

The sorting of data into various categories is a simple method of 
generating questions, clarifying factors underlying a problem, and, 
in general, identifying and elaborating conununity crime problems. 
An example of a one-way table is presented in Exhibit 3.41. It is 
a one-way table because even though seven categories are used, only 
one variable--crime--is involved. A two-way table is presented in 
Exhibit 3.42 which is the result of cross-classifying the data of 
two variables. 

The analysis of such cross-classification tables involves both the 
description of the individual variables involved, i. e., in Exhibi,t 
3.42, crime and area, as well as making a determ:i.nation concerning 
the relationship between the variables, i. e., do!~s the incidence of 
crime vary significantly across geographical are~'\'s of the nation. 

Exhibits 3.42 to 3.46 illustrate a five-step procedure that can be 
used in interpretinq data usinq cross-classification tables. lO In 
the first step the planner must determine which variable is the de
pendent ("effect") and which is the independent ("cause ll

). In Ex
hibit 3.43 the type of crime has been identified as the cause of the 
dependent variable "value of stolen property." Exhibit 3.44 then 
distributes the marginal raw percentages of the dependent variable. 
As expected, the more frequent value loss is in the $1 - $49 cate
gory. 

The third step presented in Exhibit 3.45 involves calculating the 
percent distribution of the dependent variable for one category of 
the independent variable--burglary. Note how there is a significan,t 
variation in the Burglary distribution from the marginals tOT'Tard in
creased value loss.b The fourth step repeats calculating the percent 
distribution of the dependent variable for the remaining categories 
of the independent variable. Exhibit 3.46 presents all of the cal
culated percentages. 

The final step utilizes comparisons to interpret the percentaged 
cross-classification table. Following is a partial list of obser
vations made from Exhibit 3.46. 
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Exhibit 3.41 

One~Way Table Illustration 

Category 

1 2 3 4 5 

Murder and 
Total U.S. Non-Negligen'c :b'orcible Aggravated 
Crime Index Manslaughter Rape Robbery Assault Burglary 

Total Number 11,356,566 29,505 56,093 464,973 484,713 2,729,061 

Percent of Total .2% .5% 4.1% 4.3% 39% 

Source: Crime in the U.S., 1975. 

Exhibi t 3.42 

Two-Way Table Illustration 

Type of Crime 

Murder and 
Non-Negligent Forcible Aggravated Larceny-
Manslaughter Rape Robbery Assault Burglary Theft 

SMSAs 16,490* 48,894 443,461 397,998 2,729,061 4,989,336 

Other Cities 1,313 3,196 13 ,685 45,523 261,276 674,718 

Rural 2,702 4,003 7,827 41,192 261,792 313,694 

*Estimated totals for 1974-1975 

Source: Crime in the U.S., 1975. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6 7 

Motor 
Larceny- Vehicle 
Theft Theft 

4,989,336 915,297 

53% 8.9% 

Motor 
Vehicle 
Theft 

915,297 

51,038 

34,120 

- - - ... 
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Exhibit 3.43 
Four step Interpretation of Cross Tabulations, Step One 

Value of Stolen 
Property 

(Depend.ent Variable -
"Effect") 

'I"lpe of Crime 
(IncJ.epend.ent Variable - "Cause") 

Burgla.t:y Larceny 

1 - 49 35,140 256,050 

50 - 99 20,120 70,46.0 

100-249 30,400 50,550 

250-999 37,000 17,180 

1,000+ 12,350 2,530 

Not 5,880 16,270 Ascertained. 

Source: Crime in the U.S., 1975. 

Step 1, Raw data d.istribueed by type of crime and. value 
of stolen property. 

Exhibit 3.44 

Vehicle 
Theft 

500 

600 

4,310 

20,070 

19,180 

1,770 

Four step Interpretation of Cross Tabulations, step Two 

Value of 
Stolen 
Property 
(Depend-
ent 

Variable
"Effect") 

1 - 49 

50 - 99 

100-249 

250-999 

1000+ 

Mot 
Ascertained 

Type 0 f Crl.rne 
(Independent Variable - "Causel 

Burglary Larceny Vehicle Theft 

48.6\ 

15.2\ 

14.2'!! 

12.4'" 

5.7\ 

4.0'!! 

100.1 ... 

Step 2: Determine which variable is the d.ependent variable and. 
percentage its distribution. 
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Exhibi·t: 3.45 
Four Step Interpretation of Cross Tabulations, step Three 

'!alue of 
Stolen 
Property 
(Dependent 
Varia,b1e-

"Effect") 

$1-$49 

50-99 

100-249 

250-999 

$1000+ 

Mot 

Type 0'; Crime 
(Independent ~lariable -

Burg1.ary Larceny 

24.9% 

14.3'1 

21.6" 

26.3% 

a.9 .. 

AscertainEd 4.2'1 

N (140,a90) 

I1Cause It) 

Vehicle Theft 

49.6" 

lS.2~ 

14.2\ 

12.4\ 

S.7, 

-
4.0'1 

100.1\ 

Step 3: Percentage the dependent variable dlstribution 
for the Burglary Category 

Exhibit 3.46 
Four Step Interpretation of Cross Tabulations, Step Four 

Value of 
S\:olen 
Property 
(Dependent 
Variable-

"Effect") 

$1-$49 

50-99 

100-249 

250-999 

$1000+ 

Mot 
certained 

Type of Crime 
(Independent Var~able - "Cause") 

Burglary Larceny Vehicle Theft 

24.9'1 62.0% 1. 2\ 

14.3\ 17.1'. 1. 3'1 

21.6\ 12.2\ 9.3\ 

26.3\ 4.2\ 43.1\ 

8.8\ LOt 41.4\ 

4.2\ 3.9" 3.8 .. 

(140,890) (413,050) (46,360) 

49.6\ 

15.2'1 

14.2\ 

12.4\ 

5.7\ 

J,.O\ 

Step 4: Percentage the dependent variable for each of 
the remaining independent categories. 
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• Sixtv-tw'o percent of all larcenies are in the $1 -
$49 rancre, while only 1.2% of vehicle thefts and 
24.9% oj: all burglaries are in this category. 

• Comparison of the $1000+ category indicates that 
in contrast to the first observation, vehicle 
thefts are nearly five times the proportion of 
burglaries and burglaries are more than eight times 
the proportion of larcenies in this category. 

Cross-classification tables are frequently used to interpret survey 
data by comparing the demographic characteristics of the respondent 
with his/her expressed attitudes. For instance, consider the results 
of a 1975 American Institute of Public Opinion (AIPO~ Poll which 
asked a sample of the public the question, "Do you think the use of 
marijuana should be made legal or not? Specifically, we are inter
ested in examining the relationship between college status, i.e., 
whether a person is a college student or not, and their response to 
this question." Exhibit 3.47 presents a shell of the 2x2 cross-clas
sification table that could be used to address this question. 

Let's assume that 1600 citizens were included in this survey and 
that 400 of the respondents were currently colleqe students (deliber
ate oversampling of the college student population) and that the 
data were cross-tabulated, resulting in the table presented in Exhib
it 3.48. 

Scanning Exhibit 3.48 indicates a significant difference in opinion 
about legalizing marijuana between the public and college students. 
It is preferable, however, to compare the percentages for two rea
sons: 1) percentages are easier to understand and compare particu
larly in more complex tabl~ and 2) the different number of college 
students (400) and the public (1200) requires the use of proportions 
to interpret these nuniliers. 
Exhibit 3.49 clearly presents the relationship between college stat
us and attitude about marijuana. However, most cross-tabulations 
do not result in such clear interpretations. To the contrary, ambi
guity more often than not characterizes interpretin~ variable rela
tionshi(;s. Most of the time, use of percentages can effectively com
municate the nature of the problem. However, as will be presented 
in the next section, there are a number of inferential techniques 
for determining whether a statistically significant relationship 
exists. 
Another method for examining the relationship between a pair of var
iables and for desc~ibing pa't:.terns in numerical data is the scatter 
diagram. In Exhibit 3.50 the table presents data on two variables 
for each of the ten cities in the hypothetical State of Paradise. 
Each city has been measured using a measure of population density 
and an indicator of the crime level. It seems plausible that the 
hiqher an area's population density, the more crime there is likely 
to be. Denser communities tend to have poorer populations, more 
minority populations, more iuveniles and higher unemployment. View
ing the data helps to verify the hypothesized relationshipc 
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Exhibit 3.47 
Cross Tabulation Example 

College Students public 

'les 

ReSponse No 

Response 

Ress:onse 

No Opinion 

Question: Do you think the use of marljuana 
should be made legal or not1 

Source: sourcebook, 1976. 

Exhibit 3.48 
Cross Tabulation Example 

College Students public Tota.Ls 

-
'les 20a 300 SOa' 

No 172 840 1,012 

tlo Opinion 20 60 ao 

-
Totals 400 1,200 

Question: Do you think the use of marijuana should be 
made legal or not? 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976. 

Exhibit 3.49 
Cross Tabulation Example 

College Students Public 

'les 52\ (20a) 25", (3~0) 
Ho 43\ (172) 70\ (S40) 

Mo Opinion 5\ (2Q) S~ (60) 

Totals 100\ (400) 100\ (1200) 

QuestJ.on: CO you think; !:he use of rnarijuar.a shou!d 
be made legal or not? 

Source: Sourceboo~, 1976. 
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Population Incidence of 
Cities Density"" Crime"''''' 

A 800 2500 

B 3100 6200 

Chaos 4500 9140 

D 2600 5200 

E 2300 5500 

F 1500 2900 

G 1300 2700 

II 750 2200 

! 2000 3800 

3000 5500 

w 

--.I 
W 

.. Total Population 
Area (in sq. miles) 

"""" Total Crime Index per 100,000 population 

Source: Hypothetical Data 

- - - - -
Exhibit 3.50 

Scatter Diagram, Illustration 
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Note in the scatter diagram in Exhibit 3.50 the following features: 

a) each community has been plotted as a single dot 

b) the horizontal and vertical axes have been pro
portionately scaled and properly and fully labeled 

C) complete title and data source statements. 

Interpretation of scattergrams usually consists of three types of ap
proaches to the data. The first emphasizes the overall relationship 
exhibited by the data. In Exhibit 3.50 a strong positive linear re
lationship is visible. other types of relationsh.ips include the 
curvilinear relationship illustrated in Exhibit 3.51. In this scat
ter diagram the monthly total incidence of burglary (seasonally ad
justed) has been plotted for a five year period. A curve has been 
drawn through the plotted points which appears to "best fit" the 
data. 

Many times an analyst is confronted by an ambiguous pattern of data 
in which no relationship is exhibited. However, a no relationship 
finding may be just as significant as finding a linear or curvilin
ear pattern in the data. For instance, in program evaluation or 
productivity studies, the analyst hypothesizes a certain relation
ship between program activities (independent variables) and evalua
tive criteria such as crime reduction or imporved efficiency (depen
dent variables). If no such relationship is established then cer
tainly it would be a significant evaluative finding. It is expected 
that planned intervention will have an effect. If it does not, de
cision-makers need this information as much, if not more, than when 
such impacts are clear in one direction or another. 

A second approach to interpreting scatter diagrams involves examin
ing the tendency of the dots to cluster. In Exhibit 3.52 ten SMSA's 
have been plotted based on two attributes: total index crime per 
100,000 population and police per 100,000 population. These ten 
SMSA are the highest and lowest in the u.s. relative to the total 
crime index. Note how these SMSA's also tend to have low police 
per capita rates, while those with high crime rates tend to have 
higher police per capita rates. Similarly, in Exhibit 3.50, note 
the t\vO major clusters of cities--H, A, G, F and H, and 0, J, E and 
B. Further analyses of these two exhibits might focus on identify
ing possible explanations for the clusters as well as on developing 
descriptive labels for each cluster that captures what it is that 
the cluster represents. 

The final approach to interpreting scatter diagrams emphasizes, so
called, outliers. These are dots which have extreme values. In 
Exhibit 3.52 Las Vegas and Kingsport-Bristol are such outliers. 
By attempting to understand why these communities are unique, an 
interpretation can be enhanced. 
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Exhibit 3.51 

Scatter Diagram Illustration, 

Monthly Residential Burglary Trend in Peoria 
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Low SMSl\'s 

Officers 

Altoona, Pa. 2112 113 

Kingsport-Bristol, Tenn. 2159 BO 

La.tlcaster, Pa. 2244 126 

Reading, Pa. 2167 194 

utlca-Pnrnc, N. Y. 2192 278 

Iligh SNSl\'o 

W Phoenix, Ar. 9795 1901 

Mian".i, Fl. 9130 1621 

...J Las VCYAS, Nev. 93lB 
0'1 

934 

Gainesville, n. 932B 209 

Fort Lauderdale- 9252 883 
Ilolly"ood, Fl. 

Source: Sourcebook, 1976 

- - - - - - -

Exhibit 3.52 

scatter Diagram, Illustration 
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Exercise #10 - Scatter Diagl('£ms 

Purpose 

This exercise gives the participants an opportunity to prac
tice preparing and interpreting scatter ':liagrams. 

Activities 
" On a scatter diagram show the percent of total arrests and 

percent of all inmates in the state of Paradise for the 
City Of Chaos and the other ten cities for 1975 using data 
in Exhibit 3.53. 
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PERCENT PERCENT pERCENT 
OF OF LAND OF ALL 

POPULATION AREA I INMATES 
.-

CITY A 1.00 1. 33 1..38 

CITY B 1.13 1.28 1.28 

CITY C 1.46 1.20 2.33 

CI'l'Y D 4.23 1.56 3.57 

CITY E 1. 78 1.40 1. 35 

2.20 1.51 2.46 

CITY G 15.63 .84 14.39 

2.33 1.20 1. 79 

CU'Y I 
-

l 1.91 1 •. 36 1.28 
I 

CITY J 

_ TOTALS I 
2:).62 1.02 I 38.60 

; 
~ 

i -

Exhibit 3.53 

STATE OF PARADISE 

Incarceration and Arrests by Citi.es I 1975 

PERCENT ARRESTED FOR EACH OFFENSE 
-

TOTAL 
ARRESTS HOM I C.tDE ROBBERY ASSAULT BURGLARY 

1.25 0.00 .31 .27 .74 

2.00 3.28 .46 .75 1.66 . 
2.40 .82 2.94 2.81 2.40 

4.62 5.74 ,- 11.44 4.93 6.50 I 
.67 .82 .62 .51 .38 

1.93 0.00 1.24 1.39 1.38 I 
10.97 14.75 18.08 15.27 13.64 

3.01 0.00 1. 39 1.66 3.23 
r 

1. 74 .82 0.00 .5·<1 1.25 ! 
27.08 34.43 45.13 43.25 35.47 

, 
I . 
1 I I .. 

f 

LARCENY FORGERY -.----
1.57 .26 

.,52 .40 

2.89 .93 

7.96 2.38 

1.15 .66 

I 1.13 1.99 

17.68 8.48 

2.89 1.59 

I 
1.03 .93 

32.89 52.72 

l • , 

I 
I 

I 
I 

! 
. 
t 

! 
i 

DA 

':', 

-~-

NGEROUS 

DRUGS 

.46 

.19 

.97 

5.67 

.68 

1.45 

13.63 

1.82 

.155 

40.17 

1--------:. 



Exhibit 3.53 

STATE OF PARADISE 

Inca.rce.ration and A.r.rests by Citles, 1975 

PERCENT PERCENT I PERCENT PERCENT ARRESTED FOR EACH OE' FENSE 
-

OF OF LAND 1,_ OF ALL TOTAL 
POPUI,ATION AREA J INMATES ARRESTS HOMICIDE 

-
CITY A 1.00 1.33 1.38 1.25 0.00 

CITY B 

CITY C 

1.13 1.28 1.28 2.00 3.28 

I 1.46 1.20 2.33 2.40 .82 

CITY D 4.23 1.56 ·1 3.57 4.62 5.74 

CITY E 1.78 1.40 1.35 .67 .8: " , 

2.20 1.51 2.46 1.93 0.00 
," 

CIT'[ G 15.63 .04 14.39 10.97 14.75 

Cl'rY H 2.33 1.20 1. 79 3.01 0.00 
, 

CITY I 1.91 1.36 I 1.28 1. 74 .82 
• I 

20.62 1.02 I 
I 

38.60 27.08 34.43 
I 
I 

I i -- ------

------'--

ROBBERY ASSAUL'r 

.31 .27 

.46 .75 

2.94 2.81 

11.44 4.93 

.62 .51 

1.24 1.39 

18.08 15.27 

1.39 1.66 

0.00 .54 

45.13 43.25 , 

I 

.-.------,.----,--
BfJRGLf ~RY LARCENY FORGERY 

DJ'.NGEROUS 

DRUGS 

.74 1.57 .26 .46 

1.66 .52 .40 .19 

2·40 2.89 .93 
I 

.97 

6.50 7.96 2.38 
f 

5.67 

.38 L1S .66 } .68 

1.38 1.13 1.99 I 1.45 

13.64 

3.23 

17.68 8.48 I 13.63 

! 2.89 1.59 1.82 

1.25 

35.47 I 1.03 .93 .65 
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Foreword 

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is actively 

engaged in providing assistance to state and local governments to 
support th~lir planning capabilities. Good planning is indispens

able to th~ development and implementation of effective programs 
for improving criminal justice and reducing crime. Planners know 

that they must begin with an analysis of the crime and criminal 
justice problems they face and that the chances for a rational 

allocation of the system's scarce resources are enhanced when the 
relevance of the data to the problem at hand is clearly apparent. 

A powerful tool at the planner's dis'9sal is the data 
collected and analyzed during the earliest steps of the planning 

process. However, it is in these early steps that the greatest 
difficulties are encountered. 

The expertise of analyst~, planners, researchers, statisti

cians, and of greatest importance, people who have had direct 
personal experience with state and local crime analysis and 
planning processes have been tapped by GEAA to develop and 

deliver a training course which is an Introduction to Analysis of --, 

Crime and the Criminal Justice System. This training course is 

being offered to state and local governn\ents to assist and 
support the ir capab il i ties to ident ify, a~quirc, ,.and u til ize the 

best available data, analytic techniques, and problem-solving 

methods. 
LEAA has developed a training course in Planning, and has 

under development a course in Evalua~ion. The design of these 

programs of instruction is intended to form a comprehensive and 
complementary package for the assistance of state and local 
criminal justice agencies. These three courses, the Planning 
course, and the Analysis and Evaluation courses--once successfully 

pilot-tested--are being offered by the LEAA sponsored Criminal 

Justice Training Center system. 
The analysis course materials, including the Text, 

Instructor Guide, and Administrative Plan, are to be considered 



in draft form until the final pilot-testing of the materials 1S 
successfully completed by the Criminal Justice Training Center at 
the University of Southern California. Upon successful pilot
testing in December, 1977, the material and course are to be made 

available throughout the Training Center system during 1978. 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

I Title: Module 3: Data Interpretation - Crime 

Lecturer: 

I Objectives: 
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A major 'theme of this training program is to develop tools and 
skills essential for c.riminal justice analysis. Descriptive and 
inferential statistics are a traditional starting point for the 
interpretation of crime data, and, thus, are the focus of this 
module. 

The emphasis throughout is on practical, useful and readily under
stood methods. Mathematical theory is not dealt with; instead, 
demonstrat.ing problem-solving using the statistics is the primary 
goal. In going over the following material, the re~der should 
focus on: (1) how the results of the various calculations are 
used to interpret crime data; and (2) when the use of a specific 
analytic tool is appropriate. 

In the second portion ~t the module inferential tools are presented 
which have ~rJide applidl.~~ion to two generic problems encountered by 
analysts of crime. The first involves inherent problems of ex
plaining crime. Two methods which have application to crime data 
and that aid in examining the relationships ;,bebveen crime and other 
variables are presented. The second problerr/ generic to crime 
analysis and planning is prediction. In thlLs module the empha~U.s 
is on eo.sy to use and interpret prediction(methods deemphasizing 
theory but covering the limits and strengt,\1s of the p~~'~diction 
rr.etho6.s .I'j 

After completing thi,s module, participants should be able tc; 
, 

1. Identify and distinguish between: 
. • measures of central tendency and measures of varia-

tion ' 
• mode, mean, and median 
• indeX of quaJ.itative variation, range and averag'e 

deviation 
• pie charts, bar graphs, time charts, and frequency 

histograms 
• descriptive and inferential statistics 

2. Calculate and interpret the following: 
tJ rates, percentages , percent change 
• mode, medi'an and median 
II ra:t:lge, index of qualitative variation, and average 

deviation 
• a percentage:u cross classification table 
• scatter diagra.:;ts 



:0 

. 
3. Define, calculate and interpret the following: 

• chi square statistic 
• correlation coefficient 
• regression coefficients 

4. Be able to explain and utilize the following concepts; 
• central tendency 
... variation 
• distributions 
.. association 
... independence/dependence 
• prediction 
• time series model 
., causal model 

5. Be able to explain the purpose and outline the qeneral 
, "';'" 

process of statistical tests. 
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MODULE 2 

Data Interpretation--Crime 

start of Volume Two 

III. Inferential Tools 

A. M~asures of AssQciation 

B. 

1. Chi Square Test of Independence 

Exercise #11: Chi-Square 
Test 

2. Correlation Coefficient 

E~ercise #12: Correlation 
Analysis 

. 

Methods of Prediction 
1. Forecasting Crime on the Basis of Time 

Series Data " 
2. Forecasting Tools 

• Smoothing Techniques 
• Visual Estimation 
• Linear Regression 

I Exercise #13: predict.ions] 
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III. INFERENTIAL TOOLS 

Inference in crime analysis is the process of moving from a small 
sample of data and an incomplete knowledge of a jurisdiction to 
generaliztions about the nature of crime and its consequence. 
Problem identification and formulation be~ins with individual and 
collective intuition; intuition that is based upon some degree of 
knowledge of the local crime problem. Data are then collected 
from a variety of sources which ad~xess the questions and issues 
that have intuitively been identified. The various:¢J.escriptive 
tools presented in the previous sections are used as\p.ids in de
veloping generalizations about the community crime problem. HoW
ever ( the high cost of complete information, the lack of compre
hensive data and the availability of sample data suggest the use 
of statistical inference in the formulation of ,'problem statements. 

In this portion of Module 3 two concepts are discussed~ associa
t~on and prediction. Measures of associatio~ are used in deter
mining the strength of the rela';tionship betweetlJ. 'blO or more vari
abies. The first method to be :\¢l.iscussed is the Ch:':.-Square test 
of independence used to aid in\\:.he analysis of cross classifica-
tion tables. For example, cons::'der a study which has organized 
data for the City of Chaos into its five major neighborhoods. 
Recently the Mayor of Chaos surveyed residents of the city asking 
them if they had a high or low regard for local law enforcement 
effort'.s. Exhibit 3.54 is the shell of the resul,ting cross' classi
fication. If the two classifications are dependent then the pro
portion of high and low responses systematically varies from 
neighborhood to neighborhood. Bringing this relationship to 
the Mayor's attention would help to target resources for law 
enforcement in neighborhoods of the city where the greatest impact 
might be achieved. 

EXHIBIT 3.54 

Chaos City Survey, Cross Tabulation Shell 

Regard 
for 

Police 

High Regard 

Low Regard 
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A second measure of association is the correlation coefficient 
which is used to determine the numerical strength of a relation
ship between two quantitative variables, and to help in the inter
pretation of scatter diagrams. It is a convenient single summary, 
statistic widely used in the social sciences to characterize bi
variate relationships. 

A discussion of methods of prediction concludes the mpdu1e. While 
the emphasis is on methods useful in determining a point-estimate 
of some future condition, an overview of alternative forecasting 
methods is presented. A point-estimate is a single value of a 
variable of. interest, such as prison population in the hypothetical 
State of Pa,J:Efdise, determined for some future date (such as next 
year or fi~' )ears in the future) and bound by a confidence inter
val placed on the point-estimate. For example, given historical 
prison population data, regression methods provide a means to de
termin~ a point~estimate prediction of the prison population in 
1980 or 1985 and to develop a sense of the relative accuracy of 
the prediction. 

A. Measures of Association 

This section is divided into two parts. In the first the Chi
Square statistic is defined and examples of its application are 
presented. In the second part the correlation coefficient's use 
is presented. Both presentations emphasize the-definition of 
these measures of association, how they are applied, and how they 
are interpreted. 

Statistical tests are an important aspect fOJ: using both measures 
of association and in regression analysis covered in the next 
section. A statistical test is a step-by-step process used to 
help organize and interpret various inferential statistics. This 
process consists of: 

1) Stating a Null Hypothesis 

A null hypothesis is a mathematical statement that suggests there 
is no relationship between the variables being studied. An example 
null hypothesis is that IIthere is no relationship between where a 
person lives in the City of Chaos and his attitude toward the 
police. 

2) Stating an Alternative Hypothesis 

An alternative hypothesis is simply the affirmative statement of 
the null hypothesis; i. e., "there is a relationship between where 
a person lives in the City of Chaos and his attitude toward the 

l ' " po ~ce. 

3) Selecting the Appropriate St, . .atistical Test 

A statistical test is a means for determining the statistical sig
nificance of the association between two variables. It is a test 
in that a calculated statistic (from the data) ir.:p comr.?red to a 
predicted value of the statistic obtained'from t~b1es of such statis
tics. What is being tested is whether the measured association 
could ~easonably be attributed to sampling errors (i.e., unre
presentative). This presentation is restricted to the Chi-Square 
test. 
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4) Determining the Level of Significance, to be Applied 
to the Problem 

The level of significance is interpreted as the probability of 
an association having resulted from sampling error, i.e., if the 
1e'i~e1 of significance is set at .05, this would indicate the pro
bability of the observed association having resulted from sampling 
error was 50/1000. .=~ 

5) Calculating the Test stati'J}pic 

6) Comparing the Test Statist~;c to Table Va1ue~ 
7) ~nterpreting the Finding(s) of the Test. 

Problems in utilizing such tests result from the improper state
ment of. the null hypothesis, a misunderstanding of the underlying 
assumptions of such tests, and the misinterpretation of .the find
ings. Perhaps the greatest danger in applying measures of asso
ciation is what is referred to as a "spurious" correlation. A"C 
relationship is spurious when either there are illegitimate infer
ences of causation or when two variables are related only by a 
third: 

Studies have indicated a high correlation between 
poverty and delinquent behavior. Children of poor 
families naturally tend toward crime and delinquency. 

\'." 

The pbint here is that the existence of a corre1affon does not 
prove the causal connection. As an example of the second problem, 
consider the earlier discussion of the relationship between popu
lation density and the crime rate. The model implied here is 

higher density ., 
higher crime rate 

which apparently has SQme merit. /However, population density does 
not directly cause crimes to occur. Instead, there must be some 
intervening factorls such as reduced police visib:j..1i ty which result 
in the higher crime rates; 

higher density ., 
less police visibility 

• higher crime rate 

A final problem in making i,nferences is suggested by Exhibit 3.52. 
In this scatter diagram only the extreme SMSA's are presented. 
What would the scattergram look like if all SMS~'s were plotted?, 
Could the same inferences be drawn about the rei!J.ationship betweeh' 
law enforcement and crime incidence? ", 

i.\ 
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1. Chi-Square Test of Independence 

To illustrate the Chi-Square test of independence the hypotheti
cal survey undertaken in Chaos concerning citizen regard for law 
enforcement has been completed. Responses to the question, "Would 
you say, in general, that your local police are doing a good job 
or a poor job?" are classified by the neighborhood of the respon
dent in Exhibit 3.55. The first step ir determining whether the 
two classications are independent is t( state the nuil hypothesis: 

a) Null Hypothesis: neighborhood is independent of 
attitude toward police. 

The next step is to state the alternative hypothesis: 

b) Alternative Hypoth'esis: attitude is dependent on 
the neighborhood of the 
respondent. 

The third step is to select an appropriate test statistic. The 
Chi-Square test is designed to measure the covariation in two 

EXHIBIT 3.55 

Neighborhoods 

I II III IV 'rotall Good 39 21 17 32 Job 150 

Poor 6 24 58 55 50 1 J'ob 

Total 45 45 25 37 200 

Source.: Hypothetical Data ----
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qualitative variables based on the number of cases in each category. I 
Selection of the Chi-Square test is based on 1) the need to inter-
pret a cross classification table and 2) a total count of five or 
more in each cell of the table. 

c) Test Statistic: Chi-Square (X 2
). 

The fourth step is to determine the level of significance to be 
applied to the problem. Stated another way, the need is to estab
lish a rejection region for values of the calculated Chi-Square. 
If the test statistic falls into t~e rejection region then the 

'" rlull hYl?othesis is rejected. 

Two pieces of information ,are nE.~cessary to establish a rejection 
region; the level of significance desired (usually .05), 
and the dt:.'grees of freedom associated vlith the problem. Degrees 
of 'freedom refer to the number or d q ta points '\vhich may vary after 
certain restrictions are placed on the data. The concept is im
portant since the Chi-Square statistic is a probability distribu-
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tion which varies according to the number of degrees of freedom: 
change the degrees of freedom and you change the shape of the 
Chi-Square probability distribution, and conseque~tlYI the table 
value of the Chi-Square statistic used to establi15h a rejecti:6h 
region. I 

\' 

In Chi-Square tests the number of degrees of freedom is calculated 
using the formula: 

Degrees of Freedom = (R-l) (C-l) 
(df) 

where: R = nuntber of rows, in the 
cross classification table 

C = number of columns in the 
cross classification table. 

In Exhibit 3.55 there are two rows and five columns. Therefore, 
the number of df = (2-1) (5-1) = 4. Consequently, the null hypo
thesis can be rejected if the tabulated value of X2 is less than 
the table value of X2 for the level of Significance (a) equal to 
.05 and df = 4 which is, according to Exhibit 3.56, 9.49. 

EXHIBIT 3.56 

Selected Values of Chi-Square . 

df a=.05 

1 3.84 
2 5.99 
3 7.81 
4 9.49 
5 11.07 
6 12.59 
7 14.07 
8 15.50 
9 16.91 , " .... 

10 18.30 

Source: Hypothetical Data 

d) Rejection Region: Chi-Square (calculated) less 
than or equal to 9.49. 

The fifth step in the analysis is the calculation of the X2 from 
the data in Exhibit 3.55. This is a two-part procedure. First, 
it is necessary to estimate the expected cell counts. The expec
ted cell counts are the cell counts we would expect assuming the 
null hypothesis was true, i.e., attitudes were independent of 
neighborhood. These expected cell counts <::re calculated indepenr 
dent of neighborhood. The expected cell counts are calculated 
using the formula: 

Expected Cell Count (E) = (ROW Total) (Column Total) 
Total Number in Sample 

3 - 85 
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The 
mula 

data in Exhibit 3.55 the expected cell counts are: 

Good Job, Neighborhood I= (150) (45) = 11.25 
200 

Good Job, Neighborhood II= (150) (45) = 11. 25 
20-0-

Good Job t Neighborhood III= (150) (25) = 18.75 
200 

Good Job, Neighborhood IV= (150) (37) = 27.75 
200 

Good Job, Neighborhood V= (150) (24) = 18.00 
200 

Poor Job, Neighborhood I= (50) (45) = 11.25 
200 

Poor Job r Neighborhood II= (50) (45) = 11. 25 
200 

Poor Job, Neighborhood III= (50) (25 ) = 6.25 
200 

Poor Job, Neighborhood IV= (50) (37) = 9.25 
200 

Poor Job, Neighborhood V= (50) (24 ) = 16.80 
200 

second part in calculating X
2 is applying the following for-

to the data: 

X2 = E (O-E)2 
E 

where: X2 = chi square statistic 

o = observed cell counts 

E = Expected cell counts 

Substituting into this formula, chi square equals: 

X2 = (39-11.25)2 + (21-11.25)2 + (17-18.75)2 
11.25 11.25 18.75 

+ (32-27.75)2 + (17-18.00)2 + (6-11.25)2 
27.75 18.00 11.25 

+ (24-11.25) 2 + (8-6.25) 2 + (5-9.25)2 + (7-16.80)2 
11.25 6.25 9.25 16.80 

X2 = 82.15 

e) Calculated X2 = 82.15 
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The sixth step requires comparing the calculated X2 with the 
table value of chi square. Since calculated X2 (82.15) exceeds 
the table value (9.49) it can be concluded that the classifica
tion attitude about police performance and neighborhood are de
pendent. That is, we reject the null hypothesis that the two 
classifications are independent. 

f) X2 (calculated) = 82.15 

X2 (table) = 9.49 

. X2 (calculated) > X2 (table) 

therefore reject the null hypothesis. 

We can conclude based on this test that the distribution of re
spondents in the categories "good job" and "bad job" depends on 
the neighborhood in which the respondent resides. 

Chi Square Test 

Null Hypothesis: the two classifications are 
independent 

Alternative Hypothesis; the two classifications 
are dependent. 

Test Statistic: 

X 2 = E (O-E) 2 
E 

Rejection Region: Reject null hypothesis if X2 
(calculated) exceeds X2 (table) 
for a = .05 and dfE = (R-l) (C-l) . 

The Chi-Square test should be used in conjunction with percent 
comparisons of cross classifications, thus enriching the interpre
tations of the data. The two examples in this section have not 
used percent comparisons. How might conclusions reached be elabor
ated and enhanced by percentages from the respective tables? 
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Consider the following table that uses the same Chaos City 
survey data; but here cross classified by race of respondent: 

1) 
2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

White Negro Totals 

Good Job 80 25 

Bad Job 45 50 

Totals 125 75 

Ho: Classifications are independent 

Ha: Classifications are dependent 

Test Statistic: X2 

150 

50 

200 

Rejection Region: a :::: . 0 5, df = (R -1) (C -1) :: 
(2-1) (2-1) = 1 X2 (table)= 
3.84 (see Exhibit 3.47) 

Calculated X2 = 
1. 

2. 

Expected cell counts = 
Good Job, Whites (150) (125) = 93.75 

200 

Good Job I Blacks (150) (75) = 56.25 

Bad Job, Whites (50) 

Bad Job I Blacks (50 ) 

X2 = E(O-E)2 
E 

(45-31.25) 2 
31. 25 

X2 = 38.78 

:::: (80-93,75)2 + 
--93.75 

+ (50-18.75)2 
18.75 

200 

(125) .- 31. 25 
200 

(75) = 18.75 
200 

('25-56,25)2 + 
56,25" 

6) X2 (calculated) (38.78) is greater than X2 
(table) (3.84), therefore reject null hypothesis. 

7) Conclusion is that the distribution of attitudes 
towards whether police are perceived as doing a 
good or bad job depends on the race of the re
spondent. 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE 11 

CHI-SQUARE TEST 

This exercise gives the participants an opportunity to practice 
the chi-square test of independence. 
Activities 

From the data in Exhibit,3.S7 analyze and interpret the results 
of the survey of residents of the State of Paradise, using the 
Chi-Square test of independence. 
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Exhibit 3.57 

STATE OF PARADISE 

Burglary Crime Trends, by Area, 1974 and 1975 

AREA 1974 1975 

Orban 20,152 25,628 

Urban-Rural 8,196 7,105 

Rural 10,050 8,050 

STATE OF PARADISE 

Victimization Survey Results, Burglary, 1975* 

Urban- I 
Urban Rural Rural I 

I 
Most Important 200 ! 55 31 

.-' \ 1 
I , 

Very Important 356 I 52 28 I 

Important 90 31 158 

Slightly Important 52 50 62 

Not Important 41 62 81 

NO Response 61 5,0 40 

* How important is Burglary in terms of your community's crime problem 
(5-Most important, 4-Very important, 3-Important, 2-Slightly important, 
I-Not important:) 
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2, Correlation Coefficient 

One means of summarizing the relationship displayed in a scatter 
diagram is the correlation coefficien .. In this section Pearson's 
correlation coefficient is presented as a tool used to indicate the 
nature and strength of ~~e relationship between two quantitative 
variables as well as a means of interpreting scatter diagrams. 

In Exhibit 3.50 crime rates were plotted against population den
sities for the ten cities in the hypothetical state of Paradise. 
It has been assumed in this example that the crime rate is the de
pendent variable (Y) and population density is the independent. 
variable (X) ~ If these two variables are linearly related then 
the correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree of rela
tionship present. Two characteristics of the correlation co
efficient are important: 

• the sign (+) or (-) indicates whether the relation
ship is positive or negative, direct or inverse . 

• the coefficient varies in size from +1.0 to -1.0. 
A + 1.0 indicates a perfect positive correlation; 
a 0 indicates the lack of any relationship, and 
-1.0 a perfect negative correlation. 

In order to calculate the correlation coefficient for the data in 
Exhibit 3.50 the following formula is used: 

• 
Correlation Coefficient = ~XY-(~X) (~Y)/N 

( r) IE X 2 - E X Z IN I~ y 2 - ( ~ y ) 2 /::-1 
where: Y = dependent variable values 

X = independent variable values 

N = number of cases/observations 

For this problem N = 10, and using the following table format, 
the calculation of the correlation coefficient requires, first the 
calculation of the individual summations, and secondly, the substi
tution of the summations into the formula. 
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x Y X2 y2 XY 

800 I 2,500 640,000 6,250,000 2,000,000 
3,100 

I 
6 , 20 (I 9,610,000 38,440,000 19,220,000 

4,500 9,140 20,250,~00 83,539,600 41,130,000 
2,600 5,200 6,760,000 27,040,000 13,520,000 

! 
2,300 5,500 5,290,000 30,250,000 12,650,000 
1,500 2,900 2,250,000 i 8,410,000 4,350,000 
1,300 2,700 1,690,000 7 , 290 , 000 3,510,000 

750 2,200 56'2,500 4,840,000 1,650,000 
2,000 3,800 4,000,000 14,440,000 7,500,000 
3,000 5,500 9,000,000 30,250,000 16,500,000 

" 
35,800 I 45,640 60,052,000 250,749,000 81,000,000 

EX = 35,800 

EY = 45,640 

EX2= 60,052,500 

Ey2= 25,074,960 

EXY= 81,000,000 

Substituting in the formula for the correlation coefficient after 
laboriously calculating the various summations results ~n an r = 
.98019. Thus a strong positive correlation exists between the 
independ~nt variable, population density and the dependent vari
able, crime rate. That is, relatively high density communities 
are associated with higher crime rates. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
j 

As a second example consider the scatter diagram presented in Ex
hibit 3.52. Here the calculated correlation coefficient is .73754 
which interpreted means that a strong positive correlation exists 
between the il);0:ependent variable, police per 100,000 population and 
the total crime index per 100,000 population which is the depen
dent variable. That is, communities with relatively large numbers 
of police tend to have higher crime rates. This example illus
trates the difficulty in establishing which is the dependent and 
which is the independent variable. In statistical inference as 
in all of criminal justice analysis there is no substitute for 
common sense and plausibility in making persuasive arguments. 

"Because that's where they keep the money"--Willie 
Sutton, when asked why he robbed banks." (12) 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE 12 

CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

This exercise gives the pa"rticipants an opportunity to practice 
calculating and interpreting correlation coefficients. 

Activities 
a) Calculate~he correlation for the residential 

and non-residential burglary crimes for the 
ten cities in the State of Paradise for 1975 
using data in Exhibit 3.58 and 3.59. .~ 

b) Calculate the correlation coefficient for 
burglary crime trends and motor vehicle crime 
trends for the ten cities in the State of 
Paradise for 1974, using data in Exhibit 3.60 
and 3.61. 

c) Calculate the correlation coefficient for the 
City of Chaos and the ten other cities in the 
state of Paradise for 1975 regarding judges 
as a percent of total judges and cases filed 
as percent of total cases filed using data in 
Exhibit 3.62. 

d) Interpret each of these ana.1yses. 

'. ' 
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Exhlbit 3.58 I 
STATE OF PARADISE 

Residential BurgJ.ary crime iJ:'rends, by City, 1974 and 1975 
I, 

i' 

OFFENSES 1974 
/l Offenses " 

JURISDICTION 1974 1975 Per 1000 
% Change Hou~,ing 

I 
I 

Number Rate * Number Rate * in Rate Units 

I 
STATE TOTAL 23,493 8.98 26,616 10.03 I 11. 7 25.5 I 

, 
I ~itY • 788 4.61 I 772 4.44 - 3.7 

I 
12.4 

City B l~254 6.30 I 1,226 5.97 - 5.2 
, 17.9 ! I 

I 
I 

! ! 
City D 620 3.61 I 973 5.60 55.1 . 9.8 I I ~ ! 

I 
; 

1 
. 

I 
I 

I 
i 

City E 1,102 4.70 I 1,327 5.56 18.3 
, 

13.5 
l I 

, 
t , 

City F I 477 
I 

2.93 606 3.72 27.0 7.6 I I 

" 
I ! . ! I 

i 
10,435 I 11~582 16.05 8.4 44.6 

114 . 80 

2,145 8.58 2,354 9.30 8.4 25.6 

305 2.74 395 3.50 27.7 6.9 

103 1.51 133 1.91 26.5 4'.8 

.-
= number of crimes per 1,000 population 

CJ.t:y G 6,264 .14.27 14.3 7,24? 16.31 

CIil'.OS 

City H 

I 

~
ity I 

City J 

~"---I / 
\: 

W' Rate 

40.3 

\1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Source: Hypothetical data. I 
'I 
II 

I 
I 
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I Exhibi t 3.59 

I 
STATE OF PARADISE 

N<:m-Residential Burglary crime Tre~ds I by City, 1974 and 1975 

I 
I 

I 
" 

OFFENSES 1974 
Offenses 
Per 1000 

I 1974 1975 
JURISDIC'l'ION Commercial I 

I 
Number Rate * Number Rate * Estab1iShments**! 

II: I ! ! 
STATE TOTAL 13,702 5.27 I 

14,367 5.45 401.0 
" f I · 

I 
I 
I: 
I 

1 I I I · 
City A 515 I I 590 

I 
3.01 : 3.39 441.9 ! : 

I I 
I l 

City B 625 I 3.14 718 I, 3.50 254.6. I 

I 
t i 
I I 

City D 627 ! 3.65 622 3.5e. 240.5 I 
I I 

I I I 

City 825 i 3.52 862 3.61 275.1 ! 
E ! I 

! /;' , · " 
, 

~ 

, , 
City F 997 

, 
6.11 i 905 5.56 387.2 

1 .' I 
3,445 7.85 

I 
3/395 7.64 589.9 

I City G ~ I · 
CH.l\OS 4,834 6.86 5,412 7.50 584.8 

I =w-=· 
city H 1,265 5.06 1,13J. 4.47 41.5.2 

I 
City I 418 3.75 498 4.41 226.4 

City J 151 2.21 234 3.37 116.3 

I * Rate = number of crimes per 1,000 popu1at.ion 

I 
** Commercial establishments = wholesale + retail establishments 

Source: Hypothetical data. 

I 
I' 

'" 
I 
I 
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E:l<hibi t 3.60 I 
S~ATE OF PARADISE 

Burglary Crime Trends by City, 1974 and 1975 I 

OFFENSES I I 
! 

JURISDICTION 1974 1975 I 
Number Rate * Number Rate* . 

"--

! STAri'E TOTAL 5a,398 I 14.33 80,983 I 15.47 
I 

• 'it' ; . , 
'I 

City A 1,303 7.61 1,362 7.82 I 
City B 1,951 9.81 1,944 9.47 

City 0 1,247 7.25 1,595 9.17 I 
city E 1,927 8.21 2,189 9.17 

City F 1,474 9.04 1,511 9.28 

\~ 

I 
.' 

Cit.y G 9,809 22.34 ?o ,643 23.94 
" 

CHl\.OS 15,269 21.65 ~,~,994 23.55 
I 

city H 3,412 13.65 3,485 13.77 'I 
city I 752 6.75 893 7.90 

City J 254 3.71 367 5.28 ~l 

* Rate = nwnber of crimes per 1,000 population I 
source: Hypothetical data. I 

I 
'I 

Ii 

I 
t 
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I· Exhibi t 3. ~51 

STATE OF PAMIJlISE: 

I Motor Vehicle Crime Trends by Cit;y & State, 1974 a.nd 1975 .(, 

,I 

I 

,. 

t .~ 
OF1~'ENSES 

-' ~" 
1974 1975 'il '=., , '~') 

JURISDICTION R.!l.tt;\** t:>}t ** t -•• Cl e 
l Number Rate * (Vehicles) Number Rate * (Vehicles) 
I 

'I STATE TOTAL I \. 
I 

C\ , 
I 

(I, 

,I I city A ?49 1.45 ·~.66 280 1.60 1.73 
1\ 

City B 325 1.63 2.29 :354 1.72 2.:35 

I' City D 123 0.83 1.12 142 0.93 1:.23 
t, 

City E 301 1. 75 2.18 288 1.65 1.99 

I 
I 

C:ity F 345 1.47 1.94. 371 1.55 1.97 
. jJ 

City G 2,283 5.20 6.56 2,56§ 5.77 6.96 

C&"\OS 5,042 7.16 9.23 4,551 6.31 7.96 

'I 
I 

City H 243 1.49 1.62 245 1.50 1.57 
d 

city I .... 502 2.0:L 2.77 448 1.77 2.34 

I 
i/ li 

City IJ 
' 105 0.94 1.20 122 1.08 1.28 

I 

I * Rate = number of crimes per 1,000 population 

** Rate = number of crimes per 1,000 registered vehicles 

I) Source: Hypothetical data. 

I o i 

\\ 

I . ,. 

I 
o 

I· 
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~l ·~~:r ., 
Exnibi't 3.62 
\~ , 

STA~E OF PARADISE 

Comparative WO.i.:'kload Data bX District Court Judicial District 
and Administrative Judicial District, bV City, 1975 

(,( 

" ,lrl1LONY CASES MISDENEANOR 
. I 
'OTHER CASES 

DISTRIC'l' POPOLA,~ION JUDGES AS CASES FILED ,FILED AS A CASES FILED FILED AS A 
CO(RT AS PERCEN!~ A PERCENT AS PERCENrr PERCENT OF AS A PERCENT PERCENT OF 
JUbICIAL '," OF TOTAL 

" 
OF TOTAL OF 'I'OTAL TOl'AL FELONY OF TOTAL TOTAL OTHER .;, ie 

DISTRICT POPULATION'i JUDGES CASES FILED CASES f:'ILED NISDEMEANOR CASES FILED 
RANK RANK RANK RANK CASES FILED RANK RANK -----

~- 1.25 4 2.73 10 1. 76 5 1.99 9 2.14 5 1.27 4 
A 2.39 11 3.83 15 3.11 15 1.83 7 4.46 16 1.67 7 

,3 2.68 15 3.28 14 2.42 10 2.14 10 3.08 12 1.66 6 

B /4 5.31 20 7.10 21 4.67 19 3.30 17 5.21 20 4.18 20 

't5 8.45 22 8.74 22 9.41 22 7.87 22 11.95 24 6.56 22 

CHAOSn 

21.88 24 13.66 24 16.66 24 23.71 24 8.4.9 22 25.56 24 
2.30 10 2.19 4 2.46 11 .92 3 3.02 11 1.97 11 
2.75 17 2.19 5 2.78 

(0"ll., 

2.30 13 3.23 13 2.30 14 13 

ll~ 1.16 1.64 1 1.07 -- .70 1 1. :~4 4 .79 3 3 3 
2.03 8 2.19 6 1.19 4 1.13 4 .98 2 1.46 5 

w III 2.60 1,4 2.19 7 3.34 2.48 14 4.34 ,io-' 15 2.26 13 
D 16 

I " 2.19 
\' 

f~ 
1.86 5 8 2.13 1.86 8 2.47 \' 6 1.77 9 6 ., 

It,) 10.93 
'\ 

20.46 OJ G 
16.07 23 23 15.011 23 18.08 23 10.13 23 23 

14 5.60 21 4.92 19 6.53 21 4.07 20 7.89 21 5.20 21 
(15 L97 7 2 .. 73 11 f~ .40 8 1.68 6 2.74 9 2.09 12 

E \i~ 2.08 9 2.73 12 ;:v.:::-37 7 2.21 11 2.73 8 1.96 10 
1.95 6 2~19 9 2.42 9 2.29 12 3.00 10 1. 75 8 

'1.8 1.00 2 1.64 2 1.02 2 1.60 5 1.20 3 .74 2 

F ~~ 2.70 16 4.37 16 3.77 17 3.41 18 4.65 17 2.76 16 
4.72 4.37 17 4.76 20 4.81 21 5.27 19 4.15 19 

G 
/21 2.59 ll. 37 18 2.74 12 3.13 16 2.52 7 2.97 17 
'.22 2.45' 12 2.73 13 2.96 14 3.97 19 3.34 14 2.40 15 
\: " 5.08 18 H-23 3.48 18 5.46" 20 4.28 18 2.03 15 3.49 18 

I --24 .64' 1 1.64 3 .68 .87 2 i' 1 .59 1 1 • .:l 

-?' 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 TOTALS 100.00 

,...---.-" " ~s 
!~~ 

.~, 

Source: Hypothetical Data " \:.1 

G 
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B. Methods of Prediction 

The systematic an~lysis of crime patterns over time is an essen
tial part of criminal justice planning because of the following: 

a. Prevention of crime is one basic goal of the 
criminal justice system. 

b. Criminal justice resources are limited; crime 
prevention priorities and the crime conditions 
that are responsive to local remedial act.ion 
must be identified. 

c. Evaluation of existing crime prevention pro
grams and assessment of the likely consequen
ces of futu~~ crime prevention strategies are 
most effectively accomplished through the 
analysis of past and prese~~ crime data. 

d. All programmatic planning aimed at controlling 
crime involves some type of analysis--this 
may be a hunch, intuition, or be the product 
of a more formal procedure. 

e. There is continually greater reliance on more 
systematic techniques for analyzing crime 
trends and predicting crime as the criminal 
justice system acquires more and better qual
ity data, installs computer facilities, and 
statistical techniques are refined and mastered. 

Time trend analysis is a technique for categorizing and studying 
movements in time series data (th.at is, movements in data consist
ing of successive values of a variable at monthly, yearly, or 
other regular time intervals). All types of crime-oriented data, 
e.g., UCR, victimization, system performance, system resources, 
and juvenile justice, are amenable to time trend analysis. The 
only constraints are "availability" (Le" having similar data 
from year to year) and compatability of different year and dif
ferent jurisdiction data. This section will focus on trends in 
index crimes to illustrate the techniques of prediction. Two ex
amples of time series of index crimes used are annual robbery data 
in a city's residential areas, and monthly auto thefts for the 
year 1974 that occurred during the high crime hours. 

What is the value of time trend analysis? Change over a 
short time period--most notably that from one year to the next-
can be misleading.. Longitudinal data enable the analyst to fully 
conceptualize crime patterns and also facilitate further analy
ses. This has relevance for the following: 

• Putting crime statistics in historical perspec
tive. A static picture of this year's crime does 
not say much about long term trends that may 
carry into the future. 

• AsseSSing the relationship between existing pro
grams and crime conditions. For example, a sharp 
increase in""r~ported rape between 1973 and 1974 
after eight years of slow but steady increases 
might suggest that a program implemented in 1974 
making it easier and less embarassing for women 
to report a rape is an important explanatory 
factor. 
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e Developing hypotheses concerning the factors 
that contribute to crime that might be tested 
using additional non-crime data. 

• Estimating present year data. For instance, 
UCR data often are not published for almost a 
year after they are collected. Time trend 
analysis makes it possible to use data from 
past years to develop estimates of current 
data. A locality's crime profile for the 
current year can be constructed from these 
estimates for planning and analytic purposes. 

• Determining the need for remedial actions. 
For example, a planner may discover that the 
homicide rate in Chaos City increased signi
ficantly in 1975, a fact that might encourage 
consideration of a range of programmatic re
sponses. A review of crime trends for the 
prior five year might disclose that the homi
cide rate is suceptible to large proportional 
changes--bo~n increases ahd decreases--but 
has, in facti changed relatively little since 
1969. The planner could then reasonably con
clude that the increases in 1975 do not repre
sent a fundamental shift. (See Exhibit 3.63 
on the following page.) 

• For.ecasting. An analysis of past crime trends 
may pexmit one to make certain assumptions 
about future directions of crime. Based on 
these assumptions one can employ certain statis
tical techniques to more systematically pre
dict future crime levels. 

1. Forecasting Crime on the Basis of Time Series Data 

Why should one forecast crime? The reasons have been suggested 
above. To recapitulate: 

o In order to establish crime prevention 
priorities to receive limited criminal 
justice resources; 

• To assess future programmatic needs; and 

• To apply more accurate and systematic tech
niques that the more informal forecasting 
criminal justice planners already do. 

The future is alwqys to sOme degree uncertain. Thus, no fore
cast is safe from error. Unforseen events can overturn a fore
cast. For example, the introduction of better anti-theft devices 
in cars can alter the trend in auto thefts. The procedures of 
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EXHIBIT 3,63 
HOMICIDE: FIVE·YEAR TREND FOR CHAOS CITY, 1970·1S75 
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Source: Hypothetical Data 
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extrapolation and forecasting,require the tacit assumption that 
there are to be no major shocks to the "social system," that is, 
all relevant factors such as demographic and economic conditions 
remain stable. Although forecasting can be quite helpful in 
programming (e.g., in the development of three-year plans), the 
possibility of large er~or, due to unforseen, indeed unforsee
able, conditions, in prediction exists. 

Generally, one· can make more accurate forecasts on the basis of 
longer time series than on the basis of shorter ones. Shorter 
time series have a tendency to mask anomalous fluctuations. For 
example, a three-year series of annual robbery data might look 
like that which appears in Exhibit 3.64. A longer ten-year 
series might reveal a very different trend, as seen from Exhibit 
3.65. In order to minimize the error in prediction, it is neces
sary to use as long a time series as is available. 

certain crimes, particularly indoor crimes and crimes of passion, 
may not be responsive to law enforcement efforts. For those 
crimes, prediction, as a basis for future crime prevention strate
gies, may not be valuable. 

Predicting crime merely on the basis of past crime assumes that 
past crime is the best "predictor" of future crime. This may be 
true in some cases, yet this forecasting model ignores the influ
ence that changes in socioeconomic and demographic characteristics 
have on crime. The characteristics of the population that have 
been found to most influence crime are the following: 

• the proportion of young people Ln the popu-
lation; 

• population growth; 

• population mobility; 

• family stability; and 

• poverty. 

Incorporation of these demographic variables into a prediction 
model are not discussed in the text, however, appropriate re
ferences in the selected bibliography at the end of the module 
have been made. 

There are additional sources of data such as characteristics of 
offenses (e.g., the proportion of homicides involving firearms, 
the proport.ion of rapes in which the offender was totally unknown 
to the victim) and "population at risk" (e.g., adjusting the num
ber of auto thefts by the number of automobiles) that would pro
vide a more detailed picture of the crime profile over time. For 
planning purposes these data should be included in forecasting 
models. 

Similarly, a comparison of crime trends ~mong similar jurisdictions 
or among sub-jurisdictional units produces a more useful analysis 
(see Exhibit 3.66) . 

It must be remembered that programmatic response to predicted 
crime problems are not found only in law enforcement. The planner 
must also examine a range of courts and corrections system policies 
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I 
Ii EXHIBIT 3.64 

THREE YEAR TIME SERIES OF ANNUAL ROBBERY DATA, CHAOS CITY, 
1971·1974 

I y 

I - (855) ~ 900 
Q.I 
.c 
.c 
0 

I 0: 700 ....... 
> (.) 

(642) c: 
Q.I 
::J 500 

I C" 
Q.I .. 

u.. 
"C 

300 . Q.I 

I: 1: 
0 
0. 
Q.I 
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I EXHIBIT 3.65 
TEN YEAR TIME SERIES OF ANNUAL ROBBERY DATA, CHAOS CITY, 
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EXHIBIT 3.66 
ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF REPORTED BURGLARY FOR FOUR CITIES, 

1964·1974 
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to explain past and present crime conditions and to predict 
future crime trends. 

2. Forecasting Tools 
There are three main elements of any forecast. Fii\::st, the analyst 
must decide on a time frame for the specific prediction. Changing 
the points in time for the prediction could affect both the specific 
tool to be used as well as the final product. Second, all forecasts 
rely on the past and specifically use relevant historical data to 
m~ke predictions. This assuqges the pas.t, or some portion of the 
past, is a good predictor of the future~ The third element is that 
forecasts are characterized by risk and uncertainty which will in
evitably produce errors in the analyst's predictions. 
There are basically two types of forecasting methods, one of which 
will be presented in this section. The time series model utilizes 
historical data of the variable to be forecast in making a predic
tion. This model assumes that the trends that occurred in the past 
will recur in the future. Such models are unable to account for 
significant policy changes or environmental changes and, hence, are 
limi ted in rneasuring the impact of proposed actions. Their major 
use is in establishing a baseline predition which assumes maintain
ing current conditions and trends. 
The second type of forecasting method is the ca~sal model. This 
technigue utilizes a closely associated variable to make a predic
tion of a second variable. That is, population growth is a good in
dicator of index crime change~, and so the analyst uses readily avail
able population projections to model and predict the crime rate. 
Causal models, in addition to being difficult to develop,require 
more historical data than do time series mod1els, and the ability to 
accurately predict the independent variable (population). However, 
causal models can more readily incorporate pOlicy or environmental 
changes. 

• Smoothing Techniques 
One method of making a short term projection ,is to apply smoothing 
technciques to the data. One such smoothing technique is a simple 
moving average. This technique has been appl:Led to the burglary 
data in Exhibit 3.67. The formula for calculciting the simple mov
ing averages is as follows: 

, 
MOVING AVERAGE r Xt +l = Xt - 1 

I ~ 
t 
I 

where I 
! 

Xt +l predicted value I = 
I ' __ I 

I Xt - l = observe6. value j 

I 
I 

N nUmber of prior time intE,~rvals I = , 
, 

.. i 
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EXNIBIT 3.67 
SCATTER DIAGRAM OF ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF REPORTED BURGLARY 

FOR CHAOS CITY, 1964·1974 

(2960) 

(1319) 

(1269) 
(1295) 

1000 "'----,--- I , I I I I I I I I 
-,,' ' -1964 1965 1966 196i 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Source: hypothetical data 
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I 
I Example 

I Reported 
Year Bur?I1aries 

1965 1319 

I 1966 1295 
1967 1409 
1968 1532 

I 
1969 1844 

( 1) X1970 = 1319 + 1295 + 140.9' + 1532 + 1844 

I 
5 -,-

X1970 = 1480 

", 

I (2) X1971 = 1295 + 1409 + 1532 + 1844 + 1450 
5 

X1971 = 1512 " 

J (3) X1972 = 1409 + 1532 + 1844 + 1480 + 1512 
5 

I 
X1972 = 1555 

.' v \::. 

(4) X1973 = ,1532 + 1844 + 1480 + 1512 + 1555 .";<' 

I 5 

X = 1585 1973, 
C:-

I (5) X1974 
1844 + 1480 + 1512 + 1555 + 1585 = 5 

X1974 = 15C!S 

I Time Period Observed Bur~laries Five-Year Forecast 

I 
1965 1319 

I 1966 1295 
1967 1409 
1968 1532 

I 

I 1969 1844 
1970 1480 
1971 1512 

I 
1972 1555 
1973 1585 
1974 1595 

I 
I 
I 

0 
t.::'-~ 

I 3 - 107 
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Exhibit 3.68 presents .,a crime pattern containing two components: 
the smooth component, representing the general long-term sweep of 
the data, called the lon.g--term trend roof the series; and the fluctu
ating component, \'lhich describes the changes at regular time in ter
vals--annually, seasonally, or hourly. In order to most accurately 
predict crime one must first mak,e assumptions about' the 10Ilg -term 
trend of the series, whether the fluctuating component ,.~'llll behave 
in the future as it has in the past, and what can be said about the 
general sweep of th,e data: is it curved, linear, or random? Under
standing the time·.)al:yipg behavior of crime requires cons ideration 
of a number of factob's.,. such as, have there been any chanqes in the 

.. , statutorv definitions of crime, police reportinq procedures, popula
tion dernoqraphics, or the environment of the iurisdiction that would 
suqqest a chanqe in crime trends. Have crime prevention proqrams 
been implemente~ or, are there possible chanqes in federal, state 
or local laws tha~ would influence the crime trend? 

• ViSual Estimation 
If the lona-cerm trend seems rouqhlv linear and other variables ap
pear irrelevant, predig.tions for 1975 may be made usinq straiGht 
line ~roiection or extrapolation, the second time series method to 
be introduced in this section. Linear regression ("least squares") 
analysis is one approach to choosing the line; it assumes the lon~l':' 
term pattern of change to be fairly constant in rate. Calculations 
can be made easily by computer or calculator. Linear regression as 
a method can adjust a prediction based on a whole series of varia
bles and in this context is a causal model. Here it is used only 
as a mathematical tool for defining a line which "best" fits the 
data so that one can extend that line as a predictive tool. Vi$ual 
estimation techniques will be used here for illustrative purposes. 
One can estimate 'l,vhat burglary ,;·.'111 be ill. 1975 by drafNingthe line 
that defines the long-term sweep of the series presented in Exhibit 
3.67. Set a ruler through what appears to be the center of the 
graph of annual reported frequencies and then adjust the ruler until 
halt of the points,~re above the line and half ar.e below. Extend 
the line one year into the future to predict the frequency of bur
glary for 1975 as shown in Exhibit 3.69. Hh.at is the pr(~diction? 

" 
There is error associated with this prediction for tv~'O princip<'3.l 
reasons: 1) this is a visual estimation of t~e line that describes 
the trend--regression analysis defines the line algebrt.ically 
consequently with greater accuracy; and 2) a predicted frequency, 
even one based on regression analysis, is an extrapolation beyond 
the given data and thus is an estimate. One can calculate the 
"standard error" of the prediction and develop a range about the 
estimate which would allow one to be more confident about the pre'
diction. 

• Linear Regression 
Linear regression is a prediction method tha~ determines a line 
which "best fits" a given time series. Following is an example, 
utilizing the burglary data in Exhibit 3.69, of how regression is 
applied in determining a predicted amount of burglary for 1975. 
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I EXHIBIT 3.68 

TREND AND FLUCTUATION OF CRIME PATTERNS, 1965·1974 
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EXHIBIT 3.69 
ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF REPORTED BURGLARY WITH VISUAL!., Y 

ESTIMATEl) REGRESSION LINE FOR CHAOS CITY, 1964·1974 

(1120) 

(2960) 

····1 

I 
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I 
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Example: 

I. PART I. CALCULATION OF PREOICTEO' FREQIJENCY OF 

I BURGLARY FOR 1975 IN CHAOS CI'l'Y USING LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

I YEAR X Y XY X2 y2 1. __ 

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
iG71 
1972 
1973 
1974 

Sum 

2. ~ = 
LX = 
LV = 
LXV = 
LX2= 
LV2= 

Sum 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

66 

66 
21,092 

145,74'1 
506 

44,040,702 

3. b = NLXV - (LX) (LY) 
NLX2 - (~:X)2 

1269 
1319 

,1295 
'1409 
1532 
1844 
2089 
2507 
2330 
2538 
2960 

21092 

= (11) (145741) - (56) i{21,092) 
N(506) - (66)2 -

= 1,503, 12.L.- 1,392,072 
5566 - 4356 

= 211079 = 174.45 
1210 

1269 
2638 
3885 
5636 
7660 

11064 
14623 
20056 
20970 
25380 
32560 

145741 

I> 

4. a = LY - b~:lS. = 21092 - (174.45) (55) 
N 11 

1 
4 

,9 
16'" 
25 
36 
49 
64 
81 

100 
121 

506 

1610361 
1739761 
1677025 
1985281 
2347024 
3400336 
4363921 
6285049 
5428900 
6441444 
8761600 

44040702 

= 21,092 - 11,513.7 = 9578.3 = 870.75 
11-\" 11 
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------ --.- ------- -,._-

5. For the pred icted frequency of burglary, 

" Y 1975 = a+ b X1975 

X1976 = 12, so 

" Y1976 = 870.75 + (174.45) (12) 
= 870.75 + 2093.40 
= 2964.15 
= Pred. freq. of burJlary for 1975 

Note: . Compare the visual estimate with the least-squares estimate in 
Exhibit 3.70. 

PART II. CALCULATION OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BET~VEEN 

YEAR AND BURGLARY FREQUENCY, CHAOS CITY, 1964-1974 

1. r = Person's Correlation Coefficient 

r = N~XY - (~X) (~y) 

-V [N~X2 - (~X)2] [N~y2 _ (~y)2] 

2. N~XY - (~X) (~Y) = 

[N~X2 - (~X)2] = 

[N~y2 _ (~y)2] = 

[11 (44,040,702) -
(21092)2 ] = 

211,079 
3. r = 

-V (1210) (39,575,258) 

r = 

r = 

211,079 
218,830 

+ .9645 

211,079 

1,210 

484,447,772 (See below) 

484,447,772 

211,079 
= 

.y47 ,886,062,180 

4. r2= Coefficient of Determination 

.9303 I --------------------- .•. ~- .. : 
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EXHIBIT 3.70 
COMPARISON OF VISUALLY ESTIMATED AND CALCULATED REGRESSION 

LINES, REPORTED BURGLARIES, CHAOS CITY, 1964·1974 

___ . Calculated Regression Line and Predicted Frequency 

---- Visually Estimated Line and Predicted Frequency 

• 

1000~--~--~----~---r--~----~---'----~---T----~---r----~ 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 ·1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Source: hypothetical data 
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For any regression line a 95% confidence ir:;terval can be calculated 
based on the prediction (i.e., one can determine, according to 
an algebraic formula, a range of predicted frequencies with a 95% 
probability of covering the true incidence of aggravated assault 
for 1975). An analyst has options of any percent confidence-
although the higher the confidence required, the larger the inter
val will be. 

Example 

Consider the data on aggravated assault presented in Exhibit 3.71. 
A method of estimating a 95 percent confidence interval. 

l. 

.... 
,G. 

3. 

If there are: 

5 data points multiply the range of the residuals 
6 data points multiply by 1. 546 
7 data points multiolv bv 1.194 
8 data ooints multiply by 1.016 
9 data points multiply by 0.905 

10 data points multiply by 0.830 
11 clata points multiply by 0.777 
12 data points mult.:iply by 0.735 

Calculation of the range Qf the residuals·: subtract 
quency above the line that is farthest from the line 
corresponding point on the line; do the same for the 
cy below the line; then subtract those two residuals 
tiply by the appropriate number above. . 

Upper Residual: 1,360 -1,576 = -216 

Lower Residual: 995 - 696 = 299 

Range of the Residuals: 299 -(-216)= 515 

Calculate the confidence interval for the predicted 
of aggravated assault in 1975 for eight years, nine 
and ten years prior to 1975. 

Confidence Intervals: 

8 points 1742 + 523 
9 points -- 1742 + 466 

10 points -- 1742 + 427 

by 2.543 

the fre
from the 
frequen- I 
and mul- I 

I 
frequency I 
years, ; 

What happens to the 95 percent confidence interval as the 
time series is extended? 

----------------------------------------------------------~.-~. ----------, 
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I 
I 
I EXHIBIT 3.71 

CALCULATION OF THE RANGE OF.THE RESIDUALS, SIMPLE METHOD 

I 
I 

Y 

I 1550 

I 
I 1350 

I .±:: 
:3 
ca 
UJ 
UJ 

<l: 

I "0 
a 
ca a; 

1150 

Year X Aggravated Assault 
... 

I 
Cl 
en 
<l: 
"0 
III ... ... 950 

1965 1 690 

1966 2 597 

1967 3 723 

II 
0 
0. 
III 
a: 

1968 4 787 

1969 5 696 

I 750 

1970 6 1,128 

1971 1 1,392 

1972 8 1,576 

I 1973 9 1,562 

1974 10 1,462 

[I 550 

X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8' 9 10 

I Year 

Source: hypothetical data 

I 
I 
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Two contributors to a wide confidence interval are predictions 
into the distant future or predictions based on a very short 
time series. Another is wide fluctuations in reported frequen
cies, i.e., the further the frequencies are from the regression 
line, the greater the possible error of the estimate. 

The problem of wide fluctuations can be addressed by predicting 
on the basis of a monthly, rather than a yearly, time series, 
i.e., there can sometimes be less error associated with a predic
tion bas.ed on a 60-month series than on a five-year series. In 
addition, monthly series data may reveal short-term trends not 
disclosed b~ yearly data, such as seasonal variations. (See 
Exhibit 3.72). 

Sometimes the basic long-term factors affecting crime change so 
~darply that it is more reasonable to break the overall time 
period into segments for trend analysis than to attempt to apply 
a single pattern to the period as a whole. For example, a p61ice 
department might have implemented a program in 1972 aimed at 
stricter enforcement of gun control legislation. This might ex
plain the trend in the time series of armed robberies shown in 
Exhibit 3.73. How would one make a prediction in this case? One 
approach would be to attempt to account for the reversal in direc
tion so that a reasonable assumption can be made that the change 
in direction is not anomalous fluctation in a longer term trend. 
Use the pivotal point (1972) as the new start.ing year or month 
of a linear time series and predict on the basis of this 
sUb-series segment. 

It is important to be aware that there are trends that appear 
completely random, as in Exhibit 3.74. It is virtually impos
sible to make valuable predictions with such data. Trends may also 
be shaped as in Exhibit 3.75. In these two cases, mathematical 
models may be employed to make predictions based on the total 
period, or the series may be partitioned, as mentioned above, 
into segments. The most accurate forecasting depends on the 
choice of the curve or line that best describes the trend being 
considered. This requires analysis of past patterns, as well 
as assumptions about the future, i. e., considerati'on of all of 
the factors that may direct the trend a certain way. 
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r;XHIBIT 3.72 
AGGR~YATED ASSAULT, CHAOS CITY, 1972·1976 

· · · · 
. . 

· · · · · · · · . 

· .' . · · · · · · · n 

Total Aggravated Assaults 

---- 1972 to 1976 

•••••••••• 1975 Imposed on 1974 

Firearm Assaults 

Iii iii iii iii i i t I j 1 
'Jun Dec Jan !lec Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec Jan 

----~.fI, ..... ---1973----~I-·---1974----~II ..... ---1975----~ 1_19761 

SOURCE: Calculated from the Boston Police Department's monthly submissions to the F.B.I:s Uniform Crime Reports. 
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EXHIBIT 3.73 
TIME SERIES FOR ARMED ROBBERY, CHAOS CITY, 1965.1974 

Y 

(330) 

~--~--~---+----~--~---r---+----~--4---~---X 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

Year 

Source: hypothetical data 
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EXHIBIT 3.74 
NON·LlNEAR TIME SERIES OF REPORTED CRIME, 1965·1974 
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EXHIBIT 3.75 

I CURVILINEAR TIME SERIES OF REPORTED CRIME, YEAR 1 TO YEAR iO 

Y I 
I 

.. 
~ I c 
QJ 
:::J 
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QJ 

/ ... u. 

I "t:l 

~ 
0 
C. 
QJ 

I cr: 

I 
x 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I Year r> 

(j;) 

I y 

• I 
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I c 
QJ 
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C. 
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I 
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EXERCISE 13 

PREDICTIONS 

Purpose • 
To give participants practice in making projects using moving 
averages and linear regression. 
Activities 

. a) Using moving averhges make projections for 
motor vehicle crimes for the city of Wredk , 
for the years 1977, 1978, 1979 and 1980 bas~d 
on data in Exhibit 3.76. 

b) Using linear regression calculate the number of 
motor vehicle crimes for 1977, and compare the 
results with a visual estimate for the same year. 
Plot both, together with actual data, on a scat
ter diagram. Calculate the confidence interval 
for the 1977 projectionn,and interpret your 
calculations. 

"\;'"- '577'''''' -',1"--;;;' , .• '" ... 

Exhibit 3.76 
Motor Vehicle crimes for city of Wreck 

Year 

19'69 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Number of Offenses 
287 
301 
325 
345 
406 
354 
371 
448 
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Seven. 

Heller and J.T. McEwen, "Applications of Crime Seriousness 
Information in Police Departments," Journal of Research in 
Crime and Delinquency (January 1975, vol. 12, no. 1) t pp. 

U44- 50 . 

AdaptE:d from Dickinson McGaw and George W':.itson, Political 
and Social Inquiry (New Y:0rk: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
1977), pp. 264-67. 

Sourcebook, 1976. 

Edward R. Tufte, Data Analysis for Politics an,d Policy, 
(Englewood Cliffs: prentice-Hall, 1974), p. 1. 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

Tit.le: Module 4: Data Interpretation - System 
Lecturer: 

Objectives: 
The major goal of this module is to provide participants with 

information and tools u$ed to analyze system performance and 
resource utilization. After completing this module, participants 

should be able to: 

• Interpret transaction statistics for their 
jurisdictions. 

• l'nterpret a disposition tree. 
• Identify four benefits of using transaction 

statistics· 

• Demonstrate a knowledge of hOvl to correlate 
demographic and environmental data to offender 
flow statistics. 

• Prepare and interpret a system flow chart for 
their jurisdictions incorporating the law en
forc~ment, courts and corrections sUbsystems. 

• Identify resource data in assessing system 
capabili ties. 
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Data Interpretation--System 
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• Dispositio~ Tree Data Displays 
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• Demographic and Other Correlates 
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B. Criminal Justice System Performance-

Case Study 

Exercise #15: Measuring 
System Performance 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The criminal justice system is a collection of agencies that 
perform an enormous complex of operations and whose activities 
C).re organized in a sequential manner in response to the problems 
created by the commission of criminal, acts. The purpOBe of these 
agencies and of their activities is to respond to these criminal 
acts in such a manner as to reduce or prevent crime, i.e., the 
primary response and goal of the criminal justice system is a case 
flow of just dispositions so that the innocent might be freed, in 
as expeditious a manner as possible, the guilty rehabilitated or 
prevented from the commission of further criminal acts, and 
society protected to the maximum extent possible. A model of the 
system is ~resented in Exhibit 4.1. 
In systems terms, the elements of the criminal justice system are 
the offender and other individuals who have been arrested for 
the commission, of criminal acts, criminal Justice agencies and 
their personnel, equipment and facilities. The outputs of the 
criminal justice system are the flow of individuals through the 
system toward a speedy and just disposition, and the p,rimary ex .... 
ternal inputs to the system are the collection of criminal acts 
committed and the calls for service they generate. The legal 
code and statutes which define crime and the criminal justice 
a<1encies provide the framework for the delivery of criminal 
justice services. 
External to the system are some secondary inpu,ts such as corrununi ty 
attitudes toward crime, public per capita expenditures for the 
criminal justice system, and educational levels of personnel 
and personnel training. The system also generates, within its 
parts or subsystems, some outputs which are inputs to the s,uc
ceeding parts of the system. For example" calls for service and 
the number of personnel available influence the number of dis
patches made. The number of dispatches made, in turn, influences 
the number of arrests that are made, and the number of arrests 
made in the law enforcement subsystem serves as an external sub
system input to the judici-al subsystem, influencing its own inter
nal, interim output of workload. Workload, in turn, serveS as 
an input to trial dates and conseqUently, trial times. In 
studying system, response, these internal ipputs or stimuli mu;t 
be analyzed in terms of their effect on the system response--or 
output. 
Law enforcement, courts and correctional agencies~ their personnel 
and their facilities interact in such a way that responses to 
criminal acts are made and case flows established. The agencies, 
their personnel, facilities, equipment and budgets, as they 
respond to the offender and his acts, can be considered the 
primary elements of the criminal justice system; the primary 
inputs to the system are the criminal acts, artd the primary output, 
the GZfender and case flow and the time relationships involved in 
the processing of, the individual through the system. 
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EXHIBIT 4.1 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM FLOW CHART 

Non-recidivists ~ 

Recidivists ~ 

"Successful Unreported Crime" 

"Successfu! Reported Crime" 

I nadequate Evidence for Trial 

Acquittal 

Release 

"Non-Criminal" 
Society 

"Criminal" 

Criminal Ac 
Committed 

ts 
and 

, Reported to 

Police 

llf 

Courts 

'if 

Who Appre hend 
to and Present 

I 
Which Try a nd 
Assign to 

Corrections 

*Source: Adapted from "A Systems Approach to the Study of Crime and r.~riminal 
Justice" by Alfred Blumstein and Richard Larsen; Operations R(tsearch 
for Public Systems, Morse and Bacon, MIT Press, 1967. 
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Law Enforcement Agencies 

The most important objective of law enforcement is to preserve 
the peace in a manner consistent with the freedom secured by the 
Constitution. Law enforcement alone does not bear the responsi
bility for preserving a peaceful society; that responsibility is 
shared by each element of society--each person, each institution, 
and each area of government. However, because crime is an imme
diate threat to the order of all communities, law enforcement 
agencies must exist to overcome that threat and to reduce the 
fear of it. 

Law enforcement agencies are responsible for the preservation of 
law and order through the prevention of misconduct and crime, 
the arrest of offenders, the detention of arrestees until they 
are cleared or remanded for trial, and for keeping a record of 
the offenses reported and the arrests made. The duties of the 
agencies in fulfilling these functions are: traffic, patrol, 
criminal investigations, communications and maintaining jails. 

The Courts 

The court subsystem of the criminal justice system encompasses the 
judicial, prosecutorial and defense agencies of the system. The 
criminal court subsystem should perform the following functions: 

• f3wiftly determine the guilt or innocence of 
those persons who come before it; 

• sentence guilty offenders in such a way that 
their rehabilitation is possible, and that 
others are deterred from committing crimes; and 

• protect the rights of society and the offender. 
Typically, the District Attorney is charged with representing 
the state in the prosecution of criminal actions that violate the 
state Criminal Code. The District Attorney may also.represent 
the state in Grand Jury matters, aiding in the formulation of 
accusations and prosecuting those accused. 
The majority of the District Attorneys' offices set court dockets, 
take part in criminal investigations and receive complaints. 

Corrections 
Corrections is the subsystem concerned with post-conviction super
vision of offenders and their rehabilitation. State-level penal 
institutions (adult and juvenile), state work release centers, and 
state-operated adult probation and parole systems normally fall 
under the jurisdiction of a Department of Corrections (DOC) or 
Offender Rehabilitation. 
As the name implies, one purpose of IIcorrectionsll is to correct, 
or in other words, see to it that the offender (after completing 
his obligation to society) is able to avoid further criminal 
activity. 
While this is the desired re,~:ul t after the offender leaves II cor
rections," DOC first must be concerned with a more immediate 
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objective--custody. It is the lawf~l duty of departments of 
corrections to maintain proper custody of offenders sentenced 
to confinement in state penal facilities. In the case of proba
tion and parole, proper supervision is the objective. In either 
case, a major concern is protecting the public, while helping the 
offender to avoid fUrther criminal behavior. 
The following material emphasizes a number of techniques used to 
interpret system data. These tools provide a means of under
standing two critical system attributes: performance and capa
bility~ In the first section of the module, performance analysis 
is discussed, emphasizing the interpretation of transaction statis
tics. The second section presents a discussion of the analysis 
of resource data, focusing initially on resource indicators. The 
section and module conclude with a presentation of an Inte-
grated Analysis Model that combines both resource and performance 
data to help formulate criminal justice system problems. 
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Purpose 

EXERCISE f)4 

CONSTRUCTING A SYSTEl-1 MODEL 
o 

The purpose of this exercise is to familiariz'e participant~Nith 
methods for constructing a system flowchart. 

Activities J! 
/,',,! 
',/ 

Each participant is to construct a system flow chart of their 
jurisdictions emphasizing major components and theirc-interrelated
ness., The prepared char:t should be fully.~+abeled and will be llsed 
to discuss variations in the structures, an9l processes of local 
and state criminal justice systems. . 
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II. MEASURING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE_. 

A. Performance Data Analysis 

Many of these perfOrmal:1Ce indicators utilized by criminal justice 
practitioners are problematic at best. Usually such indicators 
are found to be agency-specific and not reflective of a system
wide perspective. Police age'ncies, for example, ge11erally under
score arrest rates as a measure of their performance and a justi
fication for budgetary increases. Such indicators, however, may 
not be reflective of high-quality police performance in that 
efforts devoted to preventing incidents from developing into 
arrest situations (such as family altercations) go unnoted. Simi
larly, arrest statistics do not reflect decisions occurring at 
other stages of the system, such as judicial and correctional 
processing. In like manner, a standard measure of prosecutorial 
effectiveness is the conviction rate--the number of convictions 
obtained through guilty pleas or trial (either by judge or jury). 
However, it is quite possible that a pro$ecutor may maintain a 
high conviction rate by inducing guilty please to lesser charges 
rather than prosecuting to the full extent of the law. 
Aside from being agency-specific, most performancE3 indicators are 
based on summary statistics often limited to one particular stage 
of criminal processing. Each criminal justice agency, be it 
police, courts, or corrections (at all levels of government) 
generally collects and reports its own summary tabulations ,; The 
uni t of count (the main focus of interest) changes with eaqlh or
ganizational structure. Thus, police record arrests, '. the (~ourts 
record cases and correctional insti tutions tabula,~e ind~viduals 
with little regard to the interrelationship among agencies. 
Summary tabulations, the foundation for most official reports, 
severely handicap the growth of knowledge regarding crime and its 
control as well as reducing the possibilities for effective plan
ning. While we may have a reasonable estimate of how many crimes 
are known to the police and less accurate knowledge regarding 
arrest trends, we know relatively little about dispositions at 
later stages, especially those involving courts and correctional 
decisions. With many of the criminal justice data now available, 
it is virtually impossible to relate initial police decisions to 
outcomes at later stages; for example, the proportion accorded 
alternative sentences. Existing data sources give little indica
tion of various alternative routes which offenders follow in 
criminal processing and of which demographic characteristics are 
associated with dispositions occurring at various stages. 

1. Summary Tabulations 
Perhaps one of the best examples of summary tabulations dissemi
nated on a national level is found in the Uniform Crime Reports 
(DCR) reflecting the amount of crime known to the police and those 
cleared by arrest. While many of the data reported in the DCR 
serve many useful purposes, especially with reference to the 
nature of crime occurring across the united States, information is 
still limited because of its summary format. An example is 
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provided in Exhibit 4.2, showing the disposition of those persons 
formally charged by the police in 1975. Of those formally charged, 
64.5 percent were found guilty (either of the original charge or 
a lesser one), 16.5 percent were acquitted or dismissed, and 19.0 
percent were referred to juvenile court. Within aggregate offense 
groups of violent and property index crimes, distinct variations 
are evident. Although 47.9 percent of those charged with a vio
lent index offense are found guilty, compared to 41.5 percent of 
those charged with a property index offense, distinctions are 
noted in the offense for which these offenders were convicted. 
Thirty-nine point three percent of all violent offenders were 
convicted of the offense with which they were originally charged, 
compared to·38.1 percent or property offenders. Only 13.3 percent 
of 'chose arrested for property crimes were acquitted or had the 
charges against them dismissed, but 29.0 percent of those arrested 
for violent crimes were acquitted or had the charges against 
them dismissed. 

While the above information is useful, the extent of its utility 
is limited. Although many defendants are convicted of charges 
other than those for which they were originally arrested, there 
is no way of obtaining information regarding which factors are 
likely to differentiate between these two outcomes. For example, 
what effect do bail dispositions (either granting or denying of 
bail) have on sentence outcome--the probability. of being con
victed? Do those offenders who gain sentencing concessions in 
the form of reduced charges receive less severe sentences and 
serve less time than those convicted on the original charge? 
Similarly, it is not known which characteristics may distinguish 
among those acquitted or dismissed and those eventually found 
guilty. Such information would prove valuable not only in pro
viding a better understanding of the criminal justice process 
but also serve as a foundation for a more rational allocation of 
scarce resources. 

2. Transaction Statistics 

If one purports to view the criminal process as a system with 
interrelated functions and decisions networks, then data should 
reflect this perspective. While various government commission3 
from the early Wickersham Committee to the more recent National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals have 
argued for the accumulation of system-wide data, such data sources 
have been slow in developing (see Module 2). In fact, it is only 
within the last few years that a new method of improved data 
collection and reporting has begun to emerge as a supplement to 
traditional summary tabulations. Here, one is speaking about the 
advent of offender-based transaction statistics (OBTS) which 
attempt to provide statistical information based on those of
fenders being processed. These data are "transactional" since 
the individual offender is the unit of count, thus providing 
the means of linking various segments 'of the criminal justice 
system to one another. Under an idGCi.l transactional system, in
formation is recorded each tim~ a decision is made regarding an 
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--------- ------------------------
EXHIBIT 4.2 

DISPOSITION OF PERSONS FORMALLY CHARGED 

BY THE POLICE, 1975 

OFFENSE 

Number of Persons Charged 
(Held for Prosecution) Guilty Acquitted or 

Dismissed 
Offense Lesser 
Charged Offense 

Total • . . • • 1,556,071 60.7 3.8 16.5 

Violent Crime 43,287 39.3 8.6 29.0 

Property Crime 279,975 38.1 3.4 13.3 

Referred to 
Juvenile Court 

19.0 

23.1 

45.2 

........... ~- - - -----~---------"--



offender, including the date on which the decision was made. 
Thus, decisions made at one point (e.g., to deny bail) may be 
related to those occurring at other stages (e.g., sentence length) 
along with an analysis of various demographic characteristics, 
such as age, race, and sex of the offender. 

• Disposition Tree Data Displays 
The OBTS system has stimulated the development of a data display 
known as the "disposition tree." The disposition tree depicts 
the various levels in the criminal justice system at which the 
adult felony arrestee can receive a final disposition. Both 
numeric totals and percent calculations are indicated. These 
enable the user to relate the specific level of disposition 
(arrest, prosecution, or court) or type of disposition (release, 
probation, jail, etc.) to the total of OBTS felony arrest disposi-
tions. 
In addition to displaying numeric and percent data, a series of 
elapsed time reports are also part of the disposition tree package. 
These reports show the elapsed time in days from the date of each 
felony arrest to the date of final disposition, regardless of 
whether that disposition takes place at the law enforcement or 
courts level. 

• Offender Flow Analysis 
As an example of an operating transactional data system and the 
advantages which it offers, the following discussion focuses on 
the prototype produced by the California Bureau of Criminal 
Statistics (BCS). Since BCS has long maintained an active arrest 
and superior court register containing m~ny of the data that 
would be required to support a functioning QBTS system, it was 
possible to retabulate a block of data in a transaction format. 
These data, including twelve counties and covering a three-year 
span (1969-7l), track individual offenders from the point of 
arrest to sentence outcome at both lower and superior court levels. 

Exhibit 4.3 and Exhibit 4.4 are based upon the BCS initial trans
action data set and depict the flow of adult felony offenders 
through various decision making stages for both urban and rural 
counties using the disposition tree form. While the decision 
points depicted in these flowcharts are limited due to the lack 
of correctional data and other pieces of information such as bail 
determination, they nonetheless give a fairly good approximation 
of a working OBTS model. It is interesting to note, for example, 
that approximately 1/5 of both urban and rural arrestees have 
their cases dismissed prior to trial. What may account for these 
pre-trial case dismissals? Are such a high proportion of initial 
arrest decisions based upon evidence that cannot later support a 
conviction? Keeping in mind the fact that all cases contained 
in these figures represent original felony arrests, it is in
structive to note the high proportion of offenders handled at 
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EXHIBIT 4.3 
FLOW OF CALIFORNIA FELONY OFFENDERS: URBAN AREASa 

PRE-TRIAL 

TRANSFERRED 
1,986 
(10%) 

S::.C;;.;R+:E~E:::N:.:;I N~G~ ____ DISM ISSED 

19,835 '" 4,724 
(100%) ~ (24%) 

Acquitted 
1 

H 
HELD 
12.925 
(66%) 

..-..-:L:.:o:.:,w;,:::e::,.r .;:C;c;J.::.ur:.::t--<~ __ Convicted 
5,880 5,875 
(45%) (99.9%) 

Superior Court 
6.955 
(54%) 

a The total number of cases at any one stage may not equal those of a preceding 
stage due to changes in !he computation of the base rates, For example, while 
a probation disposition excludes those sentenced to both probation and lail, 
length of probation includes the latter category. 

Dismissed 
4 

(0.1%) 

Acquitted 
,r 153 

(2%) 

Convicted 
5,787 
(83%) 

Dismissed 
1,015 
(15%) 
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Probation 

~ 
3,129 
{53%} 

Other 
350 
(6%) 

~ 
Jail 

2,396 
(41%) 

Probation 
1,426 
(24%) 

Other 
557 

(10%) 

Jail 
2,663 
(46%) 

Prison 
1.141 
(20%) 

/ 3 yea~sl ~r less <--- (20%) 

More than 3 Y6ars 
2,512 
(80%) 

~ ::.:~:!::" 495 
(21%) 

More than 180 days 
553 

(23%) 

< 
3 yea;~~r less 

(18%) 

More than 3 years 
1.166 
(82%) 

60 days or less 
534 

(20%) 

6,.,80 days 
741 

(28%) 

More than 180 days 
1,379 
52%) 



EXHIBIT 4.4 
FLOW OF CALIFORNIA FELONY OFFENDERS: RURAL AREASa 

PRE-TRIAL 

TRANSFERRED 
1,355 
(10%) 

S=-C;;:.;R-:-:E:-:::E:,::N~IN.:...:G,+ ___ DISMISSED 
13,088 2,681 
(100%) (20%) 

HELD 
9,022 
(69%) 

Acquitted 
2 

(0.1%) 

r--...-;L;,;;o...;;wc;.e;".r C,;;"o;,;;u;".r,;;"t 4--- Convicted 
3,448 3,440 
(38%) (99.8%) 

Superior Court 
5,527 
(61%) 

'\ 

Dismissed 
6 

(0.2%) 

Acquitted 
186 
(3%) 

Convicted 
4,558 
(82%) 

Dismissed 
783 

(14%) 
a The 10tol nurflber of cases at anyone stage may not equal those of a preceding 

stogo duo to ~h.nges in the computation 01 the base rates. For example, while 
a probation clJsPoSition excludes those sentenced to both probation and jail. 
length of propalion includes the latter category. 
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Probation 
1,257 
(36%) 

~---- Other 
656 

(19%) 

Jail 
1,527 
(44%) 

Proba.tion 
840 

(18%) 

Other 
677 

(15%) 

Jail 
804 

(18%) 

3 years or less 

~ 1.067 <---. (85%) 

More than 3 years 
188 

(15%) 

~ :.:'~f:~::" 251 
(16%) 

More than 180 days 
129 
(8%) 

< 
3 yea~~~r less 

(18%) 

More than 3 years 
1,166 
(82%) 

60 days or Jess 

L 
606 

(27%) 

~"'80 days 
658 

(30%) 
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the lower court ievel with resulting misdemeanor convictions. Of 
those held for prosecution, 45 percent of the cases are handled 
at the lower court level in urban areas, compared to 38 percent 
handled at the lower court level in rural areas. 

Of further interest with regard to these flow charts are differences 
in outcomes between urban and rural counties. At the lower court 
level, for example, urban offenders are far more likely to obtain 
probation (53 percent) than their rural counterparts (36 percent). 
A't the same time, however, 80 percent of all urban offenders re
ceiving probation at the lower court level are sentended to more 
than three years, compared to 15 percent of the rural offenders--
a substantial difference of 75 percentage points. The above 
comparisons demonstrate another advantage of transaction statis
tics; that is, the ability to analyze processing data across juris
diction~ or for different levels of the criminal justice system. 
Differences can then be noted and problem areas highlighted. Of 
those convicted at the sUperior court level, approximately 1/5 
of all urban and rural offenders receive a prison disposition. 
If one were to consider all convictions (at either the lower or 
superior court level), the percentage receiving a prison disposi
tion is considerably lower--around ten percent. This is especially 
enlightening when one remembers that all original arrest offenses 
provided for a prison term of some kind. 
Although the data used in this example are preliminary in that 
many stages in the processing of offenders are omitted, they none
theless demonstrate the type of information that can be obtained 
when criminal justice data are recorded on a transactional format. 
It is possible to see at a glance the path along which offenders 
are traveling and the types of dispositions that are occurring. 
Decisions made at one stage can be related to those occurring 
at a later stage, a possibility that is precluded with the use 
of summary tables. A further possibility derived from the use 
of transaction statistics is the ability to relate various demo
graphic characteristics such as age, race, and sex to each deci
sion point. Again, a major limitation of summary statistics has 
been the inability to determine who the clients of the criminal 
justice system are as they proceed through the various processing 
stages. 

• Demogr?Qhic and Other Correlates 
As an example of the ability to relate demographic characteristics 
to outcome decisiol1s, one can again refer to the initial three"
year block of California transaction data. Exhibit 4-5 (Tables 
1 and 2) show lower .court sentencing dispositions in rural Gl:ud 
urban areas by an offender's sex. In each of these tables, 
sentence outcome includes jail, probation and other dispositions 
such as the use of firl,es. Both bivariate and standardized per
centage figures are presented. Very simply, bivariate tables 
show the relationship between sentence outcome (jail, probation 
or other) and sex without consideration of an offender1s previous 
criminal history. An examin.ation of the bivariate sections of 
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EXHIBIT 4.5 

COURT SENTENCING DISPOSITION, BY SEX 

TABLE 1 Lower Court Sentencing 
Disposition in Rural Areas, 

Sentence 

Jail 

Probation 

Other 

by Sex: Bivariate and Standardized 
. Relationships (by Original Charge, 

Prior Record , and Status) 

BIVARIATE STANDARD IZED 

Male Female Male Female 

45% 38% 45% 41% 

35% 48% 35% 46% 

20% 14% 20% 13% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
(2,977) (463) (2,953)a (457)a 

aColumn totals do not equal those in original table 
because of missing cases. 

TABLE 2 Lower Court Sentencing 
Disposition in Urban Areas, 

Sentence 

Jail 

Probation 

Other 

by Sex: Bivariate and Standardi:l.ed 
Relationships (by Original Charge, 
Prior Record, and Status) 

BIVARIATE STANDARDIZED 

Male Female Male Female 

44% 25% 42% 31% 

50% 70% 51% 64% 

6% 5% 6% 4% 

100% 100% 100% 99%a 
(5,002) (873) (4,966) (864)b 

apercentages do not equal 100% because of rounding. 

bColumn totals do not equal those in original table 
because of missing values. 
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Tables 1 and 2 reveals that female offenders generally fare better 
than their male counterparts--that is, while males are more 
likely to receive jail dispositions, females are more likely to 
be placed on probation. Forty-five percent O~~'!::tlC male 
offenders in rural areas receive a jail disposition, compared to 
38 percent of the female offenders. The corresponding rigures 
for urban areas are 44 percent and 25 percent for male and female 
offenders, respectively. 

At this point, one is provided with basic information regarding 
sentencing differentials between male and female offenders. It is 
possible, however, to refine this information by introducing addi
tional data regarding an offender's criminal history. One knows 
intuitively, for example, that individuals with more serious prior 
reco~ds are likely to receive the more severe dispositions. Thus 
it is possible that male and female offenders with similar prior 
records receive similar dispositions. The data utilized here con
tained information regarding the original arrest charge (violent, 
property, drug and other offenses), previous criminal record ~nd 
criminal status at the time of arrest (whether the offender ,'las 
under some form of supervision such as parole). The standardized 
parts of Tables 1 and 2 simply introduce or control for these 
three factors. In other ~'lords I those male and female offenders 
with similar charges, similar prior records, and similar criminal 
status are considered together. 

In the standardized portions of Tables 1 and 2 one can note that 
the differences between male and female offenders decrease when 
one considers original charge, prior record and status. In more 
technical terms, then, one can say that criminal history factors 
explain some of the variance between sentence outcome and sex. 
Diffs;rences between male and female offenders are more pronounced 
in urban than in rural areas. Under the standardized sections, 
while 42 percent of urban male offenders receive a jail disposi
tion, only 31 percent of the female offenders receive a similar 
disposition. In rural areas the respective figures are 45 percent 
for male and 41 percent for female offenders. 

As a last example, Exhibit 4.6 (Tables 3 and 4) shows similar 
information with respect to the race of apprehended offenders. 
While the bivariate sections of both tables show that black I,:,f
fenders generally receive more severe dispositions than the~,r 
white counterparts, differences are more pronounced in rural 
compared to urban areas. After standardizing for original charge, 
prior record and status, racial differences virtually disappear 
in urban areas, but still remain in rural areas. 

Analysis similar to that undertaken here can also be utilized at 
other stages of criminal processing where decisions are being made. 
Thus it is possible to examine atji:!, race and sex differences at 
the superior court level or with regard to the length of probation 
or jail commitments. It is also possible to utilize more sophis
ticated analytic techniques such as regression analysis, path 
analysis or predictive attribute analysis. The application of 
these mUltivariate analvtic techniques, however, is beyond the .... c 
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EXHIBIT 4.6 
COURT SENTENCING DISPOSITION, BY RACE 

TABLE 3 Lower Court Sentencing 
Disposition in Rural Areas, 
by Race: Bivariate and Standardized 
Relationships (by OrigiHal Charge, 
Prior Record and Status} 

BIVARIATE STANDARDIZED 

Sentence White Black White Black. 

Jail 44% 60% 44% 56% 

Probation 37% 26% 3a% 26% 

Other 19% 14% 19% la% 

100% 10C% 101%a 100% 
(3,245\ (lOa) (3,2161 b (lOa) 

apercentages do not equal 100% because of rounding. 

bColumn totals do not equal those in original table 
because of missing values. 

TABLE 4 Lower Court Sentencing 
Disposition in Urban Areas, 
by Race: Bivariate and Standardized 
Relationships (by OriginQ~Charge, 
Prior Record, and Status) 

BIVARIATE STANDARDIZEP 

Sentence White Blac~t White Black 

Jail 39% 47% 40% 42% 

Probation 54% 49% 53% 54% 

Other 6% 4% 6% 4% 

99% 100% 99%a 100% 
(4,a24) (875) (4,783)b (873) 

apercentages do not equal 100% because of rounding. 

bColumn totals do not equal those In original table 
becaute of miosing cases. 
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scope of the present discussion. 

As a final point drawn from the present example, transaction data 
have much utility for addressing crucial concerns and issues in 
criminal justice processing. While many research attempts have 
been made to assess the issue of differential sentencing, most 
of the findings have proven contradictory. That is, while some 
studies have shown that blacks and other minority groups (OT, 
youthful offenders or female offenders) receive more severe treat
ment, other studies have shown no di"fferences in treatment. These 
disparate conclusions have been reached regardless of the sophis
tication of the research--whether control variables have been 
introduced or tests of significance employed. Yet a partial ex
planation for these contrary findings may lie in the nature of 
the data used to explore the issue of differential sentencing. 
Briefly, most studies have employed only one indicator of sentence 
severity--that most oftenl~":eing the length of confinement imposeA 
by the trial judge (or jU':"j). Crim.inal justice, however, is a () 
dynamic, not a static process, in that decisions made a:::. one 
stage may be strengthened f diluted, or left unchanged by those 
occurring at a later point in time. 
Because transaction data reflect this dynamic aspect of criminal 
processing, decisions made at one point may be compared to those 
occurring at later points. Even in this preliminary data set, it 
is possible to examine both sentence outcome and the length of 
time sentenced to probation or jail terms. Whil~ it is possible 
that certain groups of offenders al1e more lik&ly to receive longer 
sentences than others when confined, it may also be the case that 
these gr0ups are less likely to actually be confined. similarly, 
while most previous sentencing research has focused upon those 
offenders adjudicated in superior court or its equivalent (e.g., 
Federal District Court), municipal court decisions have been rela
tively ignored. Since transaction data provide a 10ngituc1.inal 
perspective, analysis can be undertaken at both the lower and 
superior court levels. Transaction data thus serve to underscore 
the complexity of the sentencing process and the fact that errone~ 
ous conclusions may be dra~'m by not taking a system perspective. 

• Additional Uses of Transaction Statistics 
A number of examples have been explored in an attempt to demon
strate some of the advantages associated with transaction statis
tics and/correspondingly, some of the limitations to be found 
in summary tallies of crime data. One can see that transaction 
statistics allow one to trace the flow of offenders through vari
ous stages of the criminal justice system noting what alternative 
decisions oocur and the demographic characteristics of offenders 
associated with these decisions. Because transaction statistics 
reflect the complexity of criminal processing, a number of G~her 
benefits also accrue to their use. 

Processing Time. . 
Tradi ti.onally, crime control agencies have record.~d and 
their statistics based on the calendar or fiscal year. 
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method may reflect agency workload i'3.nd underpin requests for budget 
allocations, but it provides no useful information regarding the 
amount of time required to process various offenders from one 
stage to the next and the effects of time variation on disposi
tional outcome. The necessity for such information is underscored 
by the backlog of cases in courts across the country and the 
effects of such backlogs on the administration of justice. 

Clearly, the length of time from charge to disposition (including 
intervening time lags from stage to stage) is a crucial indicator 
of the performance of criminal processing. Unfortunately, ade
quate data facilitating the investigation of the effe:cts of time 
passage have been nonexistent. Unlike prior data collection tech
niques, in which processing dates are lost in summary tabulations, 
OBTS records the various dates on which decisions regarding the 
offender are made. It is thus possible to identify the specific 
stages at which backlogs occur and assess the effects of these 
backlogs on dispositions at later stages. Similarly, informed 
decisions, based on more adequate information, can be made re
garding a strategy Or program to relieve congestion at these points 
and thus improve the delivery of criminal justice services. 

Recirculation of Offenders. 

Under present conditions it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
adequately account for the recirculation of offsnders through 
the criminal justice system. One now has little information re
garding those repeaters who ha,d prior exposure to the system, much 
less '::he various alternative routes which they may have followed. 
Without such information, it is difficult to judge the effect 
of the crime control system on various categories of offenders, 
much less to provide for needed changes. 

One's view of crime control is surely incomplete and possibly 
distorted when one fails to take into account those with prior 
records who again find themselves to be clients, of the system. 
Onder OBTS, criminal histories of these individuals can be gathereC 
allowing a comparison of their social and demographic character
istics with those of first offenders. Transactional data allow 
one to chart the movement of both first offenders and repeaters. 
Comparisons can then be made at any given point. For example, 
are there observable differences between first offenders and 
recidivists in terms of the average processing time from arrest 
to disposition? Do repeaters attempt to wait out the system in 
order to obtain more favorable sentencing dispositions? These 
and related questions can be explored when relevant information is 
recor('1":::l on each individual offender. It is thus possible to 
deternt ;u18 the stat\,'\s of any given person at any particular pro
cessing stage for any particular point in time. 

Input and Output. 

A transactional data. system allows for the examination of the 
effects of decisions made at one stage on those made at a later 
point. As was noted previously, most criminal justice data are 
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discontinuous in that they are compiled by divergent agencies 
at separate processing stages of the criminal justice system. 
Under such conditions outputs at one point cannot be related to 
inputs at other points. One cannot compute, for example, the 
percentage of those held in pre-trial detention who subsequently 
received a prison commitment, nor can one assess the effects of 
type of counsel on bail decisions or sentence outcome. As each 
offender proceeds through the system, numerous decisions are made 
altering his status: whether to release or hold him prior to 
trial; what type of counsel, if any, will assist him in his de
fense; if convicted, whether he will remain under supervision in 
the community or be sent to a penal institution, and so on. Each 
of these status-altering decisions requires the allocation of 
different resources and may place seVere strain on the operation 
of the criminal justice system. For example, dramatic shifts in 
the flow of offenders, from incarceration to probation options, 
may well require both a conceptual and operational reorientation. 
Therefore, information pertaining to such potential shifts should 
be of vital importance to criminal justice practitioners . . 

Monitoring of the System. 

Coupled with the above, transaction data provide the capacity for 
a continual monitoring of the criminal justice system. As was 
noted earlier, criminal proceSSing is dynamic rather than static. 
Therefore, the system is quite responsive to changes in legisla
tion or appellate court decisions, as well as to the implementa
tion of new treatment strategies or diversion programs. For 
example, preliminary analysis of the California OBTS data showed 
a significant increase in the number of felony defendants con- '. 
victed at the superior court level after lSI 69 . This trend was 
consistent with a revision in the penalla:.v occurring early in 
that year. Section 17 of the Californila Penal Code was amended 
to allow certain felony offenses to be ~&Ocessed as misdemeanors. 
Under certain specified conditions, an offense punishable by im
prisonment in the state prison, or by fine or imprisonment in the 
county iail, could be disposed of by the municipal court as a 
misdemeanor. As a result, while the total number of convictions 
increased for each consecutive year from 1969 throuqh 1971, 
the increase was entirely absorbed by the lower court. 

Crime-Specific Analysis. 

Since the early 50's, with the advent of Wolfgang's classic study 
of hqmicide patterns, attention has focused upon crime-specific 
analysis in an attempt to discern underlying regularities asso
ciated with specific criminal events. With regard to criminal 
justice processing, defendants often experience different outcomes 
depending upon the crime wi th ~..,hich they are charged. Often cer
tain charges may lead to differential plea bargaining opportunities 
in that they are more likely to be reduced ·than others .:: Since 
transaction statistics would generally record the offense for 
which the individual was convicted as well as the original charge, 
it would be possible to examine the charge reduction processes as 
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well as the movement of specific offender groups through the 
system. similarly, information provided would be responsive to 
legislative changes in the definition of criminal acts. The 
state of Wisconsin, for example, recently changed its rape laws 
creating four degrees of sexual assault with a differential penalty 
structure depending upon the amount of force used. It is quite 
likely that this change in substantive criminal law will also 
effect ~ change in criminal processing. 

e Implementation of Transaction Statistics 

At the beginning of this discussion, it was noted that although 
statewide OBTS systems have been proposed since the late 1960's, 
actual on-line data are quite scarce. This deficiency is not 
surprising considering many of the problems involved in imple
menting such a data collection system in most states. Most law 
enforcement agencies, for example, are concentrated in city and 
county jurisdictions. Probation services are generally organized 
on the county level, with felony penal institutions being admini
stered by the state. Understandably, there may be some reluctance 
on the part of these agencies to relinquish what they believe to 
be part of their autonomous and independent operation. Perhaps 
the best method of transaction data collection is through a cen
tral agency located within each state with responsibility for 
compiling and recording criminal justice processing data. Whereas 
sligh~ly more than half the states have such an agency for criminal 
justice statistics, only a few states have operational or nearly 
operational OBTS programs. Convention~lly, most criminal justice 
agencies have recorded and reported their own statistics, deter
mining for themselves which types of data are important. Typically, 
as was noted, such statistics reflect agency workload in a form 
which is of little value to the wider criminal justice community. 

In certain instances local agencies may be hesitant to forward 
their data to some central agency for compilation. From the point 
of view of the local criminal justice agency, the time and pro
cedural changes heeded f;.o implement such a system may not out
weigh the advantages to be gained. Further, the coordination of 
various operational parts in such a data collection effort also 
present imposing obstacles. It is no simple task to monitor 
hundreds of local agencies in the use of standard reporting forms, 
to check the reliability of data and to see that information is 

.submitted on time. ,. 
-Administrative and organi.zational problems, such as those noted 
above, have hindered the development of offender-based transaction 
statistics, for each state is, in a real sense, tied to its tradi
tional.procedures and organizational capabilities. Retooling 
existing operations to meet OBTS requirements may require major 
revisions. It is, however, possible to obtain some of the bene
fits of a transaction data collection system without a complete 
retooling of resources. 

It should be possible, for example, to draw a sample of offenders 
from arrest records maintained by local police agencies. This 
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sample could then be linked to judicial and correctional processes 
to obtain some estimate of the flow of offenders through the 
system. While there are many different sampling processes, a 
random sample stratified on the basis of offense and offender 
characteristics would probably prove optimal. Some inferences 
could then be made to the general population of offenders pro
ceeding through the criminal justice system. 

The advantages to be gained with an offender-flow model are con
siderable. Overall, transaction data provide more basic infor
mation regarding the operation and performance of the criminal 
justice system than have previously been available, especially 
with summary statistics. Many of these benefits have been pre
sented arid discussed. Following is a case study which further 
illustrates their uses, strengths, and limitations. 

B. Criminal Justice System Performance--Case Study (To Be 
Provided By Instructor) 
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EXERCISE #15 

Measuring System Performance 

Purpose: 

The purposes of Module 4 are to present the concept of performance
based research and to introduce transaction statistics as a means 
of supplying continuous measurement of criminal justice system 
performance. It includes detailed descriptions of various parts 
of the system and is designed to encourage participants to perceive 
the interrelationships and implications for research and program
matic activities. This exercise is intended to: 

• Provide practice in developing programmatic 
approaches to solving a crime problem and in 
assessing the outcomes of those approaches; and 

.. Build awareness of the impact of change in one 
part of the system on other segments. 

Acti vi til:!s: 

The exercise consists of three basic phases. Participants should 
outline the given crime problem and review the activities which 
are to be performed. After ~ividing into their work groups each 
group should develop three possible approaches ,to solving the 
crime problem (outlined below) and examine the benefits and 
drawbacks of each approach. Finally, the plenary session should 
reconvene and each-group should present its findings for discus
sion. 

The problem to be addressed in the exercise is a real one in many 
areas of the United States: the number of crimes committed by 
persons awaiting case dispositions on previous charges. Most 
criminal defendants are released prior to their trials through 
a variety of programs and under various degrees of supervision, 
as required by law. Particularly in felony cases which must 
awai t trials in overburdened and backlogged courts I th.e time be
tween an accused person1s initial appearance before a court or 
magistrate and the disposition of his or her case can stretch over 
weeks or months. One consequence is that there are documented 
instances in which of~fenders have been arrested on new cha,rges 
several times before their original cases were disposed of. This 
problem was noted by the National Advisory Commis~,ion on criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals. It has been raised in both the pro
fessional literature and the public press, and has become a matter 
of concern for citizens and government officials. 
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Dicer County Example and Data 

For this exercise, participants are asked to consider the problem 
in an area called Dicer County. In a time of rising crime rates, 
criminal justice system officials and citizens of this county 
have become particularly alarmed at the number of crimes committed 
by persons already awaiting case disposition on previous felony 
charges. Official statistics there indicate that 15 percent of 
persons accused of felonies commit additional crimes in the period 
between their initial court appearances and case dispositions. 

Dicer County is an urban/suburban industrial area with a total 
population of approximately 1,800,000. Its principal city, Dicer! 
has a mayor and city council government which operates independent
ly from the County. The County is administered by a Board of 
Commissioners who submit an annual county budget to the state 
legislature for approval. Included in this budget are items for 
the County's District Attorney and staff, sheriff's department, 
courts, including grand jury operations, an adult detention center 
and correction institution, and county probation and parole pro
grams. 

It is through the county's Court of Common Pleas, Criminal Divi
sion, that the felons described above must pass. In 1976 there 
were approximately 7,000 felony case complaints. Verdicts were 
issued in 6,000 cases in that year. Some 20 percent of the 
defendants were found guilty, and 35 percent made guilty pleas 
which were accepted by the court, for a total of approximately 
3,300 cases. ~ 

If, as county research indicates, 15 percent of the persons accused 
in felony cases commit further crimes while awaiting disposition 
of their earlier cases, then approximately 900 crimes were com
mitted by defendants awaiting those 6,000 verdicts. 

Accused felons in Dicer County may be grouped into six categories: 

40% Those released on their own recognizance, with 
supervision (ROR); 

5% Supervised release; 

10% Those released on bonds; 

35% Those released on normal bail; 

6% Those diverted, after charge but prior to 
disposition, to an intervention program; 

4% Those detained in jail. 

The mean time between initial court appearance and case disposi
tion for accused felons in this Dicer County court is 8.1 months. 

Step 1 - Participants in the exercise should identify and 
discuss possible system changes designed to have an impact on 
this crime problem. Each small group is to develop three program
matic approaches to reducing the number of crimes committed by 
accused felons. The approaches and their potential effects must 
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-be carefully considered including (1) impacts on the criminal 
justice system in Dicer county; (2) the impacts .. on system com
ponents in the municipalities of the county; an~ (3) the pos
sible effects outside the county. 

Step 2 - For each of the three approaches, the group 
should list in the formats suggested below: 

• Potential effects which the three programmatic 
changes could have on other parts of the criminal 
justice system; 

• Advantages/Liabilities of each of the proposed 
changes. 

Format I 

Proposed Impacts on 

Changes Municipalities County State 

#1 

#2 

#3 

Format II 

Proposed 
Impacts on 

Changes Police Courts Corrections 
-, 

#1 

.--
#2 

#3 
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III. MEASURING SYSTEM CAPABILITIES 

This section addresses the criminal justice system from the per
spective of workload and resources. In previous discussions about 
crime statistics the various components of the criminal justice 
system were only secondarily considered. However, in resource 
analysis a complete knowledge of the criminal justice system is 
most critical. Not only must one know which agencies do what at 
what points in the system, but one also needs to know about the 
lines of communication, information and paper flow, and staff 
functions. One needs to consider the activities and processes 
which influence resource requirements and hence link system 
capabilities. 

Crime statistics can help to define the system's capabilities, or 
the level of response the system can make. Ultimately, this level 
of response is traceable to resources. Before reaching the specifics 
of what data are available or should be collected and how they 
should/can be analyzed, it is important to identify the resources 
of the criminal justice system. Examples of such r.esources are 
listed below: 

• police officers 

• police equipment 
- communications 
- record-keeping 
- dispatch 
- vlahicles 
- weapons 
- lock-up 

• magistrates and judges 

• s~.=cretaries 

• hearing and court rooms 

• constables 
• court information and record-keeping systems 

• adult and juvenile detention facilities 

• detention staff 
• prisons, institutions, and other residential 

facilities 
• adult and juvenile probation offices, equipment, 

and staff. 

It should be emphasized that a comprehensive planning effort 
encompasses consideration of all resources and capabilities in a 
community. Although an analysis of "system ll capabilities serves 
as a primary focus for this module, it in no way underestimates 

I 
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the importance of using resources outside the criminal justice 
system to improve system performance. 
Throughout this program of instruction reference is made, either 
explicitly or implicitly, to the special problems of the juvenile 
justice system. Module 3 addressed the question of trend analysis 
of criminal justice statistics. Techniques for predicting changes 
in the various index crimes have been reviewed and problems with 
forecasting criminal activity have been summarized. Comparable 
issues to those discussed previously apply to the area of juvenile 
crime. Problems noted earlier in this text regarding the avail
ability of data on age distributions, restrictions on access to 
certain forms of juvenile justice records, and particular problems 
in the reporting of juvenile crime may tend to increase the diffi
culty of forecasting in the area of juvenile crime. It is worth 
emphasizing, however, that the demographic characteristics associ
ated with collective youth crime may be different from or more 
narrow than those generally used to predict crime trends. Speci
fication of expected growth in inner city youth cohorts will be 
only pa:rtially correlated with national age trends. 
Issues in resource development are also quite comparable to those 
discussed in other parts of this section. However, specific prob
lems relating to the juvenile justice system include the role of 
numerous interest groups in any modification of juvenile justice 
programs, the need for a wide range of treatment approaches due to 
the strong rehabilitative emphasis in juvenile justice, and prob
lems relating to ambiguities in the rights of jtlVeniles to receive 
the full due process provisions associated with adult criminal 
justice. A broader problem is that the greater decentralization 
of the juvenile correctional system tends to increase the number 
of local areas concerned with or unhappy about specific programs, 
but to decrease the concentration of juveniles into large insti
tutions which have high visibility with a broad public. 

A. Resource Data Analysis 
If money is to be well spent, and if the criminal justice system 
is to be made more efficient, careful and thorough analysis is 
needed. Planning should be based on information about the optimal 
utilization of resources and the project impact of different models 
of resource allocation which are the products of interpreting 
system data. 

Criminal justice planners are being asked to become involved in 
data and information collection, analysis, and data utilization. 
Whether using manual files or computers, the planner must become 
involved with these aspects of data to determine what information 
on resources is available, what is missing, and what approaches 
exist for getting better information. Since crime or survey 
(victimization) statistics have already been discussed in previous 
sessions, this section focuses on the items of information dealing 
with manpower, equipment, and facilities. 
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Planning is essentially the eptimal allecatien ef resources. This 
precess requires feur basic steps: 

STEP 1: Examine what is happening in the system. 
STEP 2: Fermulate questiens abeut eccurrences in 

the system. 

STEP 3: Analyze these eccurrences. 

STEP 4: Fermulate respenses and recemmendatiens. 
Each ef these steps is discussed further belew. 
The first step is to' identify each agency respensible fer a pro
cessing functien in the system. A flow chart depicting each 
precessing stage in the criminal justice system sheuld be created. 
A budget--breken dewn intO' salaries, benefits, capital costs, main
tenance and repair ef equipment, purchases ef new equipment, effice 
supplies, staff training (to include overtime pay, censultants, 
travel, and materials)--may be ebtained aleng with ether data on: 

• number ef staff by jeb classificatien, race, and 
sex (peeple reseurces and their skills) i 

• amount ef space fer each basic functien (space 
affects capital cests, werking cenditiens, avail
ability to' clients, client and staff attitudes); 

• number ef clien-ts (defini tien will vary by type 
ef agency) by age, race, and sex; length ef time 
in agency (werklea~); 

• list ef equipment and assessment ef conditien 
(teells necessa,ry to' quality/efficient job per
fermance); and 

• whO' is respensible to' whem at each stage ef the 
system, i.e., whO' is the "manager fer that stage"; 
and what is the seurce ef the funding (affects 
ceerdinatien, ceeperatien, and censelidatien ef 
effert) . 

The secend step is to' compare these data to' the statistics en the 
flew ef cases to' ascertain the worklead and impact. ef the agency 
activities. This cemparisen can be summary or detailed depending 
en the statistics available frem manual and/er autemated inferma
tien seurces. In the third step--analysis--sO'me pessible fermats 
to' be censidered include: 

• imapct vs. quantity ef resO'urces (staff, facil
ities, cests). Impact measures ceuld be r.eported 
crime rates, clearance rates, rearrest er recidi
vism rates. 

• number ef staff by jeb classification, 'salary, 
race and seXi 

• O'perating space--t6r each type of activity-
cempare to' werkleads--again ameng agencies and 
geeg~aphical areas; 
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• duplications in staff activities and in use of 
space; 

• facility/service utilization--how many people 
used the facility/service for how long ("vacancy 
rates") ; 

• accountability patterns--who is responsible to 
whom, for what; and 

• budgets/costs compared to workloads and impact. 
The net effect should permit the analysis of resouces in conjunc
tion with transaction data. step four--formulating responses-
should result in the improved utilization of resources and a 
more effective as well as efficient criminal justice system. 

B. Resource Data Collection 
Obtaining and analyzing data are at the heart of the process. 
In addition to a variety of computerized record systems which can 
provide useful management data either as a by-product of the system 
or directly designed for management purposes already available in 
many jurisdictions, another source which can assist both planners 
and agency administrators in resource planning and utilization is 
operational agency information systems. One such system is PROMIS, 
a computer-based information system for prosecutors which utilizes 
resource information and implements guidelines and priorities for 
making the best use of those resources. This is a 'system built to 
assist prosecutors in the management of case selection and dockets. 
Aside from computerized management information systems, which 
represent formal sources of information to managers of criminal 
justice agencies, manual "casual" samples--designed for specialized 
purposes--can provide manageme11t with useful information supplement
ing that found in formal management reports. In particular, casual 
samples can be in the form of periodic direct observations (perhaps 
self-reported) of personnel work practices and tasks which, because 
of their detail, may escape inclusion in management reports. 
In many respects, casual samples are needed to supplement experi
ence in the interpretation of trends observed in management reports. 
For example, monthly reports of the number of judge-hours per case 
may be available--maybe by type of case--for the Chief Justice or 
the court administrator's review. If these statistics are also 
organized by judge, the reviewer can monitor the fluctuation both 
by judge and across judges, by tyPt~ of case. Experience suggests 
that a certain range of variation can be expected. However, direct 
observation of the length of time that various judges hold court 
and the manner in which court sessions are conducted, can yield 
valuable insights as to why variations outside the normal range 
may be occurring or whether a relatively stable degree of variation 
is "reasonable" for trials to be conducted efficiently, yet fairly. 

Another possible application of casual samples can be drawn from 
an example in probation. Suppose monthly caseloads are tallied in 
management reports to the Chief Probation Officer, and that, until 
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recently, caseloads have been fluctuating around 30 per officer at 
any giv'el'l time. In the last three months /' hdwever, caseloads have 
steadily climbed to almost 40, and the number of probation officers 
has not. changed. An immediate reaction is to plan hiring addi
tional probation officers to support what is evidently a shirt in 
sentencing policy. Unless, however! there is some reason to 
believe that'd; caseload size of 30 is "better" than one of 40-
aside from the notion that lower caseloads means more attention 
to each case--then the Chief Probation Officer (or his or her 
superior) might be wise to perform a special survey of day-to-..day 
activi,ties of probation officers: how many clients are seen, how 
much time is spent with each, how much time is spent in travel, 
etc, It may prove to be possible to have the same amount of 
activity (or at least not appreciably less) by reassigning cases, 
by modifying contact procedures for certain cases, or by providing 
greater incentive to probation officers to work more efficiently. 
Supplemental information can be obtained by a variety of tech
niques. Most common is the agency survey. The agency survey is 
a difficult task, for several reasons: 

• Most agencies receive innumerable requests for 
information and for survey participation. It 
seems these days that to obtain an M.A. or a 
Ph.D. one must conduct a survey, and criminal 
justice personnel/agencies are prime .targets. 

• Most agencies have very limited record-keeping 
systems and so have to collect the data manually 
for each question. 

• Survey questions mean "different thin.g-s to 
different people." 

1"-" 

Survey questions should be direct and require simple, basic infor
mation. If staff is available to compile the information for 
agencies, as is the case in the expenditure and personnel surveys 
sponsored by LEAA, and planners have managed to insti tU.te a peri
odic agency survey, then the rate of re.sponse may be sufficient, 
and survey results may be of significant local utility. Attached 
is a sample of a basic questionnaire (Exhibit 4.7). The informa~ 
tion received through this survey was helpful in showing pa·t.terns, 
and especially in identifying needs and problems. 
A technique for obtaining these data jurisdiction-wide is through 
a monitoring and evaluation program. Rather than provide a de
tailed program description, the following list exhibits the (infor
mation obtained through such a source: 

• number of clients (where relevant) and services 
provided, by race,sex, and referral source; 

• rearrest and recidivism data; 
• staff job descriptions and the degree to which 

these are follmled; 

• staff training needp~, 
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EXHIBIT 4.7 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR JUVENILES I 
1. Name of Facility 

------------------------.---------~----------------
I 

3. Address Phone ---------------------------------------- ------------~ 
3. Person Completing the survey ______________________________________ ___ {I 
4. How many years has the facility been operating? ______________________ _ I 
5 Do you serve boys? ______ ~ages ______ ; girls7 _____ ~ages ______ _ 

6. How m~'y residents can be accommodated at one time? ___ ~boys _____ girls. I 
7. Approximately how many residents do you accept each month? ____ boys? __ __ 

girls? ---- I 
8. ~Vhat is the average length of stay? ______ boys? _____ , girls? ____ _ 

9. How many r'esidents did you have in 1975? WM? ---- ______ , WF?, ____ __ I " 

BM? t BF? ______ _ 
.~ .. II 

10. What percentage of your residents formerly lived in Allegheny County? 

______ %, Pennsylvania - outside Allegheny County? ____ %, outside of I 
Pennsylvania? _____ %. 

11. In 1975 how many of your residents were dependent or neglected ----' "I 
status offenders _____ ; adjudicated delinquents _____ i other, specify __ 

I 
12. Do you receive per diem costs and/or fees?_____ If yes, how much per , 

child? $. ------- If yes, how much was received in 1975? --------
Who were these sums paid by? ------------.----------------------------- I 

13. What criteria are used in screening potential residents? ---------
14. Who may refer residents to your facility? ----------------------------- I 

;1 
~ ____________ ._._ ---"- .- ... --------_______ --__ --1. 

I 
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EXHIBIT 4.7 (cent.) 

15. In 1975 who made most of the referrals? ------------------------------

16. What was the total number referred by source? 

Referral Agency Number Referred 

17. HoW many were accepted by source? 

Referral Agency Number Referred 

18. Give the main reasons for refusal? ---------------------------------

19. Do you offer the following services? If you do and you feel that the 
quality is ad~quate, check under (A) • 

YES A NO YES A NO 
Educational ( ) ( ) ( ) Individual Counseling ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Skill Training ( ) ( ) ( ) Group Counseling ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Job Placement ( ) ( ) ( ) Family Counseling ( ), '(J ( ) 

Arts and Crafts ( ) ( ) ( ) Psychiatric Treatmen.t ( ) l') ( ). 
Recreational ( ) ( ) ( ) Legal Service ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Medical Treatment ) ( ) ( ) Consumer Education ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Dental Treatment ) ( ) ( ) Budget Planning ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Health Education ) ( ) ( ) Financial Management ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Other, specify ( ) 

20. How many full-time professional staff do you pre~ently have? 
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21. 

22. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

EXHIBIT 4: 7 (cont.) 

If the number of staff is suff.icient to handle the residents you presently 
have, check under (A). 

Personnel (Job Class) WM EM EF SALA..~y RANGE 

Can your facility recommend the transfer of residents during their 

If yes, where are they usually transferred and why? 

(A) 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

Facility/Service Purpose Number Transferred 
in 1975 

Is family invalvement encouraged during the stay of your residents? ____ _ 

If yes, what kind of involvement? __________________ __ 

---------------------------------------------- ~--------------~ 
When your residents are released, does follow-up contact occur? ________ _ 

If yes, how frequently? ________________________________________________ __ 

Your total budget in 1974 was $ __________ in 1975 $ ____ . _____ _ 

In 1975, what percentage of your budget came from local government _____ %, 

State government _____ %, Federal government _____ %, private organizations 

or fourtdations _____ %, business _____ %, private citizens _____ %, other 

%. 
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EXHIBIT 4.7 (cont. ) 

28. State the objectives of your facility. If a private organization, 

enclose by-laws. 

29. G:t.ve suggestions for solving th:e problems you enC01.mter while trying to 
accomplish your objectives. 

Problem Suggested Solution 

I 

I . 
I 

SOURCE: Allegheny County Regional Planning Commission 
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o clients'/community's perceptions of services 
or activities; 

(I internal management and administration strengths 
and problemsj 

• lines of communication with other agencies, 
degree of cooperation or coordination; 

e workloadsi 

411> costs; 

(I staff selection and promotion criteria and 
procedures, career ladders; 

• staff morale and motivation; and 

411> quality of service. 

c. Application of Management and Administrative Statistics 

Management and Administrative Statistics (~1AS) provide criminal 
justice managers with summary data on costs, personnel allocations, 
productivity measures, workloads, and other activities and tasks 
as they relate to equipment, facilities and resources in general. 
These statistics are intimately related to statistics measuring 
the performance of the criminal justice system,_ since--among other 
things--system performance depends on the quantity and quality of 
resources available to it. Planners need to determine what they 
can learn from MAS. Some of the questions that d.ata can be used 
to respond to include: ., 

(I Number of police officers to cover what geographi
cal area with what population density and what 
reported crime rate? 

(I Relationship between citizens and the police. Do 
people report crimes? Do victims prosecute? Do 
witnesses and victims give good descriptions of 
the perpetrators? 

(I Where and how long are defendants held before they 
are arraigned? How much time does a police officer 
spend with the person arrested prior to arraignment? 

• How many cases are dismissed by the magistrate, by 
crime type, and why? 

• How much time passes between arrest ahd hearing, 
and arrest and trial? Why? 

411> Who is held on what type of bond and why? 

• What are the conviction rates? How many and why 
are cases disposed prior to trial? 

• Do any of these factors vary by crime type? By 
offender background? How? 
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• What factors appear to determine the flow of 
sentenced defendants to county facilities/ 
programs? To state facilities/programs? 

• How many clients does a probation officer have? 
What does the probation officer do? 

While answers to these questions can be found in part by examining 
data other than b~S, a deeper analysis suggests the need for data 
relating directly to criminal justice system resources. Why does 
one need to know these things? Without such in-depth knowledge 
one cannot know what the criminal justice system problems are, as 
opposed to simply crime problems or system performance problems. 
What might be done to solve them, or what the effects will be of 
any changes, can better be understood by considering the full 
range of possibilities in the utilization of system resources. 

Exhibit 4.8 on the following pages illustrates how quantitative 
performance indicators have been developed as measures of "system 
performance." Questions about resources always end up involving 
the use of those resources. The use of resources likewise involves 
roth the workloaC: and tJle quality of the acti vi ty /product/perform
ance. Bec(iuse of this need to evaluate utilization and performance 
--which involves value judgments--it is critical that agencies 
adopt standards, goals, and performance objectives. The planner 
must also have standard measures for comparison. The National 
Advisory Council on Standards and Goals has provided some criteria 
to use in establishing performance and productivity. 

D. Action Plan Cost Analysis--Case Study 

(To be provided by Instructor.) 

E. Integrated Analysis of Performance and Resources 

Whether cornputer'ized or manual, periodic {monthly, quarterly, or 
annual) data are invaluable to the development of management 
insights. Information about a) the magnitude of available re
sources and their allocation, and b) the values of perform~nce 
indicators (numerical measures) can be used to understand the 
nature of the relationship between capabilities and performance. 
This understanding can be used for two major purposes: 

@ measuring the "elasticity" or performance 
indicators (covered in the next section) 
relative to changes in resource levels; 

• correlating agency-to-agency resource change 
effects. 

'llhe \I elastici ty" concept provides an index of the resultant change , 
in values of performance indicators, occurring from planned changes 
in resource levels. For example, how many more (o:r.:: less) res,,i
dential burglaries vJ'Ould be comrni tted as a result of incremental 
changes to police patrol strength? Or, what difference would occur 
in criminal justice processing times with the addition of a ne!w 
judge and/or the facilities, equipment, and staff for that judl~e? 
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Exhibit 4.8 

QUantitative Performance Indicators, Chaos County, 1971-1975 

1971 1972 1~t73 , 1974 1975 
~ 
; i, 

I. SYSTEM INDICATORS (Degree of Change) 

A. Crime Rate County-Wide (Part I) -1.1% -8.1% +18.2% -5.4% +18.7% 
B. Criminal ,Court Productivity (Indictments 

vs. Dispositions) -11.3% -4.0% +20.4% +9'.2% +9.6% 
C. Criminal Court Average Time Indictment to 

Disposition +35 days +10 days +8 days -149 days -
D. Criminal Court Average 'rime Arrest To 

Trial - - \'- 134 days -
E. Recidivism - - - - -
F. Pre~trial Diversion--All Programs 

(No. of Cases) - - 508 1,471 1,665 
G. Unreported Crime (Cha(!}s City) * * * 49.7% * 

II. SUBSYSTEM INDICATORS 

A. Reported Crime 

l. Crime Rate/lOO,OOO Population (UCR) 

a. Part I Offenses 

( 1) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) 1,746 1,661 2,207 2,208 2,564 
(2) Chaos City 6,179 5,520 5,264 5,949 6,560 
(3 ) 'I'otal 3,180 2,885 3,409 3,345 3,969 

b. Violent Offenses 

(1) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) 101 117 123 172 212 
(2) Chaos City 937 943 966 905 1,018 
(3) To r,ti 1 383 380 384 396 480 

C. Property Offenses 

(1) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) 1,629 1,545 :.:-:.-' 2,048 2,036 2,352 () 
(2) Chaos City 5,242 4 ,57§~;)i 4,298 5,,042 5,542 
(3) Total 2,798 2,506 2,771 2,948 3,489 

* Data Not Available ... , .. .. ' ... ~ ... '-~ .... ' .~ " . ______ ~~~. ______ ~ __ ~~i~: _________ ~ 
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Exhibit 4.8 (cont.) 

1971 
,~, 

1972 1973 1974 1975 

d. Part II Offenses 

(1) Chaos County (Less Chaos Ci·ty) * * * 2,224 2,452 
(2) Chaos City * * 4,442 4,546 5,241 
(3) Total * * * 2,926 3,413 

e. Total Part I and Part II Offenses 

(1) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) * * * 4,432 5,016 
(2) Chaos City * * 9,706 10,495 11,802 
(3) Total * * * 6,271 7,382 

2. Victimization (Chaos City)** 

a. Crimes Reported to Police (%) 

(1) Personal 31 
(2 ) Violent 44 

(a) Rape 51 
(b) Robbery 56 
(c) Assault 37 

(3) Theft 24 

(a) Personal Larceny with contact 42 
(b) Personal Larceny without contact 23 

(4) Household Crime 42 

(a) Burglary 50 
(b) Larceny 22 
(c) Auto Theft 66 

(5) Commercial 78 

(a) Burglary 73 
(b) Robbery 97 

** "Criminal victimization Surveys in 13 American Cities," National Crime Panel Survey, U.S. Department of 
Justice, Law Enforcement Assi~tance Administration. 
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Exhibit 4.a (cont.) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

b. Number of Victimizations 

(1) Personal 47,200 
(a) Crimes of Violence 15,400 
(b) Crimes of Theft 31,700 

(2) Household I 39,600 
( 3) Commercial 7,100 
(4 ) Total 93,800 

B. Police 

L Arrest Patterns 

a. Arrests 

(1) Part I Offenses (Adult/Juvenile) 

(a) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) * * * 1,319/ 2,805( 
2,177 2,230 (b) Chaos City 2,852/ 2,831/ 2,000 2,307/ 2,933/ 

1,890 1,826 1,349 1,775 1,940 (c} Total * * * 3,626/ 5,738/ 
3,352 4,170 

(2) Violent Offenses (Adult/Juvenile) 

(a) Chaos Cmmty (Less Chaos City) '* * * * 654/ 
c 

236 (b) Chaos Ci.ty 1, ~71/ 1,393/ 1,062/ 910/ 983/ 
341 324 246 178 260 (c) Total '* * * * 1,637/ 

(3) Property Offenses (Adult/Juvenile) 
496 \ 

(a) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) '" * * '" 2,151/ 
1,994 (b) Chaos City 1,481/ 1,438/ 938/ 1,392/ 1,950/ 

1,549 1,502 1,103 1,601 1,680 
(e) Total * * * * 4,101/ 

II 
3,674 
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Exhibit 4.S (cont.) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

(4) Part II Offenses (Adult/Juvenile) I 

(a) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) * * * 9,959/ 10,551/ 
5,967 6,057 

(b) Chaos City 17,017/ 17,895/ 16,923/ 17 ,097/ 17,415/ 
2,630 2,799 3,037 2,120 2,142 

(c) Total * * * 27,056/ 27,966/ 
8,087 8,181 

(5) Total Offenses (Adult/Juvenile) 

(a) Chaos C<:)Urrty (Less Chaos City) * * * 15,230/ 
7,648 

(b) Chaos City 19,862/ 20,690/ 18,923/ 19,404/ 20,348/ 
4,520 4,625 4,386 4,391 4,534 

(c) Total * * * 34,634/ 33,704/ 
12,039 13,745 

.J::. b. Clearance Rates (Percent) 

(1) Part I Offenses 

(a) Chaos County (Less CT1aos City~ * 9 15.6 
(b) Chaos City 15.2 15.0 15.5 
(c) Total ~ * 12.3 15.6 

(2) Violent Offenses , 

(a) Chaos C6unty (:{:.ess Chaos City) * 31. 7 35.4 
(b) Chaos City 31. 3 31.7 31.1 
(c) Total * 31. 7 32.5 

(3) Property Offenses 

(a) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) * 7.1 13.8 
(b) Chaos City 12.3 '12.1 12.7 
(0) Total * 9.7 13.2 

(4) Part II Offenses \ 

(a) Chaos County (Less Chaos City) * * 48.2 
(b} Chaos City 64.7 66.6 62.9 
(c) Total * * 55.3 
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Exhibi t 4.8 (cont.) 

(5) Total Offenses 

(a) Chaos County (Less Chaos C ity) 
(b) Chaos City 
(c) Total 

2. Administration 

a. Communications Regions 
b. County-Wide Communications System 
c. Clean Terminals Installed In Count 
d. Identification System (inquiries 

per month) 
e. Municipalities having Full-Time Po 

Officers/Service 
f. Police Officers Trained (percent c 

basic training at Chaos County 
Police T~aining Academy) 

3. Minolr JUdiciary 

1. Criminal 'Cases Filed 

a. City Magistrates 
b. District Magistrates 

2. Mean Time from Arrest to Arraignme 

a. Violent Crime 

b. Total Part I Crime 

c. Total Part I and Part II Crim e 

3. Arraignment - Bonding: Decision 

a. City Magistrates 

(1) Nominal 
(2) Jail 

b . District Magistrates 

.. ' 

y 

lice 

ompleted 

nt 

I 

1971 

1 
-

14 

* 

85.7 9
" 

* 

24,388 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

1972 1973 1974 1975 

* * 31.5 
38.1 37.4 36.6 

* * 34.1 

2 4 1 5 
- - - Funded 
2 3 0 0 

* * 185 248 

* 90% 90% 90% 

* 5.4% 5.7% 3.2% 

25,515 23 / 309 23,851 24,993 

* * 27,842 34,545 

* * less than * 
1 day 

* * less than * 
1 day 

* * 1 day * 

* * * 27.7% 

* * * 35.2% 1,\ 

r 

"" . 
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1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

(1) Nominal '. * 52.0% 60.0% 31. 7% 55.6% 
(2) Jail * 18.1% 12.3% 15.3% 21.0% 

4. Preliminary Hearing Dispositions 
(Percent HELD for Court) 

\ 

a. Part I Offenses 

(1) City Magistrates 52.8 47.5 49.8 49.3 56.6 
(2) District Magistrates * * 48.8 * 55.6 

b. Violent Offenses 

(1) City Magistrates 38.7 38.1 40.9 76.2 62.3 
(2) District Magistrates * * 43.8 1< 57.6 

c. Property Offenses 

(1) City Magistrates * * 54.7 48.4 53.8 
(2) District Magistrates * * 45.7 * 54.4 

d. Part II Offenses 

(1) City Magistrates 20.4 14.6 29.9 , 
11.8 14.0 \ 

(2) District Magistrates * * 35.3 * 17.8 

e. Total Offenses 

(1) City Magistrates 24.9 18.6 32.2 16.3 20.4 
(2) District Magistrates * * 38.0 * 24.0 

5. PBrcent Detained in County Jail at 
8 . 

Arra~gn-

l!'.nt and Dismissed at Preliminary Hearing . * 27.1 13.3 * 30.4 

D. COUl:t: vf Common Pleas, Criminal Division 

1. Administration 

a. Case Terminations Prior to Trial 

(1) Part I Offenses 24.3% 23.4% 41.2% 21.8% 29.6% 
(2) Part II Offenses 23.2% 19.1% 32.5% 13.0% 28.7% 
(3) Total Part I and Part II Offenses 23.6% 21.4% 35.2% 15.8% 29.0% 

b. Mean Time from Indictment to 0 

D~spos1t10n (days) 



Exhibit .4.8 (con·t.) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

(1) All Dispositions Less Nolle Prossed 191 201 209 57 * 
(2) Nolle Prossed 926 211 342 72 * 
(3) Guilty plea 213 194 204 55 95 
(4) Non-Jury Trial 169 192 198 57 94 
(5) Jury Trial 289 235 214 81 122 

c. Mean Time from Date Complaint Filed 
with Clerk of Courts 

(1) All Dispositions Less Nolle prossed * * * 134 * 
(2) Nolle Prossed * * * 164 * (3) Guilty Plea * * * 128 128 
(4) Non-Jury Trial * * * 138 129 
(5) Jury Trial * * * 151 142 

d. productivity (Indictments to Dispositions) 85.6% 81.6% 102% 111.2% 120.8% 

e. Average Disposition per 
(1) Judge 590 * 677 674 664 
(2) District Attroney 318 260 393 218 245 
(3) Public Defender 186 175 193 124 * 

£. outstanding Indictments * 5,111 2,474 1,802 1,701 

2. Prosecution and Defense 

a. Disposition by Attorney Type (percent) -
(1) Acquittals and Dismissals 

(a) Private Attorney 39.7% 38.5% 36.9% * * 
(b) Public Defender 23.9% 21.8% 27.3% * * 

(2) Convictions 

(a) Private Attorney 77.2% 61. 5% 61.3% * * 
(b) Public Defender 60.3% 78.2% 72.7% * * 

b. sentencing - All Offenses (percent) 

(1) Fine 30.5% 34.2% 21.5% 14~9% 13.0% 
(2) Probation 45.0% 47.6% 58.3% 70.1% 58.0% 
(3) State Correctional Ins·t.itution at 

Ohaos City '9.1% 7.1% 7.9% 6.8% 12.1% 

- ' .. ..... ,.1 -- ... .. ' .. "'1 .• 
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Exhibit 4.8 (cont.) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

(4) County Prision 3.4% 2.4% 2.9% 2.3% 4.5% 
(5) Muncy, Camp Hill, Greensburg, 

all others 8.1% 5.2% 7.0% 5.9% 12.3% 

c. Pre-Trial Diversion - ARD - - 508 938 1,665 
d. Pre-Sentence Investigations (percent of 

total dispositions) * 12.3% 17.2% 13.6% 15.5% 
e. Behavior Clinic Examinations (percent of 

total dispositions) * 11.6% 10.8% 10.8% 10.3% 

E. Cour·t of Common Pleas, Family Division, 
Juvenile Section 

1. Dispositions (percent) 

a. Males (White/Non-White) 

(1) Dismissed * 68.8/65.1 46.4/40.5 48.9/48.7 46.5/45.7 
(2) Probation * 13.7/14.2 27.5/29.2 26.2/18.7 31. 7/31.0 
(3) Institution or Agency Placement * 17.5/20.7 26.1/30.3 24.9/32.6 21. 8/23. 3 

b. Females (White/Non-White) 

(1) Dismissed * 60.1/59.6 38.4/37.7 47.4/39.9 36.9/39.7 
(2) Probation * 8.5/12.3 26.0/28.0 25.9/28.2 25.7/31.1 
(3) Institution or Agency Placement * 31.4/28.1 35.6/34.3 26.4/31.9 . 37.4/29.2 

2. Disposition Charge (Male/Female) (percent) 

a. Part I " * 93.9/6.1 97.4/2.6 97.4/2.6 94.7/5.3 
b. Part II * 73.3/26.7 84.0/16.0 77.5/22.5 87.5/12.5 
c. Part I and Part II * 80.1/29.9 87.5/12.5 89.2/10.8 91. 9/8.1 
d. Juvenile Offenses * 51.3/48.7 55.0/45.0 :48.8/51.2 60.8/39.2 
e. Abuse * 53.0/47.0 57.1/42.9 ,51. 6/48.4 59.1/40.9 

3. Recidivism 

a. On Probation * * * 4.2% 5% 
b. Intake (re-appearanoe) * * * ~ * 19.5% 



Exhibit: 4.8 (cant.) 

1971 1972 19173 1974 1975 

F. Correcticms 

l. Detention 

a. Adult 

(1) Residents Served 

(a) Males (White/Non-White) 3,679/ 3,661/ 3,663/ '3,424/ 3,764/ 
3,809 3,056 2,964 3,112 3,683 

(b) Females (White/Non-white) 191/235 181/272 237/301 199/306 231/345 
(2) Average Daily Population 412 403 368 378 414 
(3) Average Days in Detention 19.8 20.5 18.7 17.3 17.3 

b. Juvenile 

(1) Residents Served 

(a) Males (White/Non-White) * * * * 1,057/807 
(b) Females (White/Non-White) * * * * 346/200 

(2) Average Daily Population * * 87 * (3) Average Days in Detention 9.5 8.8 8.8 7.3 12 
2. Probation (County) (Less ARD) Adult 

a. Office Case10ad 3,736 3,939 4,127 4,943 5,846 
b. Case10ad Characteristics (% Ma1e/ 

% Black) 77/51.4 * 89.3/37.7 79/29 86/28 
c. Average Min. Sentence * 340/724 391/506 * * d. Case10ad per Officer 107 106 136 83 80 
e. Recidivism Rate 14.8% * * 22.1% 10.3% 

,\ 
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While these questions are difficult to answer, it is clear that 
answers woul~ be invaluable toward making the most effective and 
efficient use of police officers, judges, parole officers, cor
rectional facilities, or whatever. 

Correlating agency-to-agency impacts of resource changes repre
sents a It longi tudi.nal" dpproach to resource analysis. Examples 
of this type of effect abound. A graphic conceptualizati0n of 
this type of analysis, and how it relates to the type of analysis 
described above, is presented in Exhibit 4.9. Effects can be 
gleaned from "elasticity" analysis. Implications of changes in 
the value of a performance indicator in one agency can be compared 
to the change in value of a related performance indicator for 
another agency. An example may serve to clarify this concept. 

Suppose an anti-burglary unit is introduced as a new ~rogram in a 
local police department, with its known resource implications 
(personnel, facilities, ~quipment, training). Further, suppose 
that there is a reasonable expectation that adult burglary arrests 
will increase by 20%. This would result in almost a 20% increase 
in cases presented to the prosecutor. This is the "elasticity" 
measure for Agency A (the police departmen't), adult arrests being 
tne performance indicator for Agency A. From the experience of 
the Chief Prosecutor it is known that approximately 35% of arrests 
for burglary lead to the filing of burglary charges. Since the 
anti-Burglary unit is less likely to arrest and release an adult 
than might a regular patrol officer (to preserve its,pretigious 
image), the a~alyst estimates that the figure is cl6ser to 50%. 
Thus, an increase of 10% (50% of 20%) to the prosecutor's workload 
is expected. This is the implication of Agency A's performance 
indicator (arrests for burglary) to a related performance measure 
for Agency B (prosecutor's burglary workload) . 
As the final step in the analysis, the prosecutor's office must 
determine the impact of a 10% increase in the burglary "workload" 
on prosecutorial resources. The only available ftseful statistic 
is the average prosecutor case load (for all cases in the previous 
year), which for the sake of continuing 'tFi"e numerical example, we 
assume to be 100 cases per year (700 cases in the past year) i , if 
burglaries comprise 30% of the cases, and a 10% increase in the 
burglary case load is expected, then the prosecutor can expect 
about 21 more burglary cases during the coming year (making the 
total number of cases 721). In order to maintain an average of 
100 cases per prosecutor per year, a total of 7.21 prosecutors 
would be needed. The 0.21 suggests that at least a new part-time 
prosecutor be hired. C 

This illustration is over-simplified. For example, only one court 
level is used; it is assumed that there are no diversion programs 
for which burglary suspects might qualify; it uses a gross average 
for a measure which should have been more specific (not accounting 
for differential case preparation times); and it ussumes the 
validity (with limits) and availability of data, and most 
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EXHIBIT 4.9 

INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF RESOURCE AND SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE FOR TWO TYPES OF AGENCIES 

A Agencies Agency-to-Agency B Agencies 
Resources Effects Resources 

>- fT1 .i:! ~ 
Co) ;:;; '';:; , .... 
'" C:;' III 
ijj ~' . : 

A Agencies B Agencies 
Performance Implications 

Performance 
Indicator Indicator 

Impact of Change in AAgencies 
Performance Indicator in that 
of B Agencies 
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importantly it requires the presence of someone on the planning 
staff who develops the lines of communication to obtain the data, 
and has the experience and patience to work it through. Never
theless, the integrated analysis process has been demonstrated 
by the example, and that process is the thrust of this Qourse. 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

Title: Module 5, Implementation 

Lecturer: 
, Ob j ec t-ives : 
T~e major goal of this module is to provide participants with a method 
for rationally organizing the analysis tasks through use of an 
Analysis Plan. 
After completing this module, participants should be able to 

• identify and describe all the major components of 
an analysis plan; 

• cite the purposes and uses of these various com
ponents; 

• list three techniques (Gantt chart, manpower 
allocation schedule, PERT diagram) which can 
assist the planner in developing a realistic 
analysis plan; and 

• develop an original analysis plan. 
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Implementation 

Analysis Plan-~An Overview 

Developing the Components of an Analysis Plan 
A. Statement of the Problem 
B. Audience Identification and Use for Products 
C. Desired Analysis Products 
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F. Data Sources 
G. Analysis Techniques 
H. Work Plan 
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MODULE 5 
IMPLEMENTATION 

I. ANALYSIS PLAN--AN OVERVIEW 

The ability to organize the analysis process so that it proceeds 
smoothly and on time. is a skill which will be useful throughout a 
planner's career. This module discusses how development and use 
of an analysis plan can assist substantially in this organ~zation 
process, what major components are normally included in such a 
plan, and what level of detail is appropriate. 

An analysis plan is a written document which systematically out
lines the major components of the analysis task from the initial 
statement of the analytic problem to estimation of the costs and 
elaboration of a dissemination plan. As illustrated in Exhibit 
5.1, development of an analysis plan forces the planner to consider 
why a particular analysis is worth undertaking, what needs to be 
analyzed, how the analysis will be undertaken, when and by whom the 
work will be done, and to whom and how the results should be trans
mitted. The various steps in development of an analysis plan and 
the components of the plan are also indicated in Exhibit 5.1, and 
will be discussed in detail later. 

Since analysis plans are not routinely used by some public agen
cies, a planner might well ask whether it is worthwhile spending 
time on preparation of such plans when this time could be used on 
analysis itself. A general answer is that careful preparation of 
an analysis plan for any sizeable analysis task is almost certain 
to produce more reliable results and produce them more efficiently. 
Undesirable alternatives which are sometimes used by planners and 
researchers instead of analysis plans include random "data grub
bingll or. analysis based on someone's vague ideas which have not 
been, carefully thought through. Inefficiency and missed opportun
ities characterize such approaches. 

The major benefits to a planner from preparing an analysis plan 
include: 

• early agreement on the problem and the product; 

• a greater probability of producing a good product 
because the exercise of writing out in detail the 
major concepts and procedures forces the planner 
to think more clearly and carefully about precisely 
what should be done; 

48 the benefit of review and comments which can be' 
obtained more easily from others when a written 
plan is available; and 

• more realistic and ~ffective allocation of 
resources. 
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Art analysis plan, from a manager's or supervisor's point of view, 
has the following advantages: 

• provides direction, helps to organize, and 
reduces uncertainty and risk; 

• gives the manager a better ability to judge 
the relative priorities, uses and resource 
requirements of various proposed analysis 
tasks; 

• enables staff to be more satisfied since their 
own analysis projectq , when evaluated on the 
basis of clear analysIs plans and conducted 
according to those plans, can be adequately 
supported and should result in a superior 
product; 

• reduces uncertainty by assisting the manager 
in making a realistic assessment of what the 
office can accomplish given present staff and 
funding; and 

• provides the manager with concrete proposals 
for analysis which could be carried out with 
additional funding. 

From the perspective of the city manager, mayor or taxpayer, 
analysis plans help to ensure that a useful product will result 
from the agency funds expended~~ Such plans also may permit par
ticipation in the setting of analysis priorities by citizens and 
other important actors within the jurisdiction who may have to 
use the results or support the work. 

Sometimes development of an analysis plan is mandatory. Grant 
applications, whether for federal funds such as LEAA planning 
funds or for foundation funds, are essentially analysis plans, 
although a particular format may be specified by the grantor. 
In such cases, skills in developing a clear analysis plan will 
often mean the difference between funding or no funding. 
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II~ DEVELOPING THE COMPONENTS OF AN ANALYSIS PLAN 

There are obvim,\sly many possible ways of organizing an analysis 
plan, but the major components generally tend to be similar. A 
simplified version of these common components is illustrated in 
Exhibit 5.1. The process should be thought of as a flow with 
steps which overlap and feed back into each other. The components 
of the final analysis plan represent the end product of this pro
cess. 

A. ·St.atement 9f the Problem 

The first step, a clear statement of the problem, is crucial to 
the entire analysis since all the other developmental stages build 
on it. Problem formulation is discussed in more detail in Module 
1. Whether the problem is large (e. g. I "What were the dimensions 
of the crime problem in the state during the last year?") or small 
(e.g., "Bicycle thefts have increased during the past year in this 
town, and a group of parents want to know why."), it is helpful to 
write out a description of the problem and ask: 

• Is the problem stated as precisely as possible? 

• Is it likely the results of analysis will be 
useful in solving the problem? 

• Do others concerned w,;i.th the problem agree on 
how it has been formulated? 

B. Audience Identification and Use for Produots 
Once the problem is stated, it is u!Seful t,o identify the audience 
and the use for the analysis products. This step is important 
because it will determine the type of o~tput to be produced, the 
level of analysis in som~ cases, often the type and amount of 
money available for the analysis, and certainly the presentation 
and dissemination plans. Larger analysis tasks tend to have 
multi-level audiences and varied uses. For such tasks, identi
fication of the primary and secondary audiences anq uses is help
ful. Questions ~o be asked during this ,task include: 

• For' whom will this analysis be performed? What 
are the priority and special inte~sts of this 
individual or group(s)? 

• Who else would like to know the results and why 
would they be interested? 

• Whose support is needed for the analysis? 

• How woul~ you expect the analysis findings could 
be used to improve the existing situation? 

5 - 3 
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C. Desired Analysis Products 

When determining the desired products, it is u$:eful to list the 
questions which need to be answered and to askt 

• What do you want to know as a re~ult of the 
analysis? 

• How detailed do the answers need to be? 
• How much support and documentation of t,he 

answers is required? 

D. Hypotheses 

Before developing the analysis plan further, it is important to 
review available data or research related to the problem. A 
thorough review can save sUbstantial analysis time by identifying 
pertinent research already available, suggesting useful methods 
which have been used in similar, problem areas, and indicating 
potentialfinoings that may be applicable. 
Based on thisre~~earch, hypotheses can be formula,ted which \\Till 
a.ssist in selection of the variables to be exa}:nined. (1\ hypothesis 
is a tentative assumption made in Order to test its logical or 
empirical consequences.) While it may sometimes seem that in
sufficient information is available to formulate reliable hypotheses, 
this step is important because it forces hard-headed ev~luation 
of available data and assists in reducing the analysis task to 
a more manageable scale. Clearly, an ideal situation would be 
one in which all variable~ which appear to be related to the 
problem would be simultaneously examined and interpreted, resulting 
in a compl~lte description and/or prediction about the issues being 
considered~ However, time, cost and data availability constraints 
virtually always preclude such thorough analysis. Therefore, 
one of the criminal justi9~ planner's tasks is to use ,the wealth 
of secondary data as a basis for determining what findings are likely 
(the hypo'cheses) 1 thereby permitting rational selection of the most 
important variables for analysis. This selection of vav~7'\bles 
can always be altered if, during the analysis, finding~'::cndicate 
other variables are important. Qu,estions to be asked during this 
task include: 

• Have the available data and research pertaining to , 
this problem been thoroughJ<:r reviewed and evaluated? 

• Have individuals with sUbstantial knowledge in th.l.s 
field been interviewed? 

• Have primary sources been included in I'che review if 
secondary sources are inadequate? 

.'),\'re the hypotheses supported by the available data? 

• Can the hypotheses be tested? 
• Do the hypotheses indicate which variables are of 

primary interest (dependent variable) and whicD 
variables are expected to affect the dependent 
variables (independent variable~)? 

.,J 
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It should be noted that both quantitative and qualitative data can 
be useful in formulating and evaluating alternative hypotheses. 
Sources of quantitative data and methods of using the data were 
discussed in Modules 2, 3 and 4. However, qualitative techniques 
_involving personal judgment such as "brainstorming" or use of the 
f"belphi technique can also be used during hypothesis formulation. 

In brainstorming, individuals with substantial experience and/or 
knowledge of the problem can be asked to contribute their ideas 
on possible hypotheses, no matter hat·; unlikely the hypotheses may 
initially appear to be. These hypotheses are then listed and the 
most compelling selected. The brainstorming process helps ensure 
that a wide range of hypotheses are considered. 

One use of the Delphi technique is to assemble a panel of experts, 
each of whom Ylould be asked to contribute a hypothesis on, ·the 
problem under consideration. The hypothesis given most often, or 
a new hypothesis which incorporates the answers given, could then 
be selected for testing. 

E. variables and Measures 

Selsction of the specific variables to be examined and determina
tiori ofllOw to measure them is the next step. Based on the hypoth
eses, a preliminary list can be made of the variables which appear 
to be most important as well as the means of identifying how these 
variables can be measured. This list oan then be used during the 
identification of data sources and selection of analysis tech
niques. During this step, questions may include: 

• Have the related variables been listed in antici
pated order of importance so that they can be 
added or dropped in order of priority, depending 
on data and resources available for the task? 

e Have alternative measures been considered and 
the most desirable identified? 

F. Data Sources 

The list of variables and measures should be used for the identi
fication and selection of data sources. A variety of data sources 
was discussed in Module 2 on Data Collection. The data identifi
cation and selection stage allows the planner to assess the access
ability and cost of collection of possible sources of data. Modi
fications in the variable list m~-=~ have to be made at this point 
if data for the best measure(s) are not available or cannot be 
obtained within the task resources: Questions to ask may include: 

• Which agencies have data on the variables selected? 

• If alternative sources are available for the same 
variable, which source would be quicker, less 
expensive, and more reliable? 

.~. What potentially important data are not available? 
What substitutes can be used? 
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• Is any primary data collection needed? . How is 
it justified? 

G. Analysis Techniques 

Selection of the most useful analysis techniques from the wide 
range available (some are discussed in Modules 3 and 4) is possible 
after the prior steps have been completed. This selection of tech
niques will be particularly dependent on both the data available 
and t~e products desired. In selecting the techniques to be used, 
the pl~nner ShOULd ask: 

• Are the analysis techniques consistent with the 
output needed, the hypotheses to be tested, and 
available data? 

• Is available staff trained in the use of the 
techniques being considered, or can properly 
trained staff be obtained? 

• What are the qqst implications of the most appro
priate analysis techniques? 

• Will the audience identified be able to understand 
the use of the specific techniques? 

H. Work Plan 

One of the most important aspects of an analysis plan is the work 
plan for managing the analysis. Scheduling and resource allocation 
are needed to ensure that the analysis task actually gets done a.nd 
is completed on time. A number of management tools are available 
to assist in this task. ~hese tools help answer: 

• How much and what types of manpower are needed 
to complete the analysis? 

• When are various skills needed? 

• Will delays in any of these analysis tasks hold 
up completion of the final product? 

Several of the most commonly used management tools such as Gantt 
and manpower allocation charts are discussed in this module. The 
PERT technique is also discussed briefly. Although not widely 
used yet in q'):irninal justice planning I l?B,B.T has proven':'to be help
ful in managing complex and time-critical projects in other fields. 

An example of;. a Gantt chart is illustrated in ExhibitS. 2. This 
method of scheduling tasks is a concept popularized by Henry L. 
Gantt in the early 1900s. The Gantt chart can assist the planner 
by formalizing time goals; disaggregating analytic tasks, and 
permi tting a comparison; to be made between the planned versus the 
actual progress of the\analysis tasks. F9r example, this chart 
was developed to organize the development, implemen~ation and 
interpretation of a major local victimization survey. 

Once target date~, based on a preliminary estimate of staff produc
tivity and.availabilit.y, have been outlined on a Gantt chart, a 
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Exhibit 5.2 

Gantt Chart 
state Analysis of Local Crime Reduction Program Impacts 

Tasks 1 2 4 
. 

6 Month 3 5 7 a 9 10 11 . lL . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ' .. I • 

1. project orientation --
2. Review Documentation -

3. Interview Local Staff and I Collect Baseline Impact -I 
Data 

4. Design. Conduct, Analy:::e 
Victimization Survey 

5. Evaluate Planning and I I 

Implementation Process I I 

,-' 

6. Draft Interim Report 
(Include Victimization -- -

co survey Results) 

7. Interview Criminal Justice 
and Public Officials 

a. Collect Post-Implementa-
tion Impact Data 

. 
9. Evaluate Effect on Crimin-

') 

,-

al Justice system & l'ublic 
and Impact on Crime 

10. Draft Final Report -- -
11. Incorporate Reviewers' I--

Comments 

12. Revise Final Report -with Appended Comments 
,- , 

Progress Reports • • • • • • • • • • 
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manpower allocation chart can be developed. An example is shown 
in Exhibit 5.3. Knowing how many man-hours to assign to each task 
requires experience or careful consultation with individuals who 
have recently completed similar kinds of tasks. A safety margin 
should be built in since many managers tend to underestimate the 
actual time needed to complete a task. 

After a preliminary manpower allocation is made, the planner should 
check to ensure that the labor allocations are sufficient to permit 
completion of the task within the allotted time and that the staff 
assigned to various tasks actually will have the time available 
which has been allocated. If not, adjustments will have to be 
made to either the labor allocation schedule, the Gantt chart, 
or both until a satisfactory compromise is reached. 

Another technique which can be particularly useful for large and/or 
complex analysis projects is PERT (Program Evaluation and Review 
Technique). The technique was developed in the late 1950s by the 
Navy for coordinating and controlling complex projects involving a 
number of geographically dispersed contractors. PERT allows the 
planner to examine relationships of tasks to each other over time. 
In turn, this information permits a "critical path" to be charted 
of the tasks which are expected to take the longest and which are 
crucial to completion of the task within a given period of time. 

A simple application of this technique using the list of tasks pre
sented earlier (see Exhibit 5.2) is shown in Exhibit 5.4. The 
tasks are shown as numbered circles (e.g., Q)). The arrows .. 
between the circles indicate interrelationships and the direction 
in which the analysis is expected to progress. Solid arrows indi- _ 
cate a relationship but no activity time. Estimated completion 
time for each task is indicated in parenthesis under each activity 

The PERT diagram represents a simple or first level diagramming of 
. the first six tasks in the Gantt chart presented in Exhibit 5.2. 

; By adding the tim~s along the system lines, the critical path can 
be determined. From Task 2 where several tasks are undertaken 
'simultaneously to Task 15 where all these simultaneous tasks must 
be completed before initiation of this task, the longest or critical 
path requires 12 weeks ( the critical path flow is tasks 2, 5, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 15). In contrast, the other paths require hine weeks 
(2, 3, 6, 13, 14, 15) and 10 weeks (2, 4, 7, 13, 14, 15). Thus 
delays of three and two weeks respectively could be tolerated during 
the implementation of the other two paths without affecting the, 
completion of the interim report, whereas any delay in the victimi
zation survey activity (along the critical path) wi~l in turn delay 
interim report completion. (In comparisoh, a Gantt chart, wh~leQ 
simpler to construct, does not indicate which activities must b~ . 
completed before others can begin,., or which sequence of tasks 
should be given highe~t priority.) 

In an actual application, the PERT network would be specified in 
more detail. The classic PERT technique also contains procedures 
for estimating activity times where uncertaihty is involved. Esti
mates are obtained for the "most likely time," "optimistic time,~ 
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Exhibit 5.3 

Labor Allocation Chart I 
I.l til 
0 til ~ 

-101 -101 Q) Q) 
0 til £:: > e ~ cr> "r! . 'r! "';-101 III 
·rf 'l <tJ til <tJ <tJ ~ 
Q 

~ 
Q) '0 !J :l 

.jJ 
III Q til 0 

-101 tJ .~ III :r: 
0 

~ 
I.l >< til ~ 

Q) 0 ~ ~ e ,S Q) ...; 
'M "" ...; III 

S go c: ~ <tJ o e ...; ~ 

Tasks Honth Q) :l ~ Q)'O Cj f. III Q til til til":; 

I 
I 

1. Project orientation 100 80 40 220 I 
2. ~";~iew Document.a tion 100 80 160 320 40 700 

3. Int.erview Local Staff and I 
Collect Baseline Impact 173 160 80 512 160 1095 
bata 

I 
4. Design, Conduct, Analyze 40 40 80 80 80 80 1600 2040 Victimization Survey 

5. Evaluate Planning and 
100 140 160 160. 160 Implementation Process 800 

I 
6. Draft Interim Report I 

(Include Victimization 100 60 80 80 160 480 
Survey results) 

7. Interview Criminal Justice 100 80 512 80 772 and Public Officals 

I 
8. Collect Post.-Implementa~ 40 80 40 160 tion Impact Data 

I 
·9. Evaluate Effect on crimin-

al Justice System & Public 140 120 1~0 1~0 40 540 540 I 
and Impact on crime 

10. Draft Final Report 140 120 80 80 160 180 I 
11. Incorporate Reviewers' 60 40 80 180 

Comments I 
12. Revise Final Report 40 40 80 with Appended Comments 160 I 

Progress Reports 1253 1040 760 80 1864 1l~0 1600 7717 Total 

I 
I 
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CD 
(2) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
(2) 
0 

EXHIBIT 5.4 
PERT NETWORK WITH CRITICAL PATH INDICATED FOR 

ANALYSIS PROJECT 

\ 
\ 
\ 

~ '8' ~ 
(2) 

KEY: c: Critical Path 
Non·Critical Path 
(2) Time in Weeks 

Event Identification 

Start project @ Begin collection of victimization 

Complete project orientation @ Complete collection of victimization 
and documentation review survey data 

Start interviewing local @ Begin analysis of victimization 
staff survey 

Start collection of baseline @ Complete analysis of victimization 
impact data survey 

Start design of victimization @ Begin analysis of the planning 
survey and implementation survey process 

Complete interviews with @ Complete analysis of the planning 
local staff and implementation survey process 

Complete impact data collection @ Begin draft of integrated interim 
report 

Complete victimization @ survey design Complete draft of interim 
report 



and "pessimistic time," preferably from each individual task or 
subtask manager; the person directly responsible for the work 
is responsible for both the estimates and task completion. 

PERT is most useful for large scale and complex tasks such as 
scheduling and tracking the tasks a large metropolitan or state 
criminal justice planning agency undertakes over a year period. 
However l PERT can also be useful on a more informal basis for 
smaller projects as well. 

project managers who h~ve used PERT techniques say it is useful 
for: . 

• Understanding the relationships and precise nature 
of the constraints during the development of an 
Analysis Plan. 

• During the implementation phase: 
- monitoring progress and slippage during 

implementation 
- identifying priorities for resource reallo

cation through use of the critical path as 
the highest priority 

- a management tool for reminding individual 
task managers of their schedules and progress. 

Software programs for computerized PERT charting and monitoring 
are available. An example of the type of output available from a 
software package is shown in Exhibit 5.5. This exhibit shows in
formation for one of the task managers during week 9 of the Analy
sis Tasks outlined in the PERT chart in Exhibit 5.4. A major 
advantage of this system is that it provides an automatic reminder 
to task managers about the status of the work for which they are 
responsible. This computerized system removes the onus from the 
project managers for reminding staff of their schedule commitments 
and the standardized reporting system similarly relieves managers 
of ongoing manual data collection. 

I. Costing 

Assessing the costs of the proposed analysis task should be fairly 
straightforward once the previous tasks have been completed. A 
sample budget in Exhibit 5.6 for a victimization survey illustrates 
use of major budget categories--Labor, Fringe Benefits, Equipment, 
Supplies, Telephone, Overhead, and General and Administrative costs. 
Labor costs, for example, ar~ based on the labor allocations as 
presented in Exhibit 5.3. In developing a budget, the planner 
should assess the scope of the ta.sks (in the example, a telephone 
survey of 5,000 cases to be completed within six weeks) I costs of 
other alternatives (e.g., other consultants or in-house staff work) 
and what the results of various alternatives are likely to be. 
Such information is essential to the planner when developing and 
justifying a budget. 
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OFFICE 

Analysis Design 

Analysis Desiqn 

- - -

COMPONENTl Local Programs 

PlmSON RESPONSIDI.E 

Jamas McPherson 

- - , - -
EXlIlOl'r 5-5 

- -
State Allalysis of Locnl Crime Reuuc:tion PrQgralll 'Impacts 

-
Project; Control Interim l'r09ress Heport 2/3/71 

OVEMI.I. IlliSPONSIDILI'l'Y I John Buchanan 

AC'!'ION S~EP 
DESCRIPTION 

Desi.~ln lnterviewing 
InstrLlment: 

S'l'lIR'l' TINE 'rUlE 
[J/\'l'E ES'1'. • USI~D' 

1/3 5 5 

PHONE: 5364 

S1'l\.

'rus 

C 

" PLIII10 
COMPI. COM PI. 

100 1/1 

James McPherson 'l'raininq Interview 1/10 2 2 C 100 1/11 
Staff 

- - - -
Palla 1 

DOCUME N'l'1\'l'ION 
FOR VERIFICATION 

Interview Instructions 

Interview /lss.l.grullcnts 

(7 - -

IInalysis Des.l.gn James McPherson conduct Interviews 1/12 18 20 I 95 2/3 2/0 Weekly Completion Check-
lists 

IIna;Lysis Design James MCPherson Conclude Interviews 5 00 2/4 . 2/9 Completion IntervIew 
Checklist 

• (in Days) 
SlGNI\'!'URE 

This report lists each of the action steps for which you have primary responsibility. please report current status of 't:heso actiVities in the 
following manneJ:. 

1. Check the infortllation under status (S'j'II.). "s" JnCans that the action step is scheduled but not yot begun. "I" means that the actioll step 
is in p.rogress. And "C" uleans that the action step is complete. The space lInder VlmIFICII'r!ON lists the documentation ~equiJ:ed to verify 
completion of the action step. A "V" in the S'rA'rUS column indicatas that the documentatioll hilS been received and recorded by the IIl1lP OffiCI). 

2. EKamine the Infortnation under the percenl;. complete (\ COMPL.) and status (5'1'11.) headings. If tIle inforlllation presented is longer correct, 
line through the incorrect information and place the correct information ill the space above. 

3. If you must J:eqlleflt a cOhll?letion date lilter than the date listed, write this new (lstimatad complatiol1 date in the new completion date 
(NEW COHPL.) COlllnul. This request will be J:eviewed by the person responsible for your component. 

4. Sign tha J:el'ort in the space provided ariel retuJ:n the form to Or. Buchilnnan'£l office. 



Exhibit 5.6 

SAMPLE BUDGET 

Victimiz~~ion,,~~ 

Hourly Number 
Rate pf Hours 

project Director 
Deputy Project Director 
Administrative 
Survey Designer 
Survey Supervisor 
Survey Assistant 
Survey Services 

Coding 
Interviewers 

Fringe 
Overhead 

30% 
70% 

Total Direct Labor 

c:, 
Computer 
Printing 

12.21 
10.54 

5.64 
8.65 
8.03 
5.17 

5.00 
3.50 

Telephone 
Keypunch/Verification/Cleaning 

Total Direct Costs 

TOTAL DIRECT LABOR AND COSTS 

G & A 13% 

52 
136 

80 
422 
350 
300 

100 
:1.600 

TOTAL COSTS 

5 - 14 

635 
1433 

451 
3650 
2811 
1551 

500 
5600 

16631 

4989 
11642 

33262 

14157 
1000 
8400 
1250 

12117 

45379 

5899 

51278 
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J. Presentation and Dissemination 

Finally, the presentation and dissemination plan should be con
sidered. Questions to ask at this stage might include: 

• How would the audience(s) identified earlier 
affect the methods used in presenting the 
findings and recommendations? 

• Given certain anticipated findings and know
ledge about areas of possible resistance by 
the audience(s), what strategies would be 
most effective in pt'esenting your analysis 
resul ts and recommenq,a tions? 

\ II 

Many planners and analysts have1fouhd that early consideration of 
the first product helps to narrow the focus of the analysis a~d 
ensure that the presentation is appropriate to the audience. '~or 
example, if the primary audience is the criminal justice planning 
agency staff, a sophisticated presentation can be planned which 
assumes a given level of knowledge already exists. However, if the 
audience is the public potentially a£Rected by a particular cr~me 
(e.g., residential burglary), the presentation will have to make 
the points more clearly and simply. For instance" graphics might 
be heC'.'\dly used. 

Dissemination plans will vary considerably, depending on the loca
tion(s) of the audience. Conveying the findings of analysis to a 
staff is quite different than iriforming private ;citizens. For 
example, an informed presentation accompanied by a technical sum
mary of the analysis may be appropriate for a staff whereas news
papers, TV, and appearances before various organizations may be 
more appropriate for citizens. Dissemination plans may include 
early involvement of the audience so they may participate in the ;~! 
formulation of the analysis and in the dissemination plan. Pres
entation and dissemination guides for conveying analysis findings 
will be discussed more thoroughly in the next and final module of 
the course. 
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III. Task Complexity VeL'sus Degree of Analysis Plan Development 

While the basic elements of an analysis plan are generally the 
same regardless of task size or completion deadline, the planner 
will have to judge what degree of detail is warranted. An analy
sis plan of some type is ~ecommended even for seemingly straight
forward tasks, since many analysis tasks are actually more compli
cated to complete 'satisfactorily than they appear initially. 
However, some simple tasks with long lead times and ample staff 
resources might need only an informal analysis plan. Such a task 
might be a request by the principal of the local school to analyze 
school vandalism records before and after exterior lights were 
installed, the analysis to be completed over the summer. 

On the other hand, a complex task with a short deadline a,lmost 
certainly warrants a detailed and carefully considered plan. 
Generally, the more complex the task l and/or less time and ~esour
ces available, the more detail is necessary so that the task can 
be completed well and on 15chedule. A request by the mayor for an 
analysis of recent teenag'e crime in the city to be presented to a 
Crime Advisory Commission, a citizens group and the press within 
six months is an exampie of the latter, especially if no addi
tional staff resources are available. Such an analysis task would 
probably require a substantial amount of work, possibly including 
primary data collection, if a thorough job were done, and would 
require some hard choice~ about priorities. Preparation and 
agreement on an analysis plan during the early days of such a pro
ject would seem to be beth a responsive and responsible under
taking for the criminal justice planner. 

IV. Analysis Plan--Case Study (To Be Provided by Instructor) 
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EXERCISE #16 

DEVELOPING AN' ANALYSIS PLAN 

Purpose 

This exercise is designed to build on skills practiced in previous 
exercises and to give the planner "an opportunity to develop a data 
analysis plan, including a data collection component. The process 
of developing a simp~e data analysis plan should generate many of 
the types of questions which would normally be encountered while 
developing analysis plans in a work sit.uation. The training 
course situation gives participants a.n opportunity to discuss 
th~~e~,>.iuestiQns with a group of peers and an instructor. Thus r . 
thep~rticipan t can receive personalized assistance \'lhich may not 
be d:~;tailable in the work situation. 

Activit.ies 

Part I" The training session should break into five working 
groups. Each participant should select one of the following as an 
analysis problem! 

• the problem (and secondary data collection plan) 
,used in Exercise #4 on Secondary Data Sources 

• one of the probl~ms in Exhibit 5. 7 . 

• a crime or system problem of particular interest 
from the ~articipant's own locality. 

The following constraints should be used in developing the analysis 
plan: 

'-') 

• the items indicated in the analysis plan model, 

(" --" 

ExhibitS.l, are to be included; these are: 

1) 
2} 

3) 
4) 

5) 

6} 
7} 

8) 

" 9) 
10) 

State,ment of the problem 
Identification of the audiences and uses 
for the analysis products 
Desired products 
A list of a'itailable information and 
hypothesis , 
A list of variables to be examined and 
how the variables would be measured 
A data collection plan 
A list of analysis techniques to be 
1.1;;ed with an indication of how they 
will be. u.sed 
A work plan including a list of the 
tasks to be completed, and(,a manpower 
allocation schedule ' 
A cost estimate 
A presen.tationand dissemination plan. 
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In addition, participants are to prepare a schedule and costing I 
table, as well as a sample presentation formats. In developing 
an analysis plan the participant should assume that the analysis 
task must be completed within two months, and that total cost to I 
produce the analysis product must not be more than $50,000. 

Each participant should develop an individual analysis plan .. When 
completed, the analysis plans should be discussed by participants I 
in their small groups focusing on: 

a. What difficulties were experienced in develop
ing the plan; 

b. The extent to which the major elements of their 
analysis plans differ from ~~e model presented 
in the module; 

c. Similarities and differences in participant 
analysis plans; 

d. Whether analysis plans are used in the partici
pant's agency or in criminal justice agencies 
with which the participant is familiar. If 
not, why not. 

Each of the working groups should select a representative to 
a Review Panel. Each group should also select one analysis plan 
for competi ti ve presentation to the Revie'i'l Panel on Friday morn
ing. 

The Review Panel can select only one analysis plan for "funding n , 

so each group should try to make their presentation as complete 
and convincing as possible. Part II of this exercise is included 
in the text for Module 6--Presentation of Findings. Each group is 
to make a 10 minute presentation of their plan to the Review 
Panel. 
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Exhibi t 5.7 

Listed below are three problems which are presented as "findingsll 
from an analysis of system performance, and a list of three re
commendations for dealing with each problem. 

Findings: 

1. The delay between arrest and trial for persons 
charged with burglary is eight months. It is 
desired to reduce this period to four months. 

2. Forty percent of the people in jail at the time 
of the preliminary hearing have their cases dis
missed at the hearing. Either these people 
should not have been detained or their cases 
should not have been dismissed, or both. 

3. The juvenile detention facilities are filled, 
including 10% who have been adjudicated delin
quent and are awaiting placement in another 
facility. 

Recommendations: 

Problem (1) a. Development of prosecutor priority systems 
to allow systematic control over case 
scheduling; 

b. Funding of court administrators to give 
Superior Court justices more time for 
actual trials; 

c. Creation of additional judgeships. 

Pr0blem (2) a. Establishment of~ supervised or programs 
for persons unable to meet other release 
criteria; 

b. Creation of special court sessions de
voted exclusively to timely processing 
of the initial motions of detained de
fendants; 

c. Police legal advisors to forestall 
errors leading to dismissal of cases. 

Problem (3) a. Funding of community-based juvenile 
custody services; 

b. Construction of a larger juvenile hall; 

c. Establishment of a large-scale diversion 
program to handle 20% of the juvenile 
caseload. 
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MODULE ABSTRACT 

Title: Module 6: Presentation of Findings 

Lecturer: 

objectives: 

The major objective of this module is to make participants aware of 
the factors which contribute to preparing and delivering effective 
presentations and reports. In addition, this module provides 
participants with feedback on analysis plan preparation and, thus, 
serves as a summary of other modules of the course. 
specifically, participants should be able to : 

• Recognize the elements of a well-developed analysis 
plan and what to include in organizing an analysis 
effort; 

• Identify and describe six guidelines to consider 
in preparing and delivering presentations on 
findings or in other circumstances which require 
the presenter to be convincing; 

• Specify the general organization of a crime ana-
ly,~is report i and ' 

• Specify three guides to follow in using quantita
tive data and statistics in written reports. 
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EXERCISE #16 
(CONTINUED) 

ANlU ... YSIS PLAN PRESENTATIONS 

Once a draft of the analysis plan has been prepared, some thought 
~hould be ~iven to how the plan is to be presented to the approv
~ng superv~sory board or individual. First, the technical quality 
of the plan must be insured. Second, the way in which the plan 
is presented will influence the receptivity of the people who 
make policy decisions regarding the allocation of agency resources 
on researching criminal justice problems or issues. Check the 
technical quality of your work to minimize problems later as the 
plan is implemented: )( 

• Is the problem stated clearly and accurately? 
• Have the desired products and outcomes been identi

fied? 

• Is the hypothesis complete? 
• Is the list of variables and measures comprehensive 

and realistic? 

• Is the data collection plan specific and realistic? 
• Are the techniques for analysis appropriate? 
• Is the work plan realistic and within cost constraints? 

• Has the dissemination plan considered the interests 
and concerns of the potential audience? 

u 

.. " 

Once the analysis has been performed, careful consideration shc)uld 
be give~ to how to most effectively present and argue the possible 
alternatives explicit or implicit in what the analysis task un
covered. 
Participants are to prepare a formal presentation pf their pro
posed analysis plans. These presentations are to last no longer 
than 10 minutes. These presentations will be made to a student! 
faculty review panel which will judge each plan and presentation 
using the above criteria. 
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

I. Introduction 

All too frequently, the importance of preparing an effective 
presentation or report is underestimated, and essential facts 
and messages are lost or hopelessly distorted. "No time to 
prepare" is frequently used as the introduction to presenta
tions, but the lack of preparedness costs the presenter much 
more than it does the listener or reader; it is the1?resenter's 
or writer's responsibility to make certain that th& essential 
information is transmitted clearly, succinctly, and in a form 
mean.ingful to his/her audience. It sounds simple, but i;:'s 
a skill that takes practice. This module will provide you with 
some helpful techniques in preparing presentations and written 
reports. 
What constitutes an effective presentation or report? Think 
about presentations or reports which have impressed you. What 
separated good presentations from ones which made you wish you 
were sitting near the exit? Certainly one of the most important 
elements of a good report or presentation is interest; we are 
willing to tolerate the most confusing or tedious presentations 
if thE; topic area is sufficiently compelling to hold our interest. 
Unfortunately, only a small percentage of any audience has enough 
interest to sustain them through i3. confusing or rambling presen
tation. Clarity, then, is a second important element in report 
preparation and in making a good presentation. However, clarity 
is very difficult to achieve. 
The kinds of presentations and reports criminal J~stice planners 
are often asked to make are difficult because they involve com
plex problems and a myriad of issues and concerns. Since the 
"system" is by nature highly interactive, it is difficult to 
focus on a single problem without posing clear implications on 
hundreds of other activities. M<::>reover, the criminal justice 
system operates within a social and community context that puts 
it into contact with other systems, other programs, other prob
lems and other responses to problems. To write about one prob
lem is to write about many pt'oblems, because the components of 
the system, and therefore its problems, are so intimately con
nected. 
Separating out the essential parts of a problem or issue so that 
it can be dissected, and probed intelligently, is a skill/pnd an 
art. It requires careful attention to what is relevant and what 
is not relevant, what is directly related to the problem and 
what only has tangential influence. The writer has the sometimes 
awesome responsibility of tellinlg the audience what is important, 
why it's important, and what there is about the topic that should 
demand their attention. If the goal of the criminal justice plan
ner in making a presentation is to provide the best information 
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possible to allow the best decisions possible, the presentation 
should function as a catalyst to dialogue and action. Since the 
focus of that dialogue is likely to reflect the focus of the 
presentation, it is especially important that the presenter have 
a clearly defined topic. Many times the presenter might there
fore want to raise tangential issues in order to dismiss them. 
"While X is important and in some ways related to the problem 
at hand, it will not be the focus of today's discussion. 1I Again, 
this relates back to preparation. 

There are any number of ways to dissect the elements of a good 
':resentation. The facts influencing effective communication have 
been researched and analyzed almost" as much as all the thoughts 
that have been communicated. Since it is the concern of this 
module to improve your awareness about the importance of good 
presentations which enhance the communication of the results of 
analysis, six guidelines have been identified to serve as a 
"checklist" for planning presentations. These guidelines are 
a,:. so useful in evaluating ways of improving the use of presenta
tions as an effective medium for cOu@unication between the plan
ner and decision-maker. 

All presentations, if they are to be effective in communicating 
ideas, must be planned. At least some planning must be done to 
consider how long the presentation must be in order to cover 
the topic areas the presenter wants the audience to consider. 
Some of the following guideli~es if considered in advance, should 
help you plan your presentation sufficiently so that you won't 
have to introduce your topic by apologizing with "no time to pre
pare," even when time was available. 
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II. Guidelines for Making Presentations 

Comlider the following six guidelines for making presentations: 

• stick to the Priority Message; 

• stick to Terms that are Important to the Audience; 

• Clarify and !nterpret; 

• Make Contrasts and Comparisons; 

• Talk in Illustrations and Examples; and 

• Anticipate Questions, Problems, Assumptions. 

Now exmuine what each of these guidelines could mean for improv
ing the quality of presentations of the type frequently made by 
criminal justice planners. 

A. stick to the Priority Message 

Since few presentations are given much time (many planners find 
they have to talk about a whole year in 15-20 minutes), it is 
important that you establish one or -cwo top priority messages. 
The goal then bt.\comes at least communicating these me~)sages r .' 

even if nothing else gets accomplished. As a presenter, ao-' 
complishing this goal means that, at the conclusion of the pre
sentation, the audience will be left with these messages abso-
lutely clear in their minds. . 

One of the problems with attempting to cover too much material 
in too little time is that the important issues become diluted 
and alJ messages become a blur. with too much inforrr.ation, the 
audiencl:.' is likely to remember little I if anything. By concen
trating on one or two topics and avoiding dwelling on less im
portant issues, you give the audience the chance to concentrate 
on what you think is important. For example, in delivering a 
presentation based on a report, the presenter should not attempt 
to review the entire report for the audience. The presenter 
should concentrate only on the items of absolute importance, and 
refer the au.<;11ence to other parts of the report for a discussion 
of less important. topics. The presenter is often in the unique 
position of establishing priorities on the topic. Although the 
audience may eventually pose questions about new topics, the 
presenter will have established the priority messages--what is 
it that the audience must remember? Don't ask anyone to con
sider more than one or two messages at one time. If there are 
more than one or two top priority messages, additional meetings 
may be necessary. Although this is not always feasible, it is 
more desirable than bombarding an audience with too much infor
mation in a single meeting. 
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B. Stick to Terms that are Important to Audience 

This requires some thought about who the audience is and what 
their interests and needs might be. Although you, as presenter, 
may not share this orientation, it is important that you take 
the responsibility of talking to the audience in terms that 
are important. and meaningful to them. Know your audience well 
enough to determine which perspective on an issue or topic they 
are likely to respond to. Recognize the interests of indivi
duals as well as the group, and frame your presentation in the 
language and interests most common to them. What is the audience 
likely to consider important, and how can you structure your pre
sentation so that it is clear that you are sensitive to what is 
important to them, that you have considered their interests in 
preparing your findings, and that you have attached their impor
tance to your own understanding of the problems and issues? 
There is no substitute for developing the ability to relate to 
the topic of your own presentation as your audience might re
late to it; do this in advance( and the audience should be much 
more responsive to the priorities you have established. 

C. Clarify and Interpret 

The importance of clarity has already been mentioned. Clarity, 
however, can be taken one step fUrther when the presenter has 
the ability to place what is being said into a context that the 
audience can understand. EssentiallYr the presenter should al
ways show the audience what things actually mean to them. If 
what is being said can be grounded in what the audience already 
knows t it will be given a context that 'trill reinforce both 
interest and memory. 

Each priority message that the presenter has selected should be 
placed within a context which establishes a sense of the past, 
present, and future and what might actually happen, or what 
might be produced, as a result of an action on their part. For 
a planner, this is particularly important because the audience 
is likely to take some action based on the information being 
transmitted; the presenter should be clear about what results 
or effects are likely to take place, given certain prescribed 
courses of action. The presenter has not only to make the mes
sage clear, but the presenter has to make the message meaning
ful by interpreting what is being salid. 

D. Make Contrasts and Comparisons 

Being able to establish clear contrasts and comparisons about 
what is being said with things people already know is another 
way to reinforce the context of the presentation. Developing 
contrasts and comparisons is particularly important when the 
priority messages are relatively new and innovative and when the 
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audience might have some difficulty in relating to new concepts, 
or in distinguishing them from similar problems or approaches. 
In a"ddition, establishing a familiarity or commonality frequently 
makes people more receptive to new ideas because they feel more 
comfortable when on familiar ground. 

Contrasts and comparisons can also be extremely useful when 
attempting to interpret what is being said in a way which is 
most meaningful to the audience. With careful comparisons, the 
audience may be able to envision more clearly the implications 
of what is being said and the possible effects or results certain 
actions are likely to produce. 

E. Talk in Illustrations and Examples 

Most people tend to remember and understand better when ideas 
are transmitted by picture or example. Again, by providing the 
audience with a context and grounding the presentation in familiar 
terms, the ideas are more likely to be clear to the audience and 
certainly are better remembered. 

The criminal. justice planner may be at an advantage when it comes 
to developing illustrations and examples, since the field lends 
itself so well to the use of charts, graphs, diagrams, and 
examples based on previous experiences. Instead of talking about 
a concept, the presenter should use illustrations ahd demonstra
tions; instead of assuming the audience understands the effects 
or implications, the presenter should use examples to illustra'te 
likely outcomes. Keeping in mind the second guideline--using 
terms with which the audience is familiar whenever possible-
illustrations and examples should be keyed to their experiences, 
rather than your own. In that way, the presentation becomes a 
lesson rather than an anecdote. 

F. Anticipate Questions, Problems, Assumptions 

Perhaps the most difficult task for the presenter is anticipating 
,the concerns and reservations that the audience is likely to have 
about what is being said or suggested. In order to be prepared 
for a presentation, the presenter should try to conjure up all 
of the questions which might be asked about the presentation. 
This type of preparation does not guarantee that the presenter 
will have the answers; on the contrary, it should make the pre
senter more flexible and relaxed in the presentation with the 
knowledge of what is likely and what is not likely to be questioned. 
There are legitimate times to respond to a question by saying 
"I don't know." However, when you do know, you should be able to 
transmit both your position and the reasons for it. Typically, 
you have already asked the hard questions to yourself in formu
lating your position. Be prepared to hear them from the audience 
and to convince them as you did yourself. 
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ItI. Guidelines fpr Preparing Reports 

Many of the same issues pertaining to oral presentations are 
also relevant to preparing written reports. In addition, how
ever, there are a number of other concerns directly bearing on 
written reporting of crime analysis. These can be divided into 
two areas: organizing the report and specific guidelines on 
presenting quanti.tative data in written reports. 

A. Organization of Reports 

A basic structure from reporting crime analysis is presented in 
Exhibit 6.1. The Problem-Method-Finding report format is a con
vention in crime analysis as well as in social science research. 
Such an organization is an aid in assuring adequate detail, yet 
maintaining the brevity and clarity essential for planners to 
have an impact on decision-making. 

r---------------------------.-.--~- "'--' 
Exhibit 6.1 

Report Organization 

1.0 Crime and/or Criminal Justice System Problem(s) 

--questions 

--issues 

--definitions 

2.0 Analysis Methods 

3.0 Findings 

--hypotheses 

--measurement of variables 

--data collection instruments 
and procedures 

--statistical methods used to 
interpret data 

--results 

--interpretation 

--conclusions 

--recommendations 

Source: Adapted from Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations 
of Behavioral Research. N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston f 1967. 
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B. Data Reporting 

One of the most difficult aspects of reporting crime analyses 
is the skillful use of data in the text of written reports. 
Frequently, tables, charts, and computer printouts either to
tally overwhelm the reader, maskinq the important messaqes or 
scaring the reader away. A second equally poor approach to re
I?orting data is to bury them in statistical appendices--two 
pages of text and 300 pages of computer printouts. 

The purpose of presenting quantitative data is to provide the 
details essential in building the reader's confidence in the 
conclusions drawn by the writer as well as to stimulate and in
terest the reader--providing sUfficient detail without clut
tering the report. The common method·for using data in a report 
is to integrate tahles, charts, and graphs into the text. One 
guide to follow is to: 

• describe the purpose for a parti.cular table, 
chart, or graph in the text 

• present it with complete labeling and source 
statement 

• interpret it and highlight the informational 
content . 

In determining which data to present and which to not report, 
the planner should use two criteria: 1) the planner should pro
vide sUfficient detail for the decision-maker to reach an in
formed judgement on the crime problem being considered, and 
2) should present suffi~ient data to permit the reader to under
stand how the conclusions were reached--the logic of how the 
planner moved from the data to the proposed action must be expli
cit. 
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